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Super-resolution fluorescence microscopy performed via 3D structured illumination 
microscopy (3D-SIM) features an 8-fold volumetric resolution improvement over 
conventional microscopy and is well established on flat, adherent cells. However, 
blastomeres in mammalian embryos are non-adherent, round and large. Scanning 
whole mount mammalian embryos with 3D-SIM is prone to failure due to non-
adherent embryos moving during scanning and a large distance to the cover glass. 
The biggest challenge and achievement of this doctorate thesis was the development 
of a novel method to perform 3D-SIM on mammalian embryos (“3D structured 
illumination microscopy of mammalian embryos and spermatozoa” published in BMC 
Developmental Biology). The development and fine-tuning of this method took over 
two years due to the time-intense generation of embryos and the subsequent two day 
long embryo staining, embedding and scanning with steps that required novel 
techniques such as micromanipulation which was not associated with sample 
preparation prior to this protocol. Problem identification was time-intensive since each 
of the numerous steps necessary could negatively affect the image quality. This 
method was fine-tuned during three studies. The first study “Reprogramming of 
fibroblast nuclei in cloned bovine embryos involves major structural remodeling with 
both striking similarities and differences to nuclear phenotypes of in vitro fertilized 
embryos” (published in Nucleus) investigates the profound changes of nuclear 
architecture during cattle preimplantation development of embryos generated by 
somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) and in vitro fertilization (IVF). Fibroblast nuclei in 
embryos generated by SCNT go through similar changes in nuclear architecture as 
embryos generated by IVF. In both embryo types the occurrence of a large, 
chromatin-free lacuna in the center of nuclei around major embryonic genome 
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activation (EGA) was noted. Similarly, the chromosome territory-interchromatin 
compartment (CT-IC) model applied to both types of embryos, featuring a lacuna or 
not, with an enrichment of RNA polymerase II and H3K4me3, a histone modification 
for transcriptionally competent chromatin, in less concentrated chromatin and an 
enrichment of H3K9me3, a transcriptionally restrictive histone modification, in more 
concentrated chromatin. However, large, highly concentrated H3K4me3 and 
H3K9me3 clusters were noted in both embryo types at chromatin concentrations that 
did not fit to the model. The chromatin-free lacunas were highly enriched in newly 
synthesized mRNA. 
The second study “Remodeling of the Nuclear Envelope and Lamina during 
Bovine Preimplantation Development and Its Functional Implications” (published in 
PLOS ONE) presents the changes of the nuclear envelope and lamina during bovine 
preimplantation development. Before major EGA, chromatin-free areas of the nuclear 
periphery were also free of nuclear pore complexes (NPCs), whereas after major 
EGA, the entire nuclear periphery was equipped with at least a fine layer of chromatin 
and associated NPCs. Three types of nuclear invaginations were predominant at 
different stages. The most common invagination was lamin B and NUP153 positive 
and was most prominent between the 2-cell and 8-cell stages until the onset of major 
EGA. Lamin B positive, but NUP153 negative invaginations were most prominent 
during stages with large nuclear volume and surface reductions. The least common 
invagination was lamin B negative but NUP153 positive and occurred almost 
exclusively at the morula stage. RNA-Seq and 3D-SIM data showed large deposits of 
spliced NUP153 mRNA and cytoplasmic NUP153 protein clusters until shortly after 
major EGA. NUP153 association with chromatin was initiated at metaphase. 
The third study “Stage-dependent remodeling of the nuclear envelope and 
lamina during rabbit early embryonic development” (published in the Journal of 
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Reproduction and Development) demonstrated that rabbit embryonic nuclei feature a 
nuclear invagination type containing a large volume of cytoplasm that provides 
cytoplasmic proximity to nucleoli in addition to the small volume invaginations that 
were previously observed in bovine nuclei. The underlying mechanism for these two 
invaginations must differ from each other since small volume invaginations were 
frequently emanating from large volume invaginations emanating from the nuclear 
border but large volume invaginations were never emanating from small volume 
invaginations emanating from the nuclear border. Abundance of import/export 
competent invaginations featuring NPCs peaked at the 4-cell stage, which is the last 
stage before a drastic nuclear volume decline and also the last stage before major 
EGA is initiated at the 8- to 16-cell stage. Import/export incompetent invaginations 
positive for lamin B but not NUP153 peaked at the 2-cell stage. This was the stage 
with the largest variability in nuclear volumes. This may hint at an interphase nuclear 
surface reduction mechanism. 
Additionally, previously generated but unpublished 3D-FISH data about the 
localization changes of a stably inserted reporter gene upon activation in cloned 
bovine embryos was analyzed and documented in the study “Positional changes of a 
pluripotency marker gene during structural reorganization of fibroblast nuclei in 
cloned early bovine embryos” (published in Nucleus). This study showed that the 
stably inserted OCT-4 reporter gene “GOF” in bovine fetal fibroblasts was initially 
moved towards the nuclear interior in day 2 bovine embryos generated by SCNT of 
bovine fetal fibroblasts. However, in day 4 SCNT embryos the localization of GOF 
had moved towards the periphery while it was still activated. Its carrier chromosome 
territory did not significantly move differently compared with the non-carrier homolog. 
Constant proximity of GOF to its carrier chromosome territory ruled out a movement 
by giant loops. 
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In cooperation with the Department of Histology and Embryology of the Ege 
University (Izmir, Turkey) the destructive effects of cryopreservation on blastomere 
integrity were analyzed in the study “Ultra-Structural Alterations in In Vitro Produced 
Four-Cell Bovine Embryos Following Controlled Slow Freezing or Vitrification” 
(published in Anatomia, Histologia, Embryologia). The cryopreservation method slow 
freezing caused more damage to blastomeres and to the zona pellucida than its fast 
freezing alternative vitrification. This was most likely caused by ice crystal formation 
and the longer exposure to the toxic side effects of cryoprotectants before freezing 
was complete. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Mammalian early embryonic development 
Mammalian reproduction begins with the formation of a new embryo. During 
conception, the embryo is formed in vivo, when a paternal sperm cell fertilizes the 
maternal oocyte inside the mother animal’s oviducts (Rizos et al., 2002). Using 
assisted reproductive techniques (ART) extracted oocytes can be in vitro fertilized 
(IVF) with sperm cells (Parrish, 2014). Alternatively, after removal of the oocyte’s 
genomic content, oocytes can be fused via somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) with 
somatic cells or embryonic stem cells (Ross and Cibelli, 2010). A newly formed 
fertilized embryo begins its development at the zygote stage with one cell 
(blastomere) containing two haploid pronuclei, whereas a newly generated SCNT 
embryo contains one diploid genome from the donor cell. The zygote cleaves 
repeatedly forming the 2-cell, 4-cell, 8-cell, 16-cell, morula and blastocyst stage 
(Figure 1). However, asynchronous divisions at any stages, differences in 
developmental speed between blastomeres or stopped blastomeres allow for 
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variations in the number of blastomeres after the zygote stage between embryos 
fertilized at the same time (Grisart et al., 1994). 
The cleavages are not preceded by an equal increase in the cell size resulting 
in a reduction of blastomere and nuclear volumes from stage to stage until the 
blastocyst stage. The total size of the embryo is approximately maintained from the 
zygote stage until the early blastocyst stage. This size can vary greatly between 
species. For instance, the initial diameter of a mouse embryo is maintained until the 
early blastocyst stage at about 80-85 µm (Han et al., 2005; Zernicka-Goetz et al., 
1997), whereas rabbit embryos can have an average diameter of about 125-130 µm 
(Meshreky et al., 2012) and bovine embryos can have a diameter of about 120-160 
µm (Bó and Mapletoft, 2013).  
Oocytes and early embryos are surrounded by the glycoprotein layer zona 
pellucida with a thickness of about 15 µm (Murayama et al., 2006). At the blastocyst 
stage the embryo’s volume starts to fluctuate in order to break the zona pellucida and 
to ultimately escape from its confinements in a process called “hatching”. This is 
facilitated by fluid intake into the cell-free areas inside the blastocyst called the 
blastocoel and can increase the volume of a blastocyst two- to threefold 
(Sathananthan et al., 2003). In vivo developing embryos leave the protective layer of 
the zona pellucida when entering the uterus. At the morula stage a differentiation 
between two cell types begins that culminates into the formation of the trophectoderm 
(TE) and the inner cell mass (ICM) at the blastocyst stage (Abe et al., 1999). The TE 
is the precursor of the placenta while the ICM continues its development into the 
growing animal. The stages up to blastocyst stage are called preimplantation 





Figure 1. Stages of mammalian preimplantation embryonic development. Until 
the hatching of the blastocyst occurs, all blastomeres (light brown) are surrounded by 
the protective layer zona pellucida (grey). The blastocyst consists of the inner cell 
mass (ICM) further developing into the newly forming organism and the 
trophectoderm (TE) developing further into the placenta. 
1.2. Activation of the embryonic genome 
During oogenesis, the mother animal provides the developing oocyte with a large 
deposit of proteins and spliced mRNA to support initial embryonic development while 
the embryonic genome remains mostly inactive (Graf et al., 2014). Embryonic 
genome activation (EGA) occurs at species-specific stages and is required to replace 
the dependency on maternally provided proteins and mRNAs with a novel production 
based on the genome of the embryo (Tadros and Lipshitz, 2009). Normal 
development is only possible with a successful maternal-to-embryo transition (MET) 
(Li et al., 2013). The activation of the genome is achieved in two steps (Figure 2). In 
bovine embryos, a minor EGA is already detected at the end of the zygote stage 
(Pacheco-Trigon et al., 2002) or at the latest in 2-cell embryos, but restricted to the 
up-regulation of a few hundred genes when utilizing a two-fold threshold between 
subsequent stages (Kues et al., 2008). In contrast, RNA-Seq analyses revealed that 
major EGA affects the majority of genes activated during preimplantation 
development (Graf et al., 2014). Several reports described the 8- to 16-cell stage of 
bovine preimplantation embryos as the critical window for major EGA (Badr et al., 
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2007; Camous et al., 1986; Memili and First, 2000; Misirlioglu et al., 2006; Vigneault 
et al., 2009). Deep RNA sequencing identified major EGA at the 8-cell stage (Graf et 
al., 2014). In the rabbit species, minor EGA occurs at the end of the zygote stage 
(Christians et al., 1994; Pacheco-Trigon et al., 2002). Genomic activation is occurring 
progressively with major EGA taking place at the 8- to 16-cell stage (Brunet-Simon et 
al., 2001; Leandri et al., 2009). In the mouse, minor EGA occurs at the end of the 
zygote stage (Pacheco-Trigon et al., 2002), whereas major EGA occurs at the 2-cell 
stage (Tadros and Lipshitz, 2009). 
 
Figure 2. Activation of the bovine embryonic genome. Maternal RNA and protein 
deposited into the developing egg during oogenesis get gradually depleted during 
early embryonic development. Minor/major EGA initiate embryonic production of 
mRNA and protein. Green shapes symbolize the increase of mRNA and protein while 
the red shape symbolizes the reduction of mRNA and protein levels. Stars identify 
minor and major genome activation. 
1.3. Gene activation and silencing 
The activation or silencing of genes is achieved without changing the genetic code of 
the DNA itself. Instead, the transcription of genes into mRNA can be inhibited at the 
epigenetic level by multiple ways including small interfering RNAs (McManus and 
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Sharp, 2002), DNA methylation (Jaenisch and Bird, 2003) and histone modifications 
(Bannister and Kouzarides, 2011). 147 base pairs of DNA are wrapped 
approximately two times around nucleosomes (Campos and Reinberg, 2009). 
Nucleosomes are octamer protein complexes made up of 2 copies each of the 
histones H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 (Ramakrishnan, 1997). Specific peptides in the N-
terminal peptide strings of these histones can have modifications such as acetylation, 
methylation, phosphorylation, ubiquitylation and sumoylation among others 
(Kouzarides, 2007). The methylation or acetylation of specific lysines on these 
peptide strings can act as markers for silenced or activated genomic areas (Bannister 
and Kouzarides, 2011). The acetylation of histones can be established by histone 
acetyltransferases (Roth et al., 2001) and removed by histone deacetylases (De 
Ruijter et al., 2003), whereas the methylation of histones can be facilitated by DNA 
methyltransferases (Pradhan and Esteve, 2003) and demethylation can be facilitated 
passively by preventing the establishment of novel methylation after DNA replication 
(Ooi and Bestor, 2008). 
Transcription of the genetic code into RNA is performed by RNA polymerase II 
(Hahn, 2004). Histone 3 lysine 4 trimethylated (H3K4me3) is associated with 
transcriptionally competent chromatin (Bernstein et al., 2002), whereas histone 3 
lysine 9 trimethylated (H3K9me3) is associated with transcriptionally repressive 
chromatin (Nakayama et al., 2001) (Figure 3). Histone acetylation in transcriptionally 
competent chromatin is associated with resulting in less condensed chromatin 
(Ridsdale et al., 1990). Antibodies against histone modifications can identify areas of 
the genome that are currently marked as transcriptionally active or silenced (Hebbes 
et al., 1988). Histone markers in transcriptionally competent or restrictive chromatin 
can regulate the RNA polymerase II activity (Stasevich et al., 2014). RNA polymerase 
II has a carboxyl-terminal domain made up of repeats of the peptide sequence 
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tyrosine-serine-proline-threonine-serine-proline-serine (Baskaran et al., 1993; 
Palancade and Bensaude, 2003). Phosphorylation of the serine at position 2 of the 
sequence is associated with elongation of the transcribed mRNA string while 
phosphorylation of the serine at position 5 of the sequence is associated with 
transcription initiation (Ahn et al., 2004). 
 
 
Figure 3. Chromatin concentration differences between transcriptionally 
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competent and restrictive chromatin. Transcriptionally competent chromatin 
marked by H3K4me3 is usually less condensed than transcriptionally restricted 
chromatin marked by H3K9me3. RNA polymerase II transcribes DNA into RNA 
preferably in transcriptionally competent, less condensed chromatin. This Figure is 
adapted from Figure 1 in (Croken et al., 2012). Spheres symbolize histones. Squares 
symbolize RNA polymerase II. Black lines symbolize DNA. Red lines symbolize RNA. 
1.4. Chromosome territory-interchromatin compartment model 
A territorial organization of chromosomes is a general feature of nuclear architecture 
(Figure 4). Chromosome territories (CTs) are built from a 3D network of chromatin 
domain clusters (CDCs). The CDC periphery carries loosely compacted chromatin, 
called the perichromatin region (PR), and is enriched in H3K4me3, a marker for 
transcriptionally competent chromatin, while the more densely compacted CDC 
interior predominantly carries markers for transcriptionally silent chromatin, such as 
H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 (Popken et al., 2014a; Smeets et al., 2014). The PR is the 
preferential, although not necessarily exclusive nuclear compartment, where 
transcription, co-transcriptional splicing, DNA-replication and DNA-repair occur 
(Rouquette et al., 2010). Interchromatin compartment channels (IC-channels) 
pervade the nuclear interior between CTs and the CT interior between CDCs 
(Markaki et al., 2010; Markaki et al., 2012; Schermelleh et al., 2008; Smeets et al., 
2014). Channels frequently expand into larger IC-lacunas, carrying splicing speckles 
and other nuclear bodies. The IC should be considered as a highly organized nuclear 
subcompartment by itself. We have hypothesized that the IC system, in addition of 
being a nuclear subcompartment for the formation of nuclear bodies and 
macromolecular complexes necessary for transcription, splicing, replication and 
repair within the lining PR, allows for constrained movements of ribonucleoprotein 
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complexes with mRNA towards the nuclear pores (Mor et al., 2010) and possibly also 
for constrained movements of imported proteins. Based on the expectation of 
continuous, highly dynamic interaction between the PR and the IC, we have argued 
that they together form a functionally closely integrated system, termed the active 
nuclear compartment (aNC), whereas the interior of CDCs represents the 
transcriptionally inactive nuclear compartment (iNC) (Popken et al., 2014a; Smeets et 
al., 2014). 
 
Figure 4. Chromosome territory-interchromatin compartment (CT-IC) model 
from (Popken et al., 2014a). A and B. Model of the eu- and heterochromatin 
distribution in a morula stage blastomere. B shows an enlargement of the boxed area 
in A. CTs are built up from chromatin domain clusters (CDCs). CDCs carry 
transcriptionally silent chromatin (red) in their interior. The less dense, 
transcriptionally competent chromatin (green) at the periphery of CDCs presents the 
perichromatin region (PR). It is enriched with transcription factories (blue) and 
represents the nuclear sub-compartment, where genes are transcribed. The PR lines 
the interchromatin compartment (IC), which starts with channels at nuclear pores and 
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forms a three-dimensional network throughout the nuclear interior. It extends 
between neighboring CTs but also throughout CTs. Considering the potential role of 
the IC in import-export functions, as well as functional interactions between nuclear 
bodies and machineries for transcription, co-transcriptional splicing, chromatin 
replication and repair acting within the PR, we propose that the PR and the IC 
provide the active nuclear compartment (aNC), whereas the compact interior of 
CDCs forms the inactive nuclear compartment (iNC). The nucleolus in A is marked 
with ‘n ’. C. This model presents a hypothetical topography at still higher resolution 
envisaged for a landscape at the nuclear periphery with nuclear pores connected to 
IC channels. Little chromatin loops invade these channels, their size and hypothetical 
arrangements minimize problems of chromatin entanglements in the perichromatin 
region and interchromatin compartment. At numerous sites the IC forms larger 
lacunas, which contain nuclear bodies, such as splicing speckles. A dotted circle 
comprises a chromatin domain with a DNA content of about 500 kbp. Chromatin 
domains attached to the nuclear lamina (yellow) are connected with domains 
extended into the nuclear interior. 
1.5. Structural nuclear reorganization during pluripotency gene activation 
Reprogramming of a differentiated cell nucleus in cloned embryos (Wilmut et al., 
1997) is associated with major changes in its gene expression profile, including the 
activation of pluripotency genes (Shi et al., 2003). This pluripotency gene activation 
(PGA) apparently occurs together with major EGA (Wuensch et al., 2007), although 
causal relationships between PGA and major EGA are still not clear. While nuclei 
from terminally differentiated cells can support full term development of cloned 
animals, we still lack detailed information about the changes of nuclear architecture, 
which may be involved in the reprogramming of a somatic cell nucleus. 
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To study the time course of PGA in cloned early bovine embryos a reporter 
system was established (Wuensch et al., 2007), which makes it possible to follow 
Oct4/Pou5f1 promoter activation in these embryos. This model system employs 
bovine fetal fibroblasts (BFF) carrying an Oct4/Pou5f1-EGFP reporter gene (GOF; 
Figure 5) (Niwa et al., 2000) on one of the two chromosomes 13. Expression of 
EGFP is controlled by a 9-kb fragment of the mouse Pou5f1/Oct4 regulatory 
sequence with a deletion in the proximal enhancer (PE) (Yoshimizu et al., 1999). 
Downstream EGFP is flanked by a 9-kb fragment of the structural Pou5f1 gene 
containing 5 exons. The reporter construct is silent in BFF nuclei, but is activated in 
nuclei of cloned embryos during major EGA at the fourth embryonic cell cycle 
(Wuensch et al., 2007). The localization of this reporter gene can be visualized via 
3D-FISH. This method provides the possibility to study the correlation between 
Oct4/Pou5f1 promoter activation and changes in the localization of the reporter gene, 
its carrier CT and, as a negative control, the homolog non-carrier CT in cloned bovine 
embryos. 
 
Figure 5. The Oct4/Pou5f1-EGFP reporter gene (GOF) integrated into one of the 
two CTs 13 adapted from (Wuensch et al., 2007). Expression of EGFP is 
controlled by a 9-kb fragment of the mouse Pou5f1/Oct4 regulatory sequence with a 
deletion in the proximal enhancer (PE) (Yoshimizu et al., 1999). Downstream EGFP 
is flanked by a 9-kb fragment of the structural Pou5f1 gene containing 5 exons. This 
reporter gene was stably integrated into one of the two CTs 13 in bovine fibroblasts. 
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These fibroblasts were then used during somatic cell nuclear transfer to generate 
embryos carrying GOF. 
1.6. Nuclear envelope, lamina and nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) 
The nucleus containing the nucleoplasm is separated from its surrounding cytoplasm 
by the nuclear envelope on the outside and the nuclear lamina directly beneath it 
(Figure 6). The nuclear envelope consists of an outer and an inner lipid membrane 
(Watson, 1955) and contains at least 148 different proteins (Dreger et al., 2001). The 
nuclear lamina is made up of lamins B1 and B2 in developing cells and by lamins A 
and C in differentiated cells (Gruenbaum et al., 2005). Import/export of proteins and 
mRNA packaged as ribonucleoprotein (mRNP) complexes is facilitated through 
nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) (Carmody and Wente, 2009).  
NPCs are constructed of eight similar nucleoporin aggregates in circular 
formation. 30 nucleoporins (NUPs) make up each of these eight clusters (Cronshaw 
et al., 2002). These eight clusters surround a tunnel with a diameter of ~50 nm 
(Doucet and Hetzer, 2010) connecting the cytoplasmic side at the outer to the 
nucleoplasmic side at the inner membrane of the nuclear envelope (Hinshaw et al., 
1992). The area of the cytoplasmic side of this tunnel is called cytoplasmic ring and 
the nucleoplasmic area is called nuclear ring. Cytoplasmic filaments reaching into the 
cytoplasm are connected to the cytoplasmic ring. On the nucleoplasmic side, eight 
fibers connect the nuclear ring with another ring which is located further inside the 
nucleus called terminal ring. These eight fibers and the terminal ring form the nuclear 
basket (Arlucea et al., 1998). The 153kD nucleoporin NUP153 (Sukegawa and 
Blobel, 1993) has multiple localization options. It can localize at the nuclear ring or at 
the nuclear basket (Ball and Ullman, 2005). 
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Figure 6. Nuclear pore complex at the nuclear border. The NPC creates a tunnel 
through the nuclear envelope and the nuclear lamina below the nuclear envelope. 
This tunnel serves as a connection for import/export between the cytoplasm above 
the nuclear pore and the nucleoplasm with the interchromatin compartment channel 
below. Chromatin is associated with the nuclear basket and the nuclear filaments 
attached to the nuclear basket. NUP153 (green circles) is localized at the NPC at the 
nuclear or the terminal ring. Cytoplasmic filaments are not depicted in this Figure in 
order to maintain simplicity and focus. This Figure is adapted from Figure 3 in 
(Strambio-De-Castillia et al., 2010). 
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1.7. Connection between nuclear pores and chromatin 
Chromatin association with the nuclear basket and its attached intranuclear filaments 
has been shown in electron microscopic studies (Arlucea et al., 1998). NPCs are 
connected with the nuclear interior via the system of interconnected interchromatin 
compartment channels (Markaki et al., 2010; Markaki et al., 2012; Schermelleh et al., 
2008; Smeets et al., 2014). The presence of NPCs at sites, where chromatin contacts 
the nuclear lamina provides opportunities for connections with interchromatin 
compartment channels, which start and end, respectively, at nuclear pores (Markaki 
et al., 2010; Rouquette et al., 2009; Schermelleh et al., 2008). The IC channel system 
connects nuclear pores with the nuclear interior, where IC channels expand both 
between and within CTs. This system may play a role both for a guided import of 
proteins entering the nucleus at NPCs into the nuclear interior and a guided mRNA 
export towards NPCs in the form of messenger ribonucleoprotein particles (mRNPs). 
1.8. New nuclear pore assembly, disassembly and reassembly 
New NPCs are assembled during G1- and S-phase in order to double the number of 
NPCs before the onset of the next mitosis by acquisition of structural components 
from both sides of the NE (Maul et al., 1972). The sites of nuclear pore assembly do 
not depend on components previously integrated into the NE (D'Angelo et al., 2006). 
NPCs require the lamina for their integration into the nuclear envelope (Smythe et al., 
2000). 
Disassembly of nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) starts at prophase (Lenart et 
al., 2003) and is initiated with the release of NUP98, followed by a first wave of partial 
NUP153 release, followed by the release of NUP50, followed by an approximately 
parallel release of NUP96, the release of the rest of NUP153 and the release of the 
nuclear basket protein Tpr, followed by the release of NUP107 and finally the release 
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of the transmembrane nucleoporin POM121 (Beaudouin et al., 2002; Dultz et al., 
2008; Hase and Cordes, 2003). 
Reassembly of nuclear pores is initiated during anaphase with the association 
of nucleoporin complexes with chromatin. During mitosis the NUP107/160 complex, 
NUP153 and NUP50 associate with chromosomes before the NE is re-established 
(Dultz et al., 2008; Franz et al., 2007; Kutay and Hetzer, 2008). Reassembly of NPCs 
begins with the incorporation of the NUP107/160 complex, POM121 and NDC1 
(Antonin et al., 2005; Dultz et al., 2008; Kutay and Hetzer, 2008; Mansfeld et al., 
2006), followed by the subcomplexes NUP93 and NUP62 (containing NUP53, 
NUP155 and others) (Dultz et al., 2008) and finally followed by the incorporation of 
NUP214, NUP153, nuclear basket protein Tpr, NUP50 and the membrane 
nucleoporin gp210 (Dultz et al., 2008; Kutay and Hetzer, 2008). 
1.9. Nuclear invaginations 
Invaginations of the nuclear envelope and the nuclear lamina featuring NPCs can 
extend the protein import and mRNP export functionality of NPCs to regions remote 
from the nuclear surface (Legartova et al., 2014; Malhas et al., 2011). Such a role 
may be especially important for large nuclei of early bovine preimplantation 
development, but has also been amply demonstrated for nuclear envelope 
invaginations in numerous normal and malignant somatic cell types (Garcia Verdugo 
et al., 1983; Storch et al., 2007; Sunba et al., 1980). During early embryonic 
development the volume and the surface of nuclei decline. Therefore, less 
invaginations or shorter invaginations are expected at the end of the embryonic 
development. Additionally, during spermiogenesis, vesicle-like excisions of the 
lamina into the nuclear interior have been associated with a reduction of the nuclear 
surface in interphase (Ndiaye and Mattei, 1993). 
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1.10. 3D structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM) on embryos 
3D-SIM improves the lateral optical resolution up to a factor of 2 (Cremer, 2012) and 
the volumetric resolution about eightfold compared with conventional microscopy 
(Schermelleh et al., 2010). This improvement requires multiple alterations to standard 
wide-field microscopy. Laser exposure of a grid in the optical illumination path 
produces a stripe-pattern in the object plane. The recorded images from samples 
illuminated with this stripe-pattern contain interference signals that can be used to 
calculate an image with a higher resolution than the resolution of the recorded image. 
The grid that generates this stripe-pattern is moved 5 times per angle with 3 angles 
per section to get interference data from all areas of the specimen from all sides of 
any signal giving location. This concept was introduced by Mats Gustafsson 
(Gustafsson, 1999, 2000) and Rainer Heintzmann and Christoph Cremer 
(Heintzmann and Cremer, 1999). The software calculating the final images is 
configured using point spread functions derived from signals produced by fluorescent 
beads solidly attached to a cover glass. Therefore, the software with such a 
configuration will provide optimal results with flat cell types attached to the cover 
glass whose nuclei resemble the situation of fluorescent beads directly attached to 
the cover glass as best as possible. However, blastomeres and their nuclei (Figure 7) 
are not flat and zygote stage blastomeres can have a diameter from about 80 µm 
(mouse) to about 140 µm (bovine) with nuclei mostly being located in the center of 
the blastomere (Iqbal et al., 2009). Furthermore, blastomeres are non-adherent and 
the standard staining protocol contains the use of bovine serum albumin which 
prevents surface attachments. Additionally, the phenomenon of artificial signal 
increases in cone-like shapes emanating from the sample is more pronounced in 
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large, round nuclei. 3D-SIM requires strong signals to reduce bleaching during the 15 
scans per section. Strong bleaching reduces the final image quality significantly.  
 
 
Figure 7. Resolution comparison of confocal laser scanning microscopy 
(CLSM; A) and 3D structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM; B). Both nuclei 
were scanned in bovine 8-cell stage blastomers. A1 and B1. Chromatin stained with 
DAPI. A2 and B2. Nucleoporin NUP153 staining. A3 and B3. Lamin B staining. A4 
and B4. Composite of DAPI (grey), lamin B (green) and NUP153 (red). 
1.11. Cryopreservation of oocytes, spermatozoa or embryos 
During cryopreservation oocytes, spermatozoa or embryos are frozen in liquid 
nitrogen to preserve their developmental potential for use at a later time-point. The 
two most common forms of cryopreservation are slow freezing and vitrification 
(Zander-Fox et al., 2013). Slow freezing was developed before vitrification (Saragusty 
and Arav, 2011). During slow freezing gametes and embryos are gradually cooled 
down in a programmable freezer and ultimately transferred to liquid nitrogen 
(Sommerfeld and Niemann, 1999). However, the gradual freezing can result in the 
formation of destructive ice crystals (Arav et al., 2002). The subsequently developed 
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vitrification procedure aims at reducing the ice crystal occurrence by chemically 
blocking ice formation and instant liquid nitrogen exposure (Wowk et al., 2000). On 
the economical side, vitrification renders expensive programmable freezers obsolete. 
Vitrification kits can be used in any lab featuring a gamete/embryo incubator and 
liquid nitrogen. 
1.12. Aims of the studies combined in this doctorate thesis 
This doctorate thesis combines multiple studies. In “3D structured illumination 
microscopy of mammalian embryos and spermatozoa” the aim was to develop a 
robust protocol to perform 3D structured illumination microscopy on blastomeres of 
mammalian preimplantation embryos, which was previously only established on 
adherent cells. The successful development of this protocol provided a super-
resolution microscopy solution for three subsequent studies of mammalian early 
embryonic nuclear architecture and of the nuclear envelope and lamina. An initial 
study on bovine 8-cell embryos showed nuclei with a chromatin distribution 
exclusively limited to the nuclear periphery and a large chromatin-free lacuna in the 
center. Large H3K4me3 or H3K9me3 positive clusters were observed in this 
peripherally concentrated chromatin at the 8-cell stage. In “Reprogramming of 
fibroblast nuclei in cloned bovine embryos involves major structural remodeling with 
both striking similarities and differences to nuclear phenotypes of in vitro fertilized 
embryos“ the first aim was to investigate if this central lacuna was a regular 
occurrence both in in vitro fertilized and cloned embryos. The second aim was to 
check whether the CT-IC model applied to nuclei with and without a central lacuna. 
The third aim was to investigate if this lacuna may be filled with splicing factors and 
newly produced mRNA at major embryonic genome activation. The fourth aim was to 
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investigate whether the CT-IC model was applying to these large, concentrated 
H3K4me3 or H3K9me3 positive clusters as well. 
 During this investigation, a high abundance of small, chromatin-free regions 
were discovered at the nuclear periphery beneath the lamina. This prompted the 
initiation of the second investigation on the bovine embryonic nuclear envelope and 
lamina. In “Remodeling of the Nuclear Envelope and Lamina during Bovine 
Preimplantation Development and Its Functional Implications” the first aim was to 
identify the nature of these chromatin-free regions. Once these regions were 
confirmed to be nuclear invaginations the aim was to check whether alterations in the 
abundance of these invaginations occurred throughout embryonic development. In 
“Stage-dependent remodeling of the nuclear envelope and lamina during rabbit early 
embryonic development” the aim was to compare the results of the prior study with 
the scenario in rabbit, since rabbit nuclei have a profoundly different nuclear 
phenotype from bovine embryonic nuclei. While bovine embryonic nuclei usually 
feature a spherical shape with barely recognizable invaginations containing only a 
small volume of cytoplasm limited to the nuclear periphery, rabbit nuclei can feature a 
high abundance of invaginations containing a large volume of cytoplasm capable of 
crossing the entire nucleus. 
 In “Positional changes of a pluripotency marker gene during structural 
reorganization of fibroblast nuclei in cloned early bovine embryos” the aim was to 
investigate, whether a stably inserted pluripotency gene would alter its or its carrier 
CT’s location upon and during activation. Furthermore, the aim was to investigate 
whether a potential movement would be facilitated by a giant chromatin loop to 
locations remote from its carrier CT. In “Ultra-Structural Alterations in In Vitro 
Produced Four-Cell Bovine Embryos Following Controlled Slow Freezing or 
Vitrification” the aim was to compare the effects of the cryopreservation methods 
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slow freezing and vitrification on 4-cell bovine embryos. This comparison included 
quantifications of developmental rates as well as the effects on the blastomeres and 
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Abstract
Background: Super-resolution fluorescence microscopy performed via 3D structured illumination microscopy
(3D-SIM) is well established on flat, adherent cells. However, blastomeres of mammalian embryos are non-adherent,
round and large. Scanning whole mount mammalian embryos with 3D-SIM is prone to failure due to the movement
during scanning and the large distance to the cover glass.
Results: Here we present a highly detailed protocol that allows performing 3D-SIM on blastomeres of mammalian
embryos with an image quality comparable to scans in adherent cells. This protocol was successfully tested on mouse,
rabbit and cattle embryos and on rabbit spermatozoa.
Conclusions: Our protocol provides detailed instructions on embryo staining, blastomere isolation, blastomere
attachment, embedding, correct oil predictions, scanning conditions, and oil correction choices after the first scan.
Finally, the most common problems are documented and solutions are suggested. To our knowledge, this protocol
presents for the first time a highly detailed and practical way to perform 3D-SIM on mammalian embryos and
spermatozoa.
Keywords: Super-resolution fluorescence microscopy, Mammalian embryos
Background
With an axial resolution of about 100 nm and a lateral
resolution of about 300 nm 3D structured illumination
microscopy (3D-SIM) features an 8-fold volumetric
resolution improvement over confocal microscopy [1, 2].
This improvement is achieved by redirecting the laser
beams through a mobile grid and scanning each section
15 times with a slightly altered grid location and orien-
tation (3 angles with 5 phases each). The signals pro-
duced at the borders of this mobile grid allow a
software to compute super-resolution images [3–6].
This scanning and calculating procedure has three re-
quirements for specimens. Firstly, 15 scans per section
require superior bleach resistant signal providing mole-
cules. This is especially important when scanning thick
objects since the total exposure time throughout all
sections increases with the total number of z-sections
scanned. Secondly, all signal providing molecules must
remain at their 3D location during the entire scanning
process, otherwise the calculation of the final image
stack will fail. Since complete stacks are scanned for
each angle before rotating the grid, even the slightest
movement may reduce image quality markedly. Even
individual signal providing molecules moving through
the object such as particles can greatly interfere with
the algorithm. Thirdly, 3D-SIM is a form of wide-field
microscopy. This means that sharp images can only be
acquired in an area at a certain distance to the cover
glass. Signals outside the optimal range will appear less
crisp and image artifacts such as artificial generation of
signals can occur. This requires the use of the correct
oil for a specific distance to the cover glass. Because of
these three requirements flat and adherent cells are the
optimal choice for 3D-SIM. However, blastomeres of
mammalian embryos are non-adherent, large and sur-
rounded by the zona pellucida. We have developed a
protocol for 3D-SIM on mammalian embryos and gener-
ated high quality data for multiple studies [7, 8]. Here we
present a detailed experimental protocol how to achieve
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All animal procedures and experiments with embryos
were approved by the Government of Upper Bavaria
(permit number 55.2-1-54-2532-34-09) and performed
in accordance with the German Animal Welfare Act
and European Union Normative for Care and Use of
Experimental Animals.
Recovery and culture of mouse embryos
Female mice were injected interperitoneally (IP) with
pregnant mare’s serum (PMS) between 1:00 and 4:00 PM
of Day 1. On Day 3, forty-two hours after the PMS injec-
tion, the mice received an IP injection of human chorionic
gonadotropin (HCG). Immediately following injection, fe-
males of the FVB/N inbred strain were mated with males
of the same mouse strain. Ovulation occurs approximately
12 h after HCG injection, at which time the eggs can be
fertilized. Females were screened every morning and even-
ing for vaginal plugs to see if mating has occurred and
sacrificed by cervical dislocation at the same day after
finding a vaginal plug (0.5 dpc). For embryo recovery,
females were euthanized by cervical dislocation under iso-
flurane anesthesia. The oviduct was removed and flushed
with M2 medium (Sigma, Taufkirchen, Germany) contain-
ing 0.4 % bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Roth, Karlsruhe,
Germany). Zygotes were collected under a stereo micro-
scope (Zeiss, Jena, Germany) with 20x magnification and
transferred to microdrops of M16 medium (Sigma) on a
culture dish covered with paraffin oil (Roth). Embryos
were cultivated at 37 °C and 5 % CO2 in an incubator until
the appropriate stage for fixation.
Recovery and culture of rabbit embryos
Recovery of embryos was performed as described [9].
Female Zika rabbits were first superovulated by injec-
tion of 100 IU (international units) of equine chorionic
gonadotropin (ECG; Intergonan, Intervet) intramuscu-
larly and 100 IU of human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG;
Ovogest, Intervet) intravenously 72 h later. 18-20 h post-
HCG injection and after natural mating in vivo fertilized
zygotes were flushed from the explanted oviducts of rab-
bits in warm phosphate buffered saline (PBS) supple-
mented with 4 mg/ml bovine serum albumin. Rabbit
embryos were cultured in Quinn’s medium (SAGE, Trum-
bull, CT) containing 2.5 % fetal calf serum (FCS) in a hu-
midified atmosphere of 5 % CO2 in air at 38.5 °C until the
appropriate stage for fixation.
Recovery and culture of bovine embryos
In vitro fertilization of bovine embryos was performed
as described [10]. Cumulus-oocyte complexes (COCs)
were obtained by aspiration from ovaries of slaughtered
cows. COCs were matured in modified Parker’s medium
containing TCM199 supplemented with 5 % estrous cow
serum (ECS) and 0.2 U/ml o-FSH (Ovagen; ICPbio) for
20–22 h at 39 °C, 5 % CO2 in air and maximum humidity.
Matured COCs were washed with the fertilization
medium Tyrode's albumin lactate pyruvate (FERT-TALP)
supplemented with sodium pyruvate (2.2 mg/ml), heparin
sodium salt (2 mg/ml), and BSA (6 mg/ml) and trans-
ferred to 400-μl droplets of medium. Frozen spermatozoa
were thawed at 38 °C. 100 μl thawed sperm suspension
covered by 1 ml capacitation medium was subjected to
the swim-up procedure for 60 min. The COCs and sperm-
atozoa (2 x 106 cells/ml) were co-incubated for 18 h at
39 °C and 5 % CO2 in humidified air. Presumptive zygotes
were mechanically denuded by vortexing, washed 3x in
SOF culture medium enriched with 5 % ECS, BME 100x
(20 μl/ml; Invitrogen) and MEM (Minimum Essential
Medium) 100x (10 μl/ml, Invitrogen), and transferred to
400-μl droplets of medium covered with mineral oil.
Embryos were grown at 39 °C in a humidified atmosphere
of 5 % CO2, 5 % O2, and 90 % N2 until they reached the
appropriate stage for fixation.
Cover glass preparation
Clean cover glasses were covered by polylysine (33 μl of a
1:100 Polylysine dilution in aqua bidest for 5 min) applying
it in the exact center of each cover glass. If the covered area
was too large the Vectashield applied to this prepared area
at the final steps of the embedding procedure touched the
constructed chamber’s walls and could leave the blastomeres
uncovered and dried out (see below). When finished with
the last cover glass, but at least 5 min after the start with the
first one, the drop of polylysine solution was rinsed off the
cover glasses in the same order with 500 μl-1000 μl aqua
bidest. No drops were left, since after drying they could
leave marks. The polylysinated side in the same corner of
each cover glass was marked with a permanent marker and
with a character or number that can only be read correctly
from one side (for example "1"). Even though no liquid was
visible on the slides they were dried for at least 2 h.
Slide preparation
Clean glasses were covered with 4 layers of Tesa-Film.
To cover a glass its center was pressed at a 45° angle
against the sticky side of the film (Fig. 1a). Rotating a
finger slowly in a circular pattern, the film was carefully
pressed against the glass and attached onto the glass
without generating bubbles. Then the film was cut off
before and after the attached region on the glass. This
procedure was repeated 3 more times to obtain 4 layers
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of Tesa-Film exactly on the top of each other on the
glass. The reason for building such a high chamber lies
in the effect of the objective pressing down and thereby
reducing the distance between the cover glass and the
slide inside the chamber. According to the equation of
continuity A1*v1 = A2*v2 (A1, A2 = cross-sectional areas
before and after distance reduction; v1, v2 = speed of the
embedding medium before and after distance reduction)
the flow speed of the embedding medium inside the
chamber will increase when pressing against the cover
glass with the objective. A larger initial volume in the
chamber equals a smaller relative volume decrease which
equals a smaller speed increase under the pressure of the
objective. Furthermore, the slide was placed under a ste-
reo microscope and using a scalpel and tweezers the pat-
tern shown in Fig. 1b was cut into all 4 layers. The central
area should be as large as possible to prevent contact be-
tween embedding medium and film when placing the
cover glass on top of this structure. The parts shown in
Fig. 1c were removed with tweezers except for the center
part. This central area of the film remained attached dur-
ing storage and was removed shortly before placing the
cover glass on top of this construct in order to minimize
dust within the central chamber.
Fixation
Unless noted otherwise fixation of embryos and all subse-
quent steps were performed at room temperature (RT).
For preservation of the 3D shape of embryos and nuclei it
was necessary to avoid any deforming pressure and pre-
vent embryos from drying out at any step of the following
procedures. Embryos were briefly washed in 38 °C 1x
phosphate buffered saline (PBS), fixed in 2 % paraformal-
dehyde (PFA) in PBS for 10 min, washed twice in PBS and
then stored at 4 °C in PBS until further use. The max-
imum allowed storage duration depended on the concen-
tration of target proteins for staining. Target proteins with
a low concentration such as histones were stained and
scanned shortly after fixation because the achievable signal
strength diminishes with time. Target proteins with a high
concentration such as nuclear lamins or nucleoporins
were stained and scanned even after months of storage in
PBS with acceptable signal strengths compared to the
background signals.
Immunostaining
Background caused by PFA was quenched using 20 mM
glycine in PBS for 10 min. After washing twice with PBS
embryos were permeabilized with 0.5 % Triton-X 100 for
15-30 min. After washing twice with PBS unspecific back-
ground signals were reduced by incubation in 2 % BSA for
2-4 h at RT. When targeting proteins with a low concentra-
tion, such as histones, embryos were blocked before staining
for 4 h or longer in 2 % BSA in PBS to differentiate actual
signals from background more efficiently. Four hours of
blocking could result in a more focused localization of the
signals leading to a slightly altered appearance compared to
blocking for 2 h. When targeting proteins with a high con-
centration such as nuclear lamins or nucleoporins embryos
were blocked before staining for only 2 h since the back-
ground was relatively less intense. However, maximum
image quality was achieved with a blocking for 4 h. Then
embryos were sequentially incubated in 40 μl of primary
and secondary antibody solutions contained within PCR-
tube caps, diluted in PBS with 2 % BSA. The source of the
first antibody was different from the species of the embryo
or the zona pellucida to avoid staining problems (see Trou-
bleshooting below). In the case of using the same source as
the embryo’s species, the zona pellucida was removed prior
to staining as described below. Tables 1 and 2 show exam-
ples of primary and secondary antibodies used successfully
with 3D-SIM. Specimens were incubated with primary anti-
bodies overnight at 4 °C. After washing in PBS for 5 times
with 2 % BSA the appropriate secondary antibodies, diluted
in PBS with 2 % BSA, were applied for 1 h, again followed
by washing in PBS for 5 times with 2 % BSA and 5 times
without BSA. BSA had two effects. It blocked background
signals and made embryos less sticky. While the first prop-
erty was desired the second one was counter-effective when
trying to attach blastomeres on a cover glass for minimal
Fig. 1 Preparation of slides. a The film was attached to the slide. The black arrow marks the spot where the film was pressed against the slide in
a circular motion. b The film layers were cut with a scalpel. The dashed lines mark the cutting positions. c The slide was prepared for storage. The
grey areas inside the outer border mark Tesa-Film removed with 'tweezers'
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movement. In order to maximize stickiness even after 5
times of washing away BSA with PBS the following fixation
step was used to bind the remaining BSA. After washing
away the PFA embryos were extremely sticky and in order
to prevent their attachment to any surface PBS was con-
stantly pumped under the embryos to keep them floating
within the PBS and transporting the embryos not within the
transferpettor’s pipette but in a tiny drop at the tip of it. If
the embryo has attached to a surface recovery was possible
by blowing the embryo with the PBS very strongly against it.
However, the pressure produced by a standard size opening
of a pipette on a transferpettor may not suffice. In this case,
the tip of a new glass pipette was melted until the opening
was barely visible. Coating the pipette with silicone and the
surfaces with silicone or agar may prevent embryos from
attaching prior to the final embedding step. A cover glass
with the polylysinated side upwards was put into the middle
of the cover of a 3.5 cm well. A drop of 10-20 μl PBS was
added in the center of the glass. Fixation of antibodies was
performed with 4 % PFA in PBS for 10 min, followed by
washing twice in PBS. PFA could cause increased back-
ground signals in the 488 nm channel. Therefore, fixing
antibodies with only 2 % PFA in PBS was used to reduce
such additional background signals. Chromatin was coun-
terstained with DAPI (Life Technologies, Catalog No.
D1306; 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) 25 μg/ml diluted in
PBS for 15 min followed by washing twice in PBS.
Isolation of blastomeres and attachment to the cover
glass
The 3.5 cm well containing the polylysinated cover glass,
the drop of PBS and the embryo were transported to a
microscope with at least one micromanipulator (two are
preferred). An empty injection needle was mounted into
the right micromanipulator holder. Similarly, a needle
with a diameter smaller than an embryo was mounted
into the left micromanipulator holder. This second nee-
dle was helpful to stabilize the position of the embryo
but was not absolutely necessary for the subsequent
steps. Once the embryo was placed inside the drop of
PBS on top of the polylysinated cover glass adhesion
forces attached the zona pellucida to the glass. An area
of the zona pellucida slightly remote from the blasto-
meres was pressed against the cover glass with the injec-
tion needle. Then the needle was moved back and forth
while keeping the zona pressed against the glass. The slit
in the zona pellucida was enlarged by vibrating the nee-
dle via knocking against the micromanipulator with a
finger (Fig. 2a). Afterwards the injection needle was
inserted into the zona and stretched along the surface of
the cover glass away from the embryo to open the zona
even more. The embryo inside the open zona pellucida
was rotated with the injection needle to line up the
border between two blastomeres. Then the injection
needle was placed along this border and moved back
Table 1 Examples of primary antibodies used successfully with 3D-SIM
Host Target Official name Dilution Company ID
Goat Epitope at C-terminus of Lamin B1.
Detecting Lamin B1 and, to a lesser extent, Lamin B2
Lamin B Antibody (M-20) 1:100 Santa Cruz SC-6217
Mouse NUP153 Anti-NUP153 [QE5] antibody 1:200 Abcam ab24700
Rabbit H3K4me3 Anti-Histone H3 (tri methyl K4)
antibody - ChIP Grade
1:100 Abcam ab8580
Mouse H3K9me3 Histone H3K9me3 antibody (mAb) 1:100 Active Motif 39285/6
Rat RNAPII-S5p Monoclonal antibody against CTD
phosphoserine epitope 5
1:20 Gift from Dirk Eick
(see Markaki et al. [23])
Mouse B23 Monoclonal Anti-B23 antibody produced
in mouse
1:1000 Sigma B0556
The host should be different from the species of the embryo. Otherwise, the zona pellucida should be removed prior to staining
Table 2 Examples of secondary antibodies used successfully with 3D-SIM
Host Target Fluorophore Excitation [nm] Dilution Company ID
Donkey Mouse IgG (H + L) Alexa 488 1:400 Invitrogen A-21202
Donkey Mouse IgG (H + L) Alexa 594 1:500 Invitrogen A-21203
Donkey Goat IgG (H + L) Alexa 488 1:400 Invitrogen A-11055
Donkey Goat IgG (H + L) preadsorbed Alexa 594 1:400 Abcam ab150136
Donkey Rabbit IgG (H + L) Dylight (Alexa bleaches less) 488 1:300 Jackson Immuno Research 711-485-152
Donkey Rabbit IgG (H + L) Dylight (Alexa bleaches less) 594 1:500 Jackson Immuno Research 711-505-152
Goat Mouse IgG (H + L) preadsorbed Alexa 594 1:300 Invitrogen A-11032
Donkey Rat IgG (H + L) Alexa 594 1:300 Invitrogen A-21209
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and forth to separate the blastomeres (Fig. 2b).
Additional knocking against the micromanipulator could
facilitate this process. A single blastomere was removed
from the zona pellucida and the zona pellucida was moved
with the remaining blastomeres away (Fig. 2c and d). The
remaining blastomeres were moved inside the zona
pellucida to a different remote location from the pre-
vious blastomere to prevent bleaching from scanning
a neighbouring blastomere (Fig. 2e). The procedure
was repeated for all blastomeres. The initial attach-
ment of the blastomeres was automatically facilitated
by the adhesion forces of the polylysinated surface.
The attached blastomeres were left immobile other-
wise this could lead to tearing and stretching artifacts.
When working with blastocysts and the task was to
scan only trophectoderm (TE) cells a blastocyst was
Fig. 2 Isolation and attachment of individual blastomeres. a The zona pellucida was cut open. b A blastomere was isolated. c The isolated
blastomere was moved outside the zona pellucida through the cut. d The zona pellucida with the remaining blastomeres was moved to the
target location for the next blastomere. e Positions of blastomeres on the cover glass were chosen as far away from each other as possible, but
not too close to the border of the PBS drop. f Once all blastomeres had been placed on the cover glass their outermost parts were pressed
against the glass. The dashed line marks the section shown in G. g The attachment surface was increased even further by stretching out the
pressed down periphery of blastomeres by moving the pressed down needle away from the blastomere. The circled N marks the position of the
nucleus in this blastomere. h The finalized slide with the reversed cover glass attached in the center chamber and sealed with nail polish. The
marker "1" was dissolved by the nail polish
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let to sink on the glass and the monolayer of cells closest to
the glass was scanned (Fig. 3a). The cell-free space inside
blastocysts (blastocoel) can be large enough so that TE cells
on the far side of the blastocyst do not interfere with the
scans. If there were multiple layers of TE cells then individ-
ual TE cells were isolated and placed next to each other in
remote locations as a monolayer. If inner cell mass (ICM)
and TE cells were scanned the layer(s) of TE cells were cut
like the zona pellucida. Tearing and stretching of cells re-
mote from the slit were avoided. TE cells were then gently
attached to the glass while the sphere of ICM cells was res-
iding on top of this monolayer. This ICM sphere was then
detached from the monolayer of TE cells by gently pressing
against it with the side of the injection needle (Fig. 3b). The
ICM sphere was then moved to a remote location and indi-
vidual cells were isolated as described above for other em-
bryos (Fig. 3c). To maximize image quality it was necessary
to attach single blastomeres to the glass not touching each
other (Fig. 3d). After attachment of all blastomeres to their
target location additional attachments were performed to
prevent movements disabling 3D-SIM reconstruction
(Fig. 2f and g). The outermost part of blastomeres was
pressed down with the injection needle against the cover
glass. Then the 3.5 cm well was carefully rotated by 90° and
the newly accessible outermost parts were pressed down.
The zona pellucida was moved outside the drop so that it
could not swim through the medium while scanning.
When scanning sperm cells attached to the zona pel-
lucida after an IVF procedure the zona was cut in
smaller parts and these parts were pressed against the
glass for maximum adhesion.
Embedding
The closed well was transported back to the stereo
microscope. The excess of PBS was removed from the
cover glass while keeping all blastomeres covered with
it. The cover glass was washed two times with 10-
20 μl of PBS and covered slowly with 10-20 μl of
Vectashield. The excess of Vectashield was removed
from the cover glass while keeping all blastomeres
covered with it. The slide with the removed central
part of the Tesa-Film was placed under the ste-
reo microscope. The cover glass with the drop facing
down was put above the center part of the Tesa-Film
frame and slowly lowered until the drop reached the
slide avoiding the attachment of the drop with the
Tesa-Film. The edges of the cover glass rested on the
outer frame of the Tesa-Film. All sides of the outer
frame were treated with a very small amount of nail
polish using a fine brush. A contact between nail pol-
ish and Vectashield was avoided, while ensuring the
complete sealing of the outer frame. After the nail
polish had dried out the slide with the cover glass
was held down at an angle under the stereo micro-
scope and all blastomeres were marked with arrows
on the back of the slide, but not on the cover glass
(Fig. 2h). The slide was stored at 4 °C horizontally
with the cover glass facing down to prevent move-
ment of the Vectashield drop and detachment of the
blastomeres.
Oil selection for microscopy
Selection of the correct oil required to produce crisp im-
ages at the desired distance to the cover glass was per-
formed in two steps. Firstly, the oil was estimated using
embryos at various stages of development based on em-
pirical testing (Table 3). We found that smaller blasto-
meres required oils with lower refractive indexes.
Secondly, the correct oil was determined by analyzing
preview and reconstructed images provided by 3D-SIM
and its accompanying software package.
Fig. 3 Isolation of blastomeres from blastocysts. a The trophectoderm (TE) layer was cut open. b The inner cell mass was moved away from the
TE layer. c Blastomere isolation. d Individual blastomeres were placed remotely from each other
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Determination of the blastomere coordinates
A small drop of the estimated oil was applied on the
clean cover glass. With the specimen localization micro-
scope of the 3D-SIM setup the arrows in transmission
light mode were found and the locations of the associ-
ated blastomeres were marked in the software.
Determination of the correct oil before scanning
The slide was transferred to the 3D-SIM microscope and the
objective was moved in the z-direction at the position of the
first blastomere. The z-position of the objective was com-
pared before moving it towards the cover glass and after-
wards. In our setup, smaller z-position values required oils
with a higher refractive index, because the layer of the speci-
men was located at a greater distance from the cover glass.
With this understanding, the preview image was used to
predict the selection of the correct oil. In round specimens
such as nuclei, wide-field microscopy apparently generates
intense circular patterns that form cone shapes above and
below the specimens (Fig. 4). The key to find the oil that
provides a focused image in the vertical center of the speci-
men is to ensure that the distance of the upper and lower
congregation points to the specimen is equal above and
below the specimen (Fig. 4a–c). This can be assessed by
moving in the z-direction above and below the specimen
and counting sections between the top and bottom cone
focal points and the first clearly visible grid on the nucleus’
top and bottom side. If the distance of the upper and lower
congregation points was equal above and below the speci-
men then the focal section of the oil was in the specimen
center. This was verified by checking for sharp lines of the
grid in the mid-section. If the distance was not the same,
then the oil with a higher refractive index was used in the
case when the side of the nucleus with the lower z-position
had a shorter distance between the cone focal point and the
first clearly visible grid on the nucleus compared to the side
of the nucleus with the higher z-position. If this scenario was
reversed then the oil with a lower refractive index was used.
3D structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM) and
quantitative image evaluation
3D-SIM of embryonic nuclei was performed on a Delta-
Vision OMX V3 system (Applied Precision Imaging/GE
Healthcare) with a lateral (x,y) resolution of ~120 nm
and an axial (z) resolution of ~300 nm. The system was
equipped with a 100x/1.40 NA PlanApo oil immersion
objective (Olympus), Cascade II:512 EMCCD cameras
(Photometrics) and 405, 488 and 593 nm diode lasers.
Image stacks were acquired with a z-distance of 125 nm
and with 15 raw SIM images per plane (5 phases, 3 an-
gles). The SI raw data were computationally reconstructed
with channel specific measured OTFs using the softWoRX
4.0 software package (Applied Precision). Images from the
different color channels were registered with alignment
parameters obtained from calibration measurements with
0.2 μm diameter TetraSpeck beads (Invitrogen). The voxel
size of the reconstructed images is 39.5 nm in x,y and
125 nm in z with 32-bit depth. For all subsequent image
processing and data analysis, images were converted to
16-bit composite tiff-stacks. Image stacks were processed
using ImageJ 1.45b (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).
Scanning
Before scanning the specimen was centered by compar-
ing the distance of its border to the borders of the frame.
This was also checked throughout all z-sections to use
entire 3D-stacks. The key to great scans of perfectly im-
mobile and clean specimens in clean Vectashield was to
minimize bleaching during the scan. With highly con-
centrated target proteins such as lamins or nucleoporins
a special property of the Alexa brand of secondary anti-
bodies was used to not only reduce bleaching, but even
stop or reverse bleaching. Alexa antibodies displayed
two bleaching properties. Firstly, they bleached during a
first intense scan (Table 4). Secondly, after such a first
intense scan, their photon count was much more stable
during a second less intense scan (Table 5). To obtain
optimal results, Alexa stained specimens were scanned
with a highly concentrated target protein in two steps.
In the first step scanning was performed using the CCD
camera with high laser intensity. This first reconstructed
scan was inspected using the orthogonal viewer of the DV
viewer software or with FIJI (ImageJ with appropriate plu-
gins for viewing DV files) to check if the correct oil had
been selected (Fig. 4). In that case, the two cones on the
top and on the bottom of the sample had the same height.
If the intensity of the signals did not allow for a second
scan with the settings according to Table 5 then the first
scan was repeated. The second scan was performed with a
highly sensitive EMCCD camera with far less intense laser
settings. A large photon count reduction was observed be-
tween the beginning and the end of the first, high intensity
scan. The photon count stayed more stable in the second,
low intensity scan. However, even the initial scan yielded
very good results in many cases. This could be due to the
fact that the bleaching of the fluorescent beads used to
configure the algorithm of the software was proportional
Table 3 Optimal refractive indices of oils per stage based on
empirical testing
Stage/cell type Optimal refractive index of oil




16-cell, morula and blastocyst 1.512–1.518
Spermatozoa, fibroblasts and cell lines 1.512–1.514
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to the bleaching of the initial scan and therefore resem-
bled the configured situation better than a reduced
bleaching situation. Generally however, less bleaching was
better than more bleaching. If the image quality was sub-
optimal when scanning multiple wavelengths at the same
time then those were scanned in separate runs and the
channels were combined after the scans using FIJI or the
DV software provided with the microscope. The reduced
image quality in parallel scans could be due to fluoro-
phores being bleached by other wavelengths as well, add-
ing additional bleaching during parallel scanning. For
optimal results each channel was bleached independently
until the scenario described in Table 5 was achieved for all
channels at the beginning of the final scan. If the target
was not highly concentrated multiple scans were avoided.
In this case each channel was scanned independently with
the second scan settings.
Determination of the correct oil after the first scan
Not all objects generated cones of artificially increased
signals above and below the object. Non-round nucleus-
like objects observed in early stage rabbit embryos did
Fig. 4 Determination of the correct oil before the first scan. a1–5 Preview images of the first focal point of grid-free signals (a1), the first occurrence of
the grid on the specimen (a2), the mid-section (a3), the last occurrence of the grid (a4) and the second focal point of grid-free signals. b1–5 show the
same images as in (a1–5) with optimized contrast for improved visualization of the grid. c1 Orthogonal view of the first of the three
non-reconstructed scans with different angles. The dashed lines mark sections (a1–a5). c2 Orthogonal view of the second of three non-
reconstructed scans. Note the reduction of signal strength between the two scans caused by bleaching. d1 Orthogonal view of the
reconstructed scan. The central dashed line marks the section of D2. d2 Reconstructed mid-section with full resolution
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not generate intense cones (see the orthogonal views in
Fig. 5). In this case, the correct oil was determined after
the first scan. A highly concentrated target protein gen-
erating line-like signals along the z-axis like a nuclear
lamina staining was the best indicator of whether to in-
crease or lower the chosen oil refractive index and for
this purpose orthogonal views of the first scan were gen-
erated. This was performed with the DV viewer software
or with FIJI. Objects like nucleoli were identified in the
stack and in the preview window to determine whether
the top or the bottom of the z-stack were closer to the
cover glass. To determine whether the top or the bottom
of the scanned stack was closer to the cover glass the
objective was moved up and down in the z-axis with the
preview window and the z-position was compared with
the objective’s position when it was at a large distance to
the cover glass before scanning. The area of the z-stack
was identified in the orthogonal viewer with the highest
signal intensity and the sharpest lines (Fig. 5). This focus
area was moved further away from the glass by changing
to oil with a higher refractive index or moved closer to
the glass by changing to oil with a lower refractive index.
Once the correct oil had been identified all channels
were scanned.
Computing the final images
To ensure high quality scans the scanned stack was
computed immediately after scanning. If the computed
result was not optimal the same area was scanned again
with different settings. In large scans the central area of
256 by 256 pixels was cut out and only this area was re-
constructed for preview purposes. The final images were
reconstructed with the optical transfer function (OTF)
files generated using the optimal oil for fluorescent
beads attached to the cover glass. In our case the refract-
ive index of the oil optimal for beads was 1.512. Drift
correction was activated to counteract any movements
and produce images with a maximum quality. This setting
did not have any negative effects on scans with perfectly
still specimens.
List of materials and reagents
PMS: pregnant mare’s serum
HCG: human chorionic gonadotropin
Isoflurane
BSA: bovine serum albumin
M2: medium
M16: medium
ECG: equine chorionic gonadotropin
Quinn’s medium
FCS: fetal calf serum
Parker’s medium
TCM199: medium
ECS: estrous cow serum
FSH: follicular stimulating hormone
FERT-TALP: fertilization medium Tyrode's albumin
lactate pyruvate supplemented
Heparin: sodium salt
SOF: synthetic oviductal fluid
BME: Basal Medium Eagle









In the case of a suboptimal image quality of scanned
blastomeres we tested the staining and the microscope
first using flat, adherent cells stained using the same
conditions as stated above. If channels were misaligned
(Fig. 6a) in adherent cells we recalibrated the microscope
using fluorescent beads with the same temperature dur-
ing scanning as for calibration. Misalignment could be
checked best with prominent structures in multiple
channels such as a lamin B and a nucleoporin staining or a
nucleoli and a DAPI staining in nuclei with nucleoli lined
by dense chromatin. If antibodies for internuclear signals
were also located at the nuclear periphery (Fig. 6b) we
used only 2 % BSA in PBS as blocking buffer since other
additives could reduce accessibility of chromatin for anti-
bodies. The antibody itself could also not be specific.
The wrong oil led to suboptimal results as described
above. Bleaching was minimized by the pre-bleaching
strategy outlined above. In the case of bleaching the top
sections of a nucleus in an orthogonal view were




Mode Exposure Laser Initial
photon count
Alexa CCD 5 MHz 25 ms 50 % 17000
DAPI CCD 5 MHz 50 ms-120 ms
(lower is better)
100 % 8000 - 16000
Table 5 Microscope settings and expected photon counts for the second scan
Fluorophor/staining Camera EMCCD gain Exposure Laser Initial photon count
Alexa EMCCD 5 MHz 2800-3300 30 ms 10 % 17000
DAPI CCD 5 MHz - 50 ms-120 ms (lower is better) 100 % 8000 – 16000
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brighter than the bottom sections. Artificial short lines
emanating from the real signals (Fig. 6c) indicated
sample movement during scanning. This could be ei-
ther due to an improper attachment of the sample to
the cover glass or movements of other materials in-
side the sample (loose fluorophores or particles). The
solution was to re-attach the specimen and to fix the
specimen again. To achieve this with the same sam-
ple, PBS was added to the hardened nail polish seal
while gently disconnecting the bond between the nail
polish and the cover glass with very thin tweezers.
Once the nail polish seal and the Tesa-Film were dis-
connected from the cover glass on all sides the cover
glass was lifted up using tweezers, turned in the way
that the drop of Vectashield faced up and then placed
inside a 3.5 cm well. All subsequent steps were per-
formed by exchanging chemicals on the cover glass
with the blastomeres still attached. Vectashield was
Fig. 5 Effect of oils with different refractive indices. The same nucleus stained for lamin B from a rabbit 8-cell stage in vivo embryo scanned with
1.520 (a), 1.526 (b) and 1.530 (c) oils. Note the movement of the optimal focal section away from the cover glass with higher oils. The sides of the
orthogonal views are color-coded for high quality sections at around the optimal focal section (green), medium quality sections further away (yellow)
and low quality sections even further away (red)
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washed away gently but completely with PBS for 5 times
while not blowing against the attached blastomeres. The
specimen was fixed with 4 % PFA in PBS for 10 min,
washed twice with PBS and restained with DAPI 25 μg/ml
diluted in PBS for 15 min followed by washing twice in
PBS. The well was moved to a microscope featuring micro-
manipulators. The periphery of blastomeres was pressed
onto the cover glass with an injection needle attached to a
micromanipulator as described above. The well was moved
back to a stereo microscope and the sample was
washed gently without blowing against the blasto-
meres with PBS for 5 times. The different light direc-
tion options of the stereo microscope were used to
check the medium for floating particles. All particles
were removed with a pipette. The specimens were washed
twice with Vectashield and checked again for particles. All
particles were removed with a pipette. The cover glass was
turned in the way that the Vectashield was facing down
and then was slowly lowered to a fresh clean slide while
keeping it horizontally aligned. The slide was sealed with
nail polish and scanned again. Another factor for optimal
image quality was to ensure that there were no additional
nuclei in close vicinity (Fig. 6d) to the nucleus scanned.
Nuclei in the vicinity could cause artificial patterns redu-
cing the image quality. If the zona pellucida displayed
strong signals (Fig. 6e) while blastomeres within the zona
pellucida had low to no signals the secondary antibody
was most likely targeting the embryo’s species. The zona
pellucida could be saturated with target proteins. This is
a common problem with mouse and rabbit embryos as
most secondary antibodies are created in these species.
The solution to this problem was to remove the zona
Fig. 6 Potential problems. a1. Misaligned B23 (green), H3K4me3 (red) and DAPI (grey) channel. a2 shows an enlargement of the box in a1.
Arrows mark the gap between the signals that should be aligned. b. H3K4me3 staining at the periphery occasionally caused by using the
blocking buffer developed by Markaki et al. [21] and utilized by Huebner et al. [22] without such an effect. c1. Movement during scanning may
have caused short lines instead of round nuclear pores as visualized by a NUP153 staining. c2. The DAPI channel from the same nucleus as
shown in c2 is blurry. c3. The lines of lamin B of the same nucleus as shown in c1 and c2 are duplicated. d1. Blurry X/Y section of a DAPI stained
nucleus next to another DAPI stained nucleus at the right top border. d2. The X/Z section marked in D1 shows lines emanating from all four
corners caused by the second nucleus (marked by arrows; compare with Figure 4 D1). d3. These lines interfere with the signals produced by the
central nucleus. e. Rabbit anti CDX2 staining of a rabbit blastocyst recorded by confocal microscopy shows a normal staining pattern outside the
zona pellucida, a strongly stained zona pellucida and an altered staining pattern of blastomeres inside the zona pellucida when compared with
nuclei outside the zona pellucida
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pellucida before the first contact with antibodies. Hand-
ling sticky embryos after removal of 2 % BSA in PBS with-
out a zona pellucida could be challenging. This required
constant blowing under the embryos to prevent attachment
to the bottom of the Eppendorf tube cap. When moving
embryos between caps it was necessary to keep embryos in
a drop of liquid at the tip of the transferpettor’s pipette to
prevent attachment inside the pipette. In order to maximize
stickiness even after 5 times of washing away BSA with PBS
the following fixation step was used to bind the remaining
BSA. After washing away the PFA embryos were extremely
sticky and in order to prevent their attachment to any sur-
face PBS was constantly pumped under the embryos to
keep them floating within the PBS and transporting the
embryos not within the transferpettor’s pipette but in a tiny
drop at the tip of it.
To avoid the stickiness of embryos with or without the
zona pellucida a more simple solution than a compli-
cated pipetting system could be the use of chambers/
slides/dishes covered by agar or silicon and pipettes cov-
ered with silicon. However, such additional reagents in
direct contact with the solutions containing the embryos
may create particles disturbing the scanning and calcu-
lating procedure. It should also be noted that the em-
bryo’s stickiness is increased during prolonged storage of
the fixed embryos at 4 °C, as prolonged storage can alter
the surface of blastomeres and of the zona pellucida.
Examples of 3D-SIM and confocal microscopy scans
Figure 7 features 3D-SIM scans of nuclei in blastomeres
from cattle, rabbit and mouse embryos and rabbit sperm-
atozoa. A confocal scan shows the difference in resolution.
This figure showcases the image quality possible with
our 3D-SIM protocol by resolving individual nuclear
pores.
Comparison with alternative microscopy solutions
While 3D-SIM surpasses the image resolution of con-
focal imaging [11, 12], the stabilization of specimens, the
determination of the correct oil, potentially increased
bleaching by scanning each section far more often than
during confocal microscopy and the requirement of
reconstructing the final image make this method more
demanding. Alternatively, confocal scanning without de-
convolution may be the preferred method if signal inten-
sities between multiple samples have to be compared,
since algorithms can alter the signal intensity and create
artifacts [13]. Wide-field microscopy also introduces
new artifacts such as spherically increased signals to the
specimens, which were not observed in confocal scans.
GFP or RFP signals can get bleached too much with our
setup and may require GFP or RFP boosters featuring
Alexa fluorophores.
While the resolution of 3D-SIM is lower than the reso-
lution achieved with electron microscopy [14, 15], 3D-
SIM offers the advantage of using lasers with multiple
wavelengths for multiple target co-localization studies
not possible with electron microscopy. Additionally, em-
bedding specimens in solid blocks and cutting/milling
the blocks for scanning sections is necessary for electron
microscopy and may introduce artifacts such as stretch-
ing of sections or cut marks [16, 17]. 3D-SIM can be
performed in a liquid embedding medium that does not
dry out and does not require cutting/milling and therefore
does not change the morphology of specimens as demon-
strated in completely spherical nuclei in 3D. However, li-
quid embedding media with a different density than PBS
may potentially cause temporary deformation. A tempor-
arily deformed zona pellucida was observed in earlier tests
when embedding whole embryos with a zona pellucida in
one step from PBS to Vectashield. Usually, the deformed
zona pellucida recovered its original shape after some
time. This temporary problem can be circumvented by
washing embryos with increasing concentrations of the
embedding medium in PBS before the final embedding
step in pure embedding medium. Spherical nuclei in all
dimensions prove that deformation based on medium
density differences is either temporary or does not affect
blastomeres. Earlier tests with embedding media that
harden such as ProLong Gold led to alterations in morph-
ology and an increased background signal and are there-
fore not recommended. This may be due to volume
reductions during vaporization of the solvent.
Applicability to alternative super-resolution
fluorescence microscopy solutions
This protocol essentially aims to simulate the stability of
fluorescent molecule localizations of adherent cells by
attaching blastomeres to polylysinated cover glasses. Fur-
thermore, it aims to simulate their proximity to the cover
glass by using the correct oil to work around the distance
to the cover glass. Therefore, because this protocol essen-
tially turns blastomeres into simulated adherent cells close
to the cover glass, it is feasible that this protocol is also
compatible with other super-resolution microscopy solu-
tions proven to work with adherent cells such as photoac-
tivated localization microscopy (PALM) [18], stochastic
optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) [19] and
stimulated-emission-depletion microscopy STED [20].
Conclusions
To our knowledge, this protocol presents for the first
time a highly detailed and practical way to perform
super-resolution fluorescence microscopy on areas
within blastomeres of mammalian embryos which can
be remotely located from the cover glass. It under-
scores the importance of stabilizing the location of all
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Fig. 7 Examples of 3D-SIM and confocal microscopy scans. a. 3D-SIM scans of a nucleus in a trophectoderm blastomere from a bovine
blastocyst. b. 3D-SIM scans of a nucleus in a blastomere from a rabbit 21-cell embryo. c. 3D-SIM scans of a nucleus in a blastomere from a mouse
morula. The background may have increased slightly since this morula was stored for 2 years in PBS under mineral oil between fixation and
staining. d. 3D-SIM scans of a rabbit spermatozoon. e. Confocal microscopy scans of a nucleus in a blastomere from a rabbit 2-cell stage embryo.
a1–e1. DAPI. a2–e2. NUP153. a3–e3. Lamin B. a4–e4. Composite of DAPI (grey), NUP153 (green) and lamin B (red). a5–d5. DAPI without a
correction of the background signals. a6–d6. NUP153 without a correction of the background signals. a7–d7. Lamin B without a correction of
the background signals
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signal providing molecules throughout the scanning
process and demonstrates the process of achieving sta-
bility in non-adherent cells. Furthermore, this protocol
gives practical advice in selecting the oil with the cor-
rect refractive index before the first scan is performed.
Selection of the correct oil is mandatory for performing
high quality wide-field microscopy at large distances
from the cover glass such as nuclei in large, round blas-
tomeres of early mammalian embryos.
While the image resolution surpasses confocal im-
aging, the stabilization of specimens, the determination
of the correct oil, potentially increased bleaching by
scanning each section more often than in confocal mi-
croscopy and the requirement of reconstructing the final
image make this method more demanding. The problem
of bleaching is far greater in large blastomeres that re-
quire scanning of many z-sections than in flat adherent
cells. This protocol gives practical advice on how to
utilize the non-linear bleaching properties of Alexa
fluorophores to minimize bleaching in large stacks.
Finally, this protocol serves as a guide to generate
super-resolution fluorescence scans of areas within blas-
tomeres in a highly robust and reliable way.
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nuclear architecture; ENP, embryonic nuclei with peripheral CT distribution; H3K4me3, histone H3 with tri-methylated lysine 4;
H3K9me3, histone H3 with tri-methylated lysine 9; H3S10p, histone H3 with phosphorylated serine 10; IC, interchromatin
compartment; IVF, in vitro fertilization; MCB, major chromatin body; PR, perichromatin region; RNA polymerase II-S2p, RNA
polymerase II with phosphorylated serine 2 of its CTD domain; RNA polymerase II-S5p, RNA polymerase II with phosphorylated
serine 5 of its CTD domain; SC-35, splicing factor SC-35; SCNT, somatic cell nuclear transfer.
Nuclear landscapes were studied during preimplantation development of bovine embryos, generated either by in
vitro fertilization (IVF), or generated as cloned embryos by somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) of bovine fetal
ﬁbroblasts, using 3-dimensional confocal laser scanning microscopy (3D-CLSM) and structured illumination microscopy
(3D-SIM). Nuclear landscapes of IVF and SCNT embryonic nuclei were compared with each other and with ﬁbroblast
nuclei. We demonstrate that reprogramming of ﬁbroblast nuclei in cloned embryos requires changes of their
landscapes similar to nuclei of IVF embryos. On the way toward the 8-cell stage, where major genome activation occurs,
a major lacuna, enriched with splicing factors, was formed in the nuclear interior and chromosome territories (CTs) were
shifted toward the nuclear periphery. During further development the major lacuna disappeared and CTs were
redistributed throughout the nuclear interior forming a contiguous higher order chromatin network. At all stages of
development CTs of IVF and SCNT embryonic nuclei were built up from chromatin domain clusters (CDCs) pervaded by
interchromatin compartment (IC) channels. Quantitative analyses revealed a highly signiﬁcant enrichment of RNA
polymerase II and H3K4me3, a marker for transcriptionally competent chromatin, at the periphery of CDCs. In contrast,
H3K9me3, a marker for silent chromatin, was enriched in the more compacted interior of CDCs. Despite these striking
similarities, we also detected major differences between nuclear landscapes of IVF and cloned embryos. Possible
implications of these differences for the developmental potential of cloned animals remain to be investigated. We
present a model, which integrates generally applicable structural and functional features of the nuclear landscape.
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Introduction
In 1985 G€unter Blobel predicted that “the genome of a higher
eukaryotic organism is organized into a number of distinct
3-dimensional (3D) structures, each characteristic for a given dif-
ferentiated state. These discrete 3D structures are envisioned to
develop in a hierarchical and largely irreversible manner from an
omnipotent 3D structure of the zygotic genome.”1 Since then the
nucleus has emerged as a biological system with an unexpectedly
complex and dynamic higher order organization.2-15 To test
G€unter Blobel’s hypothesis further, it is necessary to explore how
the 3D structure of the zygotic genome actually changes during
early development. A number of groups, including ours, have
made strong efforts to overcome the methodological obstacles,
which have prevented detailed 3D analyses of nuclear architecture
in space and time during preimplantation development of mam-
malian embryos.16-22 Despite this progress, the connections
between structural and functional changes of cell nuclei during
development and differentiation must be counted among the great,
unresolved problems of cell biology. For a comprehensive under-
standing of nuclear structure-function relationships it is important
to decipher the rules of a dynamic higher order nuclear organiza-
tion, including detailed information on changes of the nuclear
architecture during development and differentiation at large, as
well as positional changes of individual genes and chromosome ter-
ritories (CTs). Changes of higher order chromatin arrangements
correlated with transcriptional activation and silencing of genes
may reflect a functional necessity of genes to adopt a nuclear envi-
ronment favorable for their active or repressed state.23,24
As a model system we chose bovine embryos generated either
by in vitro fertilization (IVF) or by somatic cell nuclear transfer
(SCNT) of bovine fetal fibroblasts.19,25 In bovine IVF embryos
minor genome activation is already detected in 2-cell embryos, but
restricted to a small number of genes.26 In contrast, major embry-
onic genome activation (major EGA) affects a large number of
genes and occurs at the 8-cell stage.27 It marks the critical period
when control of development is shifted from maternal to embry-
onic gene products and is essential for normal development.28,29
Major EGA secures the embryo’s further supply with proteins for
the special needs of normal development. Several reports described
the 8- to 16-cell stage of bovine preimplantation embryos as the
critical window for major EGA.30-34 A recent study based on deep
RNA sequencing revealed the largest proportion of gene activation
at the 8-cell stage, including the pluripotency genes POU5F1 (pre-
viously known as OCT4) and NANOG.27 This study was based
on RNA sequencing and found that 58% of all genes activated
between the 4-cell and the blastocyst stage were activated at the 8-
cell stage. These genes can be classified as genes involved in major
EGA. In cloned bovine preimplantation embryos the timing of
reprogramming of gene expression is currently less well defined. In
a previous study from our group25 we studied the expression of a
stably integrated POU5F1-EGFP reporter gene in cloned bovine
embryos and found demonstrable EGFP fluorescence only in
embryos carrying 9 and more cells. Based on this observation we
tentatively assume that major EGA in in vitro fertilized and
reprogramming of gene expression in cloned bovine embryos
occurs within the same time window. For a quantitative analysis
of positional changes of this pluripotency marker gene, the chro-
mosome territory 13 harboring the transgene, as well as the homo-
log territory during structural reorganization of bovine fetal
fibroblast nuclei in cloned early bovine embryos we refer readers
to the accompanying article by Popken et al.35
Employing both the conventional light optical resolution of 3-
dimensional confocal laser scanning microscopy (3D-CLSM) and
the improved resolution of 3-dimensional structured illumination
microscopy (3D-SIM), we demonstrate massive changes of the
global nuclear architecture in both in vitro fertilized and cloned
embryos passing through major EGA.With 3D-SIM we carried out
an in-depth comparative analysis of nuclear landscapes in both types
of bovine preimplantation embryos, as well as of nuclei from bovine
fetal fibroblast cultures. We compare these landscapes with previ-
ously studied nuclear landscapes in mouse embryonic stem cells and
somatic cell types from various mammalian species.36-41 Notwith-
standing major differences in the global nuclear architecture of dif-
ferent cell types with regard to nuclear shapes, volumes and
chromatin arrangements at large, the results of all studies support
the chromosome territory– interchromatin compartment (CT-IC)
model of a functional nuclear architecture.6,42,43 According to this
model the IC represents an interconnected system of channels and
larger lacunas. It harbors macromolecular complexes and factors
necessary for transcription, splicing, replication and repair and may
serve for the export of ribonucleoprotein complexes with
mRNA.6,44 IC-channels start/end at nuclear pore complexes
(NPCs) and pervade the nuclear interior between»1-Mbp chroma-
tin domains and chromatin domain clusters (CDCs) as building
blocks of CTs.40 CDCs in turn give rise to chromosome band and
arm domains yielding complete CTs, which typically form an inter-
connected higher order chromatin network attached to the nuclear
lamina and expanding throughout the entire nuclear space.6 At
numerous sites channels expand into larger lacunas, which carry
splicing speckles and other types of nuclear bodies. Electron micro-
scopic (EM) evidence has shown that the periphery of CDCs, which
lines the IC and has been termed the perichromatin region (PR), car-
ries functionally competent chromatin, where transcription, co-tran-
scriptional splicing, DNA replication and repair take place.41
Evidence for the formation of nascent RNA in the PR was first pro-
vided in an EM study by Stan Fakan and colleagues, who pulse-
labeled a human cancer cell line with BrUTP and demonstrated the
enrichment of bromine-labeled RNA in the PR.45,46 In situ hybrid-
ization with sense and anti-sense RNA probes derived from total cel-
lular or cytoplasmic poly(AC) RNA in combination with
immunoelectron microscopy demonstrated that most transcribed
DNA is concentrated in the perichromatin region.47 In another sem-
inal EM study performed with a Chinese hamster cell line the Fakan
group also observed the formation of nascent DNA within the
PR.48 Employing a pulse-chase-pulse labeling protocol with iodo-
deoxyuridine and chlorodeoxyuridine, the authors were able to dem-
onstrate that DNA replication was followed by movements of
nascent DNA of about 100 nm into the interior of lining chromatin
domains. The development of light optical super-resolution micros-
copy provided entirely new possibilities to investigate the 3Dnuclear
landscape with superior resolution.36,37,40 These studies have led to
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the view that the IC together with the PR forms an active nuclear
compartment (aNC), located side-by-side with the inactive nuclear
compartment (iNC), which is contributed by the core regions of the
higher order CDC network.40
Our current study extends the aNC/iNC view of a functional
nuclear landscape to nuclei studied during preimplantation
development of in vitro fertilized and cloned embryos. Despite
major differences of global architecture between pre- and post-
major EGA embryos and even within the same embryo, all nuclei
showed common basic features, including a highly significant
enrichment of RNA polymerase II and of H3K4me3 in the peri-
chromatin region. H3K4me3 is a marker for transcriptionally
competent chromatin.49 In contrast, H3K9me3 was enriched in
the more densely DAPI-stained interior of chromatin domain
clusters. H3K9me3 is enriched in a variety of (pericentromeric)
repeats but also involved as a (mostly repressive) signature for
fine tuning of expression levels at promoters, enhancers and gene
bodies for large scale repression.49 The striking similarities and
differences of nuclear landscapes between fetal fibroblast nuclei
and nuclei from cloned embryos provides insights into major
structural events of nuclear reprogramming involved in cloning
of mammals.
The following results are presented in 3 parts. In part 1 we
describe nuclear landscapes from in vitro fertilized and cloned pre-
implantation embryos observed with 3D confocal laser scanning
microscopy, followed in part 2 by a comparison of the nuclear
topography of DAPI-stained chromatin, H3K4me3, H3K9me3
and RNA polymerase II arrangements with the improved resolu-
tion of 3D structured illumination microscopy in such embryos,
as well as in fetal fibroblasts employed for cloning. In part 3 we
present a quantitative analysis of the changing frequencies of
nuclear phenotypes described in part 1 and 2 and link topological
chromatin density mapping of nuclear landscapes during preim-
plantation development with local enrichments and depletions of
H3K4me3, H3K9me3 and RNA polymerase II arrangements.
Results
Part 1. Studies of in vitro fertilized and cloned
preimplantation embryos with 3D confocal laser scanning
microscopy
Global reorganization of nuclear architecture accompanies the onset
of major embryonic genome activation in in vitro fertilized and
reprogramming in cloned embryos
Figure 1, Panels A1–A8 show top, midplane and bottom x/y-
sections from a 3D-image stack recorded with 3D-CLSM from
all nuclei of a typical IVF 8-cell embryo. In all nuclei large clus-
ters of DAPI-stained chromatin, called major chromatin bodies
(MCBs) surrounded a major lacuna with a mostly central or
sometimes acentric location resulting in a markedly peripheral
chromatin location. Accordingly, this nuclear phenotype was
termed ENP (for Embryonic Nuclei with Peripheral chromatin
location). The major lacuna did not contain detectable amounts
of DAPI-stained DNA except for occasional clusters of
chromatin which may represent MCBs retained in the nuclear
interior during ENP formation.
Panels B1-B8 of Figure 1 present top, midplane and bottom
x/y-CLSM-sections of 8 representative nuclei from a 20-cell
post-major EGA embryo. Panel B1 exemplifies one of 3 nuclei
which had retained the ENP phenotype in this embryo. Panels
B4-B8 are representative for 15 nuclei that had adopted a pheno-
type, called ENC (Embryonic Nuclei with Conventional archi-
tecture). In line with the architecture observed in numerous
somatic cell types studied to date, ENCs are characterized by
DAPI-stained chromatin expanded throughout the nuclear space
and the absence of the major lacuna found in ENPs. The nuclear
border of ENCs was marked by a rim of intensely DAPI-stained
chromatin which was also observed around nucleoli. Other
nuclei, termed ENP/Cs, apparently represent a transition stage
between ENPs and ENCs. They contained a major lacuna, with
a reduced size (Panels B2 and B3), in line with an invasion of
chromatin into the nuclear interior. In ENP/Cs but not in ENPs
we detected typical nucleoli, which were like nucleoli in ENCs
surrounded by a rim of densely DAPI-stained chromatin (see
below for further evidence).
Figure 2, Panels A1–A7, show top, midplane and bottom
confocal sections from all nuclei of a cloned 7-cell bovine embryo
obtained by somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) of a bovine
fetal fibroblast. Nuclear phenotypes in this embryo were strik-
ingly similar to the ENP phenotype detected in in vitro fertilized
embryos. In a cloned 25-cell embryo (Fig. 2, B1–B7) only one
ENP persisted (Panel B1) and ENCs became the predominant
phenotype (Panels B2–B7). Kinetochores, immunodetected by a
kinetochore specific antibody, were strongly enriched in ENPs at
the nuclear periphery with occasional exceptions of kinetochores
associated with a rare chromatin cluster located inside the major
lacuna. In ENCs kinetochores were distributed throughout the
nuclear space, sometimes located directly beside a densely DAPI-
stained chromatin cluster and sometimes at sites of modestly
stained DNA (Fig. 2, bottom, Panels a and b). Notably, bovine
chromosomes contain pericentromeric heterochromatin, which
carries repetitive sequences with a high GC content.50 The total
numbers of kinetochore signals counted in 3D image stacks were
consistently below the number of chromosomes (2n D 60) car-
ried by a diploid bovine nucleus suggesting that signals may rep-
resent clusters of kinetochores from several spatially adjacent CTs
(data not shown).
Chromosome painting experiments performed with a paint
probe for BTA 13 in cloned embryos (see accompanying article
by Popken et al.35) revealed that MCBs, isolated from each other
by wide IC-channels in ENPs, represent individual CTs (Fig. 3,
Panels B and C). In both fetal fibroblast nuclei and ENCs chro-
mosome territories formed higher order networks expanding
throughout the entire nuclear space. Accordingly, CTs could
only be identified as discrete entities after chromosome painting
(Fig. 3, Panels A and D). The striking differences of nuclear
architecture between nuclei of embryos at major EGA at the 8-
cell stage and nuclei of embryos both on their way toward major
EGA and after major EGA are described in more detail using
3D-SIM in part 2 of Results.
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Splicing factors and RNA synthesis in nuclei of in vitro fertilized
embryos passing through major genome activation and in cloned
embryos at corresponding stages of preimplantation development
Immunostaining revealed an enrichment of the splicing
factor SC-35 within the major lacuna of ENPs in IVF
embryos (Fig. 4, Panel A), while numerous SC-35 positive
splicing speckles were noted in ENCs (Fig. 4, Panel B). We
suggest that the formation of this large lacuna represents a
storage compartment for large amounts of splicing speckles
and numerous other proteins and protein complexes, which
help the embryo to comply with the demands of major
genome activation. The expanding major lacuna may push
CTs toward the nuclear periphery. De novo RNA synthesis
was demonstrated in ENPs, ENP/Cs and ENCs of in vitro
fertilized embryos (Fig. 4, Panels C–E). Strong RNA synthe-
sis was noted in nucleoli of ENCs (Fig. 4, Panel E). The
long labeling period with BrUTP or BrU precludes conclu-
sions on the actual sites of nascent RNA synthesis in this
experiment. The presence of bromine-labeled RNA within
the major lacuna suggests movements of nascent RNA
formed in peripheral MCBs into the nuclear interior. Evi-
dence for remarkably similar patterns of RNA synthesized in
ENP- and ENP/C-like nuclei as well as in ENCs of a cloned
bovine embryo is presented in Figure 4, Panels F–I.
Since DAPI has a preference for AT-rich DNA, we con-
sidered the possibility that we missed GC-rich DNA located
in the major lacuna of ENPs.51 Staining of nuclear DNA
with TO-PRO-3, a fluorescent dye without a DNA sequence
preference, however, also revealed a lack of DNA in the
major lacuna of ENPs except for occasional TO-PRO-3
stained chromatin clusters (Fig. 4, Panels A, C, G).52 This
finding argues against a major contribution of chromatin
loops with GC-rich DNA extending from the nuclear periph-
ery into its interior.
Topography of DNA replication, nucleolus development, and
histone markers in nuclei of in vitro fertilized embryos passing
through major genome activation
Figure 5 presents confocal midplane images recorded from
ENPs, ENP/Cs and ENCs of early in vitro fertilized preim-
plantation embryos subjected to a variety of immunostainings.
ENPs resembled to some extent the nuclear phenotype of cells
during the G2/prophase transition. For a direct demonstration
that ENPs were present in cells transversing through inter-
phase and prophase, we treated pre-major EGA embryos with
a 30-min pulse of the thymidine analog EdU and combined
the immunocytochemical detection of incorporated EdU with
the detection of phosphorylated H3S10, a marker strongly
expressed in cells proceeding to prophase.53 Figure 5, Panels A
and B show ENPs from a 5-cell embryo. One of the 5 ENPs
was strongly H3S10p positive and EdU negative, 4 ENPs were
positive for EdU but barely showed H3S10p. As expected,
ENCs presented conventional EdU pulse-labeling patterns
during S-phase. For example, the ENC recorded from a 21-
cell post-major EGA embryo (Fig. 5, Panel C) shows a pattern
typical for mid S-phase with EdU labeled replication foci
enriched at the nuclear periphery and around nucleoli but also
noted throughout the nuclear space. Figure 5, Panel D exem-
plifies an ENP with nucleolar precursor bodies (NPBs) visual-
ized by immunostaining of nucleophosmin B23.54 NPBs were
located at the interior side of the peripheral CTs, whereas the
ENC shown in Figure 5, Panel E contained large nucleoli in
the nuclear interior. Figure 5, Panels F and G, demonstrate an
ENP and an ENP/C, respectively, with peripherally located
major chromatin clusters, some strongly immunostained for
transcriptionally competent chromatin (H3K4me3). This pat-
tern of H3K4me3 was consistently found in ENPs of 5- to 8-
cell embryos suggesting that chromatin reaches transcriptional
competence prior to the 8-cell stage (Fig. 5, Panel F, see also
part II below). It is not known yet whether MCBs strongly
immunopositive for H3K4me3 in different ENPs comprise
variable CTs from the entire chromosome complement or a
specific subset of CTs. For comparison, Figure 5, Panels H–J,
present typical examples of an ENP (Panel H), ENP/C (Panel
I) and ENC (Panel J) from a 14-cell embryo with major chro-
matin clusters, which were immunopositive for H3K9me3, a
histone marker for transcriptionally silent chromatin.
Major chromatin clusters will be described in more detail
in part 2. We wish to make readers aware of the current lack
of a generally accepted nomenclature to describe the range of
higher order chromatin structures encountered at different
scales of magnification. For this reason, a clarification of the
terms used by us may be appropriate at this point for better
comprehension of part 2 and part 3 of the present study.
Major chromatin clusters may comprise a part of a single CT
or a higher order structure composed from parts of several
neighboring CTs with variable H3K4me3 and H3K9me3
labeling patterns, formed sometimes from modestly and
sometimes from intensely DAPI-stained chromatin. As shown
below, major chromatin clusters contribute to the variability,
which distinguishes nuclear landscapes in in vitro fertilized
and cloned embryos from each other and from somatic cell
types, such as fetal fibroblasts used for animal cloning. Major
chromatin clusters should neither be confused with major
Figure 1 (See previous page). Global reorganization of nuclear architecture during preimplantation development of in vitro fertilized bovine embryos
studied with 3D confocal laser scanning microscopy. Panels A1–A8. Top, middle and bottom x/y-sections from image stacks of 8 DAPI-stained nuclei
recorded with 3-dimensional confocal laser scanning microscopy (3D-CLSM) in an in vitro fertilized 8-cell embryo. All nuclei show the ENP phenotype
(Embryonic Nucleus with a Peripheral chromatin arrangement; for a detailed description see Results). Panels B1–B8. Top, middle and bottom x/y-sections
from representative DAPI-stained nuclei recorded with CLSM in an IVF 20-cell embryo. Panel B1 exempliﬁes one of 3 nuclei in this embryo with a persis-
tent ENP phenotype. Panels B4–B8 provide examples for the nuclear phenotype, termed ENC, which was noted in 15 nuclei (Embryonic Nucleus with
Conventional chromatin arrangement; for a detailed description see text). Two nuclei (Panels B2 and B3) apparently represent a transition stage between
ENPs and ENCs, called ENP/C (for details see text). Bars: 10 mm in panel A1 is representative for all nuclei.
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chromatin bodies in ENPs, representing an entire CT, nor
with the much smaller chromatin domain clusters (CDCs)
described in a previous study and below.40
Part 2.1 Nuclear landscapes in in vitro fertilized
preimplantation embryos observed with 3D structured
illumination microscopy (3D-SIM)
Compared with 3D-CLSM, 3D-SIM provides a superior res-
olution with an about twofold linear and eightfold volumetric
improvement.55,56 All 3D-SIM studies described below were
based on over 1000 individually recorded images per nucleus.
Despite its reported AT affinity we chose DAPI for DNA stain-
ing in our 3D-SIM studies because of its high photostability (tol-
erating the high number of exposures required for the recording
of a single nucleus), its DNA specificity and spectral properties
fitting to our 3D-SIM system configuration. From several dyes
which we tested for this purpose, only DAPI fulfilled these
requirements for our setup.40
The recording of high quality 3D image stacks with a high
numerical aperture microscope objective is only possible from
structures located very close to precision cover glasses using
immersion oil with a refractory index carefully adapted after
empirical testing (see also Supplementary Information: Extended
Experimental Procedures). 3D-SIM is better suited for imaging
of flat nuclei, such as fibroblast nuclei than for large roundish
nuclei. The thickness of bovine preimplantation embryos in the
order of 100 to 150 mm prevents high quality 3D-SIM studies
of nuclei in structurally intact embryos. To overcome this limita-
tion, we recorded only those nuclei from intact embryos, which
were found close to the glass surface. Alternatively, we microdis-
sected embryos into single cells, which were placed individually on
appropriate, polylysine-coated glass slides for secure attachment.
The quality of SIM images is also reduced by noise originating
from the Poisson distribution of the limited number of photons
recorded for each image from a given immunostained structure
and by a pattern of concentric rings (Fig. 6). To overcome this
problem as best as possible, images of DAPI-stained nuclei were
routinely thresholded for display with a threshold just sufficient
to eliminate this pattern (Fig. 6).
Changes of higher order chromatin arrangements in nuclei
of in vitro fertilized embryos studied with 3D structured
illumination microscopy
Figure 7 shows sections from ENPs, ENP/Cs and ENCs
recorded in IVF preimplantation embryos by 3D-SIM. The very
large male and female pronuclei in an IVF zygote were recorded
with 3D-CLSM (Figs. 7A and B) since they were positioned
too far away from the glass surface to allow high quality
imaging with 3D-SIM. Images from C to I demonstrate SIM
sections from nuclei with phenotypes typical for IVF preimplan-
tation embryos with increasing cell numbers: pre-ENPs from 2-
and 4-cell embryos (C and D), an ENP from an 8-cell embryo
(E) and ENCs from an embryo with 16 cells (F), a morula with
around 30 cells (G) and the inner cell mass (H) and trophecto-
derm (I) of a blastocyst. Panels J–Q present midplane x/y-SIM
sections (above) and x/z-SIM sections (below) from all nuclei of
an 8-cell in vitro fertilized embryo. Seven nuclei (J–P) clearly
show the major lacuna and peripheral localization of major
chromatin bodies, characteristic for the ENP phenotype. One
nucleus (Q) reveals major chromatin bodies isolated from each
other by wide IC-lacunas, but lacks a major lacuna. Supplemen-
tary Figure S1, Panels A-H show the same DAPI stained nuclei
in combination with immunostaining of H3K4me3. In line
with findings described above (Fig. 5, Panel F), some MCBs
were strongly immunostained, others modestly or weakly. For a
more detailed inspection of the arrangements of DAPI-stained
chromatin Figures 7R1–10 provide midplane SIM sections
from embryonic nuclei at higher magnification recorded from
in vitro fertilized embryos prior, during and after major genome
activation. Two nuclei from 4-cell embryos exemplify Pre-ENP
phenotypes (R1, R2) with clustered chromatin still distributed
throughout the nuclear interior. Two nuclei (R3, R4) exemplify
transition stages from the pre-ENP to the ENP phenotype.
Two nuclei from IVF 8-cell embryos represent typical ENPs
(R5, R6) with a fully developed major lacuna and peripheral
MCBs/CTs, isolated from their neighbors by wide IC-channels.
Nuclei recorded from embryos after major genome activation
represent examples of ENP/Cs (R7, R8) and ENCs (R9, R10),
where a higher order chromatin network expanded throughout
the entire nucleus. Typical nucleoli, surrounded by a rim of
intensely DAPI-stained chromatin became apparent in ENP/Cs,
but were absent in most nuclei of embryos prior to major
genome activation. The improved resolution of 3D-SIM further
revealed small chromatin domain clusters (CDCs) pervaded by
numerous smaller IC-channels in these example nuclei, indepen-
dent of their specific phenotype (compare the enlarged boxes a-c
in R5, R6, R7 and R10). Supplementary Movies provide
through view videos of 3D-SIM serial sections through DAPI-
stained nuclei with typical phenotypes (movie 1: ENP (R4);
movie 2: ENP (R6); movie 3: ENP/C (R8); movie 4: ENC
(R10). Figure 7S provides a set of nuclear volume measure-
ments based on 3D nuclear image stacks recorded with CLSM
or 3D-SIM from in vitro fertilized embryos advancing from the
4-cell stage to >18 cells. Nuclei recorded in embryos consisting
Figure 2 (See previous page). Global reorganization of nuclear architecture during preimplantation development of cloned bovine embryos studied
with 3D confocal laser scanning microscopy (3D-CLSM). Panels A1–A7. Top, mid and bottom x/y-sections from image stacks of 7 DAPI-stained nuclei
recorded with 3D-CLSM in a cloned 7-cell embryo. All nuclei show an ENP-like phenotype (compare Fig. 1, Panels A1-A8). Panels B1–B7. Top, mid and
bottom x/y-sections from representative DAPI-stained nuclei recorded with CLSM in a cloned 25-cell embryo. One nucleus (Panel B1) has retained the
ENP phenotype. The other nuclei (Panels B2–B7) represent the ENC phenotype (compare Fig. 1, Panels B4–B8). Nucleoli surrounded with dense chroma-
tin were noted in all ENCs but not in ENPs. Green signals in all Panels represent immunostained kinetochores. Enlarged views from boxed areas in Panels
A1 and B1 with kinetochores are shown at the bottom of this Figure (Panels a and b). Note the location of kinetochore clusters in modestly DAPI-stained
areas. Bars: 10 mm in panel A1 applies to all Panels A1-7 and B1-7; 1 mm for enlarged boxes a1/a2, and b1/b2.
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of 4 cells and 5–8 cells, respectively, did not show a significant
difference of mean nuclear volumes (p D 0.4), whereas a highly
significant volume decrease was detected for embryos with 5–8
cells advancing to 9–17 cells (passing through major EGA) (p <
0.006) and beyond (>18 cells) (p < 0.0003) indicating that vol-
umes of ENCs with complete structural reconfiguration were
highly significantly smaller than pre-ENPs, ENPs and ENP/Cs
(p < 10¡6). Although the pronounced inter-cell variability of
nuclear volumes for ENPs, ENP/Cs and ENCs may in part reflect
fixation of cells at different stages of interphase, volume compari-
sons between nuclei classified as ENPs in 5- to 16-cell embryos
with nuclei classified in embryos with more than 18 cells revealed
a highly significant decrease of the mean nuclear volume of the
latter (p < 10¡4). In contrast, the volumes of ENP/Cs did not
differ significantly from the volumes of typical ENPs (p D 0.08),
suggesting that the disappearance of the major lacuna was not
simply enforced by nuclear volume reduction.
Nucleolus development and characterization of chromatin
surrounding nucleoli during early preimplantation development of
in vitro fertilized embryos studied with 3D structured illumination
microscopy
As already noted in the preceding 3D-CLSM study (Fig. 5,
Panel D), nucleolar precursor bodies lacked the rim of intensely
DAPI-stained chromatin, noted as a typical feature of nucleoli in
ENP/Cs and ENCs. Small precursor bodies in ENPs were entirely
positive for nucleophosmin B23, whereas larger precursor bodies
and mature nucleoli were characterized by a peripheral rim of B23.
Based on the higher resolution of 3D-SIM, Figure 8 provides fur-
ther insights into the constitution of chromatin surrounding nucle-
oli. Figure 8, Panel A, shows an ENP with a particularly large
nucleolar precursor or early nucleolus, which shows the peripheral
B23 staining but lacks an intensely DAPI-stained rim. The typical
“perinucleolar heterochromatic rim” harbors centromeric repeats
and silenced (rRNA) genes and is enriched in repressive chromatin
marks such as H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 and depleted in active
marks such as H3K4me3.57-59 ENP/Cs in contrast revealed hetero-
geneous patterns (Fig. 8, Panels B–E). Some rims revealed areas of
strongH3K4me3 staining (Panels B and C), whereas others showed
strongH3K9me3 staining (Panel E) or a mixture of H3K4me3 and
H3K9me3 staining at different parts of the rim (Panel D). It may
be speculated that H3K4me3 enriched perinucleolar chromatin
represents (rRNA) genes poised for transcription.
Activation of ribosomal genes during preimplantation
development of in vitro fertilized embryos
Figure 9 presents an evaluation of reads of intronic sequences
from 83 genes coding for ribosomal proteins based on our recent
transcriptome analysis of bovine oocytes and fertilized
preimplantation embryos.27 We calculated the ratio of intronic
reads to intronic positions not covered by reads (RINP). This
parameter can be used to detect embryonic activation of specific
genes based on the presence of incompletely spliced primary tran-
scripts, whereas maternal transcripts stored in oocytes are mostly
spliced and thus have a significantly lower RINP value. In line
with the formation of fully active nucleoli at the 8-cell stage, this
analysis provided evidence for activation of expression of 61
genes coding for ribosomal proteins during early embryonic
development, including 9 genes at the 4-cell stage, 47 genes at
the 8-cell stage, 4 genes at the 16-cell stage, and 1 gene at the
blastocyst stage. Columns in Fig. 9 show average values of RINP
for the entire pool of ribosomal protein genes. The 4-cell stage
did not show a significant increase in the average RINP value in
comparison with oocytes (p D 0.3). In contrast, a comparison
between the 4-cell stage and the 8-cell stage indicates a massive
and highly significant increase (p < 0.001) of the fraction of
RNA synthesis provided on average by genes for ribosomal pro-
teins in transcriptomes and a further rise at the 16-cell (p <
0.001) and blastocyst stage (p < 0.001). This finding is in line
with the observation that typical nucleoli with intense RNA syn-
thesis appear mostly in ENP/Cs after major genome activation,
but are rarely observed in ENPs, which carry nucleolar precursor
bodies or early nucleoli not yet surrounded by a rim of concen-
trated chromatin (compare (Fig. 4, Panels C, D, E, G, H, I;
Fig. 5, Panels D and E; Fig. 8). The data, however, do not pro-
vide information on the average total amount of RNA synthe-
sized from these genes per embryo or per cell at each stage.
RNA polymerase II, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 arrangements
in nuclei of in vitro fertilized preimplantation embryos
Figure 10, Panel A shows a midplane SIM section of a nucleus
after immunodetection of H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II, car-
rying a phosphorylated serine at position 5 (RNA polymerase II-
S5p) of its C-terminal domain. This large nucleus was recorded in a
6-cell embryo and showed features of nuclei approaching the full
ENP phenotype. It shows a central major lacuna surrounded by
peripherally located, DAPI-stained chromatin peppered with RNA
polymerase II clusters. In comparison with major chromatin bodies
noted in fully developed ENPs at the 8-cell stage, chromatin
appeared still more dispersed and individual MCBs separated by
wide IC-channels could not yet be detected (compare Figure 7,
panels J–Q, R5, R6). Figure 10, Panel B provides a typical example
for the topography of H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-Ser5p in
ENCs. In line with the distribution of a DAPI-stained higher order
chromatin network focal signals of both RNA polymerase II and
H3K4me3 are dispersed throughout the nuclear space. Boxed areas
in the ENP (panel A) and ENC (Panel B) are shown as enlarged
images (A1, A3, A5, A7 and B1, B3, B5, B7) on the right side of
Figure 3 (See previous page). Comparison of painted chromosome territories in nuclei of bovine fetal ﬁbroblasts and cloned embryos.
Panels A–D. Midplane nuclear sections from imaging stacks recorded with CLSM from a bovine fetal ﬁbroblast nucleus (panel A), an ENP (panel B), an
ENP/C (panel C) and an ENC (panel D) from cloned embryos after 3D-FISH with a BTA 13 paint probe (green). Chromosome painting demonstrates that
individual CTs 13 correspond to individual major chromatin bodies (MCBs) with variable conﬁgurations, occasionally including nearby chromatin clusters
(arrow). Three further MCBs painted with the BTA 13 probe were detected in other light optical sections from this nucleus (see Supplementary Fig. S1 in
accompanying article by Popken et al.35). Bars: 3 mm for A1–3, B1, B2, C1, C2, D1, D2; 2 mm for the enlarged box in A1 and for B3, B4; 1 mm for C3, C4.
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Figure 4. For ﬁgure legend, see page 565.
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Figure 10. Boxes framed in these enlarged images are further
enlarged in images A2, A4, A6, A8 and B2, B4, B6, B8 to pro-
vide insight into the topographical relationships of DAPI-stained
chromatin, H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II at the level of
individual pixel clusters representing DAPI positive, RNA poly-
merase II and H3K4me3 signals. Although we noted occasional
spatial overlap between RNA polymerase II clusters and
H3K4me3 labeled chromatin (see black pixels in Figures 10 A7,
A8 and B7, B8), numerous RNA polymerase II foci were
observed without demonstrable contact to H3K4me3 positive
chromatin suggesting that RNA polymerase II-S5p foci were
either formed prior to their spatial association with transcription-
ally competent chromatin or persisted after their spatial dissocia-
tion from transcribed chromatin.60
It should be noted that the choice of a threshold necessary to
distinguish between background and true signals inevitably reflects
to some extent a subjective decision. Our choice was based on the
rationale that we expected little, if any true signal for RNA poly-
merase II or epigenetic marks outside the nucleus. Accordingly,
the threshold was set with the goal to maintain signal inside the
nucleus, while decreasing presumptive background outside the
nucleus. The size and abundance of immunopositive RNA poly-
merase II and H3K4me3 signals was affected by the choice of a
low, medium or high threshold (Supplementary Figs. S2 and S3).
For each threshold, however, we noted a preferential localization
of both markers at the periphery of chromatin domain clusters.
For a quantitative assessment of the topography between higher
order chromatin arrangements and the localization of RNA poly-
merase II, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 see Part 3 below.
Next, we used 3D-SIM to analyze nuclear arrangements of
epigenetic marks of transcriptionally competent (H3K4me3) and
silent chromatin (H3K9me3), respectively, with regard to the
arrangements of DAPI-stained DNA in ENPs and ENCs of IVF
embryos. Striking changes in the patterns of these epigenetic
marks were observed during ENP-ENP/C-ENC transitions of
nuclei in embryos passing major genome activation. In typical
ENPs (Fig. 11, Panel A) some MCBs were predominantly
labeled with H3K4me3, others with H3K9me3, whereas still
others showed only sparse evidence for the presence of either
marker. H3K4me3 was frequently extended directly to the
nuclear border. Figure 11, Panel B, presents an ENP/C at an
early stage of post-major EGA structural transformation. Inspec-
tion of 3D-SIM image stacks revealed nucleoli surrounded by a
rim of densely DAPI-stained chromatin in this ENP/C (see box c
in Figure 11 B2). Figure 11, Panel C, shows an example of the
arrangements of H3K9me3 and H3K4me3 marked chromatin
typical for ENCs. Large H3K9me3 positive chromatin clusters
were maintained in the interior of ENCs, whereas large
H3K4me3 clusters had mostly disappeared. In further contrast to
ENPs, H3K4me3 was barely detected at the nuclear border but
nearly exclusively restricted to the nuclear interior. Several boxed
areas in these nuclei are enlarged in the images on the right side
of Figure 11 (Panels A, B, D, E, G, H) and provide insight into
the topographical relationships of DAPI-stained chromatin,
H3K4me3 and H3K9me3, employing the highest informative
magnification possible. For comparison, images A1, B1, D1, E1,
G1 and H1 represent only the DAPI-stained chromatin, whereas
images A2, B2, D2, E2, G2 and H2 add H3K4me3 and
H3K9me3 positive pixels, displayed without an attempt to dis-
tinguish between pixel intensities. We noted a nearly complete,
mutual exclusion of chromatin clusters marked by H3K4me3
and clusters marked by H3K9me3. For further details see legend
to Figure 11.
Part 2.2. Nuclear landscapes in fibroblasts and cloned
preimplantation embryos observed with 3D structured
illumination microscopy
Higher order arrangements of DAPI-stained chromatin studied
by 3D structured illumination microscopy in bovine fetal fibroblast
nuclei and cloned embryos
Next we employed 3D-SIM for a comparison of nuclear land-
scapes in bovine fetal fibroblasts and cloned embryos (Fig. 12).
Our observations confirm and expand observations made with
3D-CLSM (compare Figs. 1 and 2). Changing nuclear land-
scapes during preimplantation development of cloned bovine
embryos show striking similarities with the landscapes described
above for in vitro fertilized embryos but also notable differences.
The flat-ellipsoidal shape of bovine fetal fibroblast nuclei
(Fig. 12, Panels A1 to A8) was transformed into a roundish shape
in all nuclei of the cloned 8-cell embryo shown in (Fig. 12, Pan-
els B1 to B8. Compared with bovine fetal fibroblast nuclei, visual
inspection of nuclei in this embryo also suggested a more pro-
nounced clustering of chromatin with a corresponding increase
of the IC, including a major, sometimes irregularly shaped
lacuna, which clearly exceeded the size of the largest IC-lacunas
noted in fetal fibroblast nuclei, but which was generally smaller
than major lacunas discovered in in vitro fertilized 8-cell embryos
(compare Figures 1 and 2; Figure 12 B1 to B8; Supplementary
Figure S1). IC-lacunas in bovine fetal fibroblast nuclei should
not be confused with their large, irregularly shaped nucleoli
stained with B23 (Fig. 12 A1, A3, A5, A7). Roundish nuclei
Figure 4 (See previous page). Arrangements of splicing speckles and de novo synthesized RNA in nuclei of in vitro fertilized and cloned embryos. Panels
A and B. Midplane sections recorded by 3D-CLSM in an ENP (panel A) and an ENC (panel B) from IVF embryos stained with TO-PRO-3 DNA (red) show the
enrichment of the splicing factor SC-35 (green) in splicing speckles both in the major lacuna of the ENP and distributed throughout the interchromatin
compartment of the ENC. Panels C–E. Immunocytochemical detection of bromine-labeled RNA after incubation for 45 minutes with BrUTP or BrU precur-
sors. Panel F. Projection of a confocal image stack from a 15-cell cloned embryo stained with TO-PRO-3 (red) following 45 minutes incubation with BrU
shows nuclei with strikingly different phenotypes, including a pyknotic nucleus (arrow). Note that the visibility of all nuclei in this projection is precluded
by nuclear overlays. Panels G–I. Enlarged views of nuclei, framed in F1 by boxes G, H and I, include an ENP-like nucleus (G), an ENP/C-like nucleus (H) and
an ENC (I) (for deﬁnition of these nuclear phenotypes see Results and compare Figs. 1 and 2). These Panels also present evidence for de novo RNA syn-
thesis in nuclei of this cloned embryo independent of differences between nuclear phenotypes. Note strong RNA synthesis in nucleoli of ENCs of both
fertilized (panel E) and cloned embryos (panel I). Bars: 5 mm in A1 representative for Panels A–E, 25 mm in Panel F; 5 mm in G1 for Panels G–I.
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Figure 5. Representative confocal midplane sections demonstrate essential features of ENPs and ENCs in in vitro fertilized embryos. Panel A. ENP at G2/
prophase, characterized by strong immunostaining of H3S10p. Panel B. ENP in S-phase, characterized by pulse-labeling (30 min) of replication foci with
EdU. Panel C. EdU pulse labeling pattern of a typical ENC in mid S-phase. Panel D. ENP with several nucleolar precursor bodies (NPBs), immunostained
with the nucleolar marker B23. Panel E. Large nucleoli lined with B23 in the interior of an ENC. Panels F, G. ENP (F) and ENP/C (G) with positive H3K4me3
immunostaining of chromatin, clearly enriched in some MCBs (compare Supplementary Fig. S1). Panels H, I, J. Immunocytochemical detection of
H3K9me3 in an ENP (H), an ENP/C (I) and an ENC (J). Bar: 4 mm in A1 representative for all Panels.
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with a major lacuna were
classified as ENP-like.
Occasional nuclei pre-
sented small, round nucle-
oli with an intensely
stained rim of DAPI-
stained DNA (see Figure
12, B5 for example).
This nucleolar phenotype
resembled nucleoli noted
in nuclei of in vitro fertil-
ized embryos but was
starkly different from the
very large, irregularly
shaped nucleoli in fetal
fibroblast nuclei, indicat-
ing a major structural
reconfiguration of such
nucleoli in cloned preim-
plantation embryos. At
this point, we do not
know whether nucleoli
carried by the fibroblast
nucleus are dissolved and
replaced by new nucleoli
emerging during major
genome activation of
cloned embryos. For com-
parison, Figure 12 C1–4
and D1–4 show 8 nuclei
from trophectodermal
cells recorded by 3D-SIM
from a non-hatched
(C1–4) and a hatched
(D1–4) cloned blastocyst
fixed at day 8. Large
nucleoli, resembling
nucleoli of bovine fetal
fibroblasts with an irregu-
larly shaped rim of DAPI
dense DNA, were fre-
quently seen in nuclei of
cloned blastocysts and the
large majority had




nuclear space. A compari-
son of volumes of bovine
fetal fibroblast nuclei with
nuclei from cloned
embryos shows a several-
fold mean volume increase
of embryonic nuclei,
when embryos approached
Figure 6. Problems and consequences of image thresholding in 3D structured illumination microscopy. Mid-
plane SIM sections from a DAPI-stained ENP (panel A) and an ENC (panel B) without any threshold (A1, B1) and after
application of a moderate threshold (A2, A3 and B2, B3). Contrast and brightness of images A2, B2 was chosen to
emphasize a pronounced pattern of concentric rings, which represents an artifact of structured illumination micros-
copy. C and D. DAPI intensity proﬁles recorded along dashed lines in A2 and B2. Maintenance of these patterns in
unthresholded images resulted in erroneous local increases (A2, C, green dotted line, circles and arrows) or decreases
(A2, B2, C, D, red dotted line, circles and arrows) of DAPI intensities. Application of a threshold just above average
background (C and D) largely removed the cocentric-ring like patterns, but at the expense that part of the real DAPI
signal was also lost (A3, B3). See Supplementary Figures S2 and S3 for problems and consequences of threshold
application to immunostained signals. Bars: 3 mm in A3 representative for all Panels.
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major genome activation at day 2 after SCNT, followed by a
strong volume reduction during post-major EGA development at
day 4 (accompanying publication Popken et al.35).
A comparison of all nuclei from the 2 cloned 8-cell embryos
shown in Figs. 2 and 12 emphasizes the pronounced variability
of nuclear phenotypes in different cloned embryos with identical
cell numbers. Whereas all nuclei of the cloned embryo presented
in Fig. 2 show – in close correspondence with ENPs of the in
vitro fertilized embryo in Figure 1 – a major lacuna, surrounded
by compact and well demarcated major chromatin bodies, nuclei
of the cloned embryo in Figure 12 failed to show this complete
ENP morphology, although most nuclei presented an ENP-like
phenotype. The more pronounced variability of nuclear land-
scape changes during the development of cloned embryos may
reflect problems of a proper structural remodeling of bovine fetal
fibroblast nuclei, as well as the higher frequency of chromosomal
Figure 7. For ﬁgure legend, see page 569.
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missegregation events during early preimplantation development
of cloned versus in vitro fertilized embryos (accompanying article
by Popken et al.35).
H3K4me3, H3K9me3 and RNA polymerase II arrangements in
fetal fibroblast nuclei
Fig. 13 presents typical SIM midplane sections of DAPI-
stained bovine fibroblast nuclei together with immunostainings
of H3K4me3 (green) and nucleophosmin B23 (red) (Panel A),
of H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-Ser2p (red) (Panel B)
and of H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 (red) (Panel C). H3K4me3
labeled chromatin appeared dispersed throughout the nuclear
interior. This epigenetic mark was enriched in chromatin lining
IC-lacunas together with RNA polymerase II (Panels A/a
and B/b) but not detected in the interior of nucleoli (Panel A)
and only occasionally noted in the layer of intensely DAPI-
stained DNA contacting the nuclear lamina. In addition to dis-
persed H3K9me3 labeled chromatin, we observed large
H3K9me3 positive major chromatin clusters (Panels C/c/d).
They often revealed a rim, which was intensely DAPI and
H3K9me3 stained (c1, d1). These clusters may represent chro-
mocenters and should not be confused with major chromatin
bodies, which likely represent CTs (see above).61 Notably,
H3K4me3 labeling inside and outside these clusters had approx-
imately the same intensity, whereas RNA polymerase II-Ser2p
was absent inside these clusters (b2). The variation of the inten-
sity of H3K4me3 signals inside and outside these clusters was
more pronounced in cloned blastocysts (see below). The
intensely DAPI-stained rims of these clusters were generally
connected to the intensely DAPI-stained chromatin beneath the
nuclear envelope. Clusters located in the nuclear interior were
connected to the nuclear border by a highly concentrated chro-
matin bridge (yellow boxes in B2/B4). Lining of fibroblast
nucleoli with B23 was interrupted at sites, where major chroma-
tin clusters were in direct contact with nucleoli (a2).
H3K4me3, H3K9me3 and RNA polymerase II arrangements in
nuclei of cloned preimplantation embryos
Fig. 14 shows midplane SIM sections of 2 nuclei from a
cloned 8-cell embryo (Panels A and B) and 2 nuclei from a
cloned, hatched blastocyst (Panels C and D) and exemplifies
topographical relationships between DAPI-stained chromatin
(gray), H3K4me3 (green) and H3K9me3 (red), which were typi-
cally noted in ENP-like and ENP/C-like nuclei (Panels A and B)
and in ENCs (Panels C and D). The 4 representative nuclei
show prominent major chromatin clusters, all prominently
labeled with H3K9me3, but some of them intensely, others only
modestly stained with DAPI (for examples see Panels a to h). In
intensely DAPI-stained major chromatin clusters seen in ENP-
and ENP/C-like nuclei we noted very little H3K4me3 label,
whereas in modestly DAPI-stained clusters additional H3K4me3
labeling appeared more pronounced (compare DAPI intensities
with chromatin clusters in Panel c). Intensely DAPI-stained
major chromatin clusters observed in ENCs of the cloned,
hatched blastocyst showed little H3K4me3 label. In remarkable
contrast, however, weakly DAPI-stained major chromatin clus-
ters showed a strong enrichment of both H3K4me3 and
H3K9me3 (compare DAPI intensities with chromatin clusters in
Panel h).
Figure 15 shows SIM midplane sections recorded in 2 ENP-
like nuclei from a cloned, DAPI-stained 8-cell embryo with
immunostaining of H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-Ser2p
(Panels A and B), as well as 2 nuclei from a non-hatched cloned
blastocyst (Panels C and D). Enlarged images of boxed areas in
these nuclei (Panels a-h) demonstrate an enrichment of RNA
polymerase II together with H3K4me3 in chromatin lining IC-
lacunas, in line with observations described above for fetal fibro-
blast nuclei (Fig. 13, Panels B/b), as well as for ENPs and ENCs
of in vitro fertilized embryos (Fig. 10). The observation of major
chromatin clusters strongly labeled with H3K4me3 but not with
RNA polymerase II in the ENC of the cloned, non-hatched
Figure 7 (See previous page). Nuclear phenotypes in in vitro fertilized preimplantation embryos studied with 3D structured illumination microscopy.
A–I. Midplane sections from typical DAPI-stained nuclei recorded with 3D-SIM at different preimplantation stages, male pronucleus from a zygote (A),
female pronucleus from the same zygote (B), 2-cell stage (C), 4-cell stage (D), 8-cell stage (E), 16-cell stage (F), morula (G), and blastocyst (H from inner
cell mass (ICM) and I from trophectoderm (TE)). The 2 pronuclei in a zygote were recorded with 3D confocal laser scanning microscopy (3D-CLSM) due to
their distance to the cover glass. J–Q. Top row: Midplane-SIM sections from all DAPI-stained nuclei recorded in an IVF 8-cell embryo. Bottom row: Corre-
sponding x/z-sections. With rare exceptions nuclei have a roundish shape and show the ENP phenotype (for deﬁnition see Results and Fig. 1). R1-R10.
Midplane SIM sections present typical phenotypes of DAPI-stained nuclei at higher magniﬁcation taken from embryos with 4 cells (R1 – R3), 7 cells (R4),
8 cells (R5, R6), 9 cells (R7, R8), 19 cells (R9) and a morula with about 32 cells (R10). These nuclei were classiﬁed as pre-ENP (R1), transition state from the
pre-ENP phenotype to ENP phenotype (R2) or early ENPs (R3, R4), fully developed ENPs (R5, R6), ENP/Cs (R7, R8), and ENCs (R9, R10). Typical nucleoli sur-
rounded by intensely DAPI-stained chromatin (examples marked by asterisks in R7 – R10) were typically noted in ENP/Cs and in all ENCs. Arrows in R2 –
R8 point to wide interchromatin compartment (IC) channels, pervading from the major lacuna toward the nuclear envelope between major chromatin
bodies. They were ﬁrst noted during the pre-ENP/ENP transition (R2), prominent in ENPs and ENP/Cs (see enlargements of boxed areas a-c in R6, R7) and
disappeared together with the major lacuna during the development of ENCs (R9, R10). Major lacunas often adopted a central position in the nuclear
interior of ENPs (R6), but acentric positions were also observed resulting in broad regions of direct contact of a major lacuna with the nuclear envelope
(R3, arrowheads). At all stages of preimplantation development major chromatin bodies likely representing individual chromosome territories (compare
Fig. 3) were built up from smaller chromatin domain clusters (CDCs) pervaded by small IC channels (see enlargements of boxed areas a-c in R5 and R10).
S. Volumes recorded for a sample of nuclei recorded with 3D-CLSM or 3D-SIM from embryos with 4-cells (E4; 15 nuclei), 5 to 8 cells (E5–8; 27 nuclei), 9–
16 cells (E9–16; 36 nuclei) and more than 18 cells (E > 18; 30 nuclei). Scatter plots are combined with box plots presenting mean values, quartiles and
whiskers. Each dot respresents the volume of an individual nucleus. Black dots respresent ENPs, red dots ENP/Cs and blue dots ENCs. A highly signiﬁcant
volume decrease (P< 0.006) was noted for nuclei in embryos advancing from 5–8 cells to 9–16 cells. Bars: 5 mm in I representative for A–I; 3 mm in J rep-
resentative for J–Q; 3 mm in R1 representative for R1-R10; 1 mm side length of enlarged boxes a, b and c in R5-R7, R10.
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blastocyst shown in Figure 15, panel D, however, suggests that
this epigenetic mark can be enriched in chromatin, which is not
or not yet actively transcribed. Fig. 16 shows that major chroma-
tin clusters with a strong enrichment of H3K4me3 were consis-
tently detected in nuclei (n D 17) recorded by 3D-SIM in this
non-hatched blastocyst, whereas we did not observe this type in
fetal fibroblast nuclei (n D 57) and only rarely in another cloned
blastocyst studied after hatching (1 from 11 nuclei). Similar to
fibroblasts, most nuclei in this hatched blastocyst did not show
an increased H3K4me3 labeling intensity inside clusters marked
strongly with H3K9me3 compared to areas outside these clusters.
More studies of non-hatched and hatched blastocysts are
Figure 8. For ﬁgure legend, see page 571.
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necessary in order to decide whether the observed differences rep-
resent a differentiation event correlated with embryo hatching or
whether these differences reflect a strong variability of major
chromatin complexes between different cloned embryos, possibly
correlated with differences in their developmental potentials.
Part 3. Quantitative analysis of similarities and differences
between nuclear landscapes of in vitro fertilized embryos,
cloned embryos and fetal fibroblasts
Frequencies of distinguished nuclear phenotypes in in vitro
fertilized and cloned preimplantation embryos
Figure 17A provides a quantitative analysis of the frequencies
of pre-ENPs, ENPs, ENP/Cs and ENCs analyzed in a total of
259 nuclei recorded with 3D-SIM in IVF embryos, including 9
embryos with 2 cells, 6 embryos with 3–4 cells, 7 embryos with
7–8 cells, 8 embryos with 9–15 cells and 6 embryos with more
than 18 cells up to the morula stage (»30 cells). In 17 nuclei
recorded from 2-cell embryos pre-ENPs were the predominant
phenotype (82%), although 18% of nuclei showed already a
major lacuna and were classified accordingly as ENPs. In 22
nuclei recorded from embryos with 3–4 cells the percentage of
pre-ENPs decreased to 27% and ENPs became predominant
(73%). In addition to a major lacuna, 10% of nuclei also pre-
sented nucleoli, demarcated by a rim of intensely DAPI-stained
DNA. This nucleolar phenotype was rarely noted in classical
ENPs but marked the beginning of the transition from ENP to
ENC after major genome activation (ENP/C). In 56 nuclei
recorded from embryos with 7–8 cells 89% represented the ENP
phenotype. After major embryonic genome activation the frac-
tion of ENPs determined in 66 nuclei from embryos with 9 to
15 cells dropped to 48%, while the fraction of ENP/Cs and
ENCs rose to 38% and 13%. Only one nucleus with the pre-
ENP like phenotype was observed at this stage of preimplanta-
tion development. In 98 nuclei recorded from embryos with
more than 18 cells to morula stage ENCs presented by far the
dominant fraction (87%) and only few nuclei still showed an
ENP or ENP/C phenotype. Figure 17B presents a quantification
of pre-ENP-like, ENP-like and ENP/C-like nuclear phenotypes
recorded in 40 nuclei from 5 cloned 8-cell embryos and 28 nuclei
from 2 cloned blastocysts. The ENP-like phenotype was predom-
inant at the 8-cell stage (48%), followed by the ENP/C-like phe-
notype (32%) and the pre-ENP like phenotype (20%). All nuclei
studied at the blastocyst showed the ENC phenotype.
Linking topological chromatin density mapping of the nuclear
landscape with H3K4me3, H3K9me3 and RNA polymerase II
arrangements
For a quantitative comparison of the nuclear topography of
the functionally relevant hallmarks H3K4me3, H3K9me3 and
RNA polymerase II with the topography of DAPI-stained chro-
matin, we employed a segmentation algorithm, previously devel-
oped for DAPI-stained nuclei.37,40 DAPI positive pixels in SIM
sections were segmented into 7 DAPI intensity classes with equal
intensity variance. This classification provided a clear visualiza-
tion of nuclear landscapes shaped by color-coded DAPI intensity
classes and allowed for a statistical comparison both between
individual nuclei and between different areas within individual
nuclei.
Figure 8 (See previous page). Nucleolar precursor bodies and nucleoli in nuclei of in vitro fertilized embryos. A1–E1. Midplane SIM sections of a
DAPI-stained nucleus approaching ENP (A1) and of 4 ENP/Cs (B1–E1). A2–E2. Corresponding sections with immunostained H3K4me3 (green) and B23
(red) in A2 and B2 or H3K4me3 (green) and H3K9me3 (red) in C2 – E2. Boxed areas in Panel A frame a nucleolar precursor body or early nucleolus and
likely mature nuclei in Panels B–E. Enlarged images of boxed areas are presented below: A3–E3, DAPI; A4, B4, B23; C4–E4, H3K9me3; A5–E5, H3K4me3;
A6, B6, colored overlays of DAPI, H3K4me3 and B23; C6–E6, colored overlays of DAPI, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3. Note that the nucleolar precursor body or
early nucleolus shown in Panel A is lined by B23 (A4) but lacks a surrounding rim of intensely DAPI-stained DNA (A3) in contrast to mature nucleoli (B3–
E3). Unexpectedly, most of the nucleoli shown in Panels B, D and E present variable parts of their DAPI-stained rims labeled with H3K4me3 (B5, C5, D5,
see arrow heads in C5 and D5), considered as a marker for transcriptionally competent chromatin, but little detectable staining with H3K9me3, consid-
ered as a marker for silent chromatin (C4, D4). The DAPI-stained rim of the nucleolus shown in Panel E is strongly marked by H3K9me3 (E4) but shows lit-
tle H3K4me3 staining (E5, arrow heads). Bars: 5 mm in A1 is representative for A1–E2, 1 mm in A3 is representative for enlarged boxes A3–E6.
Figure 9. A transcriptome analysis suggests a major increase of intronic
sequences from genes coding for ribosomal proteins at the 8-cell stage
of in vitro fertilized embryos. Columns present the results of a transcrip-
tome analysis of 83 genes coding for ribosomal proteins at germinal ves-
icle (GV) and at metaphase II stage bovine oocytes, as well as in IVF
embryos with 4, 8 and 16 cells and in blastocysts.27 For all genes the
parameter RINP was determined individually as a measure for the cover-
age of all intronic sequences in transcripts from each gene. RINP indi-
cates the ratio of intronic read counts to not-covered intronic positions.
A fold change 10 in RINP between subsequent replicates of the embry-
onic stages was considered as indicative of nascent transcription. Back-
ground was deﬁned as the 75th percentile of RINP in the oocyte stages
(for further details see Graf et al. 2014).27 A fold change 10 could only
be conﬁrmed for a fraction of ribosomal protein genes at each stage (for
details see Results). Columns show average values of RINP for the entire
pool of ribosomal protein genes.
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Fig. 18 presents midplane sections with color-coded DAPI
intensity classes from typical nuclear phenotypes recorded with
3D-SIM from in vitro fertilized embryos (Panels A–E) and
cloned embryos (Panels F–J). As noted above, images of DAPI-
stained nuclei were routinely displayed after thresholding to
remove artifacts due to patterns of concentric rings (see Fig. 6).
All pixels below the chosen threshold are counted as class 1 pixels.
Panels A-J show nuclear arrangements of color-coded DAPI
intensity classes for both thresholded (A1–J1) and unthresholded
nuclei (A2–J2).
Figure 10. Topography of DAPI-stained chromatin, RNA polymerase II-S5p and H3K4me3 in nuclei from in vitro fertilized preimplantation embryos
recorded with 3D structured illumination microscopy. Panels A and B. Midplane SIM sections from an ENP (panel A) and ENC (panel B). A1 and B1. Pat-
terns of DAPI-stained DNA (gray). A2 and B3. Overlay of H3K4me3 (green) and RNA polymerase II-S5p signals (red) on the DAPI images. B2 shows only
the H3K4me3 pattern, B4 only the RNA polymerase II-S5p pattern of this ENC. Rectangular boxes of the same size area marked in A1, A2, B1–B4 are
presented as enlarged views in images a1, a3, a5, a7 and b1, b3, b5, b7. To allow a more detailed visual inspection at the level of individually recognizable
pixels (39.5 nm2 pixel size) rectangular boxes marked in these views are further enlarged in a2, a4, a6, a8 and b2, b4, b6, b8. An increase in color intensity
of DAPI positive pixels (blue) is tentatively considered as a reﬂection of a local increase in the compaction of chromatin stained with DAPI (a1, a2, b1, b2).
Black pixels in a3, a4 and b3, b4 denote a colocalization of DAPI positive pixels with H3K4me3 positive pixels. Green colored H3K4me3 positive pixels
were noted in DAPI negative areas of thresholded images (compare Fig. 6) (tentatively considered as interchromatin compartment channels). Red col-
ored pixels in a5, a6 and b5, b6 are taken as an indication for RNA polymerase II-S5p positive pixels located within the interchromatin compartment,
whereas black pixels in these images denote a colocalization of RNA polymerase II-S5p positive pixels with DAPI positive pixels. Black pixels in a7, a8 and
b7, b8 indicate a colocalization of H3K4me3 positive pixels with RNA polymerase II-S5p positive pixels, whereas green and red pixel clusters hint to sepa-
rate H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-S5p signals. Note the predominance of positive pixels for H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-S5p clusters at the
periphery of chromatin clusters stained with DAPI often expanding into the IC (white). RNA polymerase II-S5p clusters show side-by-side associations
with clusters of H3K4me3 labeled chromatin, but are also frequently located remote from each other. Bars: 3 mm for A1, A2, B1–B4; 1 mm for a1, a3, a5,
a7 and b1, b3, b5, b7; 300 nm for a2, a4, a6, a8 and b2, b4, b6, b8.
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Linking of DAPI density mapping with H3K4me3,
H3K9me3 and RNA polymerase II arrangements was performed
with unthresholded nuclei (exemplified in Fig. 18A2–J2). This
approach stretched DAPI intensity classes over the widest possi-
ble range (compare Supplementary Figure S4). In non-thresh-
olded DAPI images classes 1–3 apparently represented the
interchromatin compartment, classes 4 and 5 preferentially the
less intensely DAPI-stained periphery of chromatin domain clus-
ters (CDCs), called the perichromatin region (PR) (see Introduc-
tion and Discussion) and classes 6 and 7 preferentially the
intensely DAPI-stained core regions of CDCs. Class 1 (blue) is
strongly increased in the thresholded nuclei.
Fig. 19 shows the results of a quantitative high-resolution
analysis of RNA polymerase II, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3
positive pixels attributed to the 7 DAPI intensity classes from
unthresholded ENPs and ENCs of in vitro fertilized embryos
(including a few early stages of ENP/Cs) (Fig. 19A and B),
ENP-like nuclei and ENCs from cloned embryos (Fig. 19C and
D) and fetal fibroblast nuclei (Fig. 19E). Care was taken to cor-
rect for any shifts between the channels used for recording DAPI
and the additional pairwise recording of H3K4me3 and
H3K9me3 or H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II. In each sam-
ple 3 – 6 sequential, mid-nuclear SIM sections were evaluated
from a total of 20 nuclei, including 10 nuclei with immunos-
tained H3K4me3/H3K9me3 (cloned ENP-like n D 7) and 10
nuclei with immunostained H3K4me3/RNA polymerase II
(cloned ENP-like n D 8; for further details see Supplementary
Information: Extended Experimental Procedures). We tested the
Figure 11. For ﬁgure legend, see page 574.
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null hypothesis of a random distribution of H3K4me3,
H3K9me3 and RNA polymerase II positive pixels across the 7
DAPI intensity classes. For a random distribution the fraction of
marker pixels should equal the fraction of DAPI positive pixels
representing each class. In all samples the null hypothesis could
be rejected with a very high probability (P < 10¡15).
Figure 19 demonstrates a highly non-random and consistent
pattern of RNA polymerase II, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 in all
samples despite the strikingly different global nuclear landscapes
of ENPs and ENP-like nuclei compared with ENCs and fibro-
blast nuclei. DAPI intensity classes 6 and 7 showed a significant
enrichment of H3K9me3 with a higher accumulation in class 6,
whereas a distinct depletion was typically found in class 7 for
H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II. These 2 markers were con-
sistently enriched in class 4. In contrast, all 3 markers were
depleted in class 1. In our analyses of in vitro fertilized embryos
we studied RNA polymerase II with a phosphorylated serine 5 of
its CTD domain, while analyses of cloned embryos and fetal
fibroblasts were carried out with RNA polymerase II carrying a
phosphorylated serine 2. A noticeable difference between the
nuclear arrangements of the 2 enzyme modifications was not
detected. The patterns described in Figure 19 were robustly sup-
ported for a range of thresholds applied to SIM sections of
immunostained markers (Supplementary Fig. S4; for further
details see Extended Experimental Procedures) despite the fact
that the size and abundance of immunopositive pixel clusters for
RNA polymerase II, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 was affected by
the choice of low, medium and high thresholds (Supplementary
Figs. S2 and S3).
The comparison of nuclear samples from in vitro fertilized and
cloned embryos was complicated by major chromatin clusters
strongly marked with H3K4me3, H3K9me3 or both. We noted
such clusters in both types of embryos but they appeared particu-
larly prominent relative to the nuclear volume in the small ENCs
of cloned blastocysts. Supplementary Figure S5 presents a separate
analysis of immunopositive pixels present in individual strongly
H3K9me3 decorated major chromatin clusters to the 7 DAPI
intensity classes. Supplementary Figure S6 provides such an analy-
sis for major chromatin clusters decorated with H3K4me3. These
Supplementary Figures indicate a pronounced variability of the
topography of H3K9me3 and H3K4me3 in different major chro-
matin clusters even within the same nucleus. For the evaluation of
ENPs and ENCs from in vitro fertilized embryos and ENP-like
presented in Figure 19A, B entire SIM sections were used, since
the modest presence of major chromatin clusters did not make
any important difference relative to the nuclear volume. For the
evaluation of ENCs from cloned blastocysts shown in
Figure 19C, D we deliberately analyzed sections with few if any
major chromatin clusters to ensure that the analysis represents the
signal distribution in the interchromatin compartment, perichro-
matin region and core regions of CDCs (see above).
In summary, despite major differences of the global landscapes
the detailed inspection of SIM-images (Figs. 10–15) and quanti-
tative image analyses (Fig. 19) indicate for all types of nuclei a
local accumulation of H3K9me3 in the core of chromatin
domain clusters and of H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II in the
less intensely DAPI-stained periphery of these clusters, whereas
these markers were depleted in the interchromatin compartment.
Figure 11 (See previous page). Topography of DAPI-stained chromatin, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 in nuclei from in vitro fertilized preimplantation
embryos recorded with 3D structured illumination microscopy. Panels A–C. Midplane SIM sections from an ENP (A), an ENP/C (B) and an ENC (C) present
typical examples of the topography of DAPI-stained DNA (gray, A1–C1) together with overlays of DAPI-stained DNA with H3K4me3 (green) and
H3K9me3 (red) (A2–C2). Enlargements of boxed areas a, d, e, g and h in these nuclei are shown on the right with DAPI-stained chromatin in blue (a1, d1,
e1, g1 and h1) and corresponding overlays of DAPI images with pixels (pixel size 39.5 nm2) classiﬁed as immunopositive for H3K4me3 (green) or
H3K9me3 (red) (a2, d2, e2, g2 and h2). Pixels and pixel clusters positive for both H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 are denoted in black. Circles in the correspond-
ing images d1/d2, e1/e2, g1/g2, h1/h2 were drawn into these enlarged images either to mark areas of special interest (see below) or to facilitate compar-
isons between images showing only the DAPI pattern (left) and their corresponding counterpart showing additional immunolabeling of epigenetic
markers (right). Panel A. In this ENP most of the core parts of the strictly peripherally located DAPI-stained major chromatin bodies (MCBs) are labeled
with H3K9me3. In the periphery of some of these MCBs we note intensive labeling with H3K4me3 (compare a1 and a2). H3K4me3 positive clusters can
be noted directly at the nuclear border. The MCB presented at the right side of b1 and b2 exempliﬁes a case, strongly labeled with H3K4me3 throughout
with very little additional staining of H3K9me3, whereas the MCB on the left side of b1 and b2 shows overlapping signals of H3K4me3 and H3K9me3.
Panel B. This nucleus was identiﬁed as ENP/C. Nucleoli surrounded by densely DAPI-stained chromatin were noted in other sections of the 3D-SIM image
stack (for an example see box c). In comparison with the ENP shown in Panel A, the size of the major lacuna is apparently reduced by the invasion of
MCBs toward the nuclear interior. A clear separation of neighboring MCBs by wide IC channels is no longer possible in this nucleus. Potential MCBs or
alternatively major chromatin domain clusters with contributions from several neighboring CTs were preferentially labeled with H3K4me3, while others
were preferentially labeled with H3K9me3 (see boxed area e in Panel B and enlarged views e1 and e2 on the right). Enlarged boxes d1/d2 show a periph-
eral nuclear region with intensely DAPI-stained chromatin enriched at the nuclear border. H3K9me3 labeled chromatin is noted in clusters both at the
nuclear border and away from the border. These clusters, however, colocalize only in part with the densely DAPI-stained chromatin but also extend into
modestly DAPI-stained regions. Clusters of H3K4me3 labeled chromatin are distributed between the H3K9me3 labeled clusters. The enlarged views f1/f2
show that not only H3K9me3 but also H3K4me3 positive clusters can be noted directly at the nuclear border (compare with a2). Panel C. Midplane SIM
section from a typical ENC nucleus. In contrast to the ENP and ENP/C, the major lacuna has disappeared. Chromatin at the nuclear border is nearly exclu-
sively marked with H3K9me3 and extends as an interconnected chromatin network throughout the nuclear interior with numerous large and small
H3K9me3 labeled clusters, whereas enrichment of H3K4me3 label is only noted in dispersed small clusters (compare g1/g2 and h1/h2). Although these
enlarged views suggest a preference of H3K9me3 for regions more densely stained with DAPI, whereas H3K4me3 appears preferentially located in less
densely stained regions, detailed inspection shows an occasional extension of H3K9me3 positive pixels also into regions with weakly DAPI-stained chro-
matin and on the contrary an extension of H3K4me3 positive pixels into intensely DAPI-stained regions (see Results part 3 for quantitative analysis). Bars:
2 mm for A1–C2 and c; 1 mm for a1–b2 and d1–h2.
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Discussion
Preimplantation development of
in vitro fertilized and cloned
embryos is accompanied by massive
changes of nuclear landscapes
Major embryonic genome activa-
tion occurs at the 8-cell stage of
in vitro fertilized bovine embryos.27 A
major change of the gene expression
status may also occur in cloned 8-cell
bovine embryos as suggested by the
activation of pluripotency genes at
this stage.25 In vitro fertilized and
cloned bovine embryos approaching
the 8-cell stage were characterized by
the formation of a major lacuna,
enriched in splicing factors, and pre-
sumably many other storage factors,
whose nuclear topography was not
tested in the present study. Occa-
sional DAPI or TO-PRO-3 stained chromatin bodies were found
in the interior of the major lacuna, but otherwise current evi-
dence suggests that these lacunas constitute a rather DNA-free
space. DNA staining with these compounds may, however, not
suffice to exclude occasional giant chromatin loops, penetrating
from peripheral CTs deep into the major lacuna. The peripheral
chromatin surrounding major lacunas presented itself as major
chromatin bodies (MCBs), separated from each other by wide
Figure 12. Comparison of nuclear pheno-
types from bovine fetal ﬁbroblasts and
cloned preimplantation embryos studied
with 3D structured illumination micros-
copy. Panels A1–A8. Midplane SIM x/y-
sections (left) and y/z-sections (right)
from DAPI-stained fetal ﬁbroblast nuclei
indicate their common ﬂat-ellipsoidal
shape. DAPI-stained sections are shown
together with immunostaining of nucleo-
phosmin B23 (red) and of H3K4me3
(green) in A1, A3, A5 and A7. Correspond-
ing sections with DAPI staining alone are
presented in A2, A4, A6 and A8. Panels
B1–B8. Midplane SIM x/y-sections (left)
and y/z-sections (right) from DAPI-
stained nuclei in a cloned 8-cell embryo
demonstrate the transformation of the
ﬂat-ellipsoidal shape of ﬁbroblast nuclei
into a roundish shape with a more pro-
nounced clustering of chromatin and the
formation of a major lacuna, marked by
asterisks (compare Figure 7, Panels J-Q).
Panels C1–C4 and D1–D4. Four nuclei
recorded by 3D-SIM from a cloned, non-
hatched blastocyst (C1–C4) and 4 nuclei
from a cloned, hatched blastocyst
(D1–D4). These nuclei were present in
cells, which maintained their connection
during microdissection of the embryos
for 3D-SIM (see Results and Extended
Experimental Procedures) and likely rep-
resent trophectoderm nuclei. Bar: 4 mm
in A1 representative for all Panels.
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interchromatin compartment (IC) channels, whereas smaller IC-
channels pervaded the interior of MCBs as well. Chromosome
painting experiments identified individual MCBs as distinct
chromosome territories (CTs).19 For nuclei with this phenotype
we introduced the term ENP (for Embryonic Nucleus with
Peripheral distribution of CTs). Although typical ENPs were
also noted in cloned 8-cell embryos, the major lacuna was often
smaller and the corresponding shift of chromatin toward the
Figure 13. For ﬁgure legend, see page 577.
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nuclear periphery, as well as chromatin compaction was less pro-
nounced. To account for such differences – notwithstanding the
striking similarities of these nuclear phenotypes in in vitro fertil-
ized and cloned embryos – we designated the phenotype of such
nuclei as ENP-like.
Preimplantation development after major EGA was character-
ized in both in vitro fertilized and cloned embryos by the disap-
pearance of the major lacuna and the formation of much smaller
nuclei with a 3D higher order chromatin network expanding
throughout the entire nuclear space. We called nuclei with this
phenotype ENCs (for Embryonic Nuclei with Conventional
architecture), because they adopted common features of nuclear
landscapes, previously described for a variety of somatic cell
types.6,40
To our best knowledge, the ENP phenotype was first
described in an EM study of 8-cell bovine IVF embryos.62 The
authors argued for a difference in the distribution of major chro-
matin bodies between nuclei from IVF embryos and nuclei from
conventionally fertilized embryos obtained from cows at slaugh-
ter. In these in vivo embryos they observed a distribution of
MCBs throughout the nuclear space. It is not clear, whether a
systematic difference between nuclear phenotypes in IVF and
in vivo embryos truly exists or whether this difference reflects
slightly different developmental stages of IVF and in vivo gener-
ated embryos.
The observed coincidence of major embryonic genome activa-
tion and the formation of rather compact CTs, separated by wide
IC-channels, in in vitro fertilized 8-cell embryos was an unex-
pected finding.27 We would rather have expected a correlation of
major EGA with a more decondensed state of CTs. Surprisingly,
the rather compact CTs detected in ENPs share structural simi-
larities with senescence associated heterochromatic foci (SAHF)
observed in human fibroblast cultures at the end of their replica-
tive life span as well as in CTs driven into a senescence-like state
after exposure with the thiodioxopiperazine metabolite chaeto-
cin.63,64 Like ENPs, senescent fibroblasts formed CTs separated
from each other by wide IC-channels but lacked a major central
lacuna. A functional compartmentalization with transcriptionally
competent chromatin at the periphery and silenced chromatin in
the compact interior of SAHFs and SAHF-like chromatin bodies
was consistently observed.63,64 The picture in ENPs is more het-
erogeneous. Some major chromatin bodies observed in ENPs of
in vitro fertilized embryos and ENP-like nuclei of cloned
embryos presented a compact core with H3K9me3, surrounded
by H3K4me3 labeled, peripheral chromatin, others were highly
enriched in H3K4me3 distributed throughout the entire territory
and still others revealed little H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 immu-
nopositive labeling.
Incorporation of BrUTP or BrU demonstrated de novo RNA
synthesis both in ENPs of in vitro fertilized embryos and ENP-
like nuclei of cloned embryos. Notably, previous studies have
demonstrated de novo RNA synthesis already during minor
genome activation, which occurs in bovine embryos already at
the 2-cell stage. The total amounts of such RNA may be even
larger than de novo RNA synthesis at the 8-cell stage.65 Major
embryonic genome activation at the 8-cell stage is characterized
by a steep increase in the number of transcribed genes.27 From
6848 genes, which were found to be switched on from the 4-cell
to the blastocyst stage, 3965 (58%) were activated at the 8-cell
stage.
Functional nucleoli, characterized by a surrounding rim of
compact chromatin and intense RNA synthesis, were common in
nuclei of both in vitro fertilized and cloned embryos, which had
passed the 8-cell stage, i.e. studied during post-major EGA devel-
opment. They were rarely noted in ENPs of in vitro fertilized
embryos, though more frequently in ENP-like nuclei of cloned
embryos. Data available from our recently published transcrip-
tome analysis27 were further analyzed in the present study with a
focus on genes involved in the formation of ribosomal proteins.
This analysis confirmed a major rise of intronic sequences from
such genes from the 8-cell stage to the blastocyst stage.
We found impressive differences in the clustering of
H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 in both in vitro fertilized and cloned
preimplantation embryos, but are not able to decide to which
extent these differences may reflect true changes in the topogra-
phy of the respective epitopes or effects of differential epitope
masking. In any case, the extent of such changes and internuclear
variability, observed even between nuclei of the same embryo,
emphasize the importance to study the dynamics of nuclear
architecture in space and time at the single cell level.
For a quantitative comparison of the nuclear topography of
transcriptionally competent chromatin (H3K4me3), transcrip-
tionally silent chromatin (H3K9me3) and RNA polymerase II
with regard to the topography of DAPI-stained chromatin, we
defined 7 DAPI intensity classes. This classification provided a
clear visualization of nuclear landscapes shaped by color-coded
Figure 13 (See previous page). Topography of DAPI-stained chromatin, nucleophosmin B23, RNA polymerase II-Ser2p, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 in
nuclei of bovine fetal ﬁbroblasts studied with 3D structured illumination microscopy. Panels A–C. SIM midplane x/y-sections of DAPI-stained bovine ﬁbro-
blast nuclei (A1, B1, C1) and x/z-sections (A3, B3, C3) are shown together with corresponding immunostainings of H3K4me3 (green) and nucleophosmin
B23 (red) (A2, A4), H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-Ser2p (red) (B2, B4), H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 (red) (C2, C4). A ﬁne line marked by pairs of arrows in
A2/A4, B2/B4 and C2/C4 indicates the sites of the respective x/z- and x/y-sections. All nuclei contain major chromatin domain clusters with a modestly
DAPI-stained core and an intensely DAPI-stained periphery. Examples are framed by white boxes. The yellow boxes in B2 and B4 indicate a major chro-
matin cluster in the nuclear interior connected to chromatin at the nuclear border. Panels a-d. Enlargements of white boxed areas in the 3 nuclei show
major chromatin clusters with a modestly DAPI-stained core (light blue) and an intensely DAPI-stained periphery (dark blue) (a1–d1), overlays of pixels
representing immunostained markers are shown in the corresponding images a2–d2. Black pixels represent colocalization of the 2 immunostained
markers. Panel a presents a major chromatin cluster, which interrupts the B23 stained rim of a nucleolus. Note also the lining of an IC lacuna with
H3K4me3. Panel b indicates that the core part of the chromatin domain cluster is modestly labeled with H3K4me3 but lacks RNA polymerase II-Ser2p.
IC-lacunas are lined with both H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-Ser2p. Panel c and d show intense H3K9me3 label enriched at the intensely DAPI-stained
periphery of major chromatin clusters. Bars: 3 mm for A1–C4; 2 mm for a1–d2.
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DAPI intensity classes and allowed for a statistical comparison
both between different areas of individual nuclei and different
samples of nuclei. These analyses demonstrate major similari-
ties and differences between nuclear landscapes of in vitro fer-
tilized and cloned preimplantation embryos, as well as fetal
fibroblasts used for somatic cell nuclear transfer. Notably, the
overall patterns of relative enrichments and depletions of
H3K4me3, H3K9me3 and RNA polymerase II positive pixels
over the 7 DAPI intensity classes were similar for ENPs,
ENP-like nuclei, ENCs studied in in vitro fertilized and
cloned embryos as well as for
nuclei of fetal fibroblasts. In all
samples, DAPI intensity classes
6 and 7, representing the core
of chromatin domain clusters
(CDCs), showed an enrichment
of H3K9me3. In contrast,
H3K4me3 and RNA polymer-
ase II were consistently enriched
in class 4, representing the less
Figure 14. Topography of
H3K4me3 and H3K9me3
observed with 3D structured
illumination microscopy in
nuclei from a cloned 8-cell
embryo and a cloned blasto-
cyst. Panels A and B. Midplane
SIM sections from an ENP-like
(Panel A) and an ENP/C-like
nucleus (Panel B) recorded
from a cloned 8-cell embryo
with DAPI-stained chromatin
(gray), H3K4me3 (green) and
H3K9me3 (red). Panels C and D.
Midplane SIM sections from 2
DAPI-stained ENCs of a cloned,
hatched blastocyst with immu-
nostaining of the 2 epigenetic
markers. The 4 example nuclei
show prominent major chro-
matin clusters, some of them
intensely, others modestly
stainedwith DAPI, but all prom-
inently labeled with H3K9me3.




which cover both modestly
and strongly DAPI-stained chro-
matin. In ENP- and ENP/C-like
nuclei such clusters are sur-
rounded by H3K4me3 labeled
chromatin, but contain little
H3K4me3 in their interior (Pan-
els a-d). Black pixels denote
colocalization events of
H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 posi-
tive pixels, which mostly
occurred at the periphery of a
given major chromatin cluster.
In ENCs of the cloned, hatched
blastocyst we found numerous
major chromatin clusters, mod-
estly stained with DAPI and
strongly labeled with both
H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 (for
examples compare e1/e2 and
g1/g2). Panel h1/h2 shows 3
major chromatin clusters. Black
pixels indicate colocalization of
H3K4me3 and H3K9me3
throughout the interior of 2
modestly DAPI-stained clusters
(upper left corner and bottom).
An intensely DAPI-stained
major chromatin cluster (upper
right corner) shows only few
black pixels indicating colocali-
zation of H3K4me3 and
H3K9me3 in its interior, and an
enrichment at the periphery.
Bars: 3 mm for A1-D2; 1 mm for
a1–h2.
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intensely DAPI-stained
periphery of these CDCs,
whereas all 3 markers
were consistently depleted
in class 1, representing




robust evidence for highly
significant enrichments of
H3K4me3 and RNA poly-
merase II clusters at the
periphery of CDCs,
whereas H3K9me3 was
enriched in their interior.
Multiple RNA polymerases
II have been described as
integrative parts of tran-
scription factories.66 For
immunodetection of RNA
polymerase II we used anti-
bodies detecting either a
phosphorylated serine 2
(S2p) or serine 5 (S5p) in
its C-terminal domain.
The S2p modification is




II-S5p occurs early in the
transcription cycle.67,68
Independent of whether
RNA polymerase II carried
the S2p or S5p modifica-
tion, we consistently found
an enrichment at the
periphery of CDCs. This
observation, however, does
not exclude the presence of
some RNA polymerase II




ters showed a pronounced
variability of their labeling
patterns. We observed
major chromatin clusters in
ENPs from in vitro fertil-





Figure 15. H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-Ser2p arrangements observed with 3D structured illumination micros-
copy in nuclei from a cloned 8-cell embryo and a cloned, non-hatched blastocyst. Panels A and B. SIM midplane sec-
tions recorded from an ENP-like nucleus (panel A) and an ENP/C-like nucleus (panel B) of a cloned, DAPI-stained (A1,
B1) 8-cell embryo following immunostaining of H3K4me3 (green) and RNA polymerase II-Ser2p (red) (A2, B2). Panels
C and D. SIM midplane sections from 2 DAPI-stained nuclei (C1, C2) from a cloned, non-hatched blastocyst demon-
strate dispersed RNA polymerase II-Ser2p together with dispersed H3K4me3, as well as large, H3K4me3 labeled chro-
matin clusters (C2, D2), particularly prominent in D2 (compare Fig. 14, Panels D, G and H). Enlarged images of boxed
areas in these nuclei (Panels a-h) show major chromatin clusters strongly marked with H3K4me3 but lacking RNA
polymerase II-Ser2p. An enrichment of RNA polymerase II-Ser2p together with H3K4me3 is noted in chromatin lining
IC-channels/lacunas. Bars: 3 mm for A1–D2; 1 mm for a1–h2.
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evidence for the presence of either marker. It is not clear whether
clustering of these epigenetic marks occurs as a transient phenom-
enon in all CTs or only in specific CTs or whether clusters may
also represent chromatin from several neighboring CTs. The
reconfiguration of nuclear landscapes during post-major EGA
development of in vitro fertilized embryos into ENCs was charac-
terized by a dispersed distribution of H3K4me3 throughout the
nuclear space, while large H3K9me3 positive chromatin clusters
were maintained. ENP-
like nuclei in cloned
embryos also showed
major clusters labeled
with either H3K9me3 or
H3K4me3, though the
latter were less pro-
nounced compared with
ENPs. Large clusters with
both H3K4me3 and
H3K9me3 label were also
observed in ENCs of
cloned embryos, in con-




clusters and a dispersed
pattern for H3K4me3.
The highly variable pat-
terns of these histone
modifications in particu-
lar in ENPs may reflect
their impact on fine tun-
ing of rapidly changing
expression levels in multi-
ple genes at this develop-
mental stage. An attempt
of a functional interpreta-
tion of such differences
has also to take into










tion period, this period is
marked by the frequent
failure of individual cells
to grow and divide prop-
erly.69 The elimination of
such cells by apoptosis or
mitotic cell death is a typi-
cal part of normal embryonic development, but occurs at much
higher frequencies in cloned embryos (see accompanying article
by Popken et al.35).70-72 It will be interesting to investigate,
whether some of the structural features described in this study
have predictive value for the normal or abnormal development of
a given embryonic cell, but it is not possible at this point to
describe the sequence of structural events, which are connected
with a normal development at the single cell level.
Figure 16. Differences between major chromatin clusters observed with 3D structured illumination microscopy in fetal
ﬁbroblast nuclei and nuclei from cloned, non-hatched and hatched blastocysts. Panel A. Corresponding midplane SIM
sections from a typical DAPI-stained (A1) bovine fetal ﬁbroblast nucleus with immunostained H3K4me3 (A2) and
H3K9me3 (A3), overlay (A4; H3K4me3 green; H3K9me3 red) demonstrate numerous major chromatin domain clusters
strongly labeled with H3K9me3 and sparsely with H3K4me3. Panel B. In contrast, the ENC recorded from a cloned,
non-hatched blastocyst presents major chromatin domain clusters, strongly labeled with H3K4me3. Panels C and D.
Two DAPI-stained ENCs (C1, D1) from a cloned, hatched blastocyst reveal major chromatin clusters strongly labeled
with H3K9me3 (C3, D4), but differ with regard to H3K4me3 (C2, D2). Whereas this marker is apparently enriched in 2 of
3 clusters noted in one ENC (Panel C), no enrichment of H3K4me3 was detected in the major chromatin clusters pres-
ent in the other ENC (panel D) similar to the pattern noted in the ﬁbroblast nucleus (panel A). E. A quantitative assess-
ment of the labeling patterns of major chromatin clusters in 57 ﬁbroblast nuclei (A), 17 nuclei from cloned, non-
hatched blastocysts (B) and 11 nuclei from cloned, hatched blastocysts (C, D) demonstrates the reproducibility of the
similarities and differences of patterns described for the 4 example nuclei. Bar: 3 mm in A1 representative for all Panels.
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The global structural
transformation of the large
ENPs into smaller ENCs
may be correlated or even
causally connected with the
long-term replicative poten-
tial of embryonic cells.
Notably, ENPs were rarely
seen at the blastocyst stage
and it was observed that
cells carrying a persistent
ENP phenotype during
post-major EGA develop-
ment became TUNEL posi-




development of in vitro fer-
tilized and cloned embryos
with large scale movements
of CTs extends current evi-
dence for major differentia-
tion-dependent changes of nuclear landscapes. Mammalian rod
cell nuclei provide a case for a massive reorganization during
postmitotic-terminal cell differentiation during the course of sev-
eral weeks.74 Other studies report large scale movements of spe-
cific chromatin segments in interphase nuclei within time scales
of several minutes.75-78 The mechanisms necessary for these
movements have not yet been clarified and may act both from
inside and outside the nucleus.79,80
A model for a functional nuclear architecture based on co-
aligned, 3-dimensional networks of inactive and active nuclear
compartments
In Figure 20A–C we make an attempt to integrate both our
current observations and findings reported in the literature into a
refined version of the chromosome territory-interchromatin com-
partment (CT-IC) model (see Introduction).42,43 While chromo-
some territories are now generally accepted as a basic feature of
nuclear landscapes in animals and plants, this is not the case for
the interchromatin compartment. Since an interchromatin space
exists between any local chromatin configuration, be it a cluster
of chromatin fibers or neighboring domains, it is a question of
definition what fraction of the entire interchromatin space in a
given cell nucleus is attributed to the interchromatin compart-
ment. In the model shown in Figure 20 we consider only the
channels expanding between CDCs as part of the interchromatin
compartment. Such a distinction depends on functional consid-
erations and is open to modifications, when further methodologi-
cal advancements will help to study the structure-function
conundrums of chromatin domains with increased resolution.
We propose a structurally highly ordered active nuclear compart-
ment (aNC) with closely integrated functional interactions
between the interchromatin compartment and the perichromatin
region of chromatin domain clusters, whereas the interior of
these clusters represents the transcriptionally inactive nuclear
compartment (iNC). The active NC and iNC are structurally
and functionally interconnected. The co-aligned 3D networks of
the iNC and aNC may be compared with a natural landscape,
where brushwood growing at the shore zone invades the interior
of an interconnected system of little streams and ponds
(Fig. 20D). This comparison seems more appropriate than a sys-
tem of tubes with sharply defined borders. Small chromatin loops
may expand from the perichromatin region into the interior of
these channels or even penetrate throughout entire channels.
Although we lack evidence, how big such loops may be and how
they may be ordered within the aNC, a topography, which mini-
mizes problems of chromatin entanglements was likely favored
by natural selection during the evolution of larger genomes. Simi-
larly, like the shore zone interacts with the land outside, dynamic
interactions occur between the aNC and iNC, including local
repositioning of chromatin between the aNC and iNC during
transcription, replication and repair. Continuous, constrained
movements of clustered chromatin at all levels from nucleosomes,
individual »1 Mbp CDs to entire CTs enforce continuous
changes of intermediary spaces, including the width of IC-chan-
nels and lacunas, and provide possibilities for dynamic changes
of chromatin interactions.81-83 The concept of an interchromatin
compartment as a major player by itself in the functional organi-
zation, which interacts structurally and functionally with the
perichromatin region should not be confused with the trivial
notion of an interchromatin space between all sorts of chromatin
fibers.
In line with microscopic studies, recent high-resolution chro-
mosome conformation capture (Hi-C) studies demonstrate the
clustering of chromatin from the level of entire CTs down to
megabase-sized chromatin domains.9,84 These studies identified
megabase-sized, topological domains (TDs) as an evolutionary
Figure 17. Quantitative assessment of different nuclear phenotypes recorded with 3D structured illumination
microscopy during preimplantation development of in vitro fertilized and cloned embryos. A. Nuclei from 9 fertilized
embryos with 2 cells (E2; 17 nuclei), 6 embryos with 3 or 4 cells (E3–4; 22 nuclei), 7 embryos with 7 or 8 cells (E7–8;
56 nuclei), 8 embryos between 9 and 15 cells (E9–15; 66 nuclei) and 6 embryos with more than 18 cells on their way
toward the morula stage (about 32 cells) (E >18; 98 nuclei) were classiﬁed as pre-ENP, ENP, ENP/C and ENC accord-
ing to the criteria described in Results and the examples presented in Figure 7. B. Classiﬁcation of nuclei from
5 cloned 8-cell stage embryos (E8; 40 nuclei) and 2 blastocysts (28 nuclei) as pre-ENP-like, ENP-like, ENP/C-like and
ENC was performed as described in Results.
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conserved property of mammalian higher order chromatin archi-
tecture.84 Individual topological domains are characterized by
extensive interactions, whereas fewer interactions were found
between neighboring domains.9,84 We take also into account the
evidence for megabase-sized, gene-rich and gene-poor isochores
found across a wide range of eukaryote species.85 Linked TDs
may generate larger gene-rich, transcriptionally active and DNase
hypersensitive compartments, as well as gene-poor, transcription-
ally silent, and DNase I insensitive compartments.86 It is tempt-
ing to speculate that TDs, isochores and microscopically
observed megabase-sized chromatin domains (»1 Mbp-CDs)
represent at least to some extent the same basic units of CT archi-
tecture. For TDs a median size of several hundred kb was calcu-
lated, while a small remaining fraction with a size of <50 kb was
termed ‘boundary regions’.84 In case of an allocation of a diploid
mammalian genome into »1 Mbp-CDs we would expect a total
number of roughly 6000 domains. Remarkably, a study with
improved optical 3D resolution identified 3- to 5-fold more dis-
tinct replication foci than previously reported suggesting an aver-
age DNA content of a few hundred kbp rather than the »1 Mbp
chromatin domains sug-
gested from previous stud-
ies.87 Foci varied in size
from 210 nm down to
40 nm with an average
size of 125 nm that was
conserved throughout S-
phase.87 We conclude that
current estimates for the
size of TDs and replication
foci are in close agreement
and predict that these
domains form larger chro-
matin domain clusters
(CDCs), which are inte-
grated into chromosome
band domains, chromo-
some arm domains and
finally into entire CTs.6
We postulate a non-ran-





to ensure direct access to
the finest branches of the
interchromatin compart-
ment. The fractions of the
nuclear volume, occupied
by CDCs and the inter-
chromatin compartment
vary widely in different
cell types.
Differences between
nuclei with regard to the
space occupied by the
interchromatin compart-




showing that a brief incu-
bation of living, cultured
cells in hyperosmolar
medium triggered the
Figure 18. For ﬁgure legend, see page 583.
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formation of hypercondensed chromatin with a corresponding
increase of the interchromatin compartment, although nuclear
volumes even decreased in this case.88 This effect was fully revers-
ible, when cells were again incubated in normotonic medium.
The most extreme case of chromatin domain compaction has
been predicted by the polymer melt model, which has put doubts
on the role of 30 nm thick chromatin loops in the formation of
chromatin domains.89,90 Whatever the true organization of
CDCs and chromatin domains may be, we expect that a dynamic
organization of these structures is required by functional neces-
sity. Given the constrained movements of CTs, CDCs and chro-
matin domains, which occur continuously in the nucleus of a
living cell, the width of IC-channels also changes continuously
establishing numerous opportunities for transient spatial interac-
tions between individual higher order structures. In line with
dynamic changes we expect the formation of more or less space
even between chromatin located in the interior of CDCs.
Differences in chromatin compaction, however, do not suffice
to explain the huge variation in the size of the interchromatin
compartment. We assume that the formation of a major lacuna
as part of the interchromatin compartment of ENPs was
prompted by a necessity of a large storage capacity for factors
important for the survival of embryos at a time, when the further
development of embryos depends on proteins and RNAs pro-
vided by the oocyte.27 Accordingly, differences of the extent and
width of IC-channels and lacunas between ENPs and ENCs
likely reflect different amounts of macromolecules stored in the
interchromatin compartment. The formation of a major lacuna
may generate a mechanic force yielding a shift of CTs toward the
nuclear periphery and possibly also to a higher overall compac-
tion of CTs. However, the occasional observation of nuclei in
embryos approaching major EGA, which failed to generate a
major lacuna, but showed compact and well separated CTs,
rather suggests that chromatin compaction is regulated by mecha-
nisms acting directly on chromatin. Increased chromatin com-
paction can enforce a relative expansion of the interchromatin
compartment.
In view of the limitations of current evidence the model
shown in Figure 20 should be regarded as an inevitable oversim-
plification. In addition to densely compacted silent chromatin
the interior of chromatin domain clusters may still contain some
transcriptionally competent chromatin. In order to become tran-
scriptionally active, relocation of such chromatin into the PR
may be required. Alternatively, finest IC-channels may expand
and guide factors relevant for transcription and other functions
into the interior of CDCs. The resolution of the current 3D-
SIM study does not suffice to describe how chromatin domain
clusters are organized in detail. We also wish to emphasize that
this view is static and does not explain dynamic interactions
between the aNC and the iNC. Despite these limitations, this
view has the benefit to provide a coherent interpretation for a
wide set of data presented both in this study and the literature,
and may stimulate further experimental tests (see below,
Perspectives).
Perspectives
Efforts to understand the structure and interactions of indi-
vidual macromolecules (DNAs, RNAs and proteins) must be
complemented by efforts to understand the large scale organiza-
tion of the cell nucleus. The CT-IC model and other current
models should be understood as attempts to provide a coherent
view of structural and functional aspects of nuclear organization,
including the structural organization and functional interactions
of CTs.84,91-99 We have attempted to provide a model view,
drawn to scale, but given the methodological limitations of our
study, this view may turn out to be misleading or even flatly
wrong in some aspects – the usual fate of models in science.
Understanding the functional nuclear organization in space and
time requires advancements in understanding structure-function
interactions at all levels of nuclear organization from molecules
to the entire system. The long term goal of these efforts is the
decipherment of universally valid, as well as species and cell-type-
specific rules of nuclear architecture and their evolutionary ori-
gins. Evidence for conserved features throughout the whole range
of eukaryotes, including comparisons with nucleoids in
Figure 18 (See previous page). Typical examples of nuclei with color-coded DAPI intensity classes recorded with 3D structured illumination microscopy
in in vitro fertilized and cloned embryos. Panels A–E. Midplane SIM sections with color-coded DAPI intensity classes 1 to 7 from typical nuclear pheno-
types observed in in vitro fertilized embryos (A, pre-ENP; B, transition from pre-ENP to ENP; C, ENP; D, ENP/C; E, ENC). Classes 1 to 7 present increasing
DAPI intensity. The color code is presented at the top. Class 1 coded blue, class 2 purple, class 3 dark red, class 4 light red, class 5 orange, class
6 yellow and class 7 white. A1-E1 provide color-coded SIM sections after thresholding to remove patterns of concentric rings and diffuse background
(see Fig. 6). A2–E2 show the same sections before thresholding. Note that the size of the areas occupied by the lowest DAPI density classes, in particular
class 1, are strongly increased in thresholded compared to non-thresholded sections. For quantitative assessments of the nuclear topography of RNA
polymerase II, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 arrangements presented in Figure 19 with respect to these DAPI intensity classes we used non-thresholded,
color-coded SIM sections (for further details see Supplementary Fig. S4, Results and Extended Experimental Procedures). Panels F–J. Midplane SIM sec-
tions with color-coded DAPI intensity classes from typical nuclear phenotypes observed in cloned embryos (F, pre-ENP-like; G, transition from pre-ENP to
ENP-like state; H, ENP-like; I, ENP/C-like; J, ENC), F1–J1 and F2–J2, color-coded SIM sections after and before thresholding. Panels a-d. Enlarged views of
boxed areas depicted in 2 example nuclei (E1/E2, H1/H2) are presented in panels a/b and c/d. The enlarged box from the ENP-like nucleus shown in c
demonstrates particularly well chromatin domain clusters (CDCs), separated by IC-channels (blue). Red color in the periphery of CDCs signiﬁes less com-
pact DAPI-stained chromatin, yellow and white colors more compacted DAPI-stained chromatin in the core part of CDCs. The strong difference between
thresholded and corresponding non-thresholded images emphasizes limitations of our current approach with regard to the resolution achieved with
3D-SIM and the sensitivity of DAPI staining to distinguish unequivocally between chromatin and DNA-free parts of the interchromatin compartment.
Bars: 3 mm for A1–J2; 1 mm for a-d.
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prokaryotes as outgroups, should pave the way for the discovery
of major selective constraints during the evolution of large
genomes.
A solid descriptive basis of nuclear landscapes during develop-
ment and differentiation sets the stage for studies of molecular
mechanisms involved in
the space-time organiza-
tion of nuclei adapted to
their functioning in a large





study) and terminal cell
differentiation demonstrate
the complexity of nuclear
dynamics and their adap-
tive benefits for different
functional tasks.74 Clearly,
changes of nuclear land-
scapes do not follow a sim-
ple deterministic pattern,
but show an unexpected
amount of variation even
among cells of the same,
distinct cell type. This vari-
ation may to some extent
be of a stochastic nature
but also reflect environ-
mental influences starting
with local influences from
neighboring cells to general
influences exerted within
and outside a given organ-
ism. Single cell analyses are
indispensable to explore
this variability. Efforts to
generate 1D maps of
chemical modifications of
nucleotides and histones
along the genome and the




repair are indispensable. It
is, however, equally impor-
tant to understand the
changing geometry of the
nucleus and its structural
compartmentalization
starting from global
parameters, such as size
and shape, down to the
space-time interactions at
the low nanometer scale. Issues, such as the heterogeneity of local
molecule concentrations, crowding effects, phase separation and
entropic forces are coming to the forefront of research.100-102 A
scientific enterprise toward a full understanding of nuclear func-
tions, such as gene regulation, DNA replication and repair,
Figure 19. Quantitative analysis of topographical relationships between DAPI-stained chromatin, H3K4me3,
H3K9me3 and RNA polymerase II in nuclei from in vitro fertilized embryos, cloned embryos and fetal bovine ﬁbro-
blasts. A. ENPs from in vitro fertilized embryos (n D 20). B. ENCs from in vitro fertilized embryos (n D 20). C. ENP-like
nuclei from cloned embryos (n D 15). D. ENCs from cloned embryos (n D 20). E. Nuclei from growing, non-synchro-
nized fetal bovine ﬁbroblast cultures (n D 20). For each sample A – E our analysis comprised 10 nuclei immunos-
tained for H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 (cloned ENP-like nD7) and 10 nuclei immunostained for H3K4me3 and RNA
polymerase II (cloned ENP-like nD8). In each nucleus 3 to 6 consecutive mid-nuclear SIM sections were analyzed. For
each nucleus 7 DAPI intensity classes were distinguished in unthresholded midplane sections covering the entire
range from lowest to highest pixel intensity values (Fig. 18; for details see Supplementary Information: Extended
Experimental Procedures). The height of columns presents a relative measure for the overrepresentation (C) or
underrepresentation (-) of H3K4me3 (green), H3K9me3 (red) and RNA polymerase II (blue) positive pixels, respec-
tively, calculated as the relative frequency of such pixels in comparison to the number of DAPI positive pixels attrib-
uted to classes 1 to 7. For all tested combinations of DAPI, H3K4me3 and RNA Polymerse II thresholds (compare
Supplementary Figs. S2, S3 and S4) the null-hypothesis of a random class assignment was rejected (P < 10¡15). A
comparison of A-E indicates striking similarities of local RNA polymerase II, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 assignments to
the 7 DAPI intensity classes despite the striking differences between the global nuclear architectures of ENPs and
ENP-like nuclei compared with ENCs and ﬁbroblast nuclei. The overrepresentation of RNA polymerase II signals in
class 4 (P < 10¡14) of ENPs, ENP-like nuclei, ENCs and ﬁbroblast nuclei supports the hypothesis that the major tran-
scriptionally active nuclear compartment is located at the periphery of chromatin domain clusters, called the peri-
chromatin region (PR) (compare Fig. 18). In ENPs and ENCs of in vitro fertilized embryos (A, B) the immunostained
RNA polymerase II carried a C-terminal domain (CTD) with a phosphorylated serine 5 (Ser5p), whereas the polymerase
immunodetected in ENP-like nuclei and ENCs from cloned embryos (C, D), as well as ﬁbroblast nuclei (E) carried a CTD
with a phosphorylated serine 2 (S2P). The topography of RNA polymerase II in relation to the 7 DAPI intensity classes
was essentially the same for both serine 2 and 5 phosphorylations.
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requires understanding of
the space-time dynamics of
nuclear organization and
necessitates a paradigmatic




rently achieved with 3D-
SIM is still far away from
the space-time resolution
needed for an understand-
ing of how macromolecules
and macromolecular com-
plexes interact and function
within the aNC and how a
reconfiguration of chroma-
tin domain clusters may be
triggered to expose DNA
sequences embedded in
compact core regions of
CDCs within the perichro-
matin region and vice versa
on functional demands.
New possibilities to visual-
ize specific proteins, RNAs
and genes in the nucleus of
living cells, together with
advancements of light opti-
cal super resolution micros-
copy (for reviews see
Cremer and Masters103 and
Renz104) provide a glimpse





allows a lateral resolution in the order of 100 nm and an axial
resolution in the order of 300 nm, single molecule localization
microscopy provides opportunities for a 3D resolution in the
order of 30 nm and possibly even better in the future. A recent
study demonstrated that DAPI (and other fluorescent dyes for
DNA staining), can be effectively employed in single molecule
localization microscopy.107 Sheet microscopy combined with the
ultra high resolution of localization microscopy bears the promise
to study large numbers of nuclei in structurally intact organisms
such as embryos or in thick tissue sections.108 Such an approach
avoids the disadvantages of microdissection of embryos in order
to place each single cell directly on a cover glass. Methods of cor-
relative microscopy are currently implemented for sequential
imaging of one and the same nucleus first in the living cell and
after fixation with increasing resolution, employing both super-
resolution fluorescence microscopy and electron microscopy with
its still unsurpassed resolution.39,109
Future attempts to solve the structure-function conundrums
of nuclear organization in space and time require a combination
of advanced microscopic and biochemical approaches. So far,
Hi-C based genome-wide studies of 3D genome organization
with one exception yielded data only for cell populations.110
Strong efforts, however, are made to increase their sensitivity to
the point, where studies at the single cell level become feasible.110
The combination of these methods with advanced 4D imaging
methods will help to overcome the limitations of each method
performed in isolation.
Experimental Procedures
See Supplementary Information for detailed descriptions of
materials and protocols.
Figure 20. A high-resolution model view of the functional nuclear landscape. Evidence stems in part from the
present study and in part from the literature (see Discussion). (A and B) Representative landscape of an ENC. B shows
an enlargement of the boxed area in A. CTs are built up from interconnected basic chromatin domains with a DNA
content in the order of a few hundred kbp, which form higher order chromatin structures, such as chromatin domain
clusters (CDCs), chromosome arm and band domains (for further details see Discussion). Identiﬁcation of individual
structures in microscopic images requires their individual visualization. CDCs carry transcriptionally silent chromatin
(red) in their interior. The less dense, transcriptionally competent chromatin (green) at the periphery of CDCs
presents the perichromatin region (PR). It is enriched with transcription factories (blue) and represents the nuclear
sub-compartment, where genes are transcribed. The PR lines the interchromatin compartment (IC), which starts with
channels at nuclear pores and forms a 3-dimensional network throughout the nuclear interior. It extends between
neighboring CTs but also throughout CTs. At numerous sites the IC forms larger lacunas, which contain nuclear bod-
ies, such as splicing speckles. Considering the potential role of the IC in import-export functions, as well as functional
interactions between nuclear bodies and machineries for transcription, co-transcriptional splicing, chromatin replica-
tion and repair acting within the PR, we propose that the PR and the IC provide the active nuclear compartment
(aNC), whereas the compact interior of CDCs forms the inactive nuclear compartment (iNC). The nucleolus in A is
marked with ‘n’. (C). This model presents a hypothetical topography at still higher resolution envisaged for a land-
scape at the nuclear periphery with nuclear pores connected to IC channels. Little chromatin loops invade these
channels, their size and hypothetical arrangements minimize problems of chromatin entanglements in the perichro-
matin region and interchromatin compartment. A dotted circle comprises a chromatin domain with a DNA content
of about 500 kbp. Chromatin domains attached to the nuclear lamina (yellow) are connected with domains
extended into the nuclear interior (D). Comparison of the nuclear landscape shown in C with little streams and ponds
pervading a natural landscape. Note some vegetation expanding from embankments into the inner part of streams
and ponds (images recorded in the Spreewald southeast of Berlin and provided by courtesy of Marion Cremer). Bars:
2 mm for A; 1 mm for B; 200 nm for C.
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Ethics statement
No animal experiments were conducted. Oocytes for SCNT
were recovered from ovaries of heifers and cows slaughtered for
meat production.
Cultivation of early bovine embryos
In vitro fertilized and cloned bovine preimplantation embryos
were generated as described.19,35
DNA and RNA synthesis in embryonic cell nuclei
DNA synthesis was studied by pulse labeling experiments with
EdU.37 BrUTP or BrU incorporation and immunodetection for
the detection of RNA synthesis was performed using modifica-
tions of protocols described previously.111,112
Immunostainings
Immunodetection of histone modifications H3K4me3,
H3K9me3 and H3S10p, RNA polymerase II-Ser2p, RNA poly-
merase II-Ser5p, SC-35 and B23, as a marker for nucleoli was
performed as described.36,37 A complete list of primary and sec-
ondary antibodies used in this study is provided in Extended
Experimental Procedures.
3D confocal laser scanning microscopy (3D-CLSM)
Light optical serial sections from embryonic nuclei were
obtained with a Leica TCS SP5 confocal laser scanning micro-
scope using 10£, 20£ or 63£ objectives. Fluorochromes were
excited using blue diode, argon, and helium-neon lasers with
405 nm, 488 nm and 594 nm laser lines, respectively.19
3D structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM) and
quantitative image evaluation
3D-SIM of embryonic nuclei was performed on a DeltaVision
OMX V3 system (Applied Precision Imaging/GE Healthcare)
with a lateral (x/y) resolution of»120 nm and an axial (z) resolu-
tion of »300 nm.37 The system was equipped with a 100£/1.40
NA PlanApo oil immersion objective (Olympus), Cascade II:512
EMCCD cameras (Photometrics) and 405, 488 and 593 nm
diode lasers. Image stacks were acquired with a z-distance of
125 nm and with 15 raw SIM images per plane (5 phases, 3
angles). The SI raw data were computationally reconstructed
with channel specific measured OTFs using the softWoRX 4.0
software package (Applied Precision). Images from the different
color channels were registered with alignment parameters
obtained from calibration measurements with 0.2 mm diameter
TetraSpeck beads (Invitrogen). The voxel size of the recon-
structed images is 39.5 nm in x/y and 125 nm in z with 32-bit
depth. For all subsequent image processing and data analysis,
images were converted to 16-bit composite tif-stacks. Image
stacks were processed using ImageJ 1.45b (http://rsb.info.nih.
gov/ij/). DAPI intensity classes were established as described.37
The statistical comparison of the localization of positive pixels
for histone modifications H3K4me3, H3K9me3, RNA polymer-
ase II-Ser2p and RNA polymerase II-Ser5p signals within these
DAPI intensity classes was achieved with dedicated software writ-
ten by V.S. and A.S. on the basis of the software package for sci-
entific computing R 2.15 (http://www.r-project.org/).
RNA-Seq data analysis
Raw data files generated by Graf et al.27 available at GEO
(GSE52415). Data analysis performed as described in Graf
et al.27
Assembly of images and graphs
Image stacks were processed using ImageJ 1.45b (http://rsb.
info.nih.gov/ij/). Figures were prepared with Adobe Photoshop
CS4 (http://www.adobe.com/). Combined box-/scatterplots
were generated using the software package R 2.15 and bar charts
with Microsoft Excel 2003/2007.
Statistical analyses
Chi-square goodness-of-fit tests were employed to assess the
significancy levels of over- and underrepresentation of signals
compared to the DAPI intensity levels. All other significancy lev-
els were determined by Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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Legends to Supplementary Figures 
Supplementary Figure 1. DAPI-stained ENPs with immunostained H3K4me3 
recorded by 3D structured illumination microscopy in an IVF 8-cell embryo. 
Panels A-H. Midplane SIM sections from each of the eight nuclei: DAPI-stained section 
(1), corresponding section with immunostained H3K4me3 (2), overlay of DAPI (grey) 
and H3K4me3 (green) (3). Enlargements of boxed areas in each nucleus are shown in 4 
(DAPI), 5 (H3K4me3) and 6 (overlay). H3K4me3 labeled chromatin extends to the 
nuclear border at numerous sites. Note major chromatin bodies or clusters intensely 
labeled with H3K4me3 and the correspondence of H3K4me3-stained clusters with less 
intensely DAPI-stained nuclear regions. Bars: 3 µm for 1-3; 1 µm for 4-6. 
Supplementary Figures 2 and 3. Effects of low, medium and high thresholds on 
the abundance and topography of H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-S5p signals in 
nuclei from IVF embryos. 
Panels Aa-Ac. Midplane SIM sections from an ENP (Supplementary Figure 2) and an 
ENC (Supplementary Figure 3) with DAPI-stained chromatin (grey) and immunostained 
H3K4me3 (green) and RNA polymerase II-S5p (red) are displayed after application of a 
low (A), medium (B) and high threshold (C). The same threshold was applied to the 
enlarged images shown in each vertical column below each nuclear section: a1-a6, low 
threshold; b1-b6, medium threshold; c1-c6, high threshold. Images of the b-column in 
Supplementary Figure 2 are identical with images shown in Figure 10a. In all images the 
same moderate threshold was applied for DAPI to remove the pattern of concentric rings 
(compare Figure 6). Comparison of images in each horizontal row demonstrates the 
effects of the different thresholds applied to H3K4me3 (rows 1 and 2) and RNA 
polymerase II signals (rows 3 and 4) on the relative abundance of these signals and 
their topography with respect to DAPI-stained chromatin. Black pixels in rows 1 and 2 
suggest the colocalization of H3K4me3 positive signals with DAPI-stained chromatin. 
Clusters of green signals in areas DAPI negative after thresholding (white) suggest an 
extension of H3K4me3 signals into an interchromatin compartment channel (although 
technical artifacts should be emphasized as an important issue). In rows 3 and 4 
clusters of black pixels suggest the co-localization of RNA polymerase II positive signals 
with DAPI-stained chromatin. Clusters of red pixels hint to the presence of RNA 
polymerase II in interchromatin compartment channels. Rows 5 and 6 show 
topographical relationships between H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II signals. Black 
pixel clusters suggest partial overlap of green H3K4me3 and red RNA polymerase II 
signals. In rows 1-4 we note a preference for black pixels at the less densely DAPI-
stained periphery of chromatin domain clusters (CDCs), termed the perichromatin region 
(compare Figure 18). For a quantitative analysis see Figure 19. The evident threshold 
dependence of the size and abundance of H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II signals 
illustrates a caveat, which should be taken into account, when quantitative 
measurements of such parameters are attempted. Bars: 3 µm in C is representative for 
A-C; 1 µm in c1 is representative for rows 1, 3 and 5; 0.3 µm in c2 is representative for 
rows 2, 4 and 6. 
Supplementary Figure 4. Threshold effects on quantitative 3D image analysis. 
Panels A-D. The left column shows midplane SIM sections of the ENP and ENC shown 
in Figure 10 and Supplementary Figures 2 and 3. A and C present color-coded DAPI 
intensity classes (see Figure 18) prior to thresholding, B and D after thresholding (Figure 
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6). Thresholding of DAPI-stained nuclei results in a strong increase of the number of 
DAPI pixels with DAPI intensities below the chosen threshold (attributed to class 1 and 
color-coded with blue). Boxed areas marked in each nucleus are further enlarged in the 
right column (A1-3, B1-3, C1-3, D1-3) with individual pixels of 39.5 nm. Enlargements 2 
represent color-coded pixels of the 7 DAPI intensity classes. Enlargements 1 show 
color-coded DAPI pixels, which colocalize with H3K4me3 positive pixels. Enlargements 
3 present color-coded DAPI pixels, which colocalize with RNA polymerase II positive 
pixels. The right side of this Supplementary Figure shows the result of quantitative 
analyses of topographical relationships between color-coded DAPI-stained chromatin, 
H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II (compare Figure 19). Positive values for the height of 
columns (>0 and ≤1) provide a relative measure for the overrepresentation (+) of 
positive pixels for H3K4me3 (green columns) and RNA polymerase II (red columns) in 
the 7 DAPI intensity classes. The height of the column, which represents the DAPI 
intensity class with the highest excess of H3K4me3 or RNA polymerase II pixels was set 
at +1. Green and red columns with negative values provide a relative measure for the 
underrepresentation of H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II positive pixels. For low, 
medium and high thresholds an underrepresentation of H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase 
II positive pixels was noted in the two highest DAPI intensity classes 6 and 7. For both 
the ENP and ENC nucleus the use of unthresholded DAPI sections yielded an excess of 
H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II positive pixels in classes 4 and 5 and an 
underrepresentation in classes 1 and 2. For thresholded DAPI sections the analysis 
yielded an underrepresentation in classes 5, 6 and 7, whereas an overrepresentation 
was noted (with few exceptions) in classes 1 to 4. For all combinations of DAPI, 
H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II thresholds the null-hypothesis of a random 
association between the 7 classes of color-coded DAPI pixels and pixels indicating the 
presence of H3K4me3 or RNA polymerase II was rejected with a very high probability 
(p <10-15). Under all conditions a relative depletion of H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II 
signals was noted in the dense interior of chromatin domain clusters. Bars: 3 µm for A-
D; pixel size 39.5 nm² for 1-3. 
Supplementary Figure 5. A-E. SIM sections with strongly H3K9me3 marked major 
chromatin clusters. Sections are displayed after thresholding (compare Figure 6) from 
DAPI-stained nuclei with distinct phenotypes (A, ENP; B, ENC; C, ENP-like; D, ENC; E, 
bovine fetal fibroblast nucleus) recorded from in vitro fertilized embryos (A, B) and 
cloned embryos (C, D) generated by transfer of bovine fibroblasts. Boxed areas 1 and 2 
in each SIM section are enlarged at the right side. A1a – E1a (box 1) and A2a – E2a 
(box 2). Enlargements show color-coded DAPI intensity classes derived from a 
classification of the entire unthresholded nuclear section carrying a given major 
chromatin cluster (compare the code shown at the right side of A and Figure 18). 
A1b/A2b – E1b/E2b. Immunolabeling of H3K9me3 shown in corresponding 
enlargements of the two boxes. A1c/A2c – E1c/E2c. A mask identifies the strongly 
H3K9me3 labeled major chromatin cluster framed by each box. A1d/A2d – E1d/E2d. 
Quantitative analyses of H3K9me3 pixels present in each masked chromatin cluster with 
regard to seven color-coded DAPI intensity classes. The height of each column reflects 
the relative overrepresentation (+) or underrepresentation (-) of H3K9me3 pixels in each 
class (compare Figure 19). A comparison of these profiles demonstrates a large 
variation of H3K9me3 assignments between different major chromatin clusters, even for 
clusters present in the same nucleus. Bars: 3 µm for A-E; 1 µm for A1a–E2c. 
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Supplementary Figure 6. A-D. SIM sections with strongly H3K4me3 marked, major 
chromatin clusters. Sections are displayed after thresholding (compare Figure 6) from 
DAPI-stained nuclei with distinct phenotypes (A, ENP; B, ENC; C, ENP-like; D, ENC) 
recorded from in vitro fertilized embryos (A, B) and cloned embryos (C, D). Boxed areas 
1 and 2 in each section are enlarged at the right side. A1a – D1a (box 1) and A2a – 
D2a (box 2). Enlargements show color-coded DAPI intensity classes derived from a 
classification of the entire unthresholded nuclear section carrying a given major 
chromatin cluster (compare the code shown at the right side of A and Figure 18). 
A1b/A2b – D1b/D2b. Corresponding enlargements show immunolabeling of H3K4me3. 
A1c/A2c – D1c/D2c. Selective masks for the strongly H3K4me3 labeled major 
chromatin cluster framed by each box. A1d/A2d – D1d/D2d. Quantitative analyses of 
H3K4me3 pixels present in each masked chromatin cluster with regard to seven color-
coded DAPI intensity classes obtained for entire nuclear sections shown in A – D. The 
height of each column reflects the relative overrepresentation (+) or underrepresentation 
(-) of H3K4me3 pixels in each class (compare Figure 19). A comparison of these profiles 
demonstrates a large variation of H3K4me3 assignments between different H3K4me3 
labeled major chromatin clusters, even for clusters present in the same nucleus. Note 
that major chromatin clusters strongly labeled with H3K9me3 in bovine fibroblast nuclei 
(Supplementary Figure 5, Panel E) typically showed minor H3K4me3 labeling as well 
(compare Figure 13b1/b2). However, major chromatin clusters strongly labeled with 
H3K4me3 were not observed in the sample of bovine fibroblast nuclei studied with 3D-
SIM (n = 57). Bars: 3 µm for A-D; 1 µm for A1a–D2c. 
Supplementary Information 
Supplementary Movies of 3D-SIM serial sections through bovine embryonic 
nuclei. Movie 1. DAPI-stained chromatin in an ENP from an in vitro fertilized 7-cell 
stage embryo (Figure 7R4). Movie 2. DAPI-stained chromatin in an ENP from an in vitro 
fertilized 8-cell stage embryo (Figure 7R6). Movie 3. DAPI-stained chromatin in an 
ENP/C from an in vitro fertilized 9-cell stage embryo (Figure 7R8). Movie 4. DAPI-
stained chromatin in an ENC from an in vitro fertilized morula stage embryo (Figure 
7R10). Movie 5. DAPI-stained chromatin in an ENP-like nucleus from a cloned 8-cell 
stage embryo. Movie 6. DAPI-stained chromatin in an ENC from a cloned blastocyst 
stage embryo. 
Extended Experimental Procedures 
In vitro fertilization and cultivation of IVF embryos. In vitro fertilization of bovine 
oocytes was performed essentially as previously described.1 In brief, cumulus-oocyte 
complexes (COCs) were obtained by aspiration of ovarian follicles from slaughtered 
cows and matured in TCM 199 supplemented with 10% estrous cow serum (ECS) 
containing 0.2 U/ml o-FSH (Ovagen; ICPbio) for 20–22 hours at 39°C in an atmosphere 
of 5% CO2 in humidified air.. Matured COCs were washed in fertilization medium 
(Tyrode's albumin lactate pyruvate) supplemented with sodium pyruvate (2.2 mg/ml), 
heparin sodium salt (2 mg/ml) and BSA (6 mg/ml) and transferred to 400-µl droplets of 
medium. Frozen-thawed spermatozoa were subjected to swim-up procedure for 90 min. 
Then the COCs and spermatozoa (2 x 106 cells/ml) were co-incubated for 18 hours at 
39°C, 5% CO2 in humidified air, The presumptive zygotes were mechanically denuded 
by vortexing, washed 3x in synthetic oviductal fluid (SOF) culture medium enriched with 
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5% ECS, BME 100x (20 µl/ml; Invitrogen) and MEM (Minimum Essential Medium) 100x 
(10 µl/ml, Invitrogen), and transferred to 400-µl droplets of medium covered with mineral 
oil. Embryos were cultured at 39°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2, 5% O2 and 
90% N2 until they reached the appropriate stage for fixation. 
Generation and cultivation of cloned early bovine embryos. Cloned early bovine 
embryos were generated by somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) of bovine fetal 
fibroblasts BFF as previously described.2 Frozen aliquots from vigorously growing BFF 
cultures were thawed approximately one week before SCNT and grown in a 24-well 
plate in DMEM, supplemented with 20% FCS. Fibroblasts from confluent cultures were 
used for SCNT. Cloned embryos were cultured in 100-µl drops of synthetic oviduct fluid 
supplemented with 5% (v/v) ECS at 39°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2, 5% O2 
and 90% N2 covered by mineral oil. 
Fixation and handling of embryos during experimental procedures. Unless noted 
otherwise fixation of embryos and all subsequent steps were performed at room 
temperature. For preservation of the 3D shape of embryos and nuclei care was taken to 
avoid any deforming pressure and to prevent embryos from drying out at any step of the 
following procedures. Embryos were briefly washed in 38°C 1x phosphate buffered 
saline (PBS), fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS, washed twice in PBS and 
then stored at 4°C in PBS until further use.  
Fluorescence in situ hybridization experiments. For visualization of BTA 13 we used 
a chromosome specific paint probe for sheep (Ovis aries) chromosome 13, which is 
homologous to bovine chromosome 13.3, 4 For FISH experiments the chromosome paint 
probe was labeled with DIG (digoxigenin)-11-dUTP. Fixed embryos were incubated in 
0.1N HCl between 30 sec and 2 min until the zona pellucida disappeared, washed again 
2x each for 10 min in 0.05% Triton X-100/1x PBS containing 0.1% BSA, permeabilized 
for 60 min in 0.5% Triton X-100/1x PBS containing 0.1% BSA, washed again 2x in 
0.05% Triton X-100 in 1x PBS plus 0.1% BSA, incubated in 0.1N HCl for 2 min, washed 
as above and finally washed 2x for 10 min in 0.01% Triton X-100 in 2x SSC plus 0.1% 
BSA. Prior to 3D-FISH embryos were incubated in 50% formamide/2x SSC containing 
0.1% BSA (pH=7.0) for at least two days and nights. FISH experiments were carried out 
as described by Cremer et al.5 and Koehler et al.6. Hybridization mixtures contained 50% 
formamide, 2x SSC, 10% dextran sulfate. For 3D-FISH experiments with BFF cultures 
probe concentrations of 20-40 ng/µl were used for BTA 13. For 3D-FISH experiments on 
embryos the hybridization mixture contained about 170 ng/µl of the paint probe to 
compensate probe dilution due to medium adherent to the embryo. Embryos were 
pipetted into a 5 µl drop of hybridization mixture placed in the middle of a metal ring 
(diameter 2 cm, height 1 mm; Brunel Microscopes Ltd.) sealed with Fixogum (Marabu 
GmbH & Co. KG) on the surface of a glass slide. The droplet of hybridization mixture 
was overlaid with mineral oil to avoid air-drying. After at least 2 hours of equilibration of 
the hybridization mixture with the embryo in a humid environment the glass slide was put 
on a hot block for 3 min at 76°C to denature nuclear DNA of embryos and probe DNA 
simultaneously. Hybridization was performed for 2-3 days at 37°C in a humidified 
atmosphere. For all subsequent washing and probe detection steps, individual embryos 
were transferred between 1 ml wells carrying the appropriate solutions (for details see 
Koehler7). Embryos were washed twice in 2x SSC followed by stringent washings in 
50% formamide/2x SSC and in 0.1% SSC, each for 10 min. After a short incubation in 
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4x SSC/0.02% Tween 20 (4x SSCT) embryos were placed in 4% BSA for 10 min for 
blocking unspecific antibody binding sites. Embryos were then incubated overnight at 
4°C with monoclonal mouse-anti-digoxigenin (1:500, Sigma). After two washings in 4x 
SSCT secondary goat-anti-mouse antibodies conjugated to Alexa 488 (1:200, Molecular 
Probes/Invitrogen) were applied for 90 min at room temperature. After two additional 10 
min washings in 4x SSCT, embryos were transferred into 0.1 µg/ml DAPI/4x SSCT for 
30 min. Embryos were then subjected to an increasing glycerol dilution series (20%, 
40% and 60% in 4x SSCT), each for 5 min, and incubated in Vectashield antifade 
medium (Vector Laboratories) supplemented with DAPI (0.1 µg/ml) and transferred to 
polylysinated, 18-well “µ-slides” (Ibidi, Martinsried, Germany). 
Immunostaining procedures. Background caused by PFA was quenched using 20 mM 
glycine in PBS for 10 min. After washing twice with PBS embryos were permeabilized 
with 0.5% Triton-X 100 for 15-30 min. After washing twice with PBS unspecific 
background signals were reduced by incubation in 2% BSA for 2-4 hours. Embryos were 
sequentially incubated in 40 µl of primary and secondary antibody solutions contained 
within PCR-tube caps, diluted in PBS with 2% BSA (as described in Supplementary 
Tables 1 and 2). Specimens were incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. 
After washing 5x in PBS with 2% BSA the appropriate secondary antibodies, diluted in 
PBS with 2% BSA, were applied for 1 hour, again followed by 5x washing in PBS with 
2% BSA and 5x without. Thereafter fixation of antibodies was performed with 4% PFA in 
PBS for 10 min, followed by washing twice in PBS and twice in PBS with 0.05% Tween 
20 (PBST). Before the removal of the zona pellucida chromatin was counterstained with 
DAPI (Life Technologies, Catalog No. D1306; 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) 2.5 µg / ml 
diluted in PBST for 10 min or by TO-PRO-3 (Life Technologies, Catalog No. T3605; CAS 
name and number: Quinolinium, 4-[3-(3-methyl-2(3H)-benzothiazolylidene)-1-propenyl]-
1-[3-(trimethylammonio)propyl]-, diiodide/ 157199-63-8) 2 mM also diluted in PBST for 5 
min, followed by washing twice in PBS.  
DNA replication studied with EdU labeling experiments. Live embryos were 
incubated in EdU (5-Ethynyl-2'-deoxyuridine) diluted 1:1000 in SOF culture medium 
enriched with 5% ECS, BME and MEM for 30 min at 38°C.8 After briefly washing in PBS 
(38°C), fixation was performed for 10 min with 2% PFA in PBS at room temperature 
followed by washing twice in PBS. Background caused by PFA was quenched using 20 
mM glycine in PBS for 10 min. After washing twice with PBS embryos were 
permeabilized with 0.5% Triton-X 100 for 10 min. After washing twice with PBS 
unspecific background signals were reduced by incubation in 4% BSA in PBS for 30 
min. EdU detection was performed for 40 min using the detection kit provided by 
Invitrogen (Click-iT EdU Cell Proliferation Assay Kit, catalog No. C10337: 206.4 µl Click 
it reaction buffer, 9.6 µl CuSO4, 0.58 µl Az488, 2.4 µl 10x reaction buffer additive and 
21.6 µl ddH2O). 4x washing in PBS was followed by 45 min of blocking in 2% BSA in 
PBS. Subsequent antibody stainings were performed as described above and 
embedding for microscopy as described below. 
RNA synthesis studied with BrUTP or BrU labeling experiments. For BrUTP 
labeling embryos were washed twice in electroporation buffer (EB; see Kageyama et 
al.9) and once in EB with 10 mM BrUTP. Embryos were incubated for 5 min at room 
temperature in EB with 10 mM BrUTP, transferred in this dilution to an Eppendorf micro 
fusion chamber with a electrode distance of 200 µm and electroporated 2x (interval 2 
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min) with an Eppendorf Multiporator with 30 V for 200 µs. Embryos were incubated for 2 
min in EB with 10 mM BrUTP and washed in SOF culture medium enriched with 5% 
ECS, BME and MEM, and briefly washed in PBS (37°C). Fixation and staining were 
performed as described for BrU incorporation staining experiments below. For BrU 
incorporation embryos were incubated for 45 min with 10 mM BrU in SOF culture 
medium enriched with 5% ECS, BME and MEM, and briefly washed in PBS (37°C), fixed 
for 10 min in 3.7% formaldehyde in PBS, washed 3x in PBS, permeabilized in 0.5% 
Triton-X 100 in PBS for 10 min. After blocking for 30 min in 4% BSA in PBST, embryos 
were incubated overnight at 4°C with mouse anti-BrdU (Roche 1170376 1:500) in 2% 
BSA in PBS, washed 4x in PBST, incubated with goat anti-mouse Alexa 488 (Invitrogen 
A11029 1:400) for 1 hour at room temperature and washed 5x in PBST. DNA was 
counterstained with DAPI (see above). 
Embedding. Whole early bovine embryos are relatively thick (with a diameter of roughly 
150-190 µm).10 Prior to inverted 3D confocal laser scanning microscopy (3D-CLSM) or 
3D structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM) entire embryos, or individual embryonic 
cells obtained by microdissection (see below), were mounted on polylysinated precision 
cover glasses in a drop of the antifade embedding medium Vectashield (Vector 
Laboratories). To avoid uncontrolled changes of the refractive index of Vectashield due 
to dilution with PBS specimens were washed twice with Vectashield before embedding. 
Three-dimensional confocal laser scanning microscopy. Light optical serial sections 
from nuclei in whole mounted embryos were recorded with a Leica TCS SP5 using a 
high aperture, oil immersion objective (63x/1.4 NA) with a pixel length/height of 30–120 
nm and distances of 200 nm between sections. If the working distance of this objective 
was insufficient to reach nuclei located at a greater distance from the cover glass or 
entire embryos were to be recorded in one stack, a lower aperture and longer working 
distance oil immersion objective (20x/0.7 NA) with a pixel length/height of 30-400 nm 
and distances of 500-1000 nm between consecutive sections was used. Fluorochromes 
were excited with blue diode, argon and helium-neon lasers using laser lines at 405 nm, 
488 nm, 594 nm and 633 nm, respectively. 
Three-dimensional structured illumination microscopy: problems and pitfalls. 3D-
SIM was performed with a DeltaVision OMX V3 system (Applied Precision Imaging/GE 
Healthcare) equipped with a 100x/1.4 NA Oil PSF Olympus UPlanSApo objective 
(UPLSAPO100XOPSF). The concept of SIM was introduced by Mats Gustafsson and 
Rainer Heintzmann and Christoph Cremer.11-13 Compared with conventional wide-field 
microscopy the effective lateral optical resolution of SIM was improved up to a factor of 2 
and the volumetric resolution of 3D-SIM about eightfold.14, 15 The imaging quality of thick 
nuclei is impaired by a pattern of concentric rings (see main text, Figure 6). Readers not 
familiar with the practical issues, which arise in studies of nuclear architecture with 3D-
SIM, are referred to Markaki et al.16, 17 In thick, highly scattering specimens, such as 
entire early bovine embryos, 3D-SIM could only be performed with nuclei located next to 
the surface of the cover glass. Alternatively, embryos were microdissected with fine 
needles to obtain single cells, which were placed directly on polylysinated, high precision 
microscope cover glasses (18 x 18 mm; 170 ± 5 µm; Carl Roth, Germany; LH22.1). In 
freshly fixed embryos these cells had a higher tendency to stick together than in 
embryos stored for days or weeks after fixation in PBS at 4°C. Dedicated software was 
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used for a Fourier transformation of a high number of serial images recorded at a z-
distance of 125 nm with 15 raw SI images per plane (5 phases, 3 angles). Image quality 
can be impaired by noise originating from the Poisson distribution of the limited number 
of photons recorded for a given immunostained structure. In comparison with 3D-CLSM, 
the preparation of immunostained cells for 3D-SIM is technically more demanding.16, 17 
Quantitative analysis of immunostained SIM sections. Application of a threshold just 
sufficiently high to remove both average background and patterns of concentric rings 
(Figure 6) had the unavoidable consequence that a certain fraction of specific signal 
was also lost. Supplementary Figures 2 and 3 show that size and number of signal 
counts for H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-S5p were threshold dependent. It is 
important to take into consideration that background cannot be completely avoided in 
immunostaining procedures and may vary depending on the primary antibodies 
available for an epitope of choice and the protocol applied. In case that a diffuse signal 
is considered as background, it can be removed by application of a proper threshold, In 
this case only structured signals remain with the caveat that the presence of a lot of a 
given immunostained protein diffusely distributed at other sites is neglected. It can be 
difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish dotted background from structured signals of 
similar size (compare Supporting Figures 4A-D in Markaki et al.16).  
To deal with these concerns in the best possible way, we have only taken results 
into account for a biological interpretation, which turned out to be robust in repeated 
experiments and under a variety of threshold conditions. For signal intensity 
classification in SIM sections of DAPI-stained nuclei at the voxel level a hidden Markov 
random field model classification was implemented using the open-source statistics 
software R.18 This approach combines a finite Gaussian mixture model with a spatial 
model (Potts model) and allows a classification, which is not only based on the intensity 
of an individual voxel, but also takes into account the classification of surrounding voxels 
(for a detailed description see Zhang et al.19). Prior to segmentation, 3D masks were 
generated in ImageJ to define the nuclear space according to the DAPI signal. 
Dedicated software written by V.S. and A.S. on the basis of the software package for 
scientific computing R 2.15 was used for a statistical comparison of the localization of 
positive pixels for histone modifications H3K4me3, H3K9me3 and RNA polymerase II-
S2p/S5p signals within the range of DAPI intensity classes achieved for unthresholded 
and thresholded DAPI images.18 As shown in Figure 6 for the case of 3D-SIM of DAPI-
stained nuclei thresholding is indicated to remove general background and concentric 
rings, which represent imaging artifacts. Supplementary Figures 2 and 3 provide 
evidence that the size and abundance of immunopositive signals depends on the 
chosen threshold. Supplementary Figure 4 shows how thresholding of SIM-sections 
recorded for DAPI, RNA polymerase II and H3K4me3 affects the outcome of such a 
quantitative analysis. The higher the chosen DAPI threshold, the more DAPI signal 
pixels fall into class 1 with the consequence that immunopositive signals originally 
attributed to higher DAPI intensity classes appear now in lower DAPI intensity classes 
as well. Notably, the underrepresentation of H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-S5p 
signals in DAPI intensity classes 6 and 7 combined with an overrepresentation in lower 
DAPI intensity classes was a robust finding seen at low, moderate and high thresholds 
subjected to SIM sections with RNA polymerase II and H3K4me3. The analyses 
presented in the main text (Figure 19) were performed with unthresholded DAPI images 
based on the rationale that the seven DAPI intensity classes in such images cover the 
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whole range of DAPI intensities as best as possible (compare Supplementary 
Figure 4). Our main conclusion that H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-S5p signals were 
relatively enriched at the periphery whereas H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-S5p 
were relatively depleted in the core part of chromatin domain clusters (CDCs) remained 
valid for the entire range of thresholds tested (Supplementary Figure 4). This result, 
however, does not exclude small amounts of signals of RNA polymerase II-S5p and 
H3K4me3 still present in the interior of CDCs (see main Discussion). 
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Supplementary Tables to Extended Experimental Procedures 
Supplementary Table 1: list of primary antibodies 
Host Target Official name Dilution Company ID 
Rabbit H3K4me3 Anti-Histone H3 (tri methyl K4) 
antibody - ChIP Grade 1:100 Abcam ab8580 
Mouse H3K9me3 Histone H3K9me3 antibody (mAb) 1:100 Active Motif 39285/6 
Rat RNA polymerase II-S2p 
Monoclonal antibody against CTD 
phosphoserine epitope 2 1:20 
Gift from Dirk Eick 
(see Markaki et al.20) 
Rat RNA polymerase II-S5p 
Monoclonal antibody against CTD 
phosphoserine epitope 5 1:20 
Gift from Dirk Eick 
(see Markaki et al.20) 
Mouse B23 Monoclonal Anti-B23 antibody produced in mouse 1:1000 Sigma B0556 
Mouse SC-35 Anti-SC35 (phospho) antibody [SC-35] - Nuclear Speckle Marker 1:1500 Abcam ab11826 
Rabbit H3S10p Anti-Histone H3 (phospho S10) 
antibody - ChIP Grade 1:200 Abcam ab5176 
Human Kinetochores (CREST) 
Antibody against cell nuclei (ANA 
control), centromere pattern 1:5 Euroimmune 
CA1611-
0101 
Supplementary Table 2: list of secondary antibodies 
 
 
Host Target Fluorophore Excitation [nm] Dilution Company ID 










Donkey Mouse  IgG (H+L) Alexa 488 1:400 Invitrogen A-21202 





Alexa 594 1:300 Invitrogen A-11032 
Donkey Rat  IgG (H+L) Alexa 594 1:300 Invitrogen A-21209 
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Abstract
The present study demonstrates a major remodeling of the nuclear envelope and its under-
lying lamina during bovine preimplantation development. Up to the onset of major embryon-
ic genome activation (MGA) at the 8-cell stage nuclei showed a non-uniform distribution of
nuclear pore complexes (NPCs). NPCs were exclusively present at sites where DNA con-
tacted the nuclear lamina. Extended regions of the lamina, which were not contacted by
DNA, lacked NPCs. In post-MGA nuclei the whole lamina was contacted rather uniformly by
DNA. Accordingly, NPCs became uniformly distributed throughout the entire nuclear enve-
lope. These findings shed new light on the conditions which control the integration of NPCs
into the nuclear envelope. The switch from maternal to embryonic production of mRNAs
was accompanied by multiple invaginations covered with NPCs, which may serve the in-
creased demands of mRNA export and protein import. Other invaginations, as well as interi-
or nuclear segments and vesicles without contact to the nuclear envelope, were exclusively
positive for lamin B. Since the abundance of these invaginations and vesicles increased in
concert with a massive nuclear volume reduction, we suggest that they reflect a mechanism
for fitting the nuclear envelope and its lamina to a shrinking nuclear size during bovine pre-
implantation development. In addition, a deposit of extranuclear clusters of NUP153 (a
marker for NPCs) without associated lamin B was frequently observed from the zygote
stage up to MGA. Corresponding RNA-Seq data revealed deposits of spliced, maternally
provided NUP153mRNA and little unspliced, newly synthesized RNA prior to MGA, which
increased strongly at the initiation of embryonic expression of NUP153at MGA.
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Introduction
Recently, we observed a massive reorganization of nuclear architecture in bovine preimplanta-
tion embryos generated either by in vitro fertilization (IVF) or by somatic cell nuclear transfer
(SCNT) [1,2]. These changes were most prominent during the transit through minor and
major genome activation (mGA and MGA) which occur at the 2-cell stage [3] and at the 8-cell
stage [4], respectively. Embryonic nuclei in both IVF and cloned embryos adopted a peripheral
localization of chromosome territories (CTs) separated from each other by wide interchroma-
tin (IC) channels, whereas their interior was occupied by a major lacuna deprived of chroma-
tin, but enriched with splicing factors and newly synthesized RNA. Nuclei with this phenotype
were termed ENPs (for Embryonic Nuclei with Peripheral chromatin arrangement) and were
predominant at MGA. After MGA, CTs were redistributed throughout the nucleus and showed
features of nuclear architecture typical for somatic cell types. This conventional nuclear pheno-
type is characterized by a layer of densely DAPI-stained chromatin beneath the nuclear enve-
lope and around nucleoli, a non-random radial chromatin arrangement with gene-poor
chromatin enriched in the nuclear periphery and gene-rich chromatin towards the nuclear cen-
ter [5–8]. Nuclei with this phenotype were termed ENCs (for Embryonic Nuclei with a Con-
ventional architecture).
The present study was initiated to explore changes of the nuclear envelope and its underly-
ing lamina during these massive changes of the nuclear architecture in bovine preimplantation
embryos. The nuclear lamina is located directly beneath the nuclear envelope and is made up
of lamins B1 and B2 in developing cells and of lamins A and C in differentiated cells [9]. It
serves as an anchoring matrix for chromatin with major implications for chromosome organi-
zation and gene expression [10]. Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) are made up of eight clusters
of about 30 nucleoporins (NUPs) [11] building a short tunnel with an inner diameter of ~50
nm [12] and an outer diameter of about 105 nm [13] to 145 nm [14] between a cytoplasmic
and a nuclear ring spanning from the outer to the inner membrane of the bi-layer lipid nuclear
envelope [15]. Eight fibers connect the nuclear ring with a more interior terminal ring forming
the nuclear basket [16]. The 153 kDa nucleoporin NUP153 [17] can be localized at the nuclear
ring and at the nuclear basket [18]. Chromatin can be associated with the nuclear basket and
with internuclear filaments connected to the terminal ring [16].
Multiple, tubular, double-membraned invaginations of the nuclear envelope carrying NPCs
were previously described in nuclei of a wide variety of species, including mammals, and it has
been suggested that such invaginations would allow for close topographical relationships be-
tween NPCs and chromatin, as well as nucleoli, located in the nuclear interior [19]. In a recent
review such invaginations were referred to as type II [20]. In addition, single-membraned in-
vaginations, likely derived from the inner nuclear membrane and lacking NPCs, were described
as type I [20]. Patterns of type I and type II invaginations can coexist in the same nucleus with
branched type I extensions expanding from type II invaginations forming a nucleoplasmic re-
ticulum (NR), which helps to perform export-import functions of the nuclear envelope not
only in the nuclear periphery, but also deep within the nucleus [20].
We performed two-color immunostaining of NUP153 (as a marker for NPCs) and lamin B
(as a marker for the lamina) in bovine embryos and recorded light optical serial sections from
embryonic nuclei with structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM). This approach yields a
lateral resolution of about 100 nm and an axial resolution of about 300 nm. With conventional
confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) the corresponding resolution limits are 200 nm
and 600 nm, respectively [21,22]. Accordingly, 3D-SIM provides roughly an eight-fold im-
provement of the volumetric resolution. Using this novel experimental approach we studied
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bovine embryos during preimplantation development with the main focus on changes in the
nuclear envelope, its underlying lamina and the distribution of NPCs.
Materials and Methods
Ethics statement
Bovine oocytes for in vitro fertilization were obtained from cows slaughtered for meat produc-
tion at the slaughterhouse Münchner Schlachthof Betriebs GmbH, Munich, Germany in com-
pliance with EU regulations. No animal experiments were conducted.
In vitro fertilization and cultivation of early bovine embryos
In vitro fertilization of bovine oocytes was performed as described in [23]. Cumulus-oocyte
complexes (COCs) were obtained by aspiration from ovaries of slaughtered cows. COCs were
matured in modified Parker’s medium consisting of TCM 199 supplemented with 5% estrous
cow serum (ECS) and 0.2 U/ml o-FSH (Ovagen; ICPbio) for 20–22 hours at 39°C in humidified
air with 5% CO2. Matured COCs were washed with the fertilization medium Tyrode's albumin
lactate pyruvate (FERT-TALP) supplemented with sodium pyruvate (2.2 mg/ml), heparin sodi-
um salt (2 mg/ml) and bovine serum albumin (BSA; 6 mg/ml) and transferred to 400-μl drop-
lets of medium. Frozen spermatozoa were thawed at 38°C. 100 μl thawed sperm suspension
covered by 1 ml capacitation medium was subjected to the swim-up procedure for 60 min. The
COCs and spermatozoa (2 x 106 cells/ml) were co-incubated for 18 hours at 39°C in humidified
air with 5% CO2. Presumptive zygotes were mechanically denuded by vortexing, washed 3x in
SOF culture medium enriched with 5% ECS, BME 100x (20 μl/ml; Invitrogen) and MEM (Min-
imum Essential Medium) 100x (10 μl/ml, Invitrogen) and transferred to 400-μl droplets of me-
dium covered with mineral oil. Embryos were grown at 39°C in a humidified atmosphere of
5% CO2, 5% O2, and 90% N2 until they reached the appropriate stage for fixation.
Fixation of embryos
Unless noted otherwise fixation of embryos and all subsequent steps were performed at room
temperature. Embryos were briefly washed in 38°C PBS, fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde (PFA)
in phosphate buffered saline (PBS), washed twice in PBS and then stored at 4°C in PBS until
further use.
Immunostaining and embedding
Background caused by PFA was quenched using 20 mM glycine in PBS for 10 min. After wash-
ing twice with PBS embryos were permeabilized with 0.5% Triton-X 100 for 15–30 min. After
washing twice with PBS unspecific background signals were reduced by incubation in 2% BSA
for 2 hours. Embryos were sequentially incubated in 40 μl of primary and secondary antibody so-
lutions, diluted as specified in Tables 1 and 2 in PBS with 2% BSA. Specimens were incubated
with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. After washing 5x in PBS with 2% BSA the appropriate
secondary antibodies, diluted in PBS with 2% BSA, were applied for 1 hour, again followed by 5x
washing in PBS with 2% BSA and 5x washing without BSA. Thereafter fixation of antibodies was
performed with 4% PFA in PBS for 10 min, followed by washing twice in PBS. Before the remov-
al of the zona pellucida chromatin was counterstained with DAPI (40,6-diamidino-2-phenylin-
dole; Catalog No. D1306, Life Technologies) diluted in PBS (2.5 μg/ml) for 10 min followed by
washing twice in PBS. Embryos or individual blastomeres were attached to precision cover
glasses (18 mm x 18 mm; 170 ± 5 μm; Carl Roth, Germany; LH22.1) in PBS and embedded in
Vectashield (Vector Laboratories).
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Three-dimensional confocal laser scanning microscopy (3D-CLSM)
3D-CLSM was performed using a high aperture, oil immersion objective (63x/1.4 NA). If the
working distance of this objective was insufficient an objective with a lower aperture and a lon-
ger working distance (20x/0.7 NA) was used. Light optical serial sections of nuclei were re-
corded with a Leica TCS SP5 using x,y/z voxel sizes of 30–120 nm/200 nm for imaging of
selected nuclei. Fluorochromes were excited with blue diode, argon and helium–neon lasers
using laser lines at 405 nm, 488 nm and 594 nm respectively.
3D structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM) and quantitative image
evaluation
3D-SIM of embryonic nuclei was performed on a DeltaVision OMX V3 system (Applied Preci-
sion Imaging/GE Healthcare) with a lateral (x,y) resolution of ~120 nm and an axial (z) resolu-
tion of ~300 nm [7]. The system was equipped with a 100x/1.40 NA PlanApo oil immersion
objective (Olympus), Cascade II:512 EMCCD cameras (Photometrics) and 405, 488 and 593
nm diode lasers. Image stacks were acquired with a z-distance of 125 nm and with 15 raw SIM
images per plane (5 phases, 3 angles). The SI raw data were computationally reconstructed
with channel specific measured OTFs using the softWoRX 4.0 software package (Applied Pre-
cision). Images from the different color channels were registered with alignment parameters
obtained from calibration measurements with 0.2 μm diameter TetraSpeck beads (Invitrogen).
The voxel size of the reconstructed images is 39.5 nm in x,y and 125 nm in z with 32-bit depth.
For all subsequent image processing and data analysis, images were converted to 16-bit com-
posite tif-stacks. Image stacks were processed using ImageJ 1.45b (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).
Images are shown after application of a threshold, which removed background, including pat-
terns apparently resulting from SIM imaging/reconstruction [1]. DAPI intensity classes were
established as described [7]. The statistical comparisons were performed with the software
package for scientific computing R 2.15 (http://www.r-project.org/).
RNA-Seq data analysis
Bovine in vitro fertilized embryos were produced as previously described [24] using commer-
cially available semen from a Zebu bull. Visually inspected embryos were picked and snap-fro-
zen in liquid nitrogen after washing in PBS. Denuded oocytes before and after maturation and
Table 1. Primary antibodies.
Host Target Ofﬁcial name Dilution Company ID
Goat Epitope at C-terminus of Lamin B1. Detecting Lamin B1 and, to a lesser extent,
Lamin B2








Table 2. Secondary antibodies.
Host Target Fluorophore Excitation [nm] Dilution Company ID
Donkey Mouse IgG (H+L) Alexa 488 1:400 Invitrogen A-21202
Donkey Mouse IgG (H+L) Alexa 594 1:500 Invitrogen A-21203
Donkey Goat IgG (H+L) Alexa 488 1:400 Invitrogen A-11055
Donkey Goat IgG (H+L) preadsorbed Alexa 594 1:400 Abcam ab150136
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124619.t002
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embryos at the 4-cell, 8-cell, 16-cell and blastocyst stages were collected for sequencing. In
brief, pools of 10 oocytes or embryos were thawed and lysed in 10 μl of lysis buffer (Prelude kit
from NuGEN) and cDNA was generated and amplified with the Ovation RNAseq V2 kit
(NuGEN) following the instructions of the manufacturer and as described in [4]. For each
stage three replicates were sequenced on an Illumina GAIIx in single-read mode and a read
length of 80 bases. Data are available at Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO; GSE52415). Reads
were analyzed as described in [4]. Briefly, reads were filtered from the 3' and 5' end with a qual-
ity cut-off of 20 and a minimal read length of 30. After filtering, reads were mapped with
TopHat2 against the bovine reference genome (UMD 3.1) and the number of reads mapped to
intronic positions of the genes LMNA, LMNB1, LMNB2, NUP35, NUP37, NUP43, NUP50,
NUP54, NUP62, NUP85, NUP88, NUP93, NUP98, NUP107, NUP133, NUP153, NUP155,
NUP160, NUP188, NUP205, NUP210, NUP210L and NUP214 were counted. Reads in intronic
regions vs. not-covered positions in intronic regions (RINP) values were calculated as previous-
ly described [4]. For the gene expression analysis, the variance stabilized expression values
were obtained from the Bioconductor package DESeq.
Results
In our study we combined DAPI staining of DNA with indirect immunostaining of NUP153
(as a marker for the presence of NPCs) and lamin B (as a marker for the nuclear lamina). If not
stated otherwise, 3D-SIM was employed to obtain super-resolution light optical serial sections
of nuclei.
Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) show profound changes of distribution
patterns during preimplantation development
We demonstrate massive changes of nuclear phenotypes and nuclear pore distributions during
different stages of preimplantation development (Fig 1; S1 and S2 Figs). Whereas the lamina
showed a contiguously immunopositive staining for lamin B in nuclei at all stages, the distribu-
tion of NPCs was strikingly inhomogeneous in the nuclear envelope of male and female pronu-
clei, as well as in nuclei of 2- to 8-cell embryos. Some regions appeared densely covered with
NPCs, whereas others lacked NPCs entirely (Fig 1A and 1B; S1A Fig–S1E Fig and S2A Fig).
After MGA the distribution of NPCs became rather uniform over the entire nuclear envelope
(Fig 1C and 1D; S1F Fig—S1I Fig and S2B Fig). NPC clusters, which were indicated by conflu-
ence of NUP153 signals, appeared more prominent in the large pre-MGA nuclei compared
with the smaller post-MGA nuclei (S2 Fig). Visual inspection of 3D-SIM sections suggested
that these nuclei also carried the highest total number of NPCs, but limitations of the resolution
of 3D-SIM prevented precise counts of individual NPCs in such clusters.
NPCs are restricted to parts of the nuclear envelope in contact with DNA
Regions of the nuclear envelope and its associated nuclear lamina, which lacked NPCs in nuclei
from embryos up to the onset of MGA at the 8-cell stage, were characterized by a lack of con-
tacts with DAPI-stained DNA (Fig 1A and 1B). In nuclei of post-MGA embryos DNA appar-
ently contacted the entire envelope with its associated lamina in line with a rather uniform
distribution of NPCs (Fig 1C and 1D). Fig 1C presents an exceptionally large post-MGA nucle-
us from a 19-cell embryo. Some features of its phenotype are similar to the nucleus from an
8-cell embryo shown in Fig 1B. These features include the presence of a major lacuna in the nu-
clear interior, which is apparently free of DAPI-stained DNA and surrounded by major DAPI-
stained chromatin bodies, which are separated by wide interchromatin compartment (IC)
channels. In contrast to pre-MGA nuclei (Fig 1A), this post-MGA nucleus revealed a thin rim
Nuclear Envelope and Lamina Remodeling during Early Bovine Development
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of DAPI-stained DNA associated with the entire lamina and a rather uniform distribution of
NUP153. A uniform pattern of attachments of DAPI-stained DNA with the lamina was a char-
acteristic feature of nuclei in post-MGA embryos (Fig 1C and 1D; S1F Fig–S1I Fig). These ob-
servations suggest that chromatin contacting the nuclear envelope or its lamina is an essential
requirement for the presence of NPCs in the corresponding part of the nuclear envelope.
Different types of nuclear invaginations during preimplantation
development
Multiple types of nuclear invaginations were another striking finding and could be demonstrat-
ed throughout the entire preimplantation period (Fig 2; S1 Movie). Three types of invagina-
tions were distinguished by different patterns of immunostaining with anti-NUP153 and anti-
lamin B antibodies (Fig 2A–2C). Throughout all stages of preimplantation development 69%
of invaginations studied in a total of 90 nuclei were immunopositive for both NUP153 and
lamin B (Fig 2A). We refer to them below as NUP+/lamin B+ invaginations. They could be
very short and barely recognizable, but could also penetrate deeply into the nucleus or form
tunnels.
Eighteen percent of invaginations were immunopositive for lamin B but negative for
NUP153 (Fig 2B). These NUP-/lamin B+ invaginations were not lined by intensely DAPI-
stained DNA and may not be involved in import/export functions. SIM serial sections yielded
frequent examples of NUP-/lamin B+ intranuclear segments and vesicle-like structures inside
the nucleus, which were likely derived from NUP-/lamin B+ invaginations (Fig 2B5). Z-stacks
did not reveal any contact with the nuclear envelope suggesting their complete isolation (data
not shown). NUP-/lamin B+ extranuclear segments or extranuclear vesicle-like structures were
rarely noticed. We argue that NUP-/lamin B+ invaginations are part of a mechanism involved
in the reduction of the nuclear envelope, which in turn requires a reduction of the lamina be-
neath the envelope (see Discussion).
Thirteen percent of invaginations were NUP153 positive but lamin B negative (Fig 2C).
These NUP+/lamin B- invaginations, as well as NUP+/lamin B+ invaginations, were typically
lined by brightly DAPI-stained chromatin (compare Fig 2C with 2A). Large extrusions, as well
as vesicle-like structures of NUP153 positive material were noted outside the nucleus up to the
19-cell stage (Fig 2C2–2C5).
Nuclear volumes decrease during preimplantation development
Nuclear volumes showed a massive decline during preimplantation development (Fig 3A). The
largest nuclear volumes were observed at the 2-cell stage, followed by a significant decrease at
the 4-cell stage (p<10–6). No further significant change was noted between the 4- and 8-cell
stages (p = 0.7). A further significant nuclear volume decrease occurred after MGA. Compared
with nuclei at the 8-cell stage, nuclear volumes of the 19-cell embryo and morula were
Fig 1. Presence of NPCs in the nuclear envelope correlates with chromatin contact sites. A andB.Midsections of nuclei from a 4-cell embryo (A) and
an 8-cell embryo (B) demonstrate a lack of NUP153 signals (red) in regions of the nuclear envelope and associated lamin B (green) without contacts to DAPI-
stained DNA (grey). Panels A1-A3 andB1-B5 show enlargements of boxed areas in A and B; arrowheads point to lamin B immunopositive, although
NUP153 immunonegative regions without demonstrable DAPI-stained DNA. In contrast, the nuclear envelope carries NUP153 signals in regions, where the
underlying lamina is contacted by DAPI-stained DNA.C andD.Midsections of nuclei from a 19-cell embryo (C) and from the inner cell mass of a blastocyst
(D) reveal NUP153 signals distributed along the entire nuclear envelope. Enlargements of boxed areas shown in panelsC1-C5 andD1-D4 demonstrate a
strict correlation between contacts of DAPI-stained DNA along the entire lamina and the presence of NPCs. Note that DAPI-stained DNA indicates that the
lamina is contacted by extended chromatin masses at some sites, whereas at other sites only a thin lining of chromatin can be noted beneath the lamina. This
thin chromatin layer and the associated lamina are perforated by IC channels (D3, arrows). S1 Fig, panels D-F and H, present complete DAPI-, lamin B- and
NUP153-stained sections of the nuclei shown in this Figure. Bars: 3 μm for A-D; 1 μm for A1-A3, B1-B5, C1-C5, D1-D4.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124619.g001
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significantly smaller (p<0.002; p<0.0005), whereas no significant volume difference was
noted between nuclei of these two embryos (p = 1). A further significant decrease was noted be-
tween morula stage nuclei and nuclei of the inner cell mass (ICM) (p<0.0001) as well as nuclei
of the trophectoderm (TE) of the studied blastocysts (p<0.015). Note that nuclei of the TE
were significantly larger than nuclei from the ICM (p<0.0001).
Quantitative evaluation of nuclear invaginations and internal vesicle-like
structures
Fig 3B provides a quantitative assessment of nuclear invaginations described above (Fig 2), and
of vesicle-like structures observed in the nuclear interior. Whereas invaginations were rare in
pronuclei, they became frequent in embryos from the onset of mGA at the 2-cell stage to the
morula stage (about 32 cells). In nuclei of 2- to 19-cell embryos the majority of invaginations
were NUP+/lamin B+. After MGA, NUP+/lamin B+ invaginations became less frequent.
NUP-/lamin B+ invaginations were most frequently observed between the 4-cell and 19-cell
stages. This correlates with a major reduction in nuclear volume and surface (compare Fig 3A).
NUP+/lamin B- invaginations peaked at the morula stage. Although a similarly sized fraction
of NUP+/lamin B+ invaginations was still observed, the lamin B signal was typically weak. At
the blastocyst stage invaginations, intranuclear segments and vesicle-like structures were
rarely noted.
Extranuclear NUP153 positive clusters
Numerous extranuclear NUP153 positive clusters, located throughout the cytoplasm were
noted in nuclei of zygotes, 2-cell and 4-cell embryos (Fig 4A–4C). The distribution pattern of
these clusters was markedly changed with the start of MGA in an 8-cell and also in a 19-cell
embryo (Fig 4D and 4E). At these stages NUP153 positive extrusions and vesicle-like structures
were directly associated with or located very close to the nuclear envelope. No extranuclear
NUP153 positive clusters were observed at the morula and blastocyst stages (Fig 4F–4H).
Distribution of NUP153 in mitotic chromosomes
A recent model of postmitotic NPC assembly argues that the NUP107-160 complex assembles
at chromatin surfaces and interacts with additional nucleoporins, such as NUP153, for com-
plete NPC assembly [25]. We studied the distribution of NUP153 in DAPI-stained mitoses of
bovine 2-cell embryos (Fig 5) together with lamin distributions (Fig 5A1–5A4, 5B1–5B4 and
Fig 2. Invaginations, extrusions and excisions of the nuclear envelope/lamina studied by 3D-SIM. A.Midsection through a nucleus from a 4-cell
embryo with DAPI-stained DNA (grey) and immunostained NUP153 (red) and lamin B (green). Panel A1. Enlarged view of the boxed area in A shows a
NUP153+/lamin B+ invagination lined by DAPI-stained chromatin. Panel A2. Deep NUP153+/lamin B+ invagination recorded from another nucleus. Other
sections (not shown) indicate that this invagination formed part of a tunnel connecting opposite sides of this nucleus. Panel A3.Wide NUP153+/lamin B
+ invagination. Panel A4. Vesicle-like, NUP153+/lamin B+ intranuclear structure with sparse NUP153 signal observed in the nuclear interior.B.Midsection
through a nucleus from a 19-cell embryo. Panel B1. Enlarged view of the boxed area in B shows a lamin B positive, but NUP153 negative invagination
without a clearly marked border of DAPI-stained chromatin. Panel B2. NUP153-/lamin B+ material extruding outward from the nuclear envelope (left) or
intruding into the nuclear interior (right). Panel B3. Extranuclear NUP153-/lamin B+ segments. Panel B4-B6. Intrusions of NUP153-/lamin B+ segments, still
connected with the lamina (B4, B5) or entirely disconnected from it (B6; adjacent SIM sections not shown). Notably, invaginations of NUP153-/lamin B
+ material were not lined by brightly DAPI-stained chromatin in contrast to NUP153 positive invaginations (compare panels A1, A2). Panel C.Midsection
through a nucleus from a morula. Panel C1. Enlarged view of the boxed area in C shows a NUP153 positive, but lamin B negative invagination surrounded by
intensely DAPI-stained chromatin. Panel C2 presents a NUP153+/lamin B- vesicle in a nucleus from a 2-cell pre-MGA embryo lacking association with the
nuclear border (see Fig 4 for a projection displaying vast amounts of similar NUP153-clusters seemingly randomly distributed throughout the cytoplasm).
Panel C3. Small NUP153+/lamin B- extrusion. Panels C4 andC5. NUP153+ extrusions from the nuclear envelope (C4) forming vesicle-like structures that
stay in close proximity with the nuclear border in a 19-cell post-MGA embryo nucleus (C5) (for further details see Fig 4, panels A-E and panels 1–4). S3 Fig
presents complete DAPI-, lamin B- and NUP153-stained sections of the nuclei shown in this Figure. Bars: 3 μm for A, B, C, C2, C4, C5; 2 μm for A2; 1 μm for
A1, A3, A4, B1-B6, C1, C3.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124619.g002
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5C1–5C4). Contrary to large, cytoplasmic NUP153 positive clusters observed during the inter-
phase of 2-cell stage nuclei (Fig 4B2), only small NUP153 particles were distributed throughout
the cytoplasm of mitotic cells together with an apparent enrichment in chromatids. We per-
formed a quantitative analysis of this distribution with respect to mitotic chromosomes in ten
serial SIM sections of each mitotic cell (Fig 5A5–5A7, 5B5–5B8 and 5C5–5C8). DAPI-stained
DNA was segmented into seven classes with equal intensity variance. This approach allowed a
threshold-independent signal intensity classification at the voxel level [26]. Class 1 comprises
voxels with intensities close to background level, while class 7 represents voxels with highest in-
tensity. We determined both the number of DAPI pixels and the number of positive pixels for
NUP153 present in each DAPI intensity class and tested the null hypothesis of a random distri-
bution of NUP153 positive pixels across the 7 DAPI intensity classes. In this case the fraction
of NUP153 pixels should be equal to the fraction of DAPI positive pixels representing each
class. This null-hypothesis was rejected with a very high probability (p<10-15). Fig 5 panels
A7, B8 and C8 demonstrate a highly significant, relative accumulation of NUP153 signals over
chromosomes (classes 2–7) as compared to a relative depletion in the cytoplasm (represented
by class 1). The lowest accumulation of NUP153 was noted in class 7. Our analysis indicates
that NUP153 could reach the interior of chromosomes, but localization in areas with the high-
est chromatin density was apparently less pronounced than at the periphery. Many NUP153
particles were located at the chromosome surface. We expect that these particles carried other
components of the disassembled NPCs as well and that their location determined the sites
where NPCs were reassembled during the telophase/G1 transition in the reconstituted nuclear
envelope.
Changes of unspliced and splicedNUP153 RNA during preimplantation
development
RNA-Seq data were recently generated with the goal to characterize the changing patterns of
RNA pools already present in oocytes or synthesized de novo after major embryonic genome
activation [4]. In the present study these data were further analyzed as described in [4] with re-
spect to maternal and embryonic nucleoporin mRNA and more specifically NUP153mRNA.
At the germinal vesicle and MII stages of oocytes we noted a relatively large pool of spliced
nucleoporin mRNA as demonstrated by a high proportion of exonic and a small proportion of
intronic reads (Fig 6A and 6B). Spliced nucleoporin mRNA levels remained relatively stable
from the germinal vesicle stage to the blastocyst stage. Initiation of embryonic NUP43,
NUP107 and NUP153 expression was detected at MGA at the 8-cell stage by the presence of pa-
ternal SNPs. The same approach detected initiation of embryonic expression of NUP35 and
NUP160 at the 16-cell stage, and of NUP88 at the blastocyst stage. While the initiation of em-
bryonic expression could not be statistically confirmed for all nucleoporins, a general trend of a
higher ratio of reads in intronic regions vs. not-covered positions in intronic regions (RINP,
see [4]) was starting at the 8-cell stage for most nucleoporins (Fig 6B). Embryonic LMNB1 ex-
pression started at MGA as suggested by a significant increase of the RINP value (Fig 6C).
Fig 3. Quantitative evaluation of nuclear volumes (A) and nuclear envelope/lamina invaginations or intranuclear vesicles (B). A. Box-/scatterplots
represent volume measurements of nuclei at different stages of preimplantation development. 10 volumemeasurements were performed for each plot. mPN:
male pronuclei; fPN: female pronuclei; ICM: blastocyst nuclei from the inner cell mass; TE: blastocyst nuclei from the trophectoderm. B. Bars represent
average counts of nuclear invaginations and internal vesicles per nucleus with standard errors of the mean from the zygote to the blastocyst stage performed
in nuclei after two-color immunostaining of lamin B and NUP153; see box for the meaning of the color-coded columns. For each stage ten nuclei were
evaluated. Counts were performed in nuclei from several embryos up to the 8-cell stage and a single embryo each at the 19-cell, morula and blastocyst
stages. Note that invaginations and isolated segments were rare events in zygotic pronuclei and blastocyst nuclei compared to the strong, transient increase
of invaginations/vesicles in embryos studied from the 2-cell (mGA) to the morula stages.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124619.g003
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While the embryonic expression initiation of LMNA coding for lamins A and C and LMNB2
could not be statistically confirmed, an increase of the RINP value was detected for both genes
at the 8-cell stage and later stages as compared to earlier stages (Fig 6D).
Discussion
The nuclear envelope and its underlying lamina play a central role in normal and disease-asso-
ciated, pathological higher order chromatin organization [27–29]. Our results shed new light
on the mechanisms involved in the distribution of NPCs, the role of nuclear invaginations cov-
ered with NPCs in nuclear import and export functions and changes of the nuclear envelope
and its underlying lamina to fit massive changes of nuclear size. Current evidence does not suf-
fice to provide a coherent scheme of the remodeling of the nuclear envelope and lamina in nu-
clei during bovine preimplantation development.
Contacts of chromatin with the lamina control the insertion of NPCs into
the nuclear envelope
Disassembly of the nuclear envelope at the end of prophase and reassembly of its membranes
at the end of mitosis from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) are accompanied by a correspond-
ing disassembly and reassembly of NPCs into sub-complexes and individual nucleoporins
[30,31]. In mitotic cells we found most NUP153 distributed as punctuate fluorescent spots
throughout the cytoplasm suggesting their presence in small complexes together with other
constituents of NPCs or even to some extent as individual proteins. A prominent enrichment
of NUP153 was noted at the periphery of mitotic chromosomes. This enrichment suggests the
presence of chromatin binding sites for constituents of NPCs, such as nucleoporins. An active
localization at specific chromatin sites is indicated by the fact that attachments of chromatin at
the lamina-envelope system generally occur in a highly non-randommanner via lamina associ-
ated chromatin domains (LADs) [32]. Some enrichment of NUP153 was also detected in the
interior of chromatids. The reduced number and/or signal intensity of NUP153 in the interior
might indicate either a reduced amount of NUP153 or a reduced clustering.
Bas van Steensel and co-workers [33] visualized the fate of LADs in single cells and found
that only about 30% of LADs are in intermittent molecular contact with the nuclear lamina.
Upon mitosis, LAD positioning was stochastically reshuffled. This observation indicates that
the fraction of chromatin connected to the lamina can change from one cell cycle to the next.
Another recent study [34] revealed a homogenous folding state of mitotic chromosomes,
which was explained by a model based on a linearly organized, longitudinally compressed
array of consecutive chromatin loops. In line with these observations we speculate that binding
sites for NPC constituents may be distributed throughout a chromatid and that the fraction
of these binding sites exposed at the chromatid periphery may change between subsequent
mitoses.
Fig 4. Panels A-H. Distribution of NUP153 signals during bovine preimplantation development. The panels show projections of light optical serial
sections of nuclei recorded with 3D-CLSM (panels A, C, D) and 3D-SIM (panels B, E-H) at different stages of preimplantation development: pronuclei (panel
A), 2-cell stage (panel B), 4-cell stage (panel C), 8-cell stage (panel D), 19-cell stage (panel E), morula stage (panel F), blastocyst stage, inner cell mass
(ICM; panel G), blastocyst stage, trophectoderm (TE; panel H). All nuclei are shown with identical magnification (bar: 10 μm). Each panel shows from left to
right projection images from (1) lamin B, (2) NUP153, (3) DAPI, and (4) overlay of lamin B (green), NUP153 (red) and DAPI (grey). Deposits of NUP153
clusters were randomly distributed throughout the cytoplasm before the onset of MGA at the 8-cell stage. At MGA and shortly after extranuclear NUP153
clusters were located either at or in close proximity to the nuclear periphery. The clusters were no longer present at the morula stage and later (panels F-H).
1a-4a show enlargements of boxes around clusters (marked with arrows) presented in A, B, D and E. 1b-4b show single sections of the same clusters. Bars:
10 μm for A-H; 3 μm for 1–4.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124619.g004
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Reconstitution of the nuclear envelope starts with tubules or sheet-like structures of double
membranes derived from the ER which expand along chromatin surfaces, fuse into larger seg-
ments and finally enclose the mass of chromatids to form a complete new envelope [25]. A cur-
rent model argues that certain NPC constituents at chromatin surfaces mature into NPCs
when they become engulfed by growing ER sheets [25]. However, it is not obvious how large
areas of the nuclear envelope can be formed without a direct contact with chromatin. At this
point we do not know whether the postmitotic daughter nuclei increased in volume only after
a complete nuclear envelope had formed around the relatively small volume of closely associat-
ed chromatids present at telophase or whether daughter nuclei were very large from the begin-
ning. According to the first scenario the nuclear envelope was able to form along the surface of
closely packaged chromatids and expanded only thereafter together with the expanding nuclear
volume. Accordingly, lamin B required for the expanding lamina was imported via already ex-
isting NPCs. Areas of the nuclear envelope lacking NPCs may indicate that these parts quickly
lost contact with chromatin. The second scenario would imply that it is possible to reassemble
large parts of the nuclear envelope at sites located initially remote from chromatin.
In addition to the NPCs formed during reassembly of the nuclear envelope, many more
NPCs must be assembled during interphase to approximately double their number before the
onset of the next mitosis [35]. The mechanisms for the formation of these additional NPCs
may differ from the mechanism for postmitotic NPC assembly [36]. Our data indicate that the
interphase formation of NPCs in large pre-MGA nuclei occurred only in parts of the nuclear
envelope where the corresponding lamina was in direct contact with chromatin, but was absent
in parts of the envelope without such contacts. After MGA both contact sites of chromatin
with the lamina and NPCs became much more uniformly distributed.
Role of nuclear envelope remodeling in nuclear volume reduction
Intranuclear envelope segments and vesicles were previously described as intranuclear annulate
lamellae in electron microscopy studies of oocytes of numerous species [37,38], as well as in
nuclei of mouse preimplantation embryos [39]. Based on our quantitative analysis, we hypoth-
esize that nuclear envelope invaginations without NPCs, as well as isolated intra- and extranu-
clear segments of the lamina and nuclear envelope, respectively, are part of a mechanism for
nuclear envelope reduction during interphase, which accompanies nuclear volume reduction
during preimplantation development (interphase hypothesis). As an alternative or in addition
to this hypothesis, isolated lamin B and/or NUP153 immunopositive segments and vesicle-like
structures may form during mitosis either during the breakdown of the nuclear envelope or
during the nuclear envelope reconstitution at late telophase/early G1 phase (mitosis hypothe-
sis). However, both a maximum of NUP153-/lamin B+ invaginations and of NUP153+/lamin
Fig 5. NUP153 topography duringmitosis. A1-A4 andB1-B4. Projections of SIM serial sections through metaphase cells of 2-cell embryos stained with
DAPI (A1, B1) and immunostained for lamin B (A2, B2) and NUP153 (A3, B3). A4 and B4 showmerged images with DAPI (grey), lamin B (green) and
NUP153 (red). C1-C4. 3D reconstructions of SIM serial sections recorded from an anaphase cell of a 2-cell embryo; DAPI (C1), lamin B (C2), NUP153 (C3),
merged image (C4) color-coded as above. 3D reconstructions were rotated in order to provide a view on the two separating anaphase rosettes, which
overlapped each other in the original position. Granular lamin B was enriched along the entire mitotic spindle in metaphase and anaphase cells (compare B2
and B4 with C2 and C4). In A5, B5 andC5 the metaphase plates (A1, B1) and anaphase rosettes (C1) are presented with seven color-coded DAPI intensity
classes. DAPI intensities below the chosen threshold are attributed to class 1 (blue), pixels representing increasing DAPI intensities are color-coded with
dark and light red (classes 2 and 3), orange (class 4), dark and light yellow (classes 5 and 6) and white (class 7). NUP153 signals are displayed in black.A6,
B6 andC6 present enlargements of boxed areas in A5, B5 and C5 with black NUP153 signals. B7 andC7 show the same areas as B6 and C6, respectively,
without NUP153 signals. A7, B8 and C8 show relative NUP153 accumulations and depletions, respectively, calculated for all seven DAPI classes. In the
three mitotic cells the relative numbers of NUP153 positive pixels were significantly enriched in chromatids as compared to the cytoplasm (represented by
class 1) (p <10-15). NUP153 was mostly overrepresented in the periphery of chromatids (classes 2 and 3). In the innermost area of chromatids (class 7)
NUP153 was reduced compared with the chromatin periphery (p <10-15), but still significantly enriched in comparison with the cytoplasm (p <10-15). Bars:
5 μm for A1-A5, B1-B5, C1-C5; 2 μm for A6, B6 and B7, C6 and C7.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124619.g005
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B- extrusions from the nuclear envelope were observed in nuclei at the 8-cell stage. Cells at this
stage show the longest interphase length of all stages, and consequently the lowest mitotic rate,
during bovine preimplantation development [40]. This supports the interphase hypothesis.
Role of nuclear envelope remodeling in nuclear import/export functions
Our data indicate a particularly high demand for NPCs in embryos preparing for and passing
through MGA. During the first cell cycles preceding MGA, such a need may result from the ne-
cessity to re-import into newly formed daughter nuclei large amounts of maternally derived
proteins or proteins synthesized de novo from maternal mRNAs. Invaginations in large nuclei
at early preimplantation development covered with NPCs may also help to improve nuclear
import and export functions by reducing the average distances of NPCs to chromatin in need
of transcription, replication or repair but embedded deep in the nuclear interior [20].
As already noted above (see Results), the clustering of NPCs prevented precise counts of in-
dividual nuclear pores even with the improved resolution of 3D-SIM (ca. 100 nm lateral and
ca. 300 nm axial). This problem can be overcome by the application of other approaches of
super-resolution fluorescence microscopy with still higher resolution (for review see [22]) or
alternatively by use of electron microscopy (for review see [41]). One has to take into account
that a quantitative determination of NPCs in fixed cells provides only snapshots. New ap-
proaches of live cell super-resolution imaging [42] have started to open future avenues for an
understanding of the dynamics of NPC formation and distribution. A particularly high need
for the synthesis of NPCs was further supported by our RNA-Seq data combined with micro-
scopic observations, which revealed that de novo synthesis of nucleoporin mRNAs was initiated
at MGA but preceded by large deposits of maternal mRNAs and cytoplasmic NUP153
protein clusters.
The changing distribution of cytoplasmic NUP153 positive clusters
Our microscopic observations demonstrate the presence of NUP153 positive clusters in the cy-
toplasm of pre-MGA blastomeres. Such NUP153 aggregates may be part of maternally provid-
ed NUP building blocks for the formation of NPCs until de novo synthesis of nucleoporins is
initiated at MGA. In contrast, NUP153 positive nuclear extrusions and vesicle-like structures
exclusively located in close proximity to the nuclear envelope observed at and shortly after
MGAmay reflect a mechanism of nuclear envelope reduction, which occurs in line with nucle-
ar volume reduction during preimplantation development.
Import/export functionality of NPC connections with the interchromatin
compartment
In the absence of nuclear envelope invaginations, import/export functions are restricted to
NPCs except for occasional observations of ribonucleoprotein particle export based on nuclear
Fig 6. Transcriptome analysis of nucleoporins and lamins. Expression data were generated by Graf et al. [4] and are available at GEO (GSE52415).
Data analysis was performed as described [4]. A1.Diagram ofNUP153mRNA ratios of intronic reads to not-covered intronic positions (RINP; see [4]) of
three combined replicates for the germinal vesicle (GV) and metaphase II (MII) stages of oocytes as well as the 4-cell, 8-cell, 16-cell and blastocyst stages of
embryonic development. A2. Diagram of NUP153 normalized expression values from DESeq for the same stages as shown in A1. The GV and MII stages of
oocytes up to the 4-cell stage show a high presence of spliced NUP153mRNA compared with a relatively low amount of unspliced, newly synthesized
NUP153mRNA as shown in A1. SplicedNUP153mRNA levels remained stable from the GV to the blastocyst stage (A2).B1, B2, C1, C2, D1 andD2 show
the diagrams for the same analysis as performed in A1 and A2 for the combined averages of NUP35, NUP37, NUP43, NUP50, NUP54, NUP62, NUP85,
NUP88, NUP93, NUP98, NUP107, NUP133, NUP153, NUP155, NUP160, NUP188, NUP205, NUP210, NUP210L and NUP214 (B), LMNB1 (C) and all lamins
(LMNA, LMNB1 and LMNB2; D). These results are similar to the results for NUP153, indicating that the clustering of NUP153 during interphase is not
replicated by lamin B despite its presence in the cytoplasm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124619.g006
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envelope budding [43]. In an envelope smoothly surrounding the nuclear periphery transcrip-
tion factors entering the nucleus need to overcome distances of several μm in order to reach
specific targets located in the nuclear interior. Considering the functional benefits of nuclear
envelope invaginations covered with NPCs [20], one wonders why nuclear invaginations de-
creased in post-MGA embryos and were rarely detected in blastocyst nuclei and as a more gen-
eral consideration, why such invaginations did not evolve as a structural feature of nuclei in all
cell types and under all functional conditions? For an answer it is important to consider the
role of NPCs not in isolation but in context with their connection to the interchromatin com-
partment (IC) [1,26,44]. The IC starts with channels at nuclear pores [45]. These channels pen-
etrate the layer of dense chromatin beneath the lamina and form a three-dimensionally
interconnected channel system in the nuclear interior. The IC occupies the nuclear space be-
tween chromatin domain clusters (CDCs), which form the building blocks of chromosome ter-
ritories [5]. Current evidence demonstrates that essential nuclear functions like transcription,
DNA replication and repair occur in the periphery of CDCs, called the perichromatin compart-
ment (PR) [26,41].
The potential functional roles of the interconnected NPC-IC system in nuclear import/ex-
port have not yet been fully explored. Several lines of experimental evidence, however, suggest
a role of the IC in guiding imported proteins, such as proteins involved in transcription, DNA
replication, repair and chromatin modifications, towards chromatin embedded deep in the nu-
clear interior, as well as for the export of ribonucleoprotein particles carrying messenger RNAs
towards NPCs. Mor et al. [46] have described evidence in favor of the hypothesis that inter-
chromatin channels ensure “a steady and continuous wave of mRNPs travelling towards the
NPC.” The observation that green fluorescent protein (GFP) diffuses normally within the IC
but shows an anomalous diffusion in compact chromatin [47] is in line with the hypothesis
that individual proteins may preferentially move within IC channels. This hypothesis is further
supported by high resolution fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) of the mobility of
inert monomers, trimers and pentamers of GFP, as well as GFP fusions with other proteins in
nuclei of living cells [48]. Larger nuclear particles with a diameter of 100 nm show an ob-
structed diffusion in distinct corralled regions surrounded by dense chromatin regions [49].
Conclusions
In conclusion, we argue that the NPC-IC system suffices in nuclei of many cell types to accom-
plish the needs of nuclear import/export functions even for chromatin embedded deep in the
nuclear interior. An additional system of nuclear invaginations covered with NPCs may only
be needed in case of extraordinary import/export demands. The case of nuclear envelope re-
modeling during bovine preimplantation development provides an example for the require-
ment of nuclear envelope invaginations in the very large nuclei at early preimplantation
development but not in the much smaller nuclei at later stages.
Supporting Information
S1 Fig. Changes of nuclear pore distributions during bovine preimplantation development.
Midplane sections recorded with confocal laser scanning microscopy (A, B) and 3D-SIM (C-I)
from representative nuclei with DAPI-stained DNA (A1–I1), immunostained lamin B (A2-I2)
and NUP153 (A3-I3), as well as overlays of DAPI (grey), lamin B (green) and NUP153 (red)
(A4-I4). Panel A. Male pronucleus. Panel B. Female pronucleus. Panels C-H. Nuclei from em-
bryos with 2-cells (C), 4-cells (D), 8-cells (E), 19-cells (F), a morula (G) and the inner cell mass
(H) and trophectoderm (I) of a blastocyst. Note that lamin B underlines the entire nuclear en-
velope as a contiguous structure throughout the entire preimplantation development.
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NUP153, in contrast, is clustered at some regions of the nuclear envelope, but entirely lacking
at others in nuclei until the 8-cell stage, i.e. the stage, where MGA occurs. Such regions are de-
noted by arrowheads in A-E. In post-MGA nuclei a rather uniform distribution of NUP153
was noted throughout the entire nuclear envelope. Bar shown in A1, represents 5 μm for
all images.
(TIF)
S2 Fig. Nuclear pore and lamin B distributions in embryonic pre- and post-MGA nuclei.
A1-A3. Top section of a nucleus from a 4-cell embryo immunostained for lamin B (A1) and
NUP153 (A2), image overlay (A3; lamin B, green; NUP153, red). Note the strikingly different
distribution of lamin B and NPCs with extended lamin B positive areas lacking NPCs in the
corresponding part of the envelope. A4. Overlay of lamin B signals recorded in SIM serial sec-
tions from the nuclear top to the nuclear midplane (half-projection) of the nucleus shown in
A1-A3. A5. Corresponding half-projection of NUP153 signals from this nucleus. Note large
areas free of NUP signals, but filled with lamin B signals in A4. A6. Intensity plot of lamin B
(black) and NUP153 (red). The area crossed by the plot is marked with a dashed line in A4/A5.
The blue lines in A4, A5 and A6 mark the transition from a NUP153 enriched area to a
NUP153 depleted area. B1-B3. Top section of a nucleus from the 19-cell, post-MGA embryo
reveals a more homogeneous distribution pattern: lamin B (B1), NUP153 (B2), image overlay
(B3; lamin B, green; NUP153, red). B4 and B5.Half-projections of SIM serial sections of lamin
B signals (B4) and NUP153 (B5) from a nucleus of the inner cell mass (ICM) recorded in a
blastocyst. B6. Intensity plots of lamin B (black) and NUP153 (red). The area crossed by each
plot is marked with a dashed line in B4/B5.
(TIF)
S3 Fig. Midplane sections of the nuclei shown in Fig 2 stained for lamin B (A1-D1),
NUP153 (A2-D2) and DAPI (A3-D3) with overlays (A4-D4) of lamin B (green), NUP153
(red) and DAPI (grey). Bar: 3 μm for A-D.
(TIF)
S1 Movie. This movie presents a view through SIM serial sections of a typical post-MGA
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Utilizing 3D structured illumination microscopy, we investigated the quality and 35 
quantity of nuclear invaginations and the distribution of nuclear pores during rabbit 36 
early embryonic development and identified the exact time point of nucleoporin 153 37 
(NUP153) association with chromatin during mitosis. Contrary to bovine early 38 
embryonic nuclei, featuring almost exclusively nuclear invaginations containing a 39 
small volume of cytoplasm, nuclei in rabbit early embryonic stages contain 40 
additionally numerous invaginations containing a large volume of cytoplasm. Small- 41 
volume invaginations frequently emanated from large-volume nuclear invaginations 42 
but not vice versa, indicating a different underlying mechanism. Large- and small- 43 
volume nuclear envelope invaginations required the presence of chromatin, as they 44 
were restricted to chromatin-positive areas. The chromatin-free contact areas 45 
between nucleolar precursor bodies (NPBs) and large-volume invaginations were 46 
free of nuclear pores. Small-volume invaginations were not in contact with NPBs. The 47 
number of invaginations and isolated intranuclear vesicles per nucleus peaked at the 48 
4-cell stage. At this stage, the nuclear surface showed highly concentrated clusters of 49 
nuclear pores surrounded by areas free of nuclear pores. Isolated intranuclear lamina 50 
vesicles were usually NUP153 negative. Cytoplasmic, randomly distributed NUP153- 51 
positive clusters were highly abundant at the zygote stage and decreased in number 52 
until they were almost absent at the 8-cell stage and later. These large NUP153 53 
clusters may represent a maternally provided NUP153 deposit, but they were not 54 
visible as clusters during mitosis. Major genome activation at the 8- to 16-cell stage 55 
may mark the switch from a necessity for a deposit to on-demand production. 56 
NUP153 association with chromatin is initiated during metaphase before the initiation 57 
of the regeneration of the lamina. To our knowledge, the present study demonstrates 58 
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for the first time major remodeling of the nuclear envelope and its underlying lamina 59 
during rabbit preimplantation development.  60 
Key words: Nuclear envelope, Nuclear lamina, Rabbit embryos 61 
 62 
Introduction 63 
Preimplantation development of rabbit embryos is accompanied by a reduction 64 
of nuclear volumes and activation of the embryonic genome [1]. During oogenesis, 65 
maternal mRNAs and proteins are deposited into the developing oocyte. After 66 
fertilization, this deposit is used to support the initial stages of embryonic 67 
development [2]. Before these deposits are depleted, the embryonic genome is 68 
activated to produce embryonic mRNAs and proteins for further development. During 69 
early development of rabbit embryos, limited transcriptional activity is initiated at the 70 
zygote stage and is progressively increased in subsequent stages [3-5], while most 71 
genes get activated during major embryonic genome activation (MGA) at the 8- to 72 
16-cell stage [1]. 73 
 Nuclear export of newly synthesized mRNA packaged into messenger 74 
ribonucleoprotein (mRNP) complexes is mostly facilitated through nuclear pore 75 
complexes (NPCs) [6]. Eight clusters, each containing about 30 nucleoporins (NUPs) 76 
[7], are combined to form one NPC with an outer diameter of about 120 nm. A short 77 
tunnel in the center of NPCs connects the cytoplasmic ring at the outer membrane 78 
with the nuclear ring at the inner membrane of the bilayer lipid nuclear envelope [8]. 79 
A more interior terminal ring connected to the nuclear ring by fibers forms the nuclear 80 
basket [9]. The nucleoporin NUP153 is localized either at the nuclear ring or at the 81 
nuclear basket [10]. Chromatin can associate with the nuclear basket and its 82 
attached intranuclear filaments [9].   83 
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  The nuclear envelope is separated from chromatin by the nuclear lamina. In 84 
developing cells, the lamina is made up of lamins B1 and B2, whereas differentiated 85 
cells feature lamins A and C [11]. The lamina is required by NPCs for nuclear 86 
envelope insertion [12]. Invaginations of the nuclear envelope and the nuclear lamina 87 
can extend the import/export functionality of nuclear pores to regions remote from the 88 
nuclear surface [13,14]. During early embryonic development, the volume and 89 
surface of initially large nuclei decline. 90 
 Previously, we studied the changes of the nuclear envelope, nuclear pores 91 
and nuclear lamina in bovine preimplantation embryos [15]. Major findings included 92 
the presence of NPC-free areas in chromatin-free areas of the envelope up to MGA, 93 
three different types of invaginations (lamin B+/NUP153+, lamin B+/NUP153- and 94 
lamin B-/NUP153+) and large, randomly distributed NUP153 clusters in the 95 
cytoplasm before the onset of MGA correlating with NUP153 spliced mRNA deposits 96 
in oocytes. In this study, we compared these findings with the situation in rabbits, 97 
since rabbit nuclei can have a far more invaginated nuclear envelope than the 98 
generally round bovine nuclei. 99 
 100 
Materials and Methods 101 
Ethics statement. Rabbits were in vivo fertilized and slaughtered for embryo 102 
recovery. No animal experiments were conducted. 103 
Embryo culture. In vivo fertilized zygotes were flushed from the oviducts 18-20 h 104 
post-hCG injection in warm phosphate buffered saline (PBS) supplemented with 4 105 
mg/ml bovine serum albumin and then cultured in Quinn’s medium containing 2.5% 106 
fetal calf serum in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 in air at 38.5 C until the 107 
appropriate stage for fixation. 108 
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Fixation of embryos. Unless noted otherwise, fixation of embryos and all 109 
subsequent steps were performed at room temperature. Embryos were briefly 110 
washed in 38 C PBS, fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS, washed twice in 111 
PBS and then stored at 4 C in PBS until further use. 112 
Immunostaining and embedding. Background caused by PFA was quenched using 113 
20 mM glycine in PBS for 10 min. After washing twice with PBS, embryos were 114 
permeabilized with 0.5% Triton-X 100 for 15-30 min. After washing twice with PBS, 115 
unspecific background signals were reduced by incubation in 2% BSA for 2 h. 116 
Embryos were sequentially incubated in 40 µl of primary and secondary antibody 117 
solutions, diluted as specified in Tables 1 and 2 in PBS with 2% BSA. Specimens 118 
were incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4 C. After washing 5x in PBS 119 
with 2% BSA, the appropriate secondary antibodies, diluted in PBS with 2% BSA, 120 
were applied for 1 h, followed by 5x washing in PBS with 2% BSA and 5x washing 121 
without BSA. Thereafter fixation of antibodies was performed with 4% PFA in PBS for 122 
10 min, followed by washing twice in PBS. Before removal of the zona pellucida, 123 
chromatin was counterstained with DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, catalog No. 124 
D1306, Life Technologies) diluted in PBS (2.5 µg/ml) for 10 min followed by washing 125 
twice in PBS. Individual blastomeres were attached to precision cover glasses (18 x 126 
18 mm, 170 ± 5 µm, item no. LH22.1, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) in PBS and 127 
embedded in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, Lörrach, Germany). 128 
Three-dimensional confocal laser scanning microscopy (3D-CLSM). 3D-CLSM 129 
was performed using a large aperture oil immersion objective (63x/1.4 NA). If the 130 
working distance of this objective was insufficient, an objective with a lower aperture 131 
and a longer working distance (20x/0.7 NA) was used. Light optical serial sections of 132 
nuclei were recorded with a Leica TCS SP5 using x,y/z voxel sizes of 30–120 133 
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nm/200 nm for imaging of selected nuclei. Fluorochromes were excited with blue 134 
diode, argon and helium–neon lasers using laser lines at 405 nm, 488 nm and 594 135 
nm, respectively. 136 
3D structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM) and quantitative image 137 
evaluation. 3D-SIM of embryonic nuclei was performed on a DeltaVision OMX V3 138 
system (Applied Precision Imaging/GE Healthcare) with a lateral (x,y) resolution of 139 
~120 nm and an axial (z) resolution of ~300 nm (Markaki et al., 2012). The system 140 
was equipped with a 100x/1.40 NA PlanApo oil immersion objective (Olympus), 141 
Cascade II:512 EMCCD cameras (Photometrics) and 405, 488 and 593 nm diode 142 
lasers. Image stacks were acquired with a z-distance of 125 nm and with 15 raw SIM 143 
images per plane (5 phases, 3 angles). The SI raw data were computationally 144 
reconstructed with channel-specific measured OTFs using the softWoRX 4.0 145 
software package (Applied Precision). Images from the different color channels were 146 
registered with alignment parameters obtained from calibration measurements with 147 
0.2 µm diameter TetraSpeck beads (Invitrogen). The voxel size of the reconstructed 148 
images is 39.5 nm in x and y and 125 nm in z with a 32-bit depth. For all subsequent 149 
image processing and data analyses, images were converted to 16-bit composite tiff 150 
stacks. Image stacks were processed using ImageJ 1.45b (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). 151 
Images are shown after application of a threshold, which removed background, 152 
including patterns apparently resulting from SIM imaging/reconstruction [16]. DAPI 153 
intensity classes were established as described previously [17]. Statistical 154 
comparisons were performed with the software package for scientific computing R 155 






The stage-dependent changes in the distribution of NUP153, NPCs, the nuclear 160 
lamina, isolated intranuclear laminar vesicles and nuclear envelope invaginations 161 
were studied with 3D-SIM of zygote- to blastocyst-stage embryos stained for 162 
chromatin (DAPI) and immunostained for NUP153 and lamin B. We scanned and 163 
analyzed 112 pronuclei/nuclei in 28 embryos.  164 
Distribution of chromatin, NUP153 and lamin B changes at the beginning of 165 
preimplantation development 166 
Early embryonic development is characterized by profound changes in the 167 
distribution of chromatin and nuclear pores (Fig. 1). At the zygote stage, smaller 168 
female pronuclei (fPNs) with an evenly shaped nuclear border and larger male 169 
pronuclei (mPNs) with a more wave-like nuclear border were always located in close 170 
association with each other. Contrary to mPNs, fPNs showed a chromatin gradient 171 
from a large concentration at the mPN contact area to a small concentration at the 172 
area most remote from the contact site. The nuclear envelope at this remote area 173 
was free of NPCs, whereas the nuclear border in contact with the mPN was enriched 174 
with NPCs. Both areas of the nuclear border were lamin B positive. Invaginations of 175 
the nuclear border were restricted to chromatin-positive areas. Both fPNs and mPNs 176 
feature a large amount of short, small-volume invaginations positive for lamin B and 177 
NUP153. In addition, fPNs feature the long, large-volume invaginations at the mPN 178 
contact site most common for all subsequent stages in the rabbit. Early 2-cell-stage 179 
nuclei showed a chromatin-free lacuna, whereas nuclei at the end of the 2-cell stage 180 
and subsequent stages no longer showed a round lacuna. With the onset of MGA at 181 
the 8- to 16-cell stage, the chromatin was more clustered in individual patches (Fig. 182 
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2) until the chromatin distribution became more evenly distributed throughout the 183 
nucleus at the blastocyst stage. 184 
Long, voluminous invaginations can ensure proximity to cytoplasm for 185 
nucleolar precursor bodies 186 
Rabbit nuclei displayed two types of invaginations. The most common type of 187 
invaginations contained large volumes of cytoplasm (Fig. 3A-D). These invaginations 188 
could reach across nuclei, connect opposing nuclear borders and subdivide into 189 
more voluminous invaginations. The other type of invaginations contained barely any 190 
volume (arrowheads in Fig. 3B). In the zygote stage, large-volume invaginations 191 
were limited to the area where the two pronuclei were in contact, whereas small- 192 
volume invaginations were limited to all chromatin-positive areas of the pronuclei 193 
(Fig. 1A). Small-volume invaginations emanated from the nuclear periphery or from 194 
large-volume invaginations. 195 
Most nucleolar precursor bodies (NPBs) were located either close to the 196 
nuclear border or close to large-volume invaginations (Fig. 3). NPBs located at the 197 
nuclear border could be located in close proximity to large invaginations as well. 198 
Rarely, NPBs were located in the nuclear interior without any invaginations in their 199 
proximity. Multiple large invaginations could be in proximity to a single NPB. Some 200 
NPBs were in direct contact with large-volume invaginations. The contact sites 201 
between voluminous invaginations and NPBs usually did not contain NPCs, but 202 
NPCs could be located at the contacting invagination in close proximity to contact 203 
sites. NPBs were not necessarily in contact with an invagination emanating from the 204 
closest nuclear border. In some cases, the entire nucleus was crossed by an 205 
invagination emanating from the nuclear border most remote from the NPB it was in 206 
contact with. 207 
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Three types of intranuclear vesicles 208 
Fig. 3E-G presents the three different types of intranuclear vesicles observed. 209 
Intranuclear vesicles are defined as voluminous structures inside the nucleus without 210 
a connection between their interior and the cytoplasm. The most common vesicles 211 
were positive for lamin B but not for NUP153 (Fig. 3E). Far less common were 212 
vesicles positive for both lamin B and NUP153 (Fig. 3F). In only a single case, a 213 
NUP153-positive but lamin B-negative vesicle-like structure was observed (Fig. 3G; 214 
arrow 2). Usually NUP153-positive structures were lined by chromatin (compare with 215 
Fig. 1A). This vesicle was not lined by chromatin. The NUP153 signal strength was 216 
much lower than the signal strength of NPCs in the nuclear envelope. 217 
Quantification of nuclear volumes 218 
Generally, nuclear volumes declined with later stages from the 2-cell to the blastocyst 219 
stage (Fig. 4A). As exceptions, the 2-cell and morula stages featured a wide variety 220 
of nuclear volumes. In a morula-stage embryo, the largest nuclei could be larger than 221 
the nuclei of an embryo at the 8-cell stage. These nuclei could not simply be 222 
stopped/retarded 8-cell stage nuclei, since more than 8 large nuclei were observed in 223 
addition to numerous smaller nuclei in the same morula-stage embryo. Small morula 224 
nuclei could have the same size as those of blastocysts. 225 
Invaginations peak at the 4-cell stage 226 
The diagram in Fig. 4B reflects the quantification of invaginations and intranuclear 227 
vesicles throughout all developmental stages. The most common invaginations and 228 
intranuclear vesicles were positive for both lamin B and NUP153. They were present 229 
in all stages. Their frequency per nucleus increased at each stage from the zygote to 230 
the 4-cell stage. After the 4-cell stage, they became less frequent and stagnated at 231 
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the 21-cell stage to blastocyst stage. The second most frequent invaginations and 232 
intranuclear vesicles were lamin B positive but NUP153 negative, which peaked in 2-233 
cell stage nuclei. Stagnation at small levels was reached in morula nuclei. NUP153- 234 
positive but lamin B-negative structures were rarely observed. 235 
Maternal deposit of extranuclear NUP153-positive clusters up to MGA 236 
Fig. 5A shows a large deposit of NUP153-positive clusters in the zygote stage. These 237 
clusters were reduced in size and abundance during the subsequent stages (Fig. 5B-238 
H). At the 4-cell stage, these clusters were usually limited to areas of the cytoplasm 239 
located on one side of the nucleus (Fig. 5C1). This deposit was largely depleted at 240 
MGA at the 8- to 16-cell stage and subsequent stages (Fig. 5D-H). 241 
Random distribution of NPCs is initiated at MGA 242 
Figure 6 presents nuclei from a pre-MGA 4-cell-stage embryo (Fig. 6A-E) and post-243 
MGA 21-cell-stage embryo (Fig. 6F-H). Extranuclear NUP153 clusters in 4-cell stage 244 
blastomeres were only localized in the cytoplasm on one side of the nucleus (see 245 
Fig. 5C1 for a full projection including extranuclear clusters). This phenomenon 246 
allowed for a half-projection, which included only sections from the half of the nucleus 247 
in which almost no external NUP153 clusters were present. This half-projection 248 
shows NPCs integrated into the nuclear envelope unobstructed by cytoplasmic 249 
NUP153 clusters. 250 
In the pre-MGA nucleus, NPCs were mostly clustered in highly concentrated 251 
areas. Some areas in these clusters surpassed the resolution limit of 3D-SIM, and 252 
multiple NPCs appeared as combined signal clouds. However, adequately resolved 253 
isolated nuclear pores in the vicinity of highly concentrated clusters demonstrated 254 
that this signal combination was not an artifact of an insufficient image quality. The 255 
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left arrow in Fig. 6D5 marks isolated nuclear pores, and the right arrow marks a 256 
group of tightly clustered NPCs. NPC clusters co-localized with areas of low lamin B 257 
signal intensity, indicating reduced abundance of lamin B at the NPC integration site 258 
(compare Fig. 6B1/2 and D1/2 with B5/6 and D5/6, respectively). However, NUP153 259 
signals were not always found throughout areas of reduced lamin B signals (arrows 260 
in Fig. 6B3/4). This might indicate that other parts of NPCs may still or already be 261 
present at an NPC integration site while NUP153 is still or already absent. Similar but 262 
isolated NUP153-free small lamin B spots were found in post-MGA nuclei (arrow in 263 
Fig. 6H4). Pre-MGA NPC clusters were not evenly distributed and were sometimes 264 
separated by larger NPC-free areas. NPCs were only present in areas of the nuclear 265 
border that featured at least a thin heterochromatin lining under the lamina. While 266 
lamin B signals were also present in areas of the nuclear border without an 267 
underlying heterochromatin lining, NPCs were absent in the areas (see arrows in Fig. 268 
6E). 269 
NPCs were far less concentrated and no longer isolated as clusters in post-MGA 270 
nuclei, while isolated NPCs were more common. However, heterochromatin lining of 271 
the nuclear border did not necessarily guarantee NUP153 presence (see arrows in 272 
Fig. 6G2). 273 
NUP153 association with chromatids begins at the chromatid periphery during 274 
metaphase before reassembly of the nuclear lamina 275 
Fig. 7 displays morula-stage blastomeres during metaphase (A, B) and during 276 
anaphase/telophase (C). At one time point during metaphase, both NUP153 and 277 
lamin B were enriched in the cytoplasm and underrepresented in chromatids (A8). 278 
While the NUP153 distribution in the cytoplasm seems random, multiple lamin B- 279 
positive clusters were observed (A3). At another time point during metaphase (B), the 280 
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distribution of lamin B remained unchanged, while NUP153 was enriched at the 281 
periphery of chromatids but underrepresented in the cytoplasm and inside the 282 
chromatid interior (B8). During anaphase/telophase (C), the distribution of lamin B 283 
remained unchanged, while NUP153 was underrepresented in the cytoplasm but 284 
enriched at the periphery of chromatids and inside the chromatid interior at this stage 285 
(C8). 286 
Discussion 287 
This study was initiated to compare the results from our previous investigation on the 288 
nuclear envelope, nuclear pores and nuclear lamina in bovine preimplantation 289 
embryos [15] with the situation in rabbit embryos, which feature an alternative 290 
nuclear phenotype. 291 
Large-volume invaginations provide proximity to cytoplasm for NPBs 292 
While nuclei of bovine early-stage embryos have a round shape with mostly short, 293 
small-volume invaginations, early rabbit nuclei feature an amoeba-like shape with 294 
mostly large-volume invaginations able to stretch across entire nuclei. A previous 295 
study utilizing electron microscopy on in vivo and in vitro rabbit preimplantation 296 
embryos showed similar large-volume invaginations reaching far inside the nucleus 297 
[18]. This suggests that these invaginations are not an artifact of the preparation of 298 
rabbit embryos for super-resolution fluorescence microscopy. We wanted to compare 299 
the composition of nuclear invaginations and the distribution of nuclear pores 300 
throughout early embryonic development with the situation we have previously 301 
described in the bovine species. Since rabbit embryonic mRNA production peaks at 302 
the transition from the morula to blastocyst stage [19, 20], we wanted to investigate 303 
whether the increased mRNA production would cause a higher amount of nuclear 304 
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invaginations despite having smaller nuclear volumes at these later stages. Our 305 
results show that nuclear invaginations did not peak at these stages of highest 306 
mRNA production. Instead, invaginations positive for NUP153 and lamin B peaked at 307 
the 4-cell stage. This stage is the last stage before a massive volume decline begins 308 
at the 8-cell stage. This may suggest that a large nuclear volume is a more important 309 
factor for a high abundance of invaginations than increased mRNA export. 310 
However, the number of invaginations positive for NUP153 and lamin B was 311 
lower at the 2-cell stage and in male pronuclei at the zygote stage, although these 312 
pronuclei/nuclei had larger volumes than those at the 4-cell stage. This may indicate 313 
that a larger nuclear volume is not the only factor for an increased abundance of 314 
invaginations. Nucleologenesis takes place during the first 4 cell cycles, with the first 315 
nucleolus-associated RNA of fully functional nucleoli detected at the morula stage 316 
containing about 32 cells [21]. Our data show numerous large-volume invaginations 317 
competent for import/export in direct contact with NPBs at the 4-cell stage. This may 318 
indicate that large-volume invaginations competent for import/export facilitate 319 
cytoplasmic proximity to NPBs. A similar association between invaginations and 320 
nucleoli in the form of “nucleolar canals” has been shown previously [22, 23]. Fitting 321 
this hypothesis, the zygote, 2-cell, 4-cell, and 8-cell stages show the highest amount 322 
of nuclear invaginations competent for import/export throughout preimplantation 323 
development. The peak of invaginations positive for NUP153 and lamin B at the 4-324 
cell stage may be the result of a combination of large nuclear volumes and a large 325 
protein import requirement of NPBs at that particular stage. While nucleologenesis 326 
may have been in full progress at the 21-cell stage, the nuclear volumes had already 327 
dropped to blastocyst-like levels, and therefore nucleolar proximity to the cytoplasm 328 
may have already been sufficient without additional invaginations. 329 
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Invaginations exclusively positive for lamin B were associated with nuclear 330 
volume reduction 331 
In our previous study on invaginations in bovine nuclei, we hypothesized that 332 
import/export-incompetent invaginations only positive for lamin B may be associated 333 
with a volume reduction during interphase [15]. A similar process was previously 334 
demonstrated during mosquito spermatogenesis, in which vesicle-like excisions of 335 
the lamina into the nuclear interior were associated with a reduction of the nuclear 336 
surface during interphase [24]. Our hypothesis was based on the fact that this type of 337 
invagination was mostly abundant during the 4-, 8- and 19-cell stages, which 338 
exhibited strong volume reductions. However, the results of this study show the 339 
highest amount of lamin B-only invaginations at the 2-cell stage and a reduction in 340 
the numbers of these invaginations in subsequent stages. The results may not be 341 
directly comparable between the two studies, since most invaginations in rabbits are 342 
large in volume while almost all invaginations in cattle are small-volume 343 
invaginations. Nuclear volumes in 2-cell stage nuclei were more variable than in any 344 
other preimplantation stage. Due to the lack of live microscopy data, it is not clear 345 
whether the same nuclei can vary drastically in volume over time or if small and large 346 
nuclei maintain initial volumes throughout the 2-cell stage. However, nuclei at the 347 
early 2-cell stage were on average larger and almost always exhibited one or multiple 348 
small or large chromatin-free lacunas, whereas nuclei at the late 2-cell stage were on 349 
average smaller and no longer exhibited chromatin-free lacunas. This may indicate 350 
that during the rabbit 2-cell stage, interphase nuclear volumes are reduced and the 351 
chromatin-free lacuna is removed. In this case, the hypothesis of an increased 352 
abundance of invaginations exclusively positive for lamin B during interphase nuclear 353 
volume reduction would be further substantiated by the results of this study. 354 
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Different mechanisms for small- and large-volume invaginations 355 
Short, small-volume invaginations, which are the almost exclusive nuclear 356 
invagination type in the bovine species, did generally not show association with 357 
NPBs. This suggests that there may be a different reason and mechanism 358 
responsible for large- and small-volume invaginations in the rabbit species. In the 359 
bovine species, small-volume invaginations did emanate from the nuclear border and 360 
did not emanate from the few large-volume invaginations. In the rabbit species, 361 
numerous small-volume invaginations were emanating from large-volume 362 
invaginations. This may imply that import/export-competent large-volume 363 
invaginations are essentially similar to the nuclear border. The fact that most NPBs 364 
were either located at the nuclear border or at large-volume invaginations further 365 
supports this hypothesis. The hypothesis of different roles and mechanisms between 366 
small- and large-volume invaginations is further substantiated by the finding that 367 
small-volume invaginations were frequently emanating from large-volume 368 
invaginations but that large-volume invaginations never emanated from small-volume 369 
invaginations. 370 
NUP153 clusters 371 
In our previous study on bovine embryos, we showed large, randomly distributed 372 
NUP153 clusters before MGA [15]. After MGA at the 8- to 16-cell stage, these 373 
clusters greatly decreased in number and were no longer randomly distributed but 374 
were mostly located in close proximity to the nuclear envelope until they were no 375 
longer present in morula-stage nuclei. RNA-Seq data showed a deposit of spliced, 376 
maternally provided mRNA coding for NUP153, other nucleoporins and lamins 377 
already present in oocytes with consistent levels up to the blastocyst stage. In this 378 
study, we confirmed the existence of a large deposit of NUP153 clusters randomly 379 
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distributed throughout the cytoplasm in the rabbit species. Similar to the bovine 380 
species, these NUP153 clusters greatly decreased in number at the onset of MGA 381 
and were no longer present for the most part at later stages. 382 
NPCs in pre-MGA nuclear envelopes are distributed non-randomly 383 
In a previous study we showed that in nuclei of bovine embryos a large chromatin-384 
free lacuna starts to form at the 4-cell stage and begins to get smaller after MGA at 385 
the 8-cell stage [16]. Expansions of this chromatin-free lacuna could be in direct 386 
contact with the nuclear border, where we noted a complete lack of nuclear pores. 387 
However, chromatin-free areas at the nuclear envelope were already observed at the 388 
zygote stage. A similar scenario was noted in this study in rabbit zygotes. A 389 
nonhomogeneous chromatin distribution in female pronuclei left half of the nuclear 390 
envelope not facing the male pronucleus without visible chromatin. While the entire 391 
nuclear envelope was lined by lamin B, this opposing half did not contain NPCs. 392 
These chromatin- and NPC-free areas of the nuclear envelope persisted until the 4-393 
cell stage, at which point highly concentrated NPC groups were surrounded by 394 
chromatin-free areas exclusively marked by the lamina. This finding confirms the 395 
hypothesis that nuclear pores require chromatin. 396 
NUP153 association with chromatids is initiated during metaphase before 397 
lamin B association 398 
Previously, the post-mitotic association of NUP153 with chromatin was reported to be 399 
initiated at the end of anaphase [25]. In our previous study, this initial association was 400 
already observed at metaphase [15]. The difference between these two findings 401 
might be explained by increased clustering of NUP153 at the chromatid periphery 402 
during anaphase. While a visual inspection using confocal microscopy may suggest 403 
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that the initial association occurs during anaphase, our statistical analysis of super-404 
resolution data showed that an overrepresentation of NUP153 at the chromatid 405 
periphery occurs already during metaphase. Alternatively, there might be species-406 
specific differences. In this study, we were able to show not only that the association 407 
between NUP153 and chromatids is already present during metaphase but also that 408 
it is initiated during metaphase. Our data confirm for the rabbit species the previous 409 
finding that NUP153 association precedes lamina reassembly [25]. 410 
Conclusion 411 
Compared with bovine preimplantation development, we found striking differences 412 
and similarities. The most profound difference is that most invaginations in rabbits 413 
are large-volume invaginations, whereas most invaginations in cattle are small- 414 
volume invaginations. Since small-volume invaginations did regularly emanate from 415 
large-volume invaginations but large-volume invaginations did not emanate from 416 
small-volume invaginations, the underlying mechanism may differ. This is further 417 
substantiated by the observation that only large-volume invaginations directly 418 
contacted NPBs. Similarities included the lack of NPCs in chromatin-free areas of the 419 
nuclear envelope, an increased abundance of invaginations exclusively positive for 420 
lamin B during stages with large nuclear volume alterations, deposition of 421 
cytoplasmic NUP153 clusters until the onset of MGA and initiation of association of 422 
NUP153 with chromatids during metaphase. To our knowledge, the present study 423 
demonstrates for the first time major remodeling of the nuclear envelope and its 424 
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Fig. 1. Nuclear volumes and distribution changes of chromatin, NUP153 and 516 
lamin B before MGA. Panels A-E. Midsections of pronuclei/nuclei from rabbit IVF 517 
embryos immunostained for lamin B (A1-E1; A4-E4, red) and NUP153 (A2-E2; A4-518 
E4, green) and stained for chromatin with DAPI (A3-E3; A4-E4, gray). A. Zygote 519 
stage with a small female pronucleus (fPN) and a large male pronucleus (mPN). B. 520 
Early 2-cell stage with a large chromatin-free lacuna. The lacuna is connected to the 521 
cytoplasm without a lamin B- or NUP153-positive border. C. Early 2-cell stage with a 522 
smaller chromatin-free lacuna surrounded by chromatin. D. Late 2-cell stage without 523 
a chromatin-free lacuna recorded with confocal laser scanning microscopy. E. 4-cell 524 
stage. 525 
Fig. 2. Nuclear volumes and distribution changes of chromatin, NUP153 and 526 
lamin B at the onset of and after MGA. Panels A-E. Midsections of nuclei from 527 
rabbit IVF embryos immunostained for lamin B (A1-F1; A4-F4, red) and NUP153 (A2-528 
F2; A4-F4, green) and stained for chromatin with DAPI (A3-F3; A4-F4, gray). A. 8-529 
cell stage. B. 21-cell stage. C. 44-cell morula stage. D. Inner cell mass (ICM) nucleus 530 
in a blastocyst-stage embryo. E. Trophectoderm (TE) nucleus in a blastocyst-stage 531 
embryo. 532 
Fig. 3. A-D. Large-volume and small-volume invaginations. A. 4-cell-stage 533 
nucleus with a large-volume invagination in contact with a nucleolar precursor body 534 
(NPB; the arrow marks the contact site). Note the absence of nuclear pores at the 535 
contact site. B. 4-cell-stage nucleus with small-volume invaginations (arrowheads) 536 
and multiple large-volume invaginations contacting the same centrally located NPB 537 
(arrows mark contact sites between invaginations and the nucleolus). C. 4-cell-stage 538 
nucleus with a large-volume invagination reaching across the nucleus to contact a 539 
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NPB (arrow marks contact site). The arrowhead marks a small-volume invagination 540 
emanating from a large-volume invagination. The NPB on the right side is not 541 
contacted by any invagination. D. 4-cell-stage nucleus showing three of the four 542 
NPBs in contact with large-volume invaginations (contact sites marked by arrows). 543 
The NPB not in contact with invaginations is in contact with the nuclear border in 544 
another z-section (not shown). E-G. Three types of intranuclear vesicles. E1-G1. 545 
Lamin B (3 µm bar). E2-G2 NUP153. E3-G3 and E4-G4. DAPI (gray), NUP153 546 
(green) and Lamin B (red). E4-G4. Magnification of the vesicles (500 nm bar). E. 547 
Lamin B-positive but NUP153-negative intranuclear vesicles are most common. F. 548 
Lamin B- and NUP153-positive invaginations are far less common. G. Arrow 2 marks 549 
the only occurrence of a NUP153-positive but lamin B-negative vesicle-like structure. 550 
This may not be a NPC-positive vesicle-like structure, since NPCs are normally lined 551 
with chromatin but this structure is not. 552 
Fig. 4. A. Quantification of nuclear volumes. fPN, female pronucleus; mPN, male 553 
pronucleus; ICM, blastocyst nucleus from the inner cell mass; TE, blastocyst nucleus 554 
from the trophectoderm. For each bar, 10 pronuclei/nuclei were measured. B. 555 
Quantification of invaginations and intranuclear vesicles. For abbreviations, see 556 
(A). Exclusively NUP153-positive structures are marked in dark gray. NUP153- and 557 
lamin B-positive structures are marked in light gray. Exclusively lamin B-positive 558 
structures are marked in black. For each set of bars, invaginations and vesicles in 10 559 
pronuclei/nuclei were counted. 560 
Fig. 5. A maternal deposit of cytoplasmic NUP153 clusters is depleted at the 561 
onset of MGA. A1-H1. NUP153. A2-H2. Lamin B. A3-H3. DAPI. A4-H4. Composite 562 
(DAPI, gray; NUP153, green; lamin B, red). A. Zygote stage with a large male (mPN) 563 
and small female pronucleus (fPN). B. 2-cell stage. C. 4-cell stage. D. 8-cell stage. E. 564 
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21-cell stage. F. Morula stage. G. Inner cell mass nucleus from a blastocyst. H 565 
Trophectoderm nucleus from a blastocyst. 566 
Fig. 6. Nuclear pore complex (NPC) and lamina distribution before and after 567 
major genome activation (MGA). A. Projection through half of a pre-MGA 4-cell 568 
stage nucleus. A1. Lamin B. A2. Composite with lamin B (gray) and NUP153 (green). 569 
A3. NUP153. A4. DAPI. B1. Enlargement of top box in A1. B2. Enlargement of box in 570 
B1. B3. Enlargement of top box in A2. The arrow marks a lamin B-depleted area 571 
without NPCs. B4. Enlargement of box in B3. The arrow marks a lamin B-depleted 572 
area without NPCs. This depleted area is approximately the size of one NPC (120 573 
nm in diameter). B5. Enlargement of top box in A3. B6. Enlargement of box in B5. C. 574 
Model of a NPC with potential NUP153 localizations based on the report of Ball and 575 
Ullman [10]. NPCs have an outer diameter of about 120 nm and connect the 576 
cytoplasm with the nucleoplasm through the nuclear envelope and lamina. The 577 
nuclear basket and nuclear filaments connected to the nuclear basket are associated 578 
with chromatin. NUP153 is located either at the nuclear ring or at the nuclear basket 579 
[10]. D1. Enlargement of bottom box in A1. D2. Enlargement of box in D1. D3. 580 
Enlargement of bottom box in A2. D4. Enlargement of box in D3. D5. Enlargement of 581 
bottom box in A3. D6. Enlargement of box in B5. E1-E4. Midsection of the nucleus 582 
shown in A. Arrows mark areas of the nuclear envelope that feature a lamina but that 583 
are lacking chromatin and nuclear pores (compare with the fPN in Figure 1A). F. 584 
Projection through half of a post-MGA 21-cell stage nucleus. G. Midsection of the 585 
nucleus shown in F. Arrows mark areas of the nuclear envelope that feature a lamina 586 
lined by chromatin but that are lacking nuclear pores. H1, H3, H5. Enlargements of 587 
the box in E. H2, H4, H6. Enlargements of the boxes in H1, H3, H5. The arrow in H4 588 
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marks a lamin B-depleted area without an NPC. This depleted area is approximately 589 
the size of one NPC (120 nm in diameter). 590 
Fig. 7. NUP153 associates with chromatids during metaphase before lamina 591 
reassembly. A. Lamin B and NUP153 are not associated with chromatids at this 592 
time point during metaphase. A1. Projection of DAPI. A2. Projection of NUP153. A3. 593 
Projection of lamin B. A4. Projection of a composite of DAPI (gray), NUP153 (green) 594 
and lamin B (red). A5. Section showing 7 DAPI intensity classes from no DAPI 595 
intensity in the cytoplasm (dark gray) to large DAPI intensity (white), NUP153 596 
(green), lamin B (red) and the colocalization of NUP153 and lamin B (blue). A6. 597 
Enlargement of the box in A5. A7. Same enlargement presented in A6 without 598 
NUP153, lamin B or colocalization signals. A8. Quantification of over- and 599 
underrepresentation of NUP153 (green) and lamin B signals (red) in the 7 DAPI 600 
intensity classes. At this stage, NUP153 and lamin B are both strongly 601 
overrepresented in the cytoplasm and mostly underrepresented in the chromatin. B1-602 
B8. The descriptions for A1-A8 above also apply to B1-B8, which represent another 603 
time point during metaphase. Lamin B remains unassociated with chromatids, but 604 
NUP153 begins to associate with the periphery but not the core parts of chromatids 605 
during metaphase. C1-C8. The descriptions for A1-A8 above also apply to C1-C8, 606 
which represent a time point during anaphase/telophase. Lamin B remains 607 
unassociated with chromatids, but NUP153 association stretches into the interior of 608 











Table 1. Primary antibodies 619 
Host Target Official name   Dilution Company       ID 
Goat Epitope at C-terminus 
of Lamin B1. Detecting 
Lamin B1 and, to a 
lesser extent, Lamin 
B2 
    Lamin B  
   Antibody (M-20) 
   1:100 Santa Cruz     SC-6217 
Mouse NUP153    Anti-NUP153 
    [QE5] antibody 





 Table 2. Secondary antibodies 624 
Host Target Fluorophore Excitation 
[nm] 
  Dilution Company    ID 
Donkey Mouse 
IgG (H+L) 
Alexa   488     1:400 Invitrogen A-21202 
Donkey Mouse 
IgG (H+L) 
Alexa   594     1:500 Invitrogen A-21203 
Donkey Goat 
IgG (H+L) 
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2.5. Positional changes of a pluripotency marker gene during structural 
reorganization of fibroblast nuclei in cloned early bovine embryos
Positional changes of a pluripotency marker gene
during structural reorganization of ﬁbroblast
nuclei in cloned early bovine embryos
Jens Popken1,2,y, Daniela Koehler1,y, Alessandro Brero1, Annegret Wuensch2, Tuna Guengoer2, Tobias Thormeyer1,
Eckhard Wolf2,*, Thomas Cremer1,*, and Valeri Zakhartchenko2,*
1Division of Anthropology and Human Genetics Biocenter; LMU Munich; Martinsried, Germany; 2Molecular Animal Breeding and Biotechnology; Laboratory for Functional
Genome Analysis (LAFUGA); Gene Center; LMU Munich; Munich, Germany
yThese authors contributed to this work equally.
Keywords: (bovine) preimplantation embryos, chromosome territories, nuclear architecture, nuclear reprogramming, pluripotency
gene activation, somatic cell nuclear transfer
Abbreviations: BFF, bovine fetal fibroblasts; BTA, Bos taurus; CLSM, confocal laser scanning microscopy; CT, chromosome territory;
eADS, enhanced absolute 3D distances to surfaces; IVF, in vitro fertilization; MGA, major embryonic genome activation; GOF,
Oct4/Pou5f1-EGFP reporter gene; SCNT, somatic cell nuclear transfer.
Cloned bovine preimplantation embryos were generated by somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) of bovine fetal
ﬁbroblasts with a silent copy of the pluripotency reporter gene GOF, integrated at a single site of a chromosome 13. GOF
combines the regulatory Oct4/Pou5f1 sequence with the coding sequence for EGFP. EGFP expression served as a marker
for pluripotency gene activation and was consistently detected in preimplantation embryos with 9 and more cells. Three-
dimensional radial nuclear positions of GOF, its carrier chromosome territory and non-carrier homolog were measured in
nuclei of ﬁbroblasts, and of day 2 and day 4 embryos, carrying 2 to 9 and 15 to 22 cells, respectively. We tested, whether
transcriptional activation was correlated with repositioning of GOF toward the nuclear interior either with a corresponding
movement of its carrier chromosome territory 13 or via the formation of a giant chromatin loop. A signiﬁcant shift of GOF
away from the nuclear periphery was observed in day 2 embryos together with both carrier and non-carrier chromosome
territories. At day 4, GOF, its carrier chromosome territory 13 and the non-carrier homolog had moved back toward the
nuclear periphery. Similar movements of both chromosome territories ruled out a speciﬁc GOF effect. Pluripotency gene
activation was preceded by a transient, radial shift of GOF toward the nuclear interior. The persistent co-localization of
GOF with its carrier chromosome territory rules out the formation of a giant chromatin loop during GOF activation.
Introduction
Early development of mammalian embryos is a critical period
characterized by transition of developmental control from RNAs
and proteins stored in the oocyte to RNAs and proteins, which
are newly synthesized after major embryonic genome activation.1
This critical event occurs at species-specific times after one or sev-
eral rounds of blastomere cleavage.2 In bovine embryos major
embryonic genome activation takes place at the 8-cell stage, where
the largest proportion of genes becomes active during preimplanta-
tion development.3 Some genes, however, are already activated ear-
lier during minor genome activation.4 The functional implications
of nuclear architecture changes, which occur during this period,
are currently not well understood. A number of groups, including
ours, have made strong efforts to overcome the methodological
obstacles preventing the detailed analysis of nuclear architecture in
space and time during early mammalian development.5-11
It has been reported that nuclear positions of genes, chromatin
domains and even entire chromosome territories can change dur-
ing development and cell differentiation.8,12-14 As an alternative to
movements of entire chromosome territories, it was suggested that
they may occupy the same nuclear place before and after activation
of genes carried by them, whereas giant chromatin loops may form
upon transcriptional activation and move such genes far away
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from their carrier chromosome territory into a nuclear environ-
ment favorable for their transcriptional activation and/or the main-
tenance of transcription. It was hypothesized that giant loops
would even allow the formation of co-regulated, spatial clusters of
genes located on different chromosome territories.15 Based on a
protocol that combines chromosome painting in 3-dimensional
(3D) preserved in vitro fertilized (IVF) bovine embryos with 3D
confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and quantitative 3D
image analysis, we have previously studied radial nuclear distribu-
tions of the gene-dense BTA 19 and the gene-poor BTA 20 chro-
mosome territories during preimplantation development.8 Prior to
major embryonic genome activation at the 8-cell stage we observed
a peripheral, radial distribution of both chromosome territories 19
and 20.3 After major embryonic genome activation a gene den-
sity-related radial distribution of chromosome territories, 19 (more
central) and 20 (more peripheral), was established.8
The goal of the present investigation was to explore a possible
link between pluripotency gene activation and specific radial move-
ments of such genes in nuclei of cloned bovine embryos with the
help of a marker gene for pluripotency gene activation (GOF).16 In a
previous study we established a model system of cloned bovine
embryos based on somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) of bovine
fetal fibroblasts with the stably integrated pluripotency marker gene
GOF.17 This transgene combines regulatory sequences of the pluri-
potency gene Oct4/Pou5f1 with the coding sequence for EGFP.18
The coding sequence for EGFP synthesis is controlled by a 9-kb
fragment of the mouseOct4/Pou5f1 regulatory sequence with a dele-
tion in the proximal enhancer.19 GOF is silent in fibroblast nuclei,
but EGFP was detected in cloned embryos with 9 cells.17
Although causal relationships between pluripotency gene activation
and major embryonic genome activation are still not clear, we sug-
gest a temporal correlation ofGOF activation with major embryonic
genome activation in cloned bovine embryos and that this event
occurs in both cloned and IVF bovine embryos at the 8-cell stage.3
This model system was employed for a quantitative 3D-FISH study
to answer the question, whetherOct4/Pou5f1 promoter activation in
nuclei of cloned bovine embryos is preceded or followed by changes
of the radial nuclear positioning of GOF in comparison with the
radial positioning of silent GOF in fibroblast nuclei. We considered
2 scenarios for a hypothetical repositioning of GOF. The marker
genemightmove on a giant chromatin loop expanding from the car-
rier chromosome territory into the nuclear interior or GOF might
move together with its carrier chromosome territory. The analysis of
the non-carrier homolog 13 provided a control for possible chromo-
some territory 13 movements unrelated to the presence and activity
ofGOF.
An accompanying study from our group demonstrated strik-
ingly similar global changes of nuclear landscapes during early
development of cloned and in vitro fertilized bovine embryos.11
On their way toward major EGA at the 8-cell stage nuclei of in
vitro fertilized embryos underwent striking structural changes char-
acterized by the development of a centric or sometimes acentric
major lacuna deprived of chromatin and surrounded by rather
compact major chromatin bodies. These bodies were located at
the nuclear periphery. They were well separated from each other
and apparently represent individual chromosome territories. We
referred to these nuclei as ENPs (for Embryonic Nuclei with
Peripheral chromosome territory distribution). In cloned embryos
approaching the 8-cell stage strikingly similar changes were
observed. The flat-ellipsoidal shape of nuclei in cultured bovine
fetal fibroblasts, used for somatic cell nuclear transfer, changed to
a roundish shape. Nuclei increased in size and developed a major
lacuna with a peripheral chromatin arrangement. In some cases,
the nuclear phenotype noted in cloned 8-cell embryos was indis-
tinguishable from ENPs in IVF embryos. In other cases, the major
lacuna and the formation of well separated major chromatin bod-
ies was less pronounced. Accordingly, we referred to such nuclei as
ENP-like. During further development of cloned and IVF
embryos nuclei became smaller but maintained their roundish
shape and adopted a phenotype presenting typical architectural
features of somatic cells, characterized by a network of CTs and
chromatin clusters throughout the nuclear space, as well as an
enrichment of dense chromatin beneath the nuclear lamina and
around nucleoli.20,21 We referred to these nuclei as ENCs (for
Embryonic Nuclei with Conventional architecture).11 These pro-
nounced changes of nuclear architecture have to be taken into con-
sideration in studies of embryonic nuclei focused on potential
radial movements, which may accompany the activation of GOF
or other individual genes (see Discussion).
Results
In a previous study we had demonstrated a single integration
site of the pluripotency marker gene GOF into an autosome of
the bovine fetal fibroblast culture used for SCNT experiments.17
In the present study this site was mapped more precisely (Fig. 1).
Three-color FISH to fibroblast metaphase chromosome spreads
of the GOF probe, a chromosome paint probe for BTA 13 and
an a-satellite DNA probe to pericentromeric heterochromatin
demonstrated integration of GOF into BTA 13q, close to the
block of pericentromeric heterochromatin.
Next, we performed 2-color 3D-FISH with BTA 13 paint
probes and a differentially labeled GOF probe to nuclei of fibro-
blasts and cloned embryos, fixed at day 2 and day 4 after SCNT.
Embryos chosen at day 2 consisted of 2 to 9 cells, embryos at day 4
of 15 to 22 cells. A confocal laser scanning microscope with a high
numerical aperture objective was used to record 3D image stacks
from 48 BFF nuclei and 127 blastomere nuclei. For high quality
3D imaging we chose embryonic nuclei, located close to the plastic
surface onto which day 2 and day 4 embryos were attached.
Whereas parameters, such as the strong volume increase and
the roundish shape of nuclei in day 2 embryos were fully main-
tained after 3D-FISH as compared with nuclei studied immedi-
ately after the 3D fixation procedure, we noted that the
preservation of nuclei in embryos suffered during the 3D-FISH
procedure as indicated by multiple, local disruptions of the nuclear
border. Such disruptions were most prominent following 3D-
FISH in the large nuclei of day 2 embryos, but were not seen in
embryonic nuclei after a 3D fixation and DAPI staining without a
FISH treatment.11 Nuclei of cloned day 2 embryos resembled
nuclei of IVF embryos close to major embryonic gene activation.
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We suggest that the particular vulnerability of such nuclei reflected
the lack of a layer of compact chromatin attached to the lamina
beneath the nuclear envelope. This layer was typical for the much
smaller nuclei of day 4 embryos, which were also less sensitive to
damage induced by the 3D-FISH protocol in line with the fact
that such damage was also very rarely noted after 3D-FISH of
fibroblast nuclei. For a quantitative 3D analysis we chose nuclei
showing a reasonable structural preservation with well defined
FISH signals. From the 20 nuclei selected from day 2 embryos for
a detailed 3D analysis, 3 were chosen from 2 2-cell embryos, 3
from one 3-cell embryo, 5 from 2 6-cell embryos, 2 from 2 7-cell
embryos, 5 from 3 8-cell embryos, and 2 from 2 9-cell embryos.
Of the 20 nuclei selected from day 4 embryos, 18 were taken
from embryos carrying between 15 and 22 cells. Two nuclei
selected from day 4 embryos, whose cell number was not deter-
mined, showed a decreased volume within the range of the other
18 nuclei. Significant and non-significant differences between the
absolute changes of radial positions ofGOF and both chromosome
territories 13 in day 2 and day 4 embryos were maintained, when
these 2 nuclei, as well as the 2 nuclei from 9-cell embryos at day 2
were eliminated from the statistical analysis (data not shown).
Nuclear examples shown in Figure 2 indicate an impressive
internuclear variability of radial positions noted for GOF, carrier
and non-carrier chromosome territories 13 in fibroblast and
embryonic nuclei. GOF signals were found either at the border
or inside of the carrier chromosome territory 13, but never far
away. This finding excludes a role of giant chromatin loops,
which would carry away GOF from its carrier chromosome terri-
tory prior to or during transcriptional activation.
Figure S1 shows examples of nuclei with aberrant numbers of
carrier and non-carrier chromosomes 13 in our SCNT experi-
ments. Table 1 argues for a higher frequency of polyploidization
and chromosome missegregation events in cloned embryos com-
pared with IVF embryos. Day 2 cloned embryos displayed a
higher frequency of chromosome missegregations compared with
day 4 cloned and day 2 IVF embryos. Compared with fibroblast
nuclei, a highly significant increase of nuclei with gains of GOF
and/or chromosome territories 13 was detected in day 2 embryos
but not in day 4 embryos, which in comparison with day 2
embryos revealed a significant drop of aberrations.
For a complete 3D reconstruction and 3D evaluation we
chose 20 fibroblast nuclei, 20 nuclei from day 2 embryos and 20
nuclei from day 4 embryos with intense painting of both chro-
mosome territories 13 and clearly identifiable GOF signals. Com-
pared with nuclei seen in fibroblast cultures, embryonic nuclei
revealed a severalfold volume increase at day 2, whereas at day 4
nuclear volumes had decreased again to the range observed for
fibroblast nuclei (Fig. 3A). For a measure of nuclear roundness
we calculated the volume of the largest possible sphere, which
could be virtually embedded in a given nucleus and then
divided the volume of this sphere by the total nuclear volume
(Fig. 3B). A strictly spherical cell nucleus is characterized by a
roundness factor 1, whereas a roundness factor 0 would
indicate a completely flat nucleus with a negligible axial exten-
sion. Compared with the flat ellipsoidal shape of nuclei
recorded in fibroblast cultures, Figure 3C shows a highly signifi-
cant increase of nuclear roundness in both day 2 and day 4
embryos.
Figure 1. Chromosome 13 painting combined with FISH of the pluripotency marker gene GOF. (A1) Wide-ﬁeld, digital, ﬂuorescence microscopy from a
bovine fetal ﬁbroblast metaphase spread after 3-color FISH shows DAPI stained chromosomes (blue) painted chromosomes 13 (red), the pluripotency
marker gene GOF (green) and a-satellite DNA clusters in pericentromeric heterochromatin (white). (A2) Magniﬁcation of the boxed carrier chromosome
13 demonstrates the integration of GOF on 13q near the pericentromeric heterochromatin.
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Figure 2. Variability of higher order chromatin arrangements of the pluripotency marker gene GOF, its carrier chromosome territory (CT) 13 and the non-
carrier homolog. Panels A-F. CSLM images were recorded from 6 nuclei A-F representative for the variability of radial nuclear arrangements of GOF
(green), its carrier and non-carrier chromosome territories 13 (red): 2 ﬁbroblast nuclei (A and B), 2 embryonic nuclei from cloned embryos at day 2 (C
and D), and 2 nuclei from cloned embryos at day 4 (E and F). DAPI stained DNA is presented in gray. X/Y-sections (A1-F1) and X/Z sections (A2-F2) were
taken at positions including the painted carrier chromosome territory with the GOF signal. Two white arrows in A1-F1 indicate the site, where the X/Z sec-
tion was taken perpendicular to the X/Y section. Correspondingly, 2 white arrows in A2-F2 indicate the site, where the X/Y section was taken perpendicu-
lar to the X/Z section. A3-F3 show partial 3D reconstructions of the same nuclei presenting the location of the carrier and non-carrier chromosome
territories 13. A4-F4 show enlarged, virtual sections of the carrier chromosome territory with GOF signals representing the nearest position of GOF to the
DAPI stained nuclear border. Bars: 3 mm for A1-F1, A2-F2, A3-F3; 2 mm for A4-F4.
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Figure 4 and Tables 2 and 3 present the results of a quanti-
tative analysis of absolute and relative 3D radial positions of
GOF, carrier and non-carrier chromosome territories 13 with
respect to 3D nuclear borders in fibroblast nuclei and in day 2
and day 4 embryonic nuclei. The absolute radial position of a
given FISH signal was defined as the shortest distance (nm) of
its intensity gravity center from the nuclear border. Each sig-
nal’s relative position was determined to be between 1 and 0.
A position of 1 represented localization directly at the border
and a position of 0 represented localization at the center of
the nucleus (for further details see Experimental Procedures).
Box/scatter plots in Figure 4A show the results of our meas-
urements of absolute, radial positions, whereas box/scatter
plots in Figure 4B show the calculated relative positions. A
statistical analysis of these data is presented in Table 2. In
comparison with fibroblast nuclei, we observed a significant
increase of the mean distance of carrier chromosome territory
13 to the nuclear border in day 2 embryos (Table 2, row 1). A
significantly larger, absolute, mean distance was also noted for
carrier chromosome territory 13 in day 2 nuclei compared with
day 4 nuclei (Table 2, row 2). Absolute, radial positions of car-
rier chromosome territory 13 in fibroblast nuclei and in day 4
embryonic nuclei did not differ significantly (Table 2, row 3).
Absolute GOF positions determined in fibroblast nuclei did also
not significantly change in day 2 embryonic nuclei (Table 2,
row 4). A significant, absolute shift of GOF toward the nuclear
periphery occurred between day 2 and day 4 (Table 2, row 5).
In line with this finding we also noted a significant decrease of
the absolute distance of GOF to the nuclear border between
fibroblast nuclei and day 4 embryonic nuclei (Table 2, row 6).
Most notably, a comparison between absolute, radial posi-
tions of carrier and non-carrier chromosome territories 13
measured in nuclei of fibroblasts, day 2 and day 4 embryos
did not reveal a significant difference (Table 2, rows 7–9).
This finding shows that the presence of GOF in one of the 2
chromosome territory 13 homologs had no specific influence
on their absolute radial positioning. In comparison with
fibroblast nuclei the absolute, mean radial position of non-
carrier chromosome territory 13 was significantly further
removed from the nuclear border in embryonic nuclei at day
2 (Table 2, row 10), whereas these positions were neither sig-
nificantly different between day 2 and day 4 embryonic
nuclei (Table 2, row 11) nor between fibroblast nuclei and
day 4 embryonic nuclei (Table 2, row 12).
To account for the large internuclear variability of volumes,
we also determined the relative, radial positions of GOF, car-
rier and non-carrier chromosome territories 13 (Fig. 4B and
Table 3). In comparison with BFF nuclei, the mean, relative
position of carrier chromosome territory 13 in day 2 and day
4 embryonic nuclei showed a significant shift towards the
nuclear periphery (Table 3, rows 1 and 3), whereas the mean,
relative position of carrier chromosome territory 13 did not
change between day 2 and day 4 embryos (Table 3, row 2).
The observed changes of relative GOF positions were in line
with the relative, positional changes of carrier chromosome
territories (Table 3, rows 4–6). In line with the comparisons
of the absolute, mean radial positions of carrier vs. non-carrier
chromosome territory 13, comparisons of the relative positions
did also not reveal a significant difference (Table 3, rows 7–9).
In contrast, in comparison with fibroblast nuclei the relative
Table 1. Chromosomal gains and losses in cloned and IVF bovine embryos







1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4
This study BFF CT 13 - 50 10 (20%) 39 (78%) 0 1 (2%) 0 50 (100%) 0 0 0
NT D2 25 95 7 (7.4%) 63 (66.3%) 13 (13.7%) 6 (6.3%) 6 (6.3%) 71 (74.7%) 16 (16.8%) 1 (1.1%) 2 (2.1%)
NT D4 6 32 3 (9.4%) 27 (84.4%) 1 (3.1%) 1 (3.1%) 0 29 (90.6%) 1 (3.1%) 0 0
Koehler
et al.8
IVF D1 CT 19 7 19 9 (47.4%) 8 (42.1%) 2 (10.5%) 0 0
IVF D2 10 37 8 (21.6%) 29 (78.4%) 0 0 0
IVF D3 9 58 8 (13.8%) 50 (86.2%) 0 0 0
IVF D1 CT 20 7 19 9 (47.4%) 10 (52.6%) 0 0 0
IVF D2 10 37 9 (24.3%) 27 (73%) 1 (2.7%) 0 0
IVF D3 9 58 4 (6.9%) 54 (93.1%) 0 0 0
Following 2-color 3D-FISH with a chromosome territory 13 paint probe and a differentially labeled GOF probe, numbers of GOF, carrier and non-carrier chro-
mosome territories 13 were counted in 3D image stacks recorded from nuclei of bovine fetal ﬁbroblasts, cloned day 2 and day 4 embryos (NT D2 and NT
D4, respectively) (compare Supplemental Figure S1). In our analysis we included only nuclei, which revealed at least 1 clearly identiﬁable GOF signal
together with its painted carrier chromosome territory 13. Possible cases of two, spatially associated CTs 13 could not be identiﬁed and were therefore
counted as a single territory. As expected for diploid nuclei, most ﬁbroblast nuclei, as well as nuclei from NT D2 and NT D4 embryos, carried two CTs 13, but
aberrant numbers of other CTs can, of course, not be excluded. Compared with ﬁbroblast nuclei, a highly signiﬁcant increase of nuclei (p <0.001) with gains
of GOF and/or chromosome territories 13 was detected in cloned day 2 embryos. Nuclei of cloned day 4 embryos revealed a signiﬁcant drop (p <0.05) of
aberrations compared with cloned day 2 embryos and did no longer show a signiﬁcant increase compared with ﬁbroblast nuclei. For comparison with aber-
ration frequencies in bovine IVF embryos at day 1, 2 and 3, we added hitherto unpublished counts of gains and losses of painted chromosomes 19 and 20
from a previous study.8 A statistical comparison of chromosomal missegregation events counted in cloned and IVF embryos at day 2 was performed under
the assumption that chromosomes 13, 19 and 20 shared the same risk of mitotic missegregations. This comparison revealed a highly signiﬁcantly increased
risk of missegregations in cloned over IVF day 2 embryos.
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Figure 3. (A) Volume measurements of bovine fetal ﬁbroblast (BFF) nuclei, day 2 and day 4 embryonic nuclei. Compared with the volumes of ﬁbroblast
nuclei, a severalfold increase was noted for day 2 nuclei, whereas a decrease of nuclear volumes back to the level of ﬁbroblast nuclei was noted in day 4
embryos. (B and C) Flat-ellipsoidal shaped ﬁbroblast nuclei adopt a roundish shape in cloned embryos. (B) Scheme for the determination of nuclear
roundness factors and relative radial distances. A roundness factor (RF) D 0 represents an extremely ﬂat nucleus with zero axial extension, RF D 1 a per-
fect round shape. (C) Compared with RFs of ﬁbroblast nuclei, RFs of nuclei in day 2 and day 4 embryos showed a severalfold increased roundness factor.
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Figure 4. Quantitative analysis of radial nuclear arrangements of the pluripotency reporter gene GOF, its carrier chromosome territory (CT) 13 and the
non-carrier homolog. (A) Absolute 3D distances from the 3D reconstructed nuclear border. (B) Relative 3D positions between the center of the nucleus
(0) and the 3D reconstructed nuclear border (1). Combined box/scatter plots of GOF, the carrier and non-carrier chromosome territories CT 13 in ﬁbro-
blast nuclei, day 2 embryonic nuclei and day 4 embryonic nuclei observed in cloned embryos at the onset of major embryonic genome activation and
shortly thereafter demonstrate an extensive internuclear variability of these measurements. (C and D) present the data set shown in (A and B), respec-
tively, in relation to the largest sphere, which could be embedded in each given nucleus (compare Figure 3B and 3C). Note that the variability of abso-
lute distance measurements increased with the size of the embeddable sphere (C), whereas a similar variability was detected with respect to the relative
radial positions (D).
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mean, radial positions of non-carrier chromosome territories
were significantly shifted toward the nuclear periphery in
embryonic nuclei at day 2 and day 4 (Table 3, rows 10 and
12), whereas these positions did not significantly differ in day
2 and day 4 embryos (Table 3, row 11).
Figure 4C and D present the same set of absolute and relative
measurements shown in Figure 4A and B in relation to the larg-
est sphere, which could be embedded in each given nucleus. This
presentation further emphasizes the pronounced internuclear var-
iability of GOF, carrier and non-carrier chromosome territory 13
positions, which defies a straightforward interpretation, even for
the case of normalized positions.
Discussion
The integration of the GOF transgene into one of the 2 chro-
mosome territories 13 in bovine fetal fibroblasts and therefore in
cloned embryos derived from these cells allowed us to perform
3D-FISH experiments to clarify 3 questions, a) whether GOF
activation might be accompanied by a radial movement of this
transgene toward the nuclear interior; b) whether a demonstrable
movement of GOF would occur together with its carrier CT 13
or independent via a giant chromatin loop expanding from the
carrier CT; c) whether potential radial movements of the carrier
CT would be paralleled by similar movements of the homolo-
gous CT 13.
EGFP, the product of transcribed GOF, was only detected in
embryos with 9 cells. Activation of pluripotency genes signifies
a major change of the transcriptome during reprogramming of
the descendents of a transferred fibroblast nucleus. Notably,
GOF activation occurred during the same period of preimplanta-
tion development as major embryonic gene activation in IVF
embryos at the 8-cell stage.3,17 Apparently major reprogramming
of gene expression signified by GOF activation was correlated
with structural changes of nuclei in cloned embryos, which were
strikingly similar with structural changes observed in IVF
embryos.11 Cloned embryos approaching the 8-cell stage adopted
Table 2. Statistical analysis of differences between absolute, mean distances of GOF and chromosome territory (CT) 13 gravity centers to the nuclear border
in bovine fetal ﬁbroblasts (BFFs), day 2 and day 4 cloned embryos
Group 1 Mean distance (nm) SD Group 2 Mean distance (nm) SD p-value
1. BFF, carrier CT 13 730 272 Day 2, carrier CT 13 1730 1160 <0.0001
2. Day 2, carrier CT 13 1730 1160 Day 4, carrier CT 13 890 774 <0.003
3. BFF, carrier CT 13 730 272 Day 4, carrier CT 13 890 774 1
4. BFF, GOF 1065 349 Day 2, GOF 1635 1119 0.2
5. Day 2, GOF 1635 1119 Day 4, GOF 736 714 <0.0002
6. BFF, GOF 1065 349 Day 4, GOF 736 714 <0.002
Carrier vs. non-carrier CT (nm)
7. BFF carrier CT 13 730 272 BFF non-carrier CT 969 426 0.07
8. Day 2, carrier CT 13 1730 1160 Day 2, non-carrier CT 1728 1136 0.8
9. Day 4, carrier CT 13 890 774 Day 4, non-carrier CT 1195 900 0.3
Non-carrier vs. non-carrier CT (nm)
10. BFF 969 426 Day 2 1728 1136 <0.02
11. Day 2 1728 1136 Day 4 1195 900 0.1
12. BFF 969 426 Day 4 1195 900 0.9
Table 3. Statistical analysis of differences between relative, radial positions of GOF and chromosome territory (CT) 13 gravity centers in bovine fetal ﬁbro-
blasts (BFFs), day 2 and day 4 cloned embryos
Group 1 Mean position SD Group 2 Mean position SD p-value
Relative positions (0 D nuclear center; 1 D nuclear border)
1. BFF, carrier CT 13 0.65 0.12 Day 2, carrier CT 13 0.74 0.16 <0.01
2. Day 2, carrier CT 13 0.74 0.16 Day 4, carrier CT 13 0.79 0.17 0.3
3. BFF, carrier CT 13 0.65 0.12 Day 4, carrier CT 13 0.79 0.17 <0.003
4. BFF, GOF 0.49 0.15 Day 2, GOF 0.75 0.16 <0.00001
5. Day 2, GOF 0.75 0.16 Day 4, GOF 0.73 0.19 0.06
6. BFF, GOF 0.49 0.15 Day 4, GOF 0.73 0.19 <10–05
Carrier vs. non-carrier CT (0D nuclear center; 1 D nuclear border)
7. BFF carrier CT 13 0.65 0.12 BFF non-carrier CT 0.54 0.17 0.06
8. Day 2, carrier CT 13 0.74 0.16 Day 2, non-carrier CT 0.74 0.17 1
9. Day 4, carrier CT 13 0.79 0.17 Day 4, non-carrier CT 0.73 0.19 0.4
Non-carrier vs. non-carrier CT (0D nuclear center; 1 D nuclear border)
10. BFF 0.54 0.17 Day 2 0.74 0.17 <0.001
11. Day 2 0.74 0.17 Day 4 0.73 0.19 0.9
12. BFF 0.54 0.17 Day 4 0.73 0.19 <0.003
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a nuclear phenotype, which was termed ENP-like because of its
similarities with the ENP phenotype described in 8-cell IVF
embryos (the acronym stands for Embryonic Nucleus with
Peripheral chromosome territory distribution; see Introduction).
After major EGA in IVF embryos and pluripotency gene activa-
tion in cloned embryos CTs were redistributed into the nuclear
interior resulting in a nuclear phenotype, called ENC for Embry-
onic Nuclei with Conventional architecture presenting typical
architectural features of somatic cells. ENCs are characterized by
a network of CTs and chromatin clusters throughout the nuclear
space, as well as an enrichment of dense chromatin beneath the
nuclear lamina and around nucleoli.11,22
Cell numbers counted in cloned embryos at day 2 and day 4
suggest that GOF activation had already started in a fraction of
day 2 embryos and that GOF was active in the large majority, if
not all nuclei of embryos studied from day 4 embryos. These
nuclei showed predominantly the ENC phenotype, which was
also adopted by nuclei of in vitro fertilized embryos after major
genome activation.11 At first glance our quantitative analysis of
3D radial nuclear positions of GOF in nuclei from fibroblasts
and day 2 embryos may argue that a repositioning of this pluri-
potency marker gene preceded its transcriptional activation.
Notably, a comparison of the radial positions of GOF and both
chromosome territories 13 in day 2 embryos did not indicate a
significant correlation with the actual number of cells present in
each embryo (data not shown). This finding argues against a
gradual repositioning of GOF during subsequent cleavage cycles
toward the nuclear interior before major embryonic/pluripotency
gene activation is occurring around the 8-cell stage. At this point
we can neither exclude the possibility that the required detach-
ment of fibroblasts from the plastic surface for SCNT yielded a
rounder shape with a change of the radial position of GOF nor
the possibility that the observed shift in day 2 embryos with 2 to
9 cells was already present in cloned one-cell embryos. A radial
shift of genes prior to transcriptional activation makes sense in
somatic cell nuclei, where a chromatin environment favorable for
transcription together with an enrichment of active genes was
noted in the nuclear interior as compared to the less favorable
nuclear periphery.23,24 When applied to the present study, such
an interpretation does not take into account the major changes of
higher order chromatin architecture, which take place both in
IVF and cloned bovine embryos, which pass through the major
embryonic/pluripotency gene activation window of preimplanta-
tion development.11 The significant transient shift of GOF away
from and back to the nuclear periphery observed in our quantita-
tive 3D comparison of fibroblast nuclei with day 2 and day 4
embryonic nuclei was strictly correlated with corresponding
movements of the carrier chromosome territory 13 in embryonic
nuclei. The persistent colocalization of GOF with its carrier chro-
mosome territory rules out the possibility that the repositioning
of GOF away from the nuclear periphery in day 2 embryos com-
pared with nuclei from fibroblasts depended on the formation of
giant chromatin loops. Movements of the non-carrier chromo-
some territory 13 homolog provided an ideal internal control to
decide whether movements of the carrier chromosome territory
13 were triggered by the presence of GOF. Our observation, that
the same absolute and relative transient movements were
observed for carrier and non-carrier chromosome territories 13,
rules out a specific influence of GOF. In our original hypothesis
we predicted that GOF may move from the nuclear periphery
toward the nuclear interior, because the interior may provide a
more convenient environment for active genes. Since GOF, once
activated around the 8-cell stage, remains transcriptionally active
throughout the whole following preimplantation period, one
would expect that GOF should also retain the more interior
nuclear position observed in day 2 embryos. The highly signifi-
cant absolute shift toward a more peripheral position in day 4
embryos came as an unexpected surprise.
Our findings emphasize that positional changes of genes must
be interpreted in the context of changes of the nuclear architec-
ture at large. The apparent differences of absolute and relative
distance measurements are a reflection of the complex changes in
volume, shape and global chromatin organization between flat
ellipsoid fibroblast nuclei, the much larger, roundish nuclei of
embryos at the onset of major embryonic gene activation at day 2
and the again much smaller, but still roundish nuclei of day 4
embryos. We do not know yet, when and why the change of
nuclear shape actually takes place. Possibly, nuclei already adopt
a more roundish shape, when fibroblasts are detached from their
growth surface.
Preimplantation development of bovine IVF embryos is prone
to chromosomal missegregation and polyploidization events,
often leading to embryos consisting of both diploid and poly-
ploid cells.25,26 Such effects have been observed in various mam-
malian species, including man, and seem to be even more
pronounced in cloned embryos.27,28 The wide variation of cell
numbers observed in our study in day 2 embryos may reflect the
particularly high frequency of chromosome missegregations dur-
ing the first cleavage stages of cloned embryos. The interplay of
structural and functional changes of embryonic nuclei during
early development provides an unresolved conundrum of devel-
opmental biology. The fact that a fibroblast nucleus after SCNT
is forced within its new cellular environment to achieve the same,
global architecture as nuclei in fertilized IVF embryos and pass
through the same sequence of changes, however, strongly suggests
that the observed sequence of structural changes should not be
belittled as a byproduct of functional reprogramming. We argue
that structural reorganization is linked inseparably with changes
of nuclear functions.
It is interesting to compare the changes of 3D nuclear archi-
tecture observed in our current studies of cloned and IVF bovine
embryos with the development of embryos from other mamma-
lian species, such as mouse and rabbit.5,6,10 For this purpose, one
has to take into account that mammalian species differ in the
timing of major embryonic gene activation.2 In rabbit embryos
this event apparently starts, like in bovine embryos, at the 8-cell
stage. In a previous study of in vivo derived and cloned rabbit
embryos from our group, only occasional nuclei recorded at this
stage showed the peripheral chromatin arrangement phenotype.6
Immunodetection of H3K4me2/3 was used in this study as a
marker for transcriptionally competent chromatin. Although
remarkable changes of the nuclear patterns of this marker
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occurred between 4-cell and 16-cell rabbit embryos, the resolu-
tion of 3D-CLSM was not sufficient to perform the quantitative,
high resolution 3D-SIM analyses performed with immuno-
stained H3K4me3 in the accompanying study of bovine embryos
during the corresponding window of development.11 In mouse
embryos major embryonic gene activation starts at the 2-cell
stage.29 Merico et al.10 found stage-specific differences between
the nuclear topography of kinetochores, pericentric heterochro-
matin and the nucleolus in IVF and cloned preimplantation
mouse embryos. The time-course of nuclear remodeling events
differed during the first blastomere cleavage events, but IVF and
cloned embryos achieved the same distinct nuclear organization
in the majority of embryos at the 8-cell stage. Aguirre-Lavin
et al.5 combined 3D-FISH, 3D-CLSM and quantitative 3D
image analyses to study nuclear arrangements of centromeric
(minor satellites), pericentromeric (major satellites), and telo-
meric genomic sequences, as well as nucleolar precursor bodies
and nucleoli in naturally fertilized mouse embryos from the
zygote to blastocyst stage. Remarkable changes of nucleolar pre-
cursor bodies and pericentromeric heterochromatin were noted
during the transition from the mouse 2-cell to the 4-cell stage.
Approximately half of the telomeres were localized around the
nucleolar precursor bodies or associated with extranucleolar
pericentromeric signals. The different probe sets and goals pur-
sued in our studies of cloned and IVF bovine embryos and cur-
rent studies of mouse and rabbit embryos preclude any direct
comparison of the results. The differences of global nuclear
architectures are, however, remarkable and emphasize the
importance of evolutionary comparisons. Such comparisons will
help to identify evolutionary conserved features, which are likely
of functional importance for the early development of all mam-
malian species.
In summary, the 3 questions posed at the beginning of the
Discussion can be answered as follows: Compared with silent
GOF in fibroblast nuclei, we detected a transient shift of GOF in
embryonic nuclei away from the nuclear periphery at day 2
(question a). At day 4 GOF had moved back toward the nuclear
periphery. This finding disproves the hypothesis that GOF acti-
vation requires a permanent shift of this transgene into the
nuclear interior. The observation that GOF movements in both
directions occurred together with their carrier chromosome terri-
tory (CT) 13 rules out the hypothesis a giant chromatin loop was
involved in these movements (question b). A specific effect of
GOF activation on movements of the carrier CT 13 was ruled
out by the fact that the same transient shift observed for the GOF
carrier CT was also observed for the non-carrier homolog (ques-
tion c). The activation of GOF as an indicator of pluripotency
gene transcription and translation in cloned day 2 to day 4
embryos seemingly parallels the developmental window, where
major embryonic genome activation occurs in IVF embryos. The
observed timing of the positional changes of GOF may serve as a
case in point to emphasize the necessity to interpret positional
changes of genes during early embryonic development in the con-
text of changes of the nuclear architecture at large, including




No animal experiments were conducted. Oocytes for somatic
cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) were recovered from ovaries of hei-
fers and cows slaughtered for meat production.
Bovine fetal fibroblast cultures
Vigorously growing fibroblast cultures stably transfected
with the Pou5f1 reporter construct GOF18-DPE-EGFP were
generated and maintained as previously described.17 The
reporter construct includes the EGFP gene flanked by a 9-kb
fragment of the murine Pou5f1 upstream region with a dele-
tion in the proximal enhancer, and a 9-kb fragment containing
the non-transcribed murine structural Pou5f1 gene. Pou5f1
was previously called Oct4. Hence we refer to the transgene as
GOF (GFP-Oct-Four).
Cloned early bovine embryos
Procedures were carried out essentially as described.17 For
details see the thesis of Daniela Koehler.30 Briefly, embryos were
generated by SCNT using fetal fibroblasts carrying the transgene
GOF described above. Donor cells frozen in small aliquots were
thawed approximately one week before SCNT and grown in a
24-well plate in DMEM, supplemented with 20% fetal calf
serum. They were usually confluent on the next day and kept in
that state until use. After SCNT the cloned embryos were cultured
in 100 ml drops of synthetic oviduct fluid supplemented with 5%
(v/v) estrous cow serum at 39C in a humidified atmosphere of
5% CO2, 5% O2, and 90% N2, covered by paraffin oil. Prior to
fixation embryos were briefly washed in 1x PBS at 37C. Embryos
were fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde/1x PBS at room temperature
and incubated in 0.1N HCl between 30 sec and 2 min until the
zona pellucida disappeared, washed again 2 times each for 10 min
in 0.05% Triton X-100/1x PBS containing 0.1% BSA, permeabi-
lized for 60 min in 0.5% Triton X-100/1x PBS containing 0.1%
BSA, washed again 2 times in 0.05% Triton X-100 in 1x PBS
plus 0.1% BSA, incubated in 0.1N HCl for 2 min, washed as
above and finally 2 times each for 10 min in 0.01% Triton X-100
in 2x SSC plus 0.1% BSA. Prior to 3D-FISH embryos were incu-
bated in 50% formamide/2x SSC containing 0.1% BSA
(pHD 7.0) for at least 2 days and nights.
DNA probes and labeling procedures
The pluripotency reporter gene GOF was delineated with a
probe consisting of the EGFP gene flanked by a 9-kb fragment of
the murine Pou5f1 upstream region with a deletion in the proxi-
mal enhancer, and a 9-kb fragment containing the non-tran-
scribed murine structural Pou5f1 gene, as well as the neomycin
resistance cassette FRT-neo-FRT.18 For visualization of chromo-
some 13 we used either a chromosome specific paint probe for
sheep (Ovis aries) chromosome 13, which is homologous to
bovine chromosome 13 or a bovine chromosome 13 paint
probe.8,31,32 Chromosomes were sorted by fluorescence activated
chromosome sorting (FACS) and their DNA was amplified using
degenerate oligonucleotide-primed PCR (DOP-PCR) or a whole
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genome amplification kit (GE Healthcare).31 An a-satellite probe
for visualization of pericentromeric heterochromatin on bovine
chromosomes was generated by DOP-PCR from bovine genomic
DNA using sequence information for bovine satellites III and IV
for the synthesis of appropriate primer pairs.33,34
Satellite III primers:
50-AAT CAW GCA GCT CAG CAG GCA RT-30
50-GAT CAC GTG ACT GAT CAT GCA CT-30
Satellite IV primers:
50-AAG CTT GTG ACA GAT AGA ACG AT-30
50-CAA GCT GTC TAG AAT TCA GGG A-30
For 2- and 3-color FISH experiments probes were labeled
appropriately using degenerate oligonucleotide primed poly-
merase chain reaction (DOP-PCR) or nick-translation proto-
cols. The GOF probe was labeled either with TAMRA
(tetramethylrhodamine)-dUTP (Bioron) or Cy3-dUTP, chro-
mosome paint probes with DIG (digoxigenin)-11-dUTP and
the a-satellite probe with DNP (dinitrophenol)-11-dUTP
(PerkinElmer).
Fluorescence in situ hybridization and signal detection
FISH experiments were carried out essentially as described by
Cremer et al.35 with modifications described in detail by Koehler
et al.9,30. Hybridization mixtures contained 50% formamide, 2x
SSC, 10% dextran sulfate. In 2D and 3D-FISH experiments car-
ried out with cultured cells probe concentrations were about
20–40 ng/ml for chromosome 13 and GOF and 2 ng/ml for the
a-satellite probe. In case of 3D experiments to embryos the
hybridization mixture contained about 170 ng/ml of the paint
and GOF probe. This high amount was important firstly, to
counteract probe dilution due to medium adherent to the
embryo and secondly, to overcome penetration problems. When
the paint probe established from sorted bovine chromosomes 13
was used, 500 mg of bovine Cot-1 DNA was added to 1 mg of
painting probe to suppress hybridization of repetitive, labeled
probe sequences to repetitive DNA sequences dispersed in the
entire bovine genome. In case of the paint probe derived from
sheep chromosomes 13, this suppression step was not necessary
because of the rapid evolutionary divergence of highly repetitive
sequences. Both paint probes yielded the same results. For 3D-
FISH, embryos were pipetted into a 5 ml drop of hybridization
mixture placed in the middle of a metal ring (diameter approxi-
mately 2 cm, height 1 mm (Brunel Microscopes Ltd.)) sealed
with Fixogum on the surface of a glass slide. For preservation of
the 3D shape of embryos and nuclei care was taken to avoid any
deforming pressure and to prevent embryos from drying out at
any step of the following procedure. The droplet of hybridization
mixture was overlaid with mineral oil to avoid air-drying. After
at least 2 hours of equilibration of the hybridization mixture
with the embryo in a humid environment the glass slide was put
on a hot block for 3 min at 76C to denature nuclear DNA of
embryos and probe DNA simultaneously. Hybridization was per-
formed for 2–3 days at 37C in a humidified atmosphere. For all
subsequent washing and probe detection steps, individual
embryos were transferred between 1 ml wells carrying the appro-
priate solutions (for details see Koehler et al.30). Embryos were
washed twice in 2x SSC followed by stringent washings in 50%
formamide/2x SSC and in 0.1% SSC, each for 10 min. After a
short incubation in 4x SSC/0.02% Tween 20 (4x SSCT)
embryos were placed in 4% BSA for 10 min for blocking unspe-
cific antibody binding sites. Embryos were then incubated over-
night at 4C with monoclonal mouse-anti-digoxigenin (1:500,
Sigma). After 2 washings in 4x SSCT secondary antibody
solutions were applied for 90 min at room temperature: goat-
anti-mouse-alexa488 highly cross adsorbed (1:200, Molecular
Probes/Invitrogen) or goat-anti-mouse-Cy5 (1:100, Dianova).
After 2 additional 10-min washings in 4x SSCT, embryos were
transferred into 0.1 mg/ml DAPI/4x SSCT for 30 min. Embryos
were then subjected to an increasing glycerol dilution series
(20%, 40% and 60% in 4x SSCT), each for 5 min, and incu-
bated in Vectashield antifade medium (Vector Laboratories)
supplemented with DAPI (0.1 mg/ml) and transferred to poly-L-
lysinated, 18-well “m-slides” (Ibidi, Martinsried, Germany).
Three-color FISH to metaphase spreads from transgenic BFF
cultures with differentially labeled probes for GOF, pericentro-
meric a-satellite sequences and painting of CT 13 was performed
according to standard protocols. For detection of the DNP-
labeled a-satellite primary polyclonal goat-anti-DNP antibodies
(1:250, Sigma) and secondary rabbit anti-goat-FITC (1:200,
Sigma) were used.
3D confocal laser scanning microscopy (3D-CLSM) and 3D
reconstructions
Embryos attached to m-slides (see above) were carefully equili-
brated prior to microscopy with the antifade Vectashield (Vector
Laboratories). Care was taken to avoid uncontrolled changes of
the refractive index of Vectashield due to dilution with solutions
used for storage of embryos. Bovine embryos maintain a diameter
of roughly 150–190 mm throughout their preimplantation
development.36 A Plan Apo 20x/0.7 objective was used for the
recording of image stacks from entire embryos. It is important to
note that high quality images with high aperture objectives
used for quantitative analyses of chromosome territory 13
and GOF positions could only be recorded from nuclei
located close to the surface of the glass slide. Light optical
serial sections were obtained with a Leica TCS SP5 confocal
laser scanning microscope using a Plan Apo 63x/1.4 oil
immersion objective lens for high resolution image stacks
from individual nuclei. Fluorochromes were excited using
blue diode, Argon, and Helium-Neon lasers with 405 nm,
488 nm and 594 nm laser lines, respectively. Specimens were
imaged using x/y/z voxel sizes of 30–120 nm/200 nm for
high-resolution images and 400 nm/500 nm for overview
images. 3D reconstructions were done using Amira 5 (Visage
Imaging) software. Figures were prepared with Adobe Photo-
shop CS4 (http://www.adobe.com/).
Quantitative analysis of radial positions of GOF, its carrier
chromosome territory 13 and non-carrier homolog
For quantitative analysis image stacks were processed using
Fiji 1.45b (http://fiji.sc/). 3D radial distributions of chromo-
somes were measured utilizing the software eADS (enhanced
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absolute 3D distances to surfaces).23,37 Briefly, this software
measures the shortest absolute distance of each voxel of a previ-
ously segmented chromosome territory or GOF signal to the bor-
der of the corresponding segmented nucleus. The program
calculates the median of all measured distances of all voxels. This
median value resembles the intensity gravity center, i.e. the high-
est probability of residence of GOF, carrier and non-carrier chro-
mosome territories 13, respectively. To obtain a relative position
of this median (1 for localization directly at the border and 0 for
a localization at the center) the distance to the closest nuclear bor-
der is measured from the center of the nucleus. This distance rep-
resents the radius of the largest possible sphere inside the nucleus
and serves to determine the relative radial position. The distribu-
tions of these absolute distance medians and relative position
medians was compared statistically using the Wilcoxon rank-sum
test utilizing the software package R 2.15. Final graphs and com-
bined box/scatter plots were generated using R and Microsoft
Excel 2003/2007.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Missegregation of carrier and non-carrier chromosomes in cloned day 2 and 
day 4 bovine embryos. Panels A and B. Nuclei from two day 2 embryos recorded by 3D-CLSM. Panel A 
shows the respective light optical sections of a nucleus from a 2-cell embryo with three chromosome 
territories 13 (red), including one carrier chromosome territory 13, identified by the GOF signal (green) 
and two non-carrier chromosome territories 13. Light optical sections of the nucleus presented in panel 
B indicate three non-carrier chromosome territories in addition to the carrier chromosome territory 13 
with the GOF signal. DAPI stained nuclear DNA is shown in blue or grey. Note that the DAPI images of 
both day 2 nuclei show large clusters of DAPI stained DNA separated by wide, unstained regions, which 
we consider as part of the interchromatin compartment.11 These clusters apparently represent individual 
chromosome territories as indicated by the correspondence of some clusters with painted chromosome 
territories 13. In panel A we noted a peripheral location of all chromosome territories surrounding a 
large central lacuna, called the major interchromatin compartment lacuna, which lacks DAPI stained DNA 
entirely. Such nuclei were predominantly noted around major embryonic gene activation in both IVF and 
cloned embryos.11 The presence of this phenotype in a 2-cell embryo is an unusual observation and may 
indicate that despite the growth delay of this embryo the nucleus was able to adopt a phenotype typical 
for 8-cell embryos with an undisturbed growth. Panel B shows a nucleus from an 8-cell embryo. 
Chromosome territories were distributed throughout the interior and separated by wide interchromatin 
channels, although this nucleus lacked the huge major interchromatin lacuna shown in panel A. In IVF 
embryos this phenotype was often noted after the onset of major embryonic gene activation. Panel C. 
Projection of light optical sections of a nucleus from a day 4 embryo with four chromosome territories, 
including two carrier chromosome territories 13, each showing one GOF signal, and two non-carrier 
chromosome territories 13. This nucleus may represent a polyploidization event. DAPI stained DNA was 
2 
distributed throughout the nuclear space and chromosome territories were no longer separated by wide 
interchromatin channels and could only be demarcated as individuals after chromosome painting. 
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Cryopreservation is the process of freezing and preserving cells and tissues at
low temperatures. Controlled slow freezing and vitrification have successfully
been used for cryopreservation of mammalian embryos. We investigated the
effect of these two cryopreservation methods on in vitro produced four-cell
stage bovine embryos which were classified according to their quality and sepa-
rated into three groups. The first group was maintained as untreated controls
(n = 350). Embryos of the second (n = 385) and the third (n = 385) groups
were cryopreserved either by controlled slow freezing or by vitrification.
Embryos in groups 2 and 3 were thawed after 1 day. Hundred embryos were
randomly selected from the control group, and 100 morphologically intact
embryos from the second and third group were thawed after 1 day and cul-
tured to observe the development up to the blastocyst stage. The blastocyst
development rate was 22% in the control group, 1% in the slow-freezing group
and 3% in the vitrification group. Remaining embryos of all three groups were
examined by light microscopy, transmission electron microscopy and
immunofluorescence confocal microscopy with subsequent histological staining
procedures. Cryopreservation caused degenerative changes at the ultra-struc-
tural level. Compared with vitrification, slow freezing caused an increased
mitochondrial degeneration, cytoplasmic vacuolization, disruption of the
nuclear and plasma membrane integrity, organelle disintegration, cytoskeletal
damage, a reduced thickness of the zona pellucida and a formation of fractures
in the zona pellucida. Further studies are required to understand and decrease
the harmful effects of cryopreservation.
Introduction
Cryopreservation is the process of freezing and preserving
cells and tissues using cryoprotectants at low temperatures
(Fahy, 1986). Successful freezing of sperm by glycerol
(Polge et al., 1949) marks the beginning of research on
embryo cryopreservation. Embryo cryopreservation was
first established on murine embryos by Whittingham in
1972 (Whittingham et al., 1972). Subsequently, embryos of
the cow (Wilmut and Rowson, 1973), rabbit (Bank and
Maurer, 1974; Whittingham and Adams, 1976), sheep
(Willadsen et al., 1976), horse (Yamamoto et al., 1982),
human (Trounson and Mohr, 1983), pig (Hayashi et al.,
1989) and dog (Suzuki et al., 2009) were successfully cry-
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opreserved. This technique was utilized in assisted repro-
duction to solve reproductive problems. Assisted reproduc-
tive techniques used in the livestock industry combine
embryo production, embryo cryopreservation and embryo
transfer in addition to artificial insemination. Embryo cry-
opreservation has been widely used in the recent years due
to the increase in embryo transfer applications. Controlled
slow freezing and vitrification are two different methods
used for cryopreservation of mammalian embryos (Naik
et al., 2005). Embryos can then be stored after the freezing
process at 196°C in liquid nitrogen until thawing. Con-
trolled slow freezing was introduced before vitrification
and remains the most common technique used for live-
stock, domestic animals and human embryos (Vajta and
Kuwayama, 2006; Saragusty and Arav, 2011). During slow
freezing, embryos are frozen gradually with a pro-
grammable freezing device while using cryoprotectants at a
lower concentration than in vitrification (Hendriks et al.,
2014). Glycerol and ethylene glycol (EG) is the most effi-
cient cryoprotectant for in vitro production (IVP) bovine
embryos for slow-freezing method (Sommerfeld and
Niemann, 1999).
Controlled slow freezing requires equilibration, seeding,
gradual cooling and ultimately exposure to liquid nitro-
gen (Sagırkaya and Bagıs, 2003). Rall and Fahy intro-
duced the method of vitrification to cryopreserve
mammalian embryos (Rall and Fahy, 1985). During vitri-
fication, embryos are frozen with fast cooling ratios
before ice crystallization forms a structure similar to glass
(Campos-Chillon et al., 2006). Vitrification solutions con-
tain cryoprotectants at high concentrations with an
increased viscosity (Kasai, 1997). Vitrification of in vitro
produced bovine embryos can be successful with the use
of various cryoprotectants such as glycerol and propane-
diol (Kuwayama et al., 1994), EG, ficoll and sucrose
(Tachikawa et al., 1993; Mahmoudzadeh et al., 1995), EG
and dimethyl sulphoxide (Ishimori et al., 1993), glycerol
and EG (Agca et al., 1994; Donnay et al., 1998). Vitrifica-
tion has many advantages such as cost-effectiveness (no
requirement for expensive devices such as programmable
freezer), short application time (instant freezing requires
neither ice seeding nor slow cooling) and being easily
applicable at all suitable laboratories (Sagırkaya and
Bagıs, 2003; Kızıl et al., 2007). Controlled slow freezing
and vitrification induce different types of defects in
bovine embryos (Uysal, 2007). Embryo viability decreases
after freezing and thawing processes, because of physical
and chemical damage induced by cryopreservation proce-
dure (Park et al., 2006). Intracellular formation of ice
crystals occurring during the freezing process can induce
damage to the cytoskeleton (Tharasanit et al., 2005) and
to nuclear and plasma membranes (Mohr and Trounson,
1981) that may lead to abnormalities of chromosomes
and DNA (Magli et al., 1999; Moradi et al., 2013), dis-
ruption of mitochondria and the zona pellucida (ZP,
Mohr and Trounson, 1981) and accumulation of cellular
debris at the perivitelline space (Hyttel et al., 1986). This
leads to a degeneration of cells and eventually causes cell
death by apoptosis or necrosis (Baguisi et al., 1999). The
main challenge of cryopreservation is to maintain a high
developmental competence of thawed embryos (Martinez
et al., 1998). The freezing process can negatively affect the
metabolic activity and vitality of cells (Rieger et al.,
1993). During freezing process, freezing-associated
embryo viability loss can be influenced by many causes
such as freezing protocol, type and concentration of cry-
oprotectant, embryo production procedure, species of
animal and the stage of embryos during cryopreservation
(Pereira and Marques, 2008; Bettencourt et al., 2009).
The optimal developmental stage and protocol for cryop-
reservation is still not determined. Similar cryopreserva-
tion protocols applied to multiple species may result in
different results (Rall, 1992; Hredzak et al., 2005; Pereira
and Marques, 2008).
In this study, we aimed to investigate the effects of con-
trolled slow freezing and vitrification on the ultra-structure
of in vitro produced four-cell bovine embryos. We have
chosen this stage of development because it is a transcrip-
tionally quiet period (Baroux et al., 2008) which precedes
the most critical stage in pre-implantation development,
major embryonic genome activation, which occurs in 8- to
16-cell bovine embryos (Graf et al., 2014) and is character-
ized by a developmental block (reviewed in Lequarre et al.,
2003) and is associated with a structural reorganization of
embryonic nuclei (Popken et al., 2014).
Materials and Methods
Chemicals
All chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO, USA) unless indicated otherwise. Serum in
IVP experiments were obtained from oestrus cow,
heat-inactivated (56°C, 30 min), pooled, filtered with a
0.22-mm membrane and frozen in 1.5-ml Eppendorf vials
(Mucci et al., 2006) until used. The same batch of estrous
cow serum (ECS) was used in all experiments.
Experimental design
Immature oocytes were obtained at laboratory conditions
by follicle aspiration from ovaries collected from cows
slaughtered for meat production. Oocytes were classified
according to the classification described (Mucci et al.,
2006). Recovered oocytes were matured and fertilized
in vitro according to the standardized protocol (see
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below) and then cultured in synthetic oviduct fluid
(SOF), supplemented with ECS, essential amino acids
(EAA), non-essential amino acids (N-EAA) and pyruvic
acid (PA) in an incubator with 5% CO2, 5% O2 and 90%
N2 at 39°C until the four-cell stage. Only four-cell
embryos with an excellent or good quality (Bo and
Mapletoft, 2013) were used in the study and divided into
three groups. The first group was maintained as a control
group (n = 350). Embryos from the second group
(n = 385) and the third group (n = 385) were cryopre-
served either by controlled slow freezing or by vitrifica-
tion. Frozen embryos were stored in straws in liquid
nitrogen and thawed after 1 day. Subsequent culture was
performed in SOF medium for 2 h. Afterwards, the mor-
phological integrity of thawed embryos was examined
under a stereomicroscope. From all three groups, 100
four-cell embryos were cultured for 4 days to determine
blastocyst rates. The other four-cell embryos of groups 2
and 3 whose morphological integrity was preserved and
the four-cell embryos of group 1 were examined by light
microscopy, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
confocal microscopy. After this analysis, histological fol-
low-up and staining procedures were performed to fur-
ther investigate the effects of cryopreservation. This study
design is indicated in Table 1.
In vitro production of bovine embryos
The standardized protocol for IVP of bovine embryos was
described previously (Boelhauve et al., 2005). Bovine
ovaries were collected at a local slaughter house and
transported to the laboratory (within 3 h) in phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) solution containing penicillin (50-
100 IU/ml) and amphotericin-B (50 ng/ml) at 30°C.
Ovaries were washed two times with 0.9% NaCl at 30°C
to remove blood debris and dried lightly on sterile filter
paper. Cumulus–oocyte complexes (COCs) were recov-
ered by aspiration of 2- to 10-mm follicles using a sterile
21-gauge needle attached to a sterile 10-ml syringe and
classified using a stereomicroscope. Only COCs with
homogenous cytoplasm that included more than three
layers of compact cumulus cells were selected (Mucci
et al., 2006) for the experiments and washed twice in
oocyte maturation medium [TCM-199 with Earle’s salts,
supplemented with 5% ECS, 0.025 IU/ml follicle-stimu-
lating hormone (FSH) (Sioux Biochemical Inc. IA, USA)
and 0.025 IU/ml luteinizing hormone (LH) (Sioux Bio-
chemical, Inc. IA, USA)]. Groups of 40 COCs were
matured in vitro for 24 h in 400 ll oocyte maturation
medium at 39°C at an atmosphere of 5% CO2 in humidi-
fied air. After in vitro maturation (IVM), COCs were
washed with IVF-TALP (modified Tyrode’s solution sup-
plemented with 6 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA),
0.022 mg/ml PA and 0.01 mg/ml heparin) and transferred
to four-well plates that contained 400 ll of IVF-TALP per
well. Frozen semen from the same bull was used for all
in vitro fertilization (IVF) experiments. Motile spermato-
zoa were selected by swim-up in Sperm-TALP (modified
Tyrode’s solution supplemented with 6 mg/ml BSA and
0.11 mg/ml PA) at 39°C at an atmosphere of 5% CO2 in
humidified air. Approximately 18 h after the addition of
spermatozoa suspension (~1 9 106 spermatozoa/ml), the
cumulus cells were removed by gently vortexing for 3 min.
Groups of 40 presumptive zygotes were transferred to
400 ll drops of SOF supplemented with 5% (v/v) ECS,
40 ll/ml EAA and 10 ll/ml N-EAA, 0.363 mg/ml PA cov-
ered with mineral oil and cultured at 39°C in a humidified
atmosphere of 5% CO2, 5% O2 and 90% N2. Embryos were
collected for analysis on day 1 (24 h) and day 2 (48 h) after
the addition of sperm.
Freezing and thawing
For slow freezing, EG solution (Vigro Ethylene Glycol
Freeze Plus with sucrose; Bioniche Animal Health Belle-
ville, Ontario, Canada) was used as the freezing solution.
Handling of embryos was performed at room temperature
(RT). Slow freezing was performed as described (Voelkel
and Hu, 1992) with modifications. Embryos were
immersed in the cryopreservation solution for 5 min. Ten
embryos were then loaded into the middle 15 portion of
each of the 90-mm straws (cryopreservation solution- air
bubble- cryopreservation solution with embryos- air bub-
ble- cryopreservation solution). Straws were sealed with
plastic plugs (Quicklock), placed vertically in the cooling
chamber of a programmable freezer (Consarctic CL-5500)
and kept at 6°C for 4 min for manual ice crystal seed-
ing. Embryos were cooled at 0.5°C/min rate until reach-
























Control 350 – 100 230 10
Slow freezing 385 362 100 242 10
Vitrification 385 370 100 250 10
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ing 35°C and then rapidly immersed in liquid nitrogen.
Straws were first left at RT for 10 s, then for 10 s at a
37°C water bath and finally dried lightly on sterile filter
paper for thawing. Solutions were enabled to mix well by
shaking the straws. Straws were cut and their contents
were dispensed into a sterile 35-mm Petri dish. After 10-
min duration of subsequent waiting, they were evaluated
as equilibrium was reached. Thawed embryos were
washed with culture medium at the end of this duration.
Vitrification and warming
All solutions were obtained from the BOVIPRO Vit-KitTM
(Minit€ub Abfu¨ll und Labortechnik GmbH& Co. KG
Haupstrasse, Tiefenbach, Germany), and embryos were
vitrified by the BOVIPRO Embryo Vitrification Kit’s pro-
tocol. Liquid nitrogen was added to the foam box at a
height of about 15 cm. The Goblet-Cane Holder appara-
tus was hung over the foam box maintaining a distance
of 2.5 cm with the liquid nitrogen. Attention was paid to
prevent contact of liquid nitrogen with the inner part of
the Goblet-Cane Holder apparatus. As the liquid nitrogen
level inside the foam box decreased, liquid nitrogen was
added to adjust this distance constantly to 2.5 cm. All the
media of the vitrification kit [holding medium (HM),
equilibration medium-A, equilibration medium-B, vitrifi-
cation medium (VM), dilution medium (DM)] were
warmed up to RT before the vitrification procedure
started. The chambers of a 5-chamber Petri dish were
numbered and named according to the mediums used in
the respective chambers. One millilitre of HM was
applied to the first chamber. One millilitre of equilibra-
tion medium-A was applied to the second chamber. One
millilitre of equilibration medium-B was added to the
third chamber. The fourth chamber was left empty. One
millilitre of DM was added to the fifth chamber. The level
of 0.25 ml straws to which DM was determined to be
retracted and to which the air was to be retracted was
marked. The embryos that were planned to be frozen by
vitrification were removed from the incubator at each
application and moved to the PBS in groups of five. The
embryos in PBS were washed with PBS in groups of five
and were moved to the HM in the first chamber. During
this time, 90 ll of DM was retracted on the straw for the
addition of embryos until the point marked before. Then,
1.5 cm of air was added until the next marked point. The
embryos in the first chamber were moved to the second
chamber (inside the equilibration medium-A) for 5 min.
Then, they were moved from the second to the third
chamber (inside the equilibration medium-B) for 5 min.
During these 5 min, a 30 ll drop of VM per embryo was
added to the fourth chamber. After these 5 min, the
embryos of the third division were transferred to the
drops in the fourth division one by one. The embryos of
the fourth division inside the drops of VM were trans-
ferred in 1 min one by one to the straws pre-filled with
DM and air. The straws were supplied with ~1.5 cm air
and 90 ll DM while ensuring that embryos stay in
between those two layers of DM and air. The straws were
sealed by plugs and cooled at the vapour phase by being
put inside the Goblet-Cane Holder apparatus for 1-min
duration. They were then removed out of the apparatus
and stored in the tank of 196°C liquid nitrogen until
thawing.
Thawing or warming
Immediately after an initial warming, all straws were held
at the sealed end and flicked 3–5 times, dislodging the air
pockets to mix the contents. Embryos were allowed to
rehydrate via in-straw dilution for up to 1 min before the
sealed end of the straw was cut and its contents emptied
into a Petri dish. Finally, the embryos were moved into
culture medium.
Post-cryopreservation survival rate determination
After thawing or warming, embryos were washed and cul-
tured in SOF supplemented with ECS, EAA, NEAA and
PA and covered with mineral oil at 39°C in a humidified
atmosphere of 5% CO2, 5% O2 and 90% N2 for 2 h to
allow embryo re-expansion. Survival was defined accord-
ing to the re-expansion and the morphology of embryos.
Fresh day 2 embryos and re-expanded embryos produced
in each media were used as controls.
Light and electron microscopy
Fresh embryos (n = 230), thawed embryos after controlled
slow freezing (n = 242) and thawed embryos after vitrifica-
tion (n = 250) were scored and then fixed within 2 h after
collection or thawing and warming. Embryos were fixed
overnight at 4°C in 2% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate
buffer (pH 7.2; 480–500 mOsm). Post-fixation was per-
formed for 30 min by osmium tetroxide (OsO4). OsO4
plus cacodylate tampon mixture (1:1) was used for the
post-fixation procedure in a dark chamber. Embryos were
left in a cacodylate tampon for 5 min after post-fixation.
They were then dehydrated through a graded series of etha-
nol (2 9 50%, 70%, 95%, 2 9 100%; 5 min each), fol-
lowed by alcohol: propylene oxide (1:1, 10 min) and
propylene oxide (2 9 10 min) and impregnated with
propylene oxide/Epon (2:1, 30 min and 1:2, 30 min). They
were then embedded in epoxy resin (without DMP-30,
overnight at 4°C, later with DMP-30, 1 day at 37°C, 1 day
at 45°C, 1 day at 60°C). Resin blocks were solidified at RT
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for 3 days. Serial semi-thin (1 lm) sections were cut with
an ultramicrotome (Reichert, Austria) and stained with
methylene blue-azure II-basic fuchsin and toluidine blue
for examination under the light microscope, ultra-thin sec-
tioning and lipid quantification. Ultra-thin sections
(0.5 lm) from selected areas were then picked up on
copper grids, counter-stained with uranyl acetate and lead
citrate and examined by a Libra 120 Plus Transmission
Electron Microscope (Carl Zeiss, Germany) at 120 kV.
Fixation of embryos for immunofluorescence
Fixation, immunostaining, embedding and confocal micro-
scopy were essentially performed as described in Popken
et al. (2014). All steps were performed at RT unless noted
otherwise. Embryos were briefly washed in 38°C PBS, fixed
in 2% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS, washed twice in
PBS and then stored at 4°C in PBS until further use.
Immunostaining procedures
Unspecific background was quenched by incubating
embryos in 20 mM glycine in PBS for 10 min. After wash-
ing twice with PBS, embryos were permeabilized with
0.5% Triton X-100 for 15–30 min. Embryos were stained
with phalloidin-tetramethylrhodamine B isothiocyanate
(50 mg/ml, P1951; Sigma-Aldrich) for 40 min in PBS.
embryos were stained with phalloidin–tetramethylrho-
damine B isothiocyanate (50 mg/ml, P1951; Sigma-
Aldrich) for 40 min in PBS. After washing twice with PBS,
unspecific background signals were reduced by incubation
in PBS with 2% BSA for 2 h. Embryos were incubated
with monoclonal mouse anti-a-tubulin overnight at 4°C
(1:2000, clone B-5-1-2; Sigma-Aldrich) diluted in PBS
with 2% BSA. After washing 59 in PBS with 2% BSA, the
secondary antibody goat anti-mouse IgG (H&L) fluores-
cein conjugated (1:100, AP124F; Chemicon, Life Technol-
ogies, Vector Laboratories: Temecula, CA, USA) diluted in
PBS with 2% BSA, was applied for 1 h, again followed by
59 washing in PBS with 2% BSA and 59 without. Fixa-
tion of antibodies was performed with 4% PFA in PBS for
10 min, followed by washing twice in PBS and twice in
PBS with 0.05% Tween-20 (PBST). Chromatin was coun-
terstained with DAPI (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA,
USA D1306; 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) and 2.5 lg/
ml diluted in PBST for 10 min, followed by washing twice
in PBS.
Embedding for three-dimensional confocal laser scanning
microscopy (3D-CLSM)
Embryos were attached to cover glasses and equilibrated
with the anti-fade Vectashield (Vector Laboratories).
3D-CLSM of whole embryos was performed with a Leica
TCS SP5 and an objective with a low aperture and a long
working distance (209/0.7 NA) using oil immersion. Flu-
orochromes were excited with blue diode, argon and
helium–neon lasers using laser lines at 405, 488 and
594 nm, respectively.
Statistical analysis
The control of normal distribution at each group in the ZP
thickness (variable) was performed by the Shapiro–Wilk
test. Nonparametric tests were used to compare the groups
because variable (ZP thickness) was not distributed nor-
mally. First, a significant difference is found with the
Kruskal–Wallis test between the three groups, and then, the
Bonferroni correction was used for comparing the pairs of
group (pairwise) with the Mann–Whitney U-test.
Results
Oocyte aspiration and IVM
On average, 6.47 oocytes per ovary were recovered by fol-
licle aspiration from 374 ovaries. In total, 2423 oocytes
were obtained. A total of 2140 oocytes containing three
or more cumulus cell layers were selected for the IVM
procedure. The resulting 1840 mature oocytes (matura-
tion ratio: 85.98%) were divided into three groups: con-
trol, slow freezing and vitrification (Table 2).
In vitro culture
From 1840 mature oocytes, 1193 four-cell embryos were
obtained after in vitro fertilization and culture (Table 3).
Twenty-two blastocysts were obtained from 100 embryos
Table 2. Ovaries and oocytes used,
















Control 118 766 6.49 671 572 85.24
Slow freezing 130 840 6.46 749 650 86.78
Vitrification 126 817 6.48 720 618 85.83
Total 374 2423 6.47 2140 1840 85.98
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of group 1 which were cultured for blastocyst develop-
ment. A total of 362 embryos with full morphological
integrity were determined after thawing of 385 embryos
which were frozen by the slow-freezing method (group
2). In this group, one blastocyst was obtained from 100
thawed embryos. A total of 370 embryos with full mor-
phological integrity were determined after the thawing
of 385 embryos frozen by vitrification (group 3). In this
group, 3 blastocysts developed from 100 thawed
embryos.
Morphology of untreated oocytes, untreated embryos
and thawed embryos
Oocytes collected by follicle aspiration were surrounded
by various amounts of cumulus cell layers and had a
sandy ooplasm texture. Some oocytes were devoid of
any cumulus cell layers. Matured oocytes were sur-
rounded by expanded cumulus cell layers. Oocytes with
an acceptable quality were round and colourless. They
had a slightly granular cytoplasm with a sandy texture
and were surrounded by an uninterrupted ZP containing
an unfragmented first polar body inside the narrow
perivitelline space (Fig. 1).
At the four-cell stage, high-quality embryos not
exposed to any cryopreservation treatment were expected
to be comprised of four blastomeres of an approximately
equal size. The margins of the blastomeres were expected
to be free of fragmentation. The ZP was usually intact
and a large subzonal space was observed (Fig. 2a). When
embryos were exposed to the cryopreservation solutions,









Control 572 368 64.33
Slow freezing 650 420 64.61
Vitrification 618 405 64.53




Fig. 1. Bovine oocytes. (a) Immature oocytes
recovered from ovaries surrounded by cumu-
lus cells. (b) Matured oocytes after IVM
surrounded by cumulus cells. (c) Matured
oocytes after the removal of cumulus cell
layers.
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their blastomeres were shrinking to the point that a space
between them and the ZP was visible and they were los-
ing their round appearance. The gap between individual
blastomeres and the ZP disappeared after thawing or
warming (Fig. 2b,c), and some blastomeres were degener-
ated. ZP damages were observed in some embryos of
both group 2 and group 3. However, these damages
occurred more often in the slow-freezing group (Fig. 2b).
Cytoskeleton analysis
Embryos of the control group consisted of equally sized,
unfragmented blastomeres and were surrounded by an
intact ZP. DAPI-stained nuclei were not centrally local-
ized inside the blastomeres. The generally diffuse actin
signals were more concentrated at blastomere membranes
facing adjacent blastomeres and around the nucleus.
Tubulins were widely dispersed throughout the cyto-
plasm, and higher concentrations were noted at regions
close to blastomere membranes facing the ZP.
Embryos of the slow-freezing group showed fragmented
and/or degenerated blastomeres with a compromised mem-
brane integrity, surrounded by a smooth ZP with a narrower
subzonal space. The inter-cellular area between blastomeres
was enlarged compared with the control and vitrification
groups. Degenerated blastomere particles were positive both
for actin and for tubulin. DAPI-stained nuclei were not cen-
trally localized inside the blastomeres. Actin filaments were
generally diffuse throughout the cytoplasm but were occa-
sionally dense. Actins were more concentrated under the
blastomere membrane adjacent to inter-cellular areas
between blastomeres. Actin condensation around the nucleus
in the control group was reduced in this group. Tubulins
generally diffuse throughout the cytoplasm were more con-
centrated at the periphery of blastomeres adjacent to the ZP.
Occasional disruptions of tubulins were observed in frag-
mented and degenerated blastomeres.
Degeneration of embryos of the vitrification group var-
ied greatly. Some blastomeres displayed disintegrated
blastomere membranes while other blastomeres were
morphologically normal. All blastomeres were surrounded
by a ZP with a smooth margin and displayed narrower
subzonal spaces compared with the control group. Degen-
erated blastomere particles were positive for actin and
tubulin. DAPI-stained nuclei were not centrally localized
inside the blastomeres. Actins generally diffusely dis-
tributed throughout the cytoplasm were concentrated at
the periphery of blastomeres adjacent to the inter-cellular
space. Actins were absent at the periphery of blastomeres
in the vicinity of the ZP. Tubulins were generally diffuse
throughout the cytoplasm. The tubulin density at adja-
cent blastomere regions close to the ZP which are visible
at control and slow-freezing groups was not observed










Fig. 2. Four-cell embryos. (a) Untreated con-
trol group. (b) Thawed after slow freezing.
(c) Thawed after vitrification.
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Evaluation of methylene blue-azure II-basic fuchsin and
toluidine blue stainings
Semi-thin epon slices (1 lm) of all three study groups
stained by methylene blue-azure II-basic fuchsin (Fig. 4)
and toluidine blue (Fig. 5) were examined using light
microscopy. Control group embryos showed equal-sized,
unfragmented blastomeres with clear margins. Large sub-
zonal spaces were observed only between blastomeres but
not between the ZP and individual blastomeres. The
borders of blastomeres in contact to the ZP were undam-
aged. Nuclear borders were smooth and round. Lipid
drops with different sizes were dispersed throughout the
cytoplasm. Embryos of the slow-freezing and vitrification
group showed mostly irregular blastomere margins while
some maintained a smooth appearance. Some blastomeres
showed fragmentations and/or degenerations. ZPs of the
slow-freezing group were thicker when compared with
the vitrification group. This finding was confirmed via
measurements performed on TEM scans. The subzonal
spaces between blastomeres in the slow-freezing group
were found to be narrower when compared with the vitri-
fication group. Both groups showed vacuolizations within
the cytoplasms and cellular debris between blastomeres in
subzonal spaces. However, the slow-freezing group dis-
played more of such debris. Nuclei maintained their
round shapes and smooth nuclear borders. Numerous
lipid drops at various sizes dispersed throughout the
cytoplasm were observed (Figs 4 and 5).
Ultra-structural changes
Figure 6a shows TEM scans of blastomeres of the control













Fig. 3. Cytoskeleton of 4-cell embryos. (a)
Untreated control group. (b) Thawed after
slow freezing. (c) Thawed after vitrification.
a1–c1. DAPI. a2–c2. Actin. a3–c3. Tubulin.
a4–c4. Composite of DAPI (grey), actin
(green) and tubulin (red).
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ture of the nuclear membrane. Mature mitochondrial
structures and numerous immature developing mitochon-
dria were observed at the perinuclear area. Pouch-shaped
RER (Rough Endoplasmic Reticulum) cisternas were
mostly in their developing state and were surrounded by
the endoplasmic reticulum. Ribosomes were located at
the cytoplasmic side of its membrane. The semi-transpar-
ent, vesicular, smooth endoplasmic reticulum was accom-
panying mitochondria during development. In these
rapidly developing cells, annulate lamellae are connected
with the nuclear membrane. These could be enriched
with tightly packed nuclear pore complexes (NPC) and
could emanate from flattened clusters of membrane cis-
ternas. Big, electron-dense, round, primary lysosomes
were observed inside the cytoplasm, and smaller sec-
ondary lysosomes were observed. Conjugation complexes
were absent among blastomeres. Short, obtuse microvilli
structures were interlocked with each other at the inter-
cellular space. Electron-dense vesicular debris resided at
the inter-cellular space. Small, coated vesicles for endocy-
tosis and exocytosis were noted close to the blastomere
membrane. Microtubule structures with round, smooth
walls and long, thin appearance with a higher density at
organelles at their transverse sections were noticed in
vicinity of the blastomere membrane. Cross-sections of
dot-like microfilaments form the skeleton of microvilli
and provide endurance to the blastomere membrane.
They were fractured under the blastomere membrane at
longitudinal sections. The subzonal space contained cyto-
plasmic particles and debris with various shapes and sizes
between the blastomere membrane and the ZP. The
smooth surface of the ZP and its homogenous nature sur-
rounded the embryo. It is observed that the average
thickness of the ZP is thicker than that in the vitrification
and slow-freezing groups.
The nuclear membrane of slow-freezing group nuclei
was irregularly shaped (Fig. 6b). When compared with
the control group, numerous degenerated mitochondria
showed an electron-dense matrix at the periphery and










Fig. 4. Four-cell embryos stained by methy-
lene blue-azure II-basic fuchsin. (a) Untreated
control group. (b) Thawed after slow freezing.
(c) Thawed after vitrification.
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parent, dilated cisternae of the endoplasmic reticulum, as
well as annulate lamellae and lipid drops, were observed
accompanying the electron-dense lysosomes, vesicles and
mitochondria within the cytoplasm. The subzonal space
was reduced in volume. Compared with the control
group, a presence of cellular debris inside the subzonal
space was noted. The ZP was thinner when compared
with the control group but thicker when compared with
the vitrification group. Microfilaments were observed to
get denser at locations closer to the blastomere membrane
and dispersed within the cytoplasm. Microfilaments
decreased in general when compared with the control and
vitrification groups. Microtubules around the organelles
at control group were shown to be decreasing in density
but were in higher abundance at cell membranes in the
vicinity of the ZP.
Embryos of the vitrification group were also analysed by
TEM (Fig. 6c). Non-centrally localized nuclei had an ovoid
shape. Inner and outer membranes were clearly defined.
The nuclear membrane was largely folded. Bleps containing
nucleoplasma were formed by a dilated outer membrane.
Next to mature mitochondria dispersed throughout the
cytoplasm, irregular, non-ovoid-shaped degenerated mito-
chondria were observed. They showed a partially disrupted
cristae, matrix, inner and outer membranes. Big, irregular
and round-shaped, electron-dense secondary lysosomes;
smaller primary lysosomes; dilated annulate lamellae; SERs
(Smooth endoplasmic reticulum) accompanying vesicular,
degenerated mitochondria; and lipid drops that were either
big or small were observed as being randomly localized
throughout the cytoplasm. The subzonal space between the










Fig. 5. Four-cell embryos stained by toluidine
blue. (a) Untreated control group. (b) Thawed
after slow freezing. (c) Thawed after vitrifica-
tion.
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particles. The distribution of microvilli at the blastomere
membrane and their microfilaments were shown to be rela-
tively decreased when compare with the control group.
Microtubules inside the blastomeres were found to be dis-
tributed throughout the cytoplasm. Blastomeres were
decreased in density at their periphery. The thickness of the
ZP of four-cell bovine embryos was significantly reduced in
the slow-freezing group (n = 15) compared with the con-
trol group (n = 15; P < 0.001). This thickness was even
more reduced in the vitrification group (n = 15) compared
with the control group (P < 0.001) and the slow-freezing
group (P < 0.004).
Statistical results
The comparison of the effect of cryopreservation at four-
cell bovine embryo between the groups was performed.
The results are as follows: Kruskal–Wallis test: P < 0.001;
when control and slow freezing were compared,
P < 0.001; when control and vitrification were compared,
P < 0.001; and when slow freezing and vitrification were
compared, P = 0.004 (Fig. 7).
Discussion
Previous studies reported that cryopreservation has
negative effects on embryonic development. However, the
effects of cryopreservation may differ between species and
may vary depending on the quality of embryos, the devel-
opmental stage during freezing, the cryoprotectants used,
the cryopreservation method applied and whether the
embryos are generated in vivo or in vitro (Vincent and
Johnson, 1992; Weber et al., 1992; Palasz and Mapletoft,













Fig. 6. Four-cell embryo TEM scans. (a)
Untreated control group. (b) Thawed after
slow freezing. (c) Thawed after vitrification.
N, nucleus; Chr, chromatin; SER, smooth
endoplasmic reticulum; RER, rough endoplas-
mic reticulum; Rib, ribosome; Lis, lysosome;
AL, annulate lamellae; B, Blep; Mmit, mature
mitochondria; Immit, immature mitochondria;
Dmit, degenerated mitochondria; Vdc, vesicu-
lar debris body; Lip, lipid drop; BL, blas-
tomere; SZS, subzonal space; ICS, inter-
cellular space; Miv, microvillus; ZP, zona pellu-
cida.
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foremost intended to obtain the quality of embryos under
in vitro conditions in order to analyse the effects of cryop-
reservation, and thus, care was taken to ensure that the
study was carried out at a certain standard. To attain this
standard, ovaries of healthy cows of the same species and
age range were included in the study and frozen spermato-
zoa of the bulls of the same species which are checked and
sold commercially were used in the fertilization process.
The processes of ovary preparation, oocyte aspiration,
IVM and IVF, culture, cryopreservation and thawing were
undertaken by the same researcher, and same techniques
were used during each application. One of the key factors
in obtaining quality embryos under in vitro conditions is
oocyte maturation. The fact that the media used for the
IVM of oocytes affect the IVF and the subsequent embry-
onic development rates was demonstrated in various stud-
ies (Bavister et al., 1992; Goto and Iritani, 1992; Zuelke
and Brackett, 1993). In the maturation of bovine oocytes,
two types of media are used. Defined media contain basic
physiological salts with bicarbonate buffering systems.
Complex media contain the contents of defined media
with the addition of materials such as amino acids, purine
and vitamins. The most commonly used complex matura-
tion medium is TCM-199 (Akyol, 2006). Greve and Madi-
son indicated that after using TCM-199 medium
supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) in oocyte
maturation, the maturation rate was 80% (Greve and
Madison, 1991). MacCallum et al. (1997) used TCM-199
medium without any supplements in oocyte maturation
and reported that the maturation rate was 39% following
an 18-h incubation. Leibfried-Rutledge et al. (1989) indi-
cated that the maturation rate rose to 90% after the addi-
tion of various hormones such as LH, FSH and oestrogen
to TCM-199. Greve et al. (1993), on the other hand, sta-
ted that they used the medium TCM-199 supplemented
with 20% oestrus cow serum (OCS) in their study and
that the rate of oocyte maturation was 83%. In our study,
oocytes were selected in line with the method described by
Brackett and Zuelke (1993). After follicle aspiration from
ovaries, the oocytes were maturated by being incubated
for 24 h in TCM-199 medium supplemented with 5 ll/ml
FSH, 5 ll/ml LH and 50 ll/ml OCS. Maturation of
oocytes was confirmed if cumulus cells were expanded
and if the perivitelline space contained polar bodies. Our
oocyte maturation rate of 86% was higher than the results
obtained by Greve and Avery who used the TCM-199
medium supplemented with 20% OCS. The fact that we
obtained a higher oocyte maturation rate although the
medium we used contained less OCS showed that the LH
and the FSH added to the medium had positive effects on
oocyte maturation as stated by Leibfried-Rutledge et al.
(1989). Our results were also better than the results of
Greve and Madison (1991) who used TCM-199 supple-
mented with 10% FCS as maturation medium, indicating
that OCS was more effective than FCS in in vitro oocyte
maturation. While these serum supplementations support
the IVM process of oocytes, they have both negative and
positive effects on bovine embryonic development
decreasing early-stage embryo development (Bavister,
1995) by inhibiting the initial cleavage divisions (Pinyop-
ummintr and Bavister, 1991) but stimulating blastocyst
development (Van Langendonckt et al., 1997). The addi-
tion of a serum to the culture medium to obtain in vitro
embryos may result in metabolic and morphological devi-
ations during later development (Gardner, 1994; Thomp-
son et al., 1995). Abe et al. (1999) reported that while
high survival rates were maintained by standard cryop-
reservation methods in in vivo produced bovine embryos,
survival rates for in vitro developed embryos were found
to be low and that those embryos were more sensitive to
cryopreservation. Hasler et al. (1995) demonstrated that
media containing serum used for in vitro embryos caused
the formation of intense lipid droplets of all sizes in
embryos and that those lipid droplets increased the sensi-
tivity to cryopreservation. While the role of intracellular
lipids is not fully understood, some researchers claimed
that the intracellular lipids either in embryos or in oocytes
were being used as an energy source for the developing
oocytes and embryos and that they were necessary for cell
division as a lipid source (Pugh et al., 1998; Sturmey
et al., 2009). Studies involving pigs showed that porcine
embryos, which include dispersed intracellular lipids in
high concentrations in their blastomeres, have increased
sensitivity to cryopreservation and that intracellular lipids
may induce heterogenous intracellular ice nucleation or
lipid phase changes (Toner et al., 1986; Kashiwazaki et al.,
Fig. 7. The thickness of the zona pellucida statistical comparison
between the experimental and control groups.
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1991). Romek et al. (2009) indicated that the intracellular
lipid content was dependent on the embryo development
stage and showed a dramatic decrease following the mor-
ula stage. They also expressed that accordingly, early
development stages became more sensitive to low temper-
atures in comparison with advanced stages. In another
study, it was indicated that the tolerance to cold and cryo-
preservation of bovine embryos obtained under in vitro
conditions after being cultured in a serum-added medium
can be increased after the cytoplasmic lipid droplets are
centrifuged and isolated, which indicated that cytoplasmic
lipid droplets may directly influence the sensitivity of
embryos to cold and cryopreservation (Ushijima et al.,
1999). In our study, both during TEM analyses and during
light microscopy analyses of semi-thin Epon sections fol-
lowing toluidine blue and methylene blue-azure II-basic
fuchsin staining, lipid droplets of all sizes were found in
embryo blastomeres. Twenty-two embryos reached the
blastocyst stage in the control group, one in the slow-
freezing group and three in the vitrification group. A light
microscopy analysis of the embryos that did not reach the
blastocyst stage revealed that some embryos were degener-
ated, some were still at the four-cell stage and demon-
strated no development, and some failed to reach the
stage of blastocyst despite reaching further stages. These
results may indicate that the intracellular lipid droplets
formed in in vitro produced embryos using serum-con-
taining media increased the sensitivity to cryopreservation.
Embryos at early developmental stages may have been
more sensitive to freezing. These results are consistent
with the reports by Abe H. et al., Hasler JF. et al. and
Romek M. et al. Cryopreservation may have extremely
destructive effects on the cellular organization of embryos.
The formation of ice crystallization may pierce plasma
membranes. The cellular plasma membrane is very sensi-
tive to cooling and often shows damages following cryop-
reservation (Zeron et al., 2002). Cryopreservation
damages are able to induce cell deaths and may be associ-
ated with cryoprotectant toxicity, cold shock, osmotic
stress, freeze damage and ice crystallization (Quinn, 1985;
Saragusty et al., 2009). During freezing process, cryopro-
tectants protect cells from the damage caused by cold
shock and ice crystallization formation. On the other
hand, they have their own chemical toxicity or osmotic
effect which may also cause damage on cells (Dobrinsky,
1996). Such effects of cryoprotectants may cause damages
in the cytoskeleton structure of embryos (Dobrinsky et al.,
2000). If the cytoskeleton is damaged or destabilized, the
embryo may lose this intracellular communication path
and an irreparable destruction may take place. The
growth, maturation and fertilization of the oocyte require
proper localization and active movement of cellular orga-
nelles which is realized by the reorganization of tubule
and actin structures (Sun and Schatten, 2006). It was
reported that due to cryopreservation, the intracellular
functions of cells may be deteriorated, their organelles
may be denatured, plasma membranes may be pierced,
and the central cellular structure of the embryo may be
damaged (Dobrinsky, 1996).
While some researchers reported that cryoprotectants
prevent the irreparable damages to the cytoskeleton
components via depolymerization of cellular
microstructures such as microfilaments and micro-
tubules prior to cryopreservation (Overstrom et al.,
1993; Dobrinsky, 1996), the others argued that certain
cryoprotectants used in cryopreservation such as glycerol
and EG may be toxic via inducing the irreversible dete-
rioration of microstructures inside the cell (Weber et al.,
1992; Dobrinsky, 1996). It was reported that cryoprotec-
tants do not always have the same effect, and variations
could be seen in the interaction of cellular organelles
and embryos with the cytoskeleton with respect to dif-
ferent species and different embryonic development
stages (Parks and Ruffing, 1992; Vincent and Johnson,
1992). It was expressed that the irreversible damages in
porcine embryos at morula and early blastocyst stages
are associated with freezing at -196°C and not with
being subjected to the cryoprotectants used (Dobrinsky,
1996). In another study carried out using equine
embryos, it was reported that in the cryopreservation of
embryos at blastocyst stage, deformation at cytoskeleton
and significant cell deaths were observed after thawing
where glycerol was used. It was expressed that the dam-
age in actin structures encountered in embryos was due
to freezing and thawing rather than glycerol toxicity
(Tharasanit et al., 2005). In the TEM and confocal
microscopy analyses carried out during our study, struc-
tures of the cytoskeleton components actin and tubulin
were compromised in embryos of the slow-freezing and
vitrification groups due to the effects of cryopreserva-
tion. This deterioration in actin and tubulin structures
may have led to a disruption of metabolic functions,
which may have resulted in the cell death observed in
embryos.
Degeneration of blastomere structures and fractures
in the ZP may be linked with cold damage and freez-
ing–thawing procedures rather than the toxic effects of
cryoprotectants. In cryopreservation studies with
oocytes, premature cortical granule exocytosis and a
hardened ZP occurred as a result of freezing–thawing
(Carroll et al., 1990; Mavrides and Morroll, 2005). Cry-
opreservation also hardened the ZP of embryos
(Schiewe et al., 1995). In our study, the average thick-
ness of the ZP was decreased in embryos of the ‘slow-
freezing’ group and was even more decreased in the
‘vitrification’ group. The thinning of the ZP may have
© 2015 Blackwell Verlag GmbH
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resulted either from the dehydration during cryopreser-
vation or from freezing in very low temperatures. Fair
et al. (2001) indicated that after cryopreservation of
bovine embryos, ultrastructural changes could be seen,
such as debris in expanded subzonal space and the
microvilli disintegration and the dispersion deteriora-
tion, swelling in RER and mitochondria and erasure in
mitochondrial cristae, thinner ZP compared to in vivo
embryos, degenerated nuclei and apoptotic bodies and
cell losses. after cryopreservation of bovine embryos,
ultrastructural changes could be seen, such as debris in
expanded subzonal space and the microvilli disintegra-
tion and the dispersion deterioration, swelling in RER
and mitochondria and erasure in mitochondrial cristae,
thinner ZP compared to in vivo embryos, degenerated
nuclei and apoptotic bodies and cell losses. From the
observation of apoptotic body formation and nuclear
degeneration in cells, Fair et al. (2001) linked these cell
death findings observed in embryos to apoptosis. How-
ever, in our study these apoptosis symptoms were not
encountered following the cryopreservation of four-cell
bovine embryos. The emergence of apoptosis in bovine,
mouse and human embryos and the initial embryonic
genome activity corresponds to the same period in the
9- to 16-cell stage (Brison, 2000). The earliest findings
of bovine apoptosis were observed around eight-cell
stage by using TUNEL and/or nuclear morphology
(Neuber et al., 2002; Gjørret et al., 2005, 2007).
Ultra-structural alterations including cytoplasmic vac-
uolization, mitochondrial degeneration, disintegration of
plasma membrane and cellular organelles observed in
in vitro four-cell bovine embryos cryopreserved by con-
trolled slow freezing or vitrification indicate that these
procedures have harmful effects on embryonic viability
and need further improvements.
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3. Discussion
3.1. Changes of nuclear landscapes during preimplantation development 
The study “Reprogramming of fibroblast nuclei in cloned bovine embryos involves 
major structural remodeling with both striking similarities and differences to nuclear 
phenotypes of in vitro fertilized embryos” shows that before and shortly after the 
onset of major EGA at the 8-cell stage (Graf et al., 2014) major chromatin bodies 
(MCBs), representing individual chromosome territories, were typically located at the 
nuclear periphery surrounding a large major IC lacuna (MICL) located in the nuclear 
interior. For nuclei with this phenotype we introduced the term ENP (Embryonic 
Nucleus with Peripheral CT distribution). In ENPs major chromatin bodies were often 
separated by wide interchromatin compartment (IC) channels connected with the 
major lacuna, whereas smaller channels often pervaded throughout their interior. 
Except for occasional MCBs extending into the MICL, it lacked DNA detectable by 
DAPI staining. Since DAPI has a preference for AT-rich DNA (Kapuscinski, 1995), we 
could not exclude the presence of chromatin loops with GC-rich DNA expanding 
throughout the MICL. Lack of DNA in the MICL of ENPs was confirmed using the 
DNA sequence independent DNA counterstain TO-PRO-3 (Bink et al., 2001). 
Additionally, the restriction of EdU incorporation to DAPI positive areas confirmed the 
lack of chromatin within the major lacuna. After major EGA the major lacuna became 
smaller until Embryonic Nuclei displayed a Conventional nuclear architecture (ENC) 
featuring a 3D chromatin network with a co-aligned IC network distributed throughout 
the nuclear interior. In ENCs chromatin-free spaces under the nuclear lamina 
between major chromatin bodies were replaced by a ubiquitously present chromatin 
lining. Similarly, nucleolar precursor bodies or early nucleoli not lined by chromatin 
before major EGA displayed a concentrated chromatin lining after major EGA. 
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Evidence for strong RNA synthesis in nucleoli after the 8-cell stage and a significant 
increase in the expression of genes coding for ribosomal proteins at the 8-cell stage 
suggests full nucleolar functionality after major EGA (Pederson, 2011). 
A significant decrease of nuclear volumes takes place during early bovine 
development. In addition, a significant volume difference was noted between the 
larger nuclei of trophectoderm cells and the smaller nuclei of the inner cell mass. 
Although differences in gene expression were found between the two cell lineages 
(Ozawa et al., 2012), the central question, whether causal relationships exist 
between differences of gene expression patterns and structural differences of nuclei 
provides a challenge for future studies. Detailed knowledge of the dynamics of 
nuclear organization during development and differentiation is indispensable to 
overcome this challenge and requires biophysical in addition to molecular biological 
approaches (Hampoelz and Lecuit, 2011; Martins et al., 2012). 
The structural transformation, which was observed in fertilized embryos, when 
pre-ENPs at the 2-cell stage were transformed into typical ENPs at the 8-cell stage 
clearly precedes EGA, whereas it remains to be seen whether structural changes 
during the differentiation of ENPs into ENCs precedes or follows functional changes 
triggered by MGA or whether structural reorganization is an event, which may occur 
even in the absence of functional reprogramming or vice versa. 
In our study “Stage-dependent remodeling of the nuclear envelope and lamina 
during rabbit early embryonic development” the occurrence of a chromatin-free 
central lacuna was observed in rabbit embryos at the early 2-cell stage, but not 
around major EGA at 8- to 16-cell stage. This further substantiates the hypothesis, 
that the formation of a central lacuna is not initialized at major EGA. The 
phenomenon of nuclear volume decline throughout preimplantation development also 
occurred in rabbit embryos. 
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3.2. Massive global changes of nuclear architecture in cloned embryos 
correspond with changes observed in fertilized bovine embryos 
Most strikingly, the results of this study and the study “Positional changes of a 
pluripotency marker gene during structural reorganization of fibroblast nuclei in 
cloned early bovine embryos“ demonstrate that global changes of nuclear 
architecture observed during pluripotency gene activation (PGA) of cloned bovine 
embryos closely resemble changes discovered in embryos with corresponding sizes 
generated by in vitro fertilization (IVF) (Popken et al., 2014a; Popken et al., 2014b). 
The occurrence of a major lacuna at the 8-cell stage of cloned bovine embryos 
confirms that the major lacuna is not an artifact of the in vitro fertilization process and 
again raises the question, how structural and functional changes are related with 
each other (Cao et al., 2013; Kosak and Groudine, 2004). Normal preimplantation 
development is frequently prohibited already in fertilized embryos as a consequence 
of chromosomal missegregations taking place during the first cleavage stages 
(Huang et al., 2009). Such events are even more frequent in cloned embryos 
(Popken et al., 2014b). It will be of particular interest to correlate changes of 
transcriptomes with changes of nuclear architecture in fertilized and cloned 
preimplantation embryos with a normal chromosome complement. It will also be of 
interest to study embryos, whose growth is delayed or blocked for genetic or 
environmental reasons and explore, whether certain changes of nuclear architecture 
and gene expression patterns occur in a strictly coordinated manner or independently 
from each other. Like cloned embryos, fertilized embryos presented nuclei with the 
ENP phenotype at the onset of major embryonic genome activation (EGA) and most 
ENPs were transformed into ENCs during the transition from the 8- to the 16-cell 
stage and adopted the typical phenotype of somatic cell nuclei characterized by an 
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enrichment of dense chromatin beneath the nuclear lamina and around nucleoli 
(Bolzer et al., 2005). As in fertilized embryos, the structural transformation of ENPs 
into ENCs was accompanied by a major reduction of nuclear size. ENCs maintained 
the roundish shape of ENPs and did not convert back to the flat-ellipsoidal shape of 
fibroblast nuclei. However, this shape of fibroblasts may have been caused by their 
adherence to a surface rather than their cell type and may have already converted to 
spherical nuclei after disassociation from the surface of culture wells. 
The reason(s) for the massive and apparently identical changes of global 
nuclear architecture in fertilized and cloned, early bovine embryos are not obvious. 
Since ENPs were already observed in embryos, which had not yet reached the 8-cell 
stage, where major EGA occurs, we assume that the formation of ENPs reflects the 
preparation of nuclei for the critical period, where development is shifted from 
maternal gene products to embryonic ones. During this process maternal RNAs are 
used to provide ENPs with a rich amount of proteins functionally required for this 
maternal-to-embryonic transition (MET) (Graf et al., 2014). Storage of a massive 
amount of proteins to meet the embryo’s needs before the onset of major EGA may 
enforce the large volume of ENPs, including the formation of the major lacuna and 
wide IC channels separating individual CTs from each other as preferential storage 
sites. During the first cell cycles after major EGA coding maternal RNAs disappear. 
The onset of EGA, which occurs at the 8-cell stage of fertilized and cloned bovine 
embryos, guarantees the embryo's further supply both with household proteins, as 
well as proteins for the special needs of further normal development. Our study of 
early development of bovine embryos generated by in vitro fertilization (IVF) showed 
splicing factors distributed throughout the major lacuna of ENPs (Popken et al., 
2014a). Possibly, the synthesis and storage of numerous factors based on coding 
maternal RNAs is essential for the preparation of nuclei for EGA and enforces the 
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formation of the major lacuna and wide IC channels separating individual CTs from 
each other. The subsequent global structural transformation of ENPs into ENCs after 
the onset of EGA may be necessary to ensure the long-term replicative potential of 
embryonic cells after EGA. The latter prediction is supported by evidence that nuclei 
with a persistent ENP phenotype are prone to apoptosis (Leidenfrost, 2009) and 
rarely seen in blastocysts (Leidenfrost et al., 2011; Popken et al., 2014a). 
Rabbit preimplantation embryos do not feature the initiation of a major lacuna 
at the 4-cell stage. Instead, large volume invaginations in direct contact with nucleoli 
were most abundant at the 4-cell stage. These large volume invaginations were 
rarely observed in the bovine species. It is possible, that the two species solve the 
hypothetical problem of an increased import necessity for nucleogenesis prior to 
major EGA in two different ways. In bovine embryos, nucleoli precursor bodies 
(NPBs) or early nucleoli at the 4-cell and 8-cell stage were located mostly either at 
the nuclear border or at the edge of the central lacuna. In rabbit 4-cell stages, 
nucleoli were mostly located at the nuclear border or in the proximity to invaginations 
carrying a large volume of cytoplasm. If the cytoplasm and the central lacuna 
contained factors important for NPBs or early nucleoli then they were located close to 
those factors in both species either by the solution of a lacuna or invaginations. 
3.3. Evidence for profound variability of higher order CT arrangements in ENPs 
and ENCs 
In a previous study on CT movements in bovine IVF embryos, at major EGA the 
gene-dense CT 19 moved towards the center of the nucleus whereas the gene-poor 
CT 20 was unaffected (Koehler et al., 2009). In our study, compared with fibroblast 
nuclei from BFF cultures 3D mean radial distances of GOF to the nuclear border 
increased in cloned pre-PGA embryos but decreased again in post-PGA embryos. 
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This movement back towards the periphery while still being activated argues against 
a general movement of this activated gene towards the center of the nucleus. 
Throughout this process co-localization of GOF with its carrier CT 13 was maintained 
and a difference between radial nuclear movements of carrier and non-carrier CTs 
was not detected. These findings indicate that GOF did not have an effect on the 
position of its carrier-CT and that GOF was not moved by a giant loop. Possible 
functional implications of average radial GOF and CT arrangements remain unclear 
at this point and must be considered in the light of an impressive inter-nuclear 
variability for absolute and radial nuclear positions of GOF, carrier and non-carrier 
CTs. 
 Our study underlines the necessity of single cell analyses in addition to 
molecular, high-throughput analyses of the higher order chromatin organization 
performed with cell populations (Bickmore and van Steensel, 2013; de Graaf and van 
Steensel, 2013; de Wit et al., 2013; Dixon et al., 2012; Gibcus and Dekker, 2013). 
Recently, strong efforts have been made to establish a Hi-C protocol fit for use at the 
single cell level (Nagano et al., 2013). These major advancements, however, will not 
render microscopic analyses superfluous, which have also taken a dramatic turn 
during the last decade by the emergence of super-resolution fluorescence 
microscope in combination with further advancements of electron microscopy 
(Rouquette et al., 2010). Correlative microscopy has provided opportunities to 
employ different microscopic techniques in a sequential manner following individual 
cells from the live to the fixed state with ever increasing resolution (Huebner et al., 
2013). Current progress has greatly enriched the toolbox necessary to merge 
molecular approaches with microscopy in a way undreamed of even a few years ago. 
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3.4. Structural similarities between ENPs carried by replicative competent 
embryonic cells and nuclei from senescent fibroblasts  
The observed coincidence of rather compact CTs and MGA in 8-cell embryos (Graf 
et al., 2014) was an unexpected finding. Surprisingly, replicative viable ENPs share 
major structural similarities with nuclei observed in fibroblast cultures at the end of 
their replicative life span (Chandra et al., 2012; Funayama et al., 2006) as well as in 
fibroblast cultures driven prematurely into a senescence-like state as a result of drug 
exposure (Illner et al., 2010). Nuclei in these terminal cultures also form major 
chromatin bodies (mCBs), called senescence associated heterochromatic foci 
(SAHFs). In line with mCBs in embryonic cell nuclei SAHFs co-localize for the most 
part with individual painted CTs separated from each other by broad interchromatin 
channels, although chromatin connections between SAHFs and mCBs apparently 
exist.  
Lack of DNA in the IC channel system expanding between chromatin clusters 
was supported by electron microscopic studies based on the selective visualization of 
DNA both with an osmium ammine staining procedure and immunodetection with 
primary anti-DNA antibodies and secondary gold-labeled antibodies (Huebner et al., 
2013; Illner et al., 2010). Like the formation of ENPs in cloned embryos, the formation 
of SAHFs or drug induced SAHF-like structures requires a major structural 
reorganization of CTs. (Chandra et al., 2012) described a concentric chromatin 
architecture of SAHFs with H3K9me3 accumulated in the core region, surrounded by 
a layer of chromatin with H3K27me3, and an additional layer enriched in H3K36me3, 
a marker for transcriptionally active chromatin. (Illner et al., 2010) reported 
mCB/SAHF like structures with nascent RNA produced at their surface. Gene-poor 
chromatin was located in the interior of these structures together with H3K9me3 and 
H3K27me3, whereas gene-dense chromatin was enriched at their periphery together 
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with H4K8ac. Some CTs studied in typical ENPs presented a compact core with 
H3K9me3, surrounded by H3K4me3-labeled, peripheral chromatin, others were 
highly enriched in H3K4me3 distributed throughout the entire territory and still others 
revealed little H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 immunopositive labeling. Further studies are 
required to determine possible similarities and differences between mCBs noted in 
senescent fibroblast nuclei and in replication competent embryonic cell nuclei. 
3.5. ENPs/ENCs fit to a model of nuclear architecture based on co-aligned, 
three-dimensional networks of inactive and active nuclear compartments 
CTs are built up from about 500 kb to 1 Mb large chromatin domains (~1-Mbp CDs), 
which were originally identified as replication foci during S-phase (Nakamura et al., 
1986), but later identified as basic structures of higher chromatin organization 
present at all stages of interphase (Walter et al., 2003). Multiple, interconnected CDs 
form larger chromatin domain clusters (CDCs). Multiple CDCs contribute to the 
formation of chromosome band domains, which in turn form chromosome arm 
domains up to individual CTs. The network character of higher order chromatin 
organization complicates a distinction of defined subsets of this organization. For this 
reason the discovery of individual replication foci had to await the development of 
pulse-labeling of DNA, whereas the unequivocal identification of individual CTs in 
somatic cell nuclei and ENCs became only possible after the development of 
chromosome painting protocols. ENPs represent a rare case of nuclear architecture, 
where individual CTs are widely separated and thus can be distinguished as major 
chromatin bodies (MCBs). 
 Direct evidence for the formation of nascent RNA in the PR was first provided 
by electron microscopic observations following pulse-labeling with BrUTP (Cmarko et 
al., 1999) and recently by fluorescence labeling strategies for the detection of UTP-
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enriched transcription compartments in living cells (Maharana et al., 2012). Based on 
3D-SIM, we performed a rigorous quantitative analysis of the nuclear topography of 
DAPI-stained chromatin, histone markers for transcriptionally competent chromatin 
(H3K4me3) and silent chromatin (H3K9me3), as well as RNAPII. We chose RNAPII 
carrying a phosphorylated serine 5 in its carboxy-terminal domain (S5p) as epitope 
for immunodetection, because RNAPII-S5p is recruited at the 5' prime site of genes 
and essential for successful gene transcription (Eick and Geyer, 2013; Heidemann et 
al., 2013). It should be noted, however, that RNAPII-S5p can also bind at numerous 
other sites including heterochromatic regions and can be involved in the transcription 
of non-coding sequences. The repetitive, heptapeptide sequences of the CTD 
undergo dynamic modifications "written and read as signatures to orchestrate the 
recruitment of factors with the transcribing RNAPII", including other sites of potential 
phosphorylation (Heidemann et al., 2013). 
 Our analysis provides robust evidence for highly significant enrichments of 
H3K4me3 and RNAPII clusters at the periphery of CDCs, whereas H3K9me3 was 
enriched in their interior. Multiple RNA polymerases II have been described as 
integrative parts of transcription factories (Papantonis and Cook, 2013). Our high-
resolution analysis does not support a simple black and white picture with 
transcriptionally silent chromatin exclusively in the interior and competent chromatin 
exclusively in the periphery of CDCs, since chromatin enriched in H3K9me3 was 
found to expand occasionally into the PR, whereas some chromatin enriched in 
H3K4me3 was occasionally noted in the interior of CDCs as well. Furthermore, large 
H3K4me3 or H3K9me3 positive clusters were observed in chromatin concentrations 
that do not necessarily reflect the predictions of the CT-IC model. 
The PR lines a 3D network of interchromatin compartment (IC) channels and 
lacunas (Albiez et al., 2006). 3D-SIM suggests that the fraction of the nuclear space 
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occupied by the IC was strongly reduced during structural transformation of ENPs 
into ENCs. The wide IC channels, which separated individual CTs and entered the 
major IC lacuna in the nuclear interior of ENPs disappeared during structural 
transformation of nuclei into ENC. Conclusive evidence for an IC network, which 
starts at nuclear pores, pervades the entire nuclear space between CTs and CDCs, 
and occupies a major part of the nuclear volume was provided in other cell types 
both by super-resolution fluorescence microscopy (Cremer and Cremer, 2010; 
Markaki et al., 2010; Markaki et al., 2012; Schermelleh et al., 2008) and electron 
microscopic studies using procedures for a highly specific visualization of DNA 
(Huebner et al., 2013; Illner et al., 2010; Kizilyaprak et al., 2010; Rouquette et al., 
2010; Rouquette et al., 2009). The smallest IC channels may invade the interior of 
CDCs and extend between or even expand into the interior of individual 1-Mbp CDs. 
Models have considered the possibility that 1-Mbp CDs may be built up either from 
intermingling, 30 nm thick chromatin loops or from smaller CDs with a DNA content in 
the order of ~100 kbp (Cremer et al., 2000; Mirny, 2011). In addition, differences of 
the extent and width of IC channels and lacunas in ENPs and ENCs may reflect the 
storage of different amounts of macromolecules in the IC, which in turn may hinder 
an expansion of the chromatin compartment. 
3.6. Nuclear volume and surface reduction 
Bovine preimplantation development involves a massive nuclear volume reduction. 
The largest nuclei were seen in 2-cell stage embryos, the smallest in blastocysts. In 
search for the mechanism(s) underlying this volume reduction it is important to 
decide whether nuclear reconfiguration occurs as a result of mitosis or during 
interphase or by a combination of events during the entire cell cycle. Our observation 
that ENP/Cs showed MCBs/CTs and nucleoli throughout the nuclear interior but still 
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retained nuclear volumes in the range of typical ENPs indicates that long-range CT 
movements from the nuclear periphery to the interior occurred within interphase 
nuclei and suggests the possibility that the ENP-ENC transition occurs at least in part 
during interphase. A global reorganization of nuclei during interphase or in 
postmitotic cells is not without precedence. Mammalian rod cell nuclei provide a case 
for a massive reorganization during postmitotic terminal cell differentiation (Solovei et 
al., 2009). Several studies report large scale movements of specific chromatin 
segments in interphase nuclei within time scales in the order of minutes (Chuang et 
al., 2006; Osborne et al., 2007; Roukos et al., 2013). The mechanisms necessary for 
these movements have not yet been clarified and may act both from inside and 
outside of the nucleus. (Mehta et al., 2011) proposed a mechanism based on intra-
nuclear actin and myosin. Forces for large-scale chromatin movements, however, 
may also act from the cytoplasm (Strickfaden et al., 2010). For a mechanism of 
nuclear volume reduction acting from the outside, one could envisage the formation 
of a contractile network around the nucleus but evidence for this is lacking. 
Alternatively, an energy dependent fluid export out of the cell could create a 
hypertonic cytoplasmic environment, which in turn could lead to a shift of fluids from 
the nucleus to the cytoplasm (Albiez et al., 2006). The loss of fluid from the major 
lacuna in combination with a degradation of excessive amounts of proteins could 
result in a collapse of the major lacuna and enforce movements of CTs into the 
nuclear interior. 
In the rabbit species, one or more chromatin-free lacunas in the center or 
nuclei were observed at the early 2-cell stage but no longer at the late 2-cell stage. 
This suggests that these lacunas were removed during interphase of 2-cell stage 
rabbit embryos. Late 2-cell stage nuclei were on average smaller than early 2-cell 
nuclei. This is counter-intuitive since duplication of the genomic content in somatic 
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cells rather increases their volumes (Maeshima et al., 2010). Bovine lacunas were 
always separated from the cytoplasm with a lamina. In rabbit embryonic nuclei this 
lamina lining of the lacuna was frequently missing. 
3.7. Potential mechanisms of nuclear envelope reduction 
The nuclear envelope and its underlying lamina play a central role in normal and 
disease-associated, pathological higher order chromatin organization (Akhtar and 
Gasser, 2007; Shimi et al., 2012; Zuela et al., 2012). Bovine embryonic development 
between the zygote and the blastocyst stage was characterized by major changes of 
the nuclear envelope and underlying lamina. The dynamics of nuclear envelope 
synthesis and degradation during preimplantation development may be exceedingly 
complex. On the one side cell multiplication requires the synthesis of ever more 
nuclear envelopes. On the other side the strong decrease of nuclear volumes 
requires the elimination of redundant nuclear envelope at the level of individual 
nuclei. 
In the bovine and the rabbit species large deposits of NUP153 clusters were 
observed throughout the cytoplasm. In both species these randomly located deposits 
were largely depleted shortly after major EGA. This may indicate that the production 
of new nuclear pores was matching demand after major EGA in both cases. 
However, in the bovine species at major EGA and shortly thereafter, large NUP153 
clusters continued to exist in direct contact with the nuclear envelope. This may 
indicate an export mechanism of nuclear envelope and its NPCs during nuclear 
surface reduction at the 8- and 19-cell stage.  
Nuclear invaginations featuring NPCs may facilitate the rapid export of mRNA 
newly synthesized at sites remote from the nuclear border as well as the import of 
proteins newly synthesized in the cytoplasm to such sites (Legartova et al., 2014; 
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Malhas et al., 2011). These invaginations were observed in increased abundance in 
bovine and rabbit embryonic nuclei until the initiation of major EGA. This may 
indicate a supporting role in supplying large nuclei with factors in preparation for 
major EGA. Numerous invaginations containing large volumes of cytoplasm in direct 
contact with nucleoli or NPBs in rabbit embryos further substantiate this hypothesis. 
On the contrary, nuclear invaginations positive for lamin B but lacking NPCs may not 
be involved in import/export. In the bovine species import/export incompetent 
invaginations were most abundant at stages with nuclear volume reductions. In the 
rabbit species these invaginations were most abundant at the 2-cell stage at which 
nuclei showed the largest variability of nuclear volumes throughout preimplantation 
development. This may indicate a mechanism of short term nuclear lamina storage 
during interphase nuclear surface reductions. 
Although differentiation-dependent changes of nuclear volumes and shapes, 
as well as global and locus-specific changes of chromatin arrangements are now well 
established phenomena, the mechanisms, necessary to bring about such changes 
remain to be elucidated. Advances in super-resolution fluorescence microscopy of 
living cells will open new avenues to distinguish between effects seen during 
interphase and effects implying mitosis. 
3.8. Considerations on a mechanism, which controls the positions of NPCs in 
the nuclear envelope 
In bovine and rabbit embryos prior to major EGA a direct contact of chromatin, 
identified by DAPI-stained DNA, with the lamina, identified by immunostaining of 
lamin B, was not established on all parts of the lamina. We discovered that NPCs, 
identified by immunostaining of NUP153, were restricted to areas of the nuclear 
envelope and lamina that were in contact with chromatin. Other parts of the nuclear 
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envelope, whose underlying lamina was not in contact with chromatin, did not reveal 
NPCs. After major EGA both chromatin contact sites at the lamina and NPCs 
became much more uniformly distributed. The present results indicate that a direct 
contact of chromatin at the nuclear lamina is an essential condition for the formation 
of an NPC at this site. This condition seems plausible, when we consider that 
disassembled parts of NPCs, including nucleoporins, such as NUP153, were 
observed in close association with the periphery of mitotic chromosomes. 
Accordingly, a direct contact of chromatin to the lamina may allow the local transfer 
of these components to a corresponding site of the nuclear envelope. It is not known 
yet, what factors may be causally responsible to initiate the formation of an NPC and 
it may be that the NUP153 may only be a “bystander” in this respect. 
Electron microscopic studies show chromatin association with the nuclear 
basket and its attached intranuclear filaments (Arlucea et al., 1998). The absence of 
NUP153 in chromatin-free areas at stages of high mRNA export demand such as 
major EGA at the 8-cell stage suggests that NPCs require the presence of chromatin. 
This is further supported by our observations, that NUP153 positive invaginations 
were usually lined by concentrated chromatin and that no such invaginations were 
found remote from chromatin within the major chromatin-free IC lacuna. Our study on 
the content of the major interchromatin lacuna (MICL) in bovine embryos confirmed 
the presence of newly synthesized mRNA throughout the MICL (Popken et al., 
2014a). Therefore, mRNA export functionality at the border in contact with the MICL 
at MGA would be beneficial but is apparently not possible. The few nuclei after MGA 
with MICL extensions in contact with the nuclear border displayed a thin layer of 
heterochromatin below the entire nuclear lamina and no large NPC-free areas. 
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3.9. 3D structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM) on mammalian embryos 
The study “3D structured illumination microscopy of mammalian embryos and 
spermatozoa” demonstrates a robust and practical way to achieve super-resolution 
fluorescence microscopy on mammalian embryos. This was achieved by essentially 
simulating in blastomeres the properties of adherence and proximity to the cover 
glass of adherent cells, which work well with 3D-SIM (Markaki et al., 2012). This 
solution may not necessarily exclusively apply to 3D-SIM but could be compatible 
with alternative microscopy solutions such as photoactivated localization microscopy 
(PALM) (Zhong, 2010), stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) (Rust 
et al., 2006) and stimulated-emission-depletion microscopy STED (Hell and 
Wichmann, 1994), which also rely on specimens not or only minimally moving during 
scanning. Furthermore, due to the signal reducing properties of the embedding 
medium the signal intensity and therefore the image quality should increase with 
proximity to the cover glass of scanned sections. Reconstruction algorithms 
configured via fluorescent beads directly attached to the cover glass also work better 
with sections scanned as close to the cover glass as possible, as this resembles the 
situation of the fluorescent beads better. Additionally, the demonstration of 3D-SIM 
on spermatozoa attached to the cover glass under the blanket of the transparent 
zona pellucida shows that theoretically even specimens that do not attach at all to a 
cover glass could be scanned with this protocol if they are similarly immobilized 
under the blanket of a transparent film attached to the cover glass. 
 Potential drawbacks of this novel protocol are the additional necessity for at 
least one micromanipulator and sufficient training to handle sticky embryos. Mouse 
and rabbit embryos can be particularly challenging in this regard, since most 
commercially available antibodies are produced in mouse or rabbit. Staining with a 
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primary antibody produced in the same host species as the species of the embryo 
requires the removal of the zona pellucida prior to staining. Otherwise, the zona 
pellucida will filter out antibodies and the blastomeres inside the zona pellucida will 
not receive the appropriate antibody concentration. However, removal of the zona 
pellucida early in the protocol has two disadvantages. Firstly, if the blastomeres are 
not well attached to each other, they may get lost when transporting the embryo. 
Individual blastomeres can be too small to identify in a stereomicroscope. This is 
especially problematic, if other particles such as dust are located in the medium. 
Secondly, the risk of a loss of the entire embryo due to accidental attachment of the 
embryo at the bottom of a well or at the inside wall of the pipette is greatly increased 
without a zona pellucida. Embryos protected by a zona pellucida can be recovered 
by strongly blowing medium against them. However, blowing strongly against 
unprotected attached embryos can easily result in the fragmentation of the embryo 
into individual blastomeres. Therefore it is strongly recommended to search for 
antibodies from a different host if rabbit or mouse embryos have to be stained and 
scanned. 
Our study has shown that stainings against highly concentrated proteins such 
as NUP153 or lamin B were possible even after two years of storage of fixed 
embryos in PBS with useful results. Therefore, embryos can be produced and fixed 
in larger quantities once and then used in small groups for training and for 
experiments saving the time for embryo production. Embryos only need to be 
produced fresh, stained and scanned right away if the target proteins are either only 
present in low concentrations such as histones or if their concentration needs to be 
quantified by their original signal intensity. However, intensity quantifications should 
not be performed with microscopy requiring subsequent reconstruction since 
algorithms alter signal intensities. Confocal laser scanning microscopy without 
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deconvolution would be more appropriate for such a task. 
 Compared with live imaging, fixed embryos have disadvantages and 
advantages. The main disadvantage is the lack of data of the same specimen 
throughout a specific time window. In our bovine embryo nuclear architecture study it 
would have been beneficial to follow the development of the large central lacuna. 
Similarly, the removal of the central chromatin-free lacuna during the 2-cell stage in 
rabbit embryos could have been visualized. Nuclear volumes could have been 
measured at the beginning and the end of the 2-cell stage to identify a nuclear 
volume decrease per nucleus. In the nuclear envelope and lamina studies one could 
have quantified whether mitosis has an impact on the numbers of invaginations 
throughout the cell cycle. However, there are also clear advantages in fixing 
specimens. Firstly, any expression of fluorescent proteins in the sample would have 
required diverting from the unaltered natural situation and could have triggered 
abnormal phenomena. Our live cell experiments on human primary fibroblasts (data 
not shown) have shown that most DNA constructs that work well with established cell 
lines like HeLa cells do not work in primary fibroblasts. This hints at an increased 
sensibility of unaltered primary cells compared with cell lines who have adapted to 
cell culture conditions for years or even decades (Gartler, 1968). The desired 
protein/fluorescent protein construct may simply not be compatible with mammalian 
embryos. Secondly, not all antibody targets can be made visible via plasmids. For 
instance, specific histone modifications are not possible to mark with a transgene for 
the histone on a plasmid. Furthermore, only the highest wave-lengths of the visible 
spectrum are preferred for time-lapse microscopy to minimize the potential harmful 
effects of short wavelength rays such as UV radiation known to damage DNA 
(Kleiman et al., 1990). Embryonic development may be affected negatively by the 
generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) due to light exposure (Agarwal et al., 
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2014). With fixed samples, the unaltered, natural situation can be investigated with 
the entire spectrum of the visible light. 
3.10. Slow freezing causes more damage than vitrification 
Previous studies have shown that the survival rate of embryos warmed after 
vitrification surpasses that of embryos thawed after slow freezing (Saragusty and 
Arav, 2011). Our study of the effects of both methods on 4-cell stage bovine embryos 
demonstrates that slow freezing causes more damage to the zona pellucida and 
blastomeres than vitrification. While the damages caused to the zona pellucida would 
affect all pre-hatching stages similarly, the amount of destruction caused in 
blastomeres may be higher in early developmental stages of embryos, since oocytes 
and early embryonic stages contain a deposit of energy reserves in form of lipid 
drops provided by the mother animal (Abe et al., 2002). These lipid drops have a 
high rate of ice crystal formation during slow freezing. Additionally, the survival rate of 
embryos after any method of freezing is higher at later stages such as the blastocyst 
stage, since the higher amount of blastomeres in later stages makes embryo 
recovery more likely, if the destructive effects of freezing have triggered apoptosis or 
necrosis in a certain amount of blastomeres. The remaining abundance of 
blastomeres can easily divide and replace lost blastomeres, whereas the destruction 
of the single cell of the zygote or oocyte stage would be fatal for further development. 
Furthermore, damages caused by freezing prior to major EGA may trigger the 
developmental stop of the oocyte-to-embryo transition at major EGA, whereas 
damages after this checkpoint do not (Meirelles et al., 2004). 
 However, ice crystal formation is not the only negative factor introduced by 
slow freezing. Cryoprotectants, while beneficial to an embryo in the frozen state, may 
have toxic side effects before freezing is accomplished (Sommerfeld and Niemann, 
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1999). Thus, during the initial steps of slow freezing embryos are generally longer 
exposed to the toxic environment of cryoprotectants than during the short moment 
they come in contact with cryoprotectants during vitrification. 
 In fertility clinics vitrification of blastocysts has already become the state of the 
art due to its superior success rates (Stehlik et al., 2005). The relatively new trend of 
“social” freezing (Mertes and Pennings, 2011), the freezing of oocytes of younger 
patients for fertilization and transfer at a higher age, would be far less successful 
using slow freezing due to the ice crystal formation of maternal lipid deposits at this 
early stage (Cao et al., 2009). Vitrified oocytes can have the same developmental 
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